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FOREWORD
Way back in 1976 an enterprising individual,
Crushed Fingers Fuller (CFF), ‘Norm’ to most of
our clubmembers, took it upon himself to start
the club’s newsletter. It has been a labor of love
of the Jensen vehicle and of endurance, as any
editor/publisher knows. But he persisted and we
have all enjoyed and benefitted from the results.
Since he finally felt the need to move to the Lone
Star State, we miss his influence. However, better
days should be ahead.

Many, many people have offered tips and sugges-
tions, and have devised ways of keeping their
great Interceptors in full service. Methods to cir-
cumvent the lack of the ‘immediate’ spare when
miles from factory or dealer help, and the likes of
Mike Lotwis, TDB and Delta Motorsports! All of
these suggestions have appeared in ‘Gentleman’s
Express’ over the years and, as the marque is no
longer in production, the need for and access to,
good reliable advice is greater than ever.

So all of those valuable tips, suggestions and
pertinent data in support of these fine cars have
been collected in this handbook. The table of
contents is patterned after the car’s Service Man-
ual as to chapters of interest. This ‘index’ gives
easy access to data on one’s specific problems.
We hope that this will be a benefit to all.

TECH
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INTRODUCTION
Did you ever wonder why we chose ‘Gentlemen’s
Express’ as the name for the newsletter? Reprint-
ed below is the very beginning of a review by
John Christie of the Jensen Interceptor III that
appeared in ‘Motor Trend’ magazine.

“Thirty-odd years ago the British had an automo-
tive term: ‘Gentlemen’s express.’ It was used to
describe an automobile combining the attributes
of handling, stopping and performance of a sports
car with the accommodation and sheer comfort of
the most expensive luxury cars. Add to all this
was the feature of practicality. In short, a blend-
ing of the best of all possible automotive worlds, a
Grand Touring car in the classic rather than the
current two-seat-witha-fastback-roof sense of
the word.”

Can you think of any other car that is currently
available either new or used that better fits that
description of your Jensen. Our Club’s newsletter
is about the car and its owners, not its owners
then the car. C F F
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CHAPTER I ENGINE

Externals
Exhaust Manifolds Bob Gowdy
Interceptors 1973 and later (Series 4).

Ever try to find a non-smog exhaust manifold for your car? Need to replace a cracked non-smog man-
ifold? Checked out Chrysler’s prices lately on new manifolds?

Then phone around the local wrecking yards that specialize in trucks and look for a 1978 1-ton
Dodge Adventurer 200 pickup with a 440 engine.    Purchase the LEFT side exhaust manifold,
#3769109. The left and right manifolds on the Interceptor are made from the same part!

The full factory listing is as follows:

Description Qty H & J Series 4

Manifold - exhaust RH 1 CT6835 (3614297) CT7692 (made from 3769109)

Manifold - exhaust LH 1 CT6833 (3614293 mod) CT7691 (made from 3769109)
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Smog Pump Idler Bracket C F F

A short while back I received an urgent call from
Hugh Milligan. He was putting the smog equip-
ment back on his recently purchased ’75 convert-
ible and found thatthe smog pump idler bracket
and sheave were missing (used to adjust the belt
tension).

This became a major problem when I found out
that Jensen doesn’t list this part in any of its
catalogs and, since it wasn’t a Chrysler part, I
offered to let Hugh , a mechanical engineer, bor-
row one off my car so he could manufacture one.

Of course, I did stipulate that in return he would
supply the Club with a mechanical drawing so
that the next person to need one wouldn’t have
the same problem. (See Figure 1) >>>>.
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Valve Rocker Cover Gasket Mike Lotwis

Chrysler’s initial part number for these items was
2463168, all models. This has been superseded
by 4095787, which has ‘ears’ on it for the more
regular thin-metal rocker covers.

Cut the ears off to fit the Jensen covers, use ad-
hesive to attach to the cover and leave the face
dry that contacts the head. Bolt down as usual,
and follow up with a check of tightness after the
engine has been through its temperature cycles
several times.

Internals
Windage Trays C F F

The Chrysler developed windage tray is the best
horsepower-fordollar item available for your
engine, and a real industry first. [twill fit all the
361, 383, 400, 413, 426 and 440 wedges with
complete interchangeability. Basically, the wind-
age tray provides increased horsepower by re-
ducinq oil friction on the crankshaft assembly at
high speeds. It’s worth an extra 15 HP at 6000
rpm! Remember, you must use two pan gaskets -
one below and one above the tray!

Chrysler Part Numbers: Mk II E F & G 2863983

    Mk III H 2863983

“ J 3698645

 “ Series 4 3751236
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Cams C F F

Rebuilding the engine of your Interceptor? Having
problems finding the original Magnum Cam that
the car came with? Talked to a lot of people lately
that have a SUPER CAM that is almost the same?
Ever wonder what the difference was? Well, I am,
have and did! And here is the story:

I started looking’ for a new STOCK cam for the
’72 440 that I’m rebuilding to put into my ’74 MK
III after Bob, at J S I, had given me the part num-
ber 4071002 for the cam that Chrysler was offer-
ing as a replacement for the original. Finding it
no longer available from my local Chrysler deal-
ers, I phoned a parts locating service (1-800-633-
3637) that gave me the phone numbers for two
(2) Chrysler dealers that showed that they had
the cam in stock. After phoning them and finding
out that neither did, I was referred to a dealer in
Texas, who in turn referred me to another dealer
in another state (by this time I no longer asked
which state, just what area code), who assured
me that this other company in another area code
had it! They didn’t, but during the course of our
conversation it came to light that the replacement
cam I was looking for did not have the same
specs as the cam that came with my car in the
first place. The duration was different, as was the
valve lift and overlap. It seems that Chrysler had
offered a cam that was used on a 350 HP 440 as
a replacement because “it would work.”

Of course it would work, but would it work as
well as the original? I did not want to wait until I
had the engine back in the car and running be-
fore I found the answer to that question so I
started calling some of my friends (yes, even old
CCF has some friends) in the Industry.

First I called Roland Osborne of Chrysler Perfor-
mance Parts Association (a Chrysler Direct Con-
nection dealer), then Ed Neino at Camonics Cam-
shaft Co and Mike Landy at Dick Landy Ind. (See,
I told you I had a few friends). After more than a
few hours spent on the phone with these gentle-
men and bent over various parts books, catalogs,
Chrysler racing manuals and etc. this is what I
found out:

Camshaft PN 3512907

This is the cam originally used in our Interceptors
and is commonly referred to as the MAGNUM
CAM and was first introduced in the 1967 375hp
/ 440 Magnum engine. It was then used as a
stock cam in all Road Runner 383’s, the ‘67-70
375hp/440, the ’71 370hp/440, the ’71 300hp/
383, the ‘72-76 400-4 bbl HP, and all ‘68-70
335hp/383’s. With a duration of 268 degrees
(intake) - 284 degrees (exhaust), this is called a
split profile, a 0.450" lift with 46 degree overlap,
this cam is a very versatile performer.
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I also found out that the Magnum Cam is no
longer available, and not just from Chrysler but
from every manufacturer that I was able to con-
tact. Aftermarket manufacturers do try to sell
you a replacement cam which is almost the same,
but not quite. The closest replacement cam avail-
able is commonly called a 272/455 cam, which
means that the cam has 272 degrees of duration,
on both inlet and exhaust, with a 0.455" lift. Now
you say to yourself “What’s a poor restorer, that
wants to keep his car running the way it was
meant to, to do?”. Not to worry! I am having the
Magnum Cam manufactured locally and I will be
offering a Magnum Cam Kit complete with new
HP lifters very soon or, if you wish, you can pur-
chase the cam by itself.

THE NEXT STEP UP!

The very next step up from the Magnum Cam
according to Chrysler is the Hemi Profile Cam.
This is available from Direct Connect PN
P3690214. This is a 284/470 cam (duration is
284 degrees and lift 0.470"). This cam has radical
idle characteristics to go with its increased per-
formance. Although not required, it is recom-
mended that you replace the stock valve springs
with those used on the 440 Six Pac engines.
These are available from Direct Connection PN
P3690933.

Best Performance

The best performance hydraulic cam for the B
engine is purported by Chrysler to be a 286/485.
With a 286 degree duration and a 0.485 lift you
will have to use the springs suggested above. This
cam is also available from Direct Connection PN
P3690933.

440 Six Pac Cam

This cam has the same duration and lift as the
Magnum Cam but it is a low-taper cam which
requires that the lifters be around on a much
larger radius resulting in a flatter face on the
lifter. Because of this low-taper design feature,
these cams require that you use special hydraulic
lifters, PN P3420039. The 440 Six Pac Cam does
not offer a horsepower-performance increase over
the standard Magnum Cam.

NOTE: Camshafts with a duration greater than
286 degrees will require valve clearance pockets
in the top of the pistons. It is very important that
a new camshaft be installed with new lifters and
be liberally coated with the special cam break-in
lubricant found in the cam kits.
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Valve Timing for the Magnum Cam

Intake opens at 21 degrees before top dead center

Intake closes at 67, degrees after bottom center

Exhaust opens at 79 degrees before  bottom center

Exhaust closes at 25 degrees after top dead center

Thanks are due to Ed Neino, Mike Landy,
Chrysler Direct Connection and especially Roland
Osborne for their help. Roland (at Chrysler Per-
formance Parts 818/303-6220) is more than
willing to help with the right decision and can
provide all the Chrysler high performance parts
that might be needed.

Replacement Timing Chain Ms N C Rhoden

After reading Mike Lotwis’ urgent recommendation,
I had my mechanic change the cam drive chain
assembly by switching to the two-row roller timing
chain with metal sprockets. The installed set was
Cloyes P/N 9-2104. Cost was $108 with another
$175 for labor, and while he was at it, I had him
replace the water pump and all drive belts.

Direct Connection also has these Cloyes assem-
blies available under the following part numbers::

3-bolt cam sprocket P4120263

1-bolt cam sprocket P4120264

With all of these installations, we have to discard
the oil slinger (Chrysler #2899530) as the crank
drive sprocket is so much wider due to the dou-
ble-row chain.

How do we know when our Interceptor needs atten-
tion to its timing chain? The normal life span for the
cam gear is 100000 plus miles. Many do not make
it quite that far, often resulting in bent valves and
push rods. What are the signs of impending failure?
Some of the telltale signs may be vacuum loss,
difficulty in starting, occasional backfiring, difficulty
in tuning the engine and if it seems like only four or
five pistons are kicking in and the others kick in
later, or the unique symptom of loss of braking
after 4 or 5 hard stops.
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The following are offered as suggestions for
checking the timing chain: compression test,
vacuum test, check the distributor advance on
the scope and, if all else fails, pull the timing
chain cover.

A surefire way to check whether the chain and
gear are worn:

Tools 1-1/4" x 1/2" drive socket

Extra long breaker bar or extension 1/2" drive

Screwdriver, slotted type

The job is best performed with ignition off. Re-
move the distributor cap and, standing on the
right-hand side of the car, put the socket with
extension on the large crankshaft nut. Work this
back and forth which in turn works the crank-
shaft until you can feel the cam gear engaging.
Now watch the rotor in the distributor and note
how far you have to move the extension bar be-
fore the rotor moves. If left to right and reverse
movement is excessive, there is play in the timing
chain. You will have to do this a few times until
you get the feel of it.

Once you get the feel, you’ll then be able to tell if
the movement is excessive. Remember that there
is some free movement to begin with and that will
be amplified by the length of the breaker bar or
extension, but if you start with the bar lying on
one fender and end up lying across the car with
the bar on the other fender before the slack is
taken up and the rotor finally moves, that defi-
nitely is EXCESSIVE, and a sure sign that you
are in need of a new timing chain and gear set.
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Mountings

Motor and Transmission Mounts TECH

As we always run into trouble with these when
least we expect it, be happy that Chrysler still
has these “insulators” (as they are called) avail-
able for our Interceptors. The numbers are:

Series 383 G 440 H 440 J & 4

Motor (2) 2536121 2863735 2536121

Trans (1) 2533145 2533145 3642831

Trouble with mounts is usually indicated by a
tremble in the car during acceleration from
standstill. First place to check is the left front
motor mount which, once broken, provides noth-
ing to hold the engine down! In extreme cases,
the air cleaner might strike the hood and the left
hand exhaust pipe will surely contact the floor-
boards, and there generally is the sound of the
‘tremble’. If the problem is at the trans mount,
there might be sound from the trans tailshaft and
driveshaft universal hitting the body frame with a
similar trembling sound.

Water Pump

The Pump Exposed Michael J Lotwis & C F F
The important difference between pumps is par-
ticularly related to the impeller blade number,
shape and diameter. Chrysler has now cross-
referenced all 361/383/400/440 water pumps
down to only two part numbers, those for a/c and
non-a/c vehicles. Note at this point that
Chrysler’s reason for two pumps was simply to
slow down the water flow in the a/c equipped
vehicles. (This is another reason why one should
not run an engine without a thermostat as it does
act as a flow restrictor). Basically, all C-V8’s, Int I
and II w/out a/c had pump #2808680, now
pump #3780196. This has always been and still
is the largest 4.50" dia 8-blade pump.

Most aftermarket suppliers, such as TRW, sell only
the smaller dia pump with 8 smaller blades as an
a/c pump. This is because when Chrysler first
introduced the a/c pump, it came out with a 6
blade 3.75" dia pump #2808681. It later became
#3683834 with the 1972 ‘H’ engines (larger bearing
housing but still 6 blades). Then, due to a newer
internal taper-design pump housing (identified by
the water inlet on the right-side of the engine),
Chrysler now changed #33683834 to #3780127.
This is only 4.25" dia and with 8 small blades. This
pump is exactly the same as most aftermarket
companies provide for a/c equipped cars.
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The problem however results from the difference
in RADIATOR SIZE between Jensen and Chrysler
vehicles. We can only surmise that Jensen’s stock
4-row core requires a more powerful pump to
move a lot of water when at idle in traffic. A clue
here was Jensen’s use of a special smaller diame-
ter aluminum pump pulley #CT6882 on SP (six-
pack) and 1972 ‘H’ engines. This could have been
Jensen’s answer to get the 6-bladed a/c pump to
move more water at idle. Note that it is not possi-
ble to install this single groove pulley on later
440’s because of their dual belt setup. This same
theory can be accomplished by using the non a/c
and larger 8-bladed pump #3780196 in all Jens-
ens. Tests on many cars both in the U S and the
U K confirm this to be true. Experience indicates
that the worst possible pump for the street Jens-
en is the aftermarket 8-blade aluminum pump.
Only use aftermarket pumps which match the
Chrysler #3780196 part.

One such pump that appears to meet these re-
quirements and provide additional performance is
that available from TDB Automotive #FK/1679,
developed for NASCAR and off-road racing. It has
the diameter, the blade number, etc and is easily
recognizable in the manner of the back-sweep
and assembly of the blades, not the usual bent-
up ‘prongs’ of the standard units.

Oil Filter
Clean Oil Pickup Screens C F F
I recently purchased a Mk III Interceptor from
one of our members. It had a basic problem;
terrible oil pressure. I inspected the bottom of the
car and found a badly damaged oil pan. From
this I reasoned the possibility of a bent oil pick-
up tube. I ordered and received a new pick-up,
and removed the pan to replace it and found the
pick-up not to be bent but much clogged with
plastic teeth material from a timing gear.

I knew when this particular gear had been re-
placed - over six years ago. Evidently, when the
gear was replaced, the mechanic neglected to pull
the oil pan and clean it in order to get rid of the
teeth debris. As a consequence, with this particu-
lar car, running as it had with low oil pressure for
six years, all the damage that could be done was
done. I will thus have to live with the oil pressure
as it is until it is time to replace the bearings and
remedy whatever other damage had been done.

ADVISORY: Should your Interceptor ever have to
have new timing gears installed (preferably the
metal ones), be sure that the shop pulls and
cleans the oil pump pick-up screen before the
engine is restarted.

In another instance, a Club Member’s engine had
low, low oil pressure so he decided to check out
the bottom end. With removal of the oil pan, the
problem was apparent. The pan was filled with
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sludge and the oil pump pick-up screen was caked
with the stuff to such an extent that it was almost
completely clogged, effectively decreasing the vol-
ume of oil that could pass through it. With a thor-
ough cleaning of the pan, screen and pick-up tube
and replacing same, his oil pressure increased by
more than 20 lbs, solving his problem.

Oil Pump

Oil Pumps, Replacement and Hi-flow TECH

Bearing wear may not be the main reason for low
oil pressure in your Interceptor.  When last did
the mechanic look at the oil pump.  They don’t
last for ever and wear of the rotor sideplates al-
lows backflow to degrade pump delivery.

The Chrysler oil pumps specified for the engines
are as follows:

Series Original Recommended

G & H 2808510 4026291

J & Series 4 3685652 4026191

A high flow oil pump by Direct Connection with
25% more capacity is available under their part
number P4286590. If you want full race, try their
Milodon aluminum assembly (P3690039) and the
complete dual line system kit (P3412026).
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Distributor

High Performance Distributors TECH

In case you are looking to improve engine perfor-
mance and your engine still uses the distributor
originally installed, a direct replacement high
performance unit is available. Usually with time
the distributor shaft wears, creating sideplay at
the rotor head which, in turn, tends to upset the
timing. Chrysler’s limit on this play is 0.006"
max.  So, try Mopar’s ‘Direct Connection’ Group
under the following part numbers:

Mk II Interceptor P3690431

Mk III Interceptor P3690432

Note, however, that the early 383-engined cars
usually employed breaker points, and the new
distributor has to be used with electronic ignition,
and thus will require some re-wiring and the
installation of an electronic control unit.  A com-
plete kit, including distributor and all the neces-
sary instructions can be obtained under their
number P3690427.

Recurving the Distributor C F F

Why recurve it? What’s involved? The purpose of
recurving a distributor is to obtain the proper
amount of spark advance in timing at the correct
time in the rpm range. Let us assume that your
distributor is in good shape and that there is zero
play or ‘slop’ in its bushings. Assume that you
also need:

X degrees initial advance-obtain by manual move-
ment of thedistributor.

Y degrees primary advance - controlled by the
vacuum advance unit

Z degrees secondary advance - governed by the
cam, weights&springs

Now, you time your engine’s initial advance using
a timing light. This is done by almost all service
centers and does not involve the use of a dyno;
just your car’s tachometer and a good timing light
are all that are needed.

Primary and secondary advance: To correctly set
these you have to know exactly when your engine
needs Y degrees and Z degrees of advance and
how much Y and Z equal, and which combination
of vacuum units, weights, spring tensions and
distributor ~cams will work best to obtain Y and
Z. These figures can only be found out by using a
dyno, although educated guesses can come pretty
close, at least close enough for government work.
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If you know your engine’s cam, its profile and
rpm range, and if you’ve picked the correct intake
manifold and carburetor to flow fuel properly for
use with your cam, then you can buy a number
of recurve kits from Chrysler to set your distribu-
tor up. And, after a few tries, you might just get it
right! But, a quick trip down to a GOOD dyno
shop and a few dollars investment will take all
the guesswork out of it and you’ll be more
pleased with the return on your investment.

On older engines things change,, parts wear,
profiles change, slop develops and you can no
longer say how many degrees of advance you
need because of these variations to the original
specs. Again, you need a dyno.

So, to be specific, distributor curving simply means
that your spark plugs are firing at exactly the right
time when your valves and pistons are at the abso-
lutely correct position in their cycle in order to ob-
tain maximum combustion of fuel and maximum
performance. The two go hand-in-hand! We could
show graphs and provide specs but what’s good for
my car orJoe’s car or even Harry’s car does not
mean that it’s good for your car. So take my advice
and next time you put out money for a tune-up,
add a little extra to it and have the distributor re-
curved and dyno’ed to custom fit your car’s de-
mands. You’ll be glad you did.

Distributor Cap, Replacements TECH

Chrysler’s initial specified caps were as follows:

Series Original Recommended

G 2585000 DC P2444508

or Chrysler 4289875

H, J & Series 4 2444507 “

Direct Connection (DC) has kit P4286572 com-
prising Rotor and Cap.
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Alternator & Mountings
100 Amp Alternator Mounting Mike Lotwis

For those wishing to change from a 65 amp to a
100 amp Alternator, this has been successfully
done by utilizing the Chrysler mounting brackets
used originally for the 100 amp alternator. You
will need to relocate the expansion tank, however.
the following Parts are required from Chrysler:

3830008 Main bracket

4006507 Back bracket mounted to head

4027052 Brace from intake manifold

4006531 Adjust bracket

4094012 Insulator package

It would also be an excellent idea to change the
regulator at the same time, 10

as many a new alternator has been ruined by
being teamed up with an older and tired control
unit. Original equipment regulators were Chrysler
3438150 for all engine series. These have been
superseded by 4379100.

Of particular importance is to increase the current
carrying capacity of the brown (N) lead from the alter-
natorto the starter switch. Another 10 gage wire
should be run in parallel with the one already there.
The factory supplied this modification for all initial 100
amp alternator installations (convertibles).

The Right Belts C F F

A noise in a convertible, that only happened un-
der acceleration, was found to be caused by the
fan on the 100-amp alternator rubbing against
the right inner fender panel whenever the engine
was torqued excessively. Replacing the fan belts
will usually cure the problem.

Use the same part number again, because if you
compare the old with the new, don’t be surprised
to find as much as one inch difference due to
stretch with wear!

To get the “shorter” belts on, removal of the locat-
ing screw on the alternator adjustment arm is
sometimes necessary. If that is not enough, the
lower mounting bolt will have to be removed and
the alternator allowed to cant inwards to receive
the belts.
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Engine Ignition Electrics

High Performance Coil Joe Sicignano

The most recent addition in my continual updat-
ing of my Interceptor is a Mallory ignition coil, a
coil being a step-up device for the voltage from
the distributor to the plugs. Even though your
engine may seem fine, coils decay with age. Origi-
nal equipment is a black cylinder under the air
cleaner on the right side, close to the distributor.

High performance coils, due to heavier
construction, maintain their performance longer.
Your engine would run with a lagging voltage but
not as vigorously or as efficiently. The spark of a
stock coil is 30,000 volts, the Mallory Mark II Coil
is 50,000. It also provides easier starts as it
draws a minimum current.

The cost is nominal ($35) and installation is rela-
tively simple although, since it had to be bolted
on, my mechanic (Bob Gowdy of Jensen Special-
ties Inc) had to make a small bracket. It certainly
won’t solve all your problems but it made a no-
ticeable difference in pickup and high end
responsiveness in my car.

Spark Plug Wires C F F

Spark plug wires should be kept off the valve
covers and, more particularly, the exhaust mani-
folds and shields, and separated from one anoth-
er. A ‘flutter’ at 60-70 mph was traced to a spark
plug wire which was ‘bleeding’ its electrical cur-
rent causing low firing at the spark plug.

A quick check on a dark night - lift the hood,
engine at idle, and look around. If there is any-
thing untoward in this area, it will be easily ap-
parent! The pyrotechnics will advertise their pres-
ence quite well!

Wire sets are available from many sources, Delco
#SS-563B being one. However, if you want top
performance, try Direct Connection’s 8 mm wires,
their number P4529032.
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Electronic Ignition Modules Mike Lotwis

Chrysler used 3656900 for H & J series, and
3874020 for the Series 4 engines. Direct Connec-
tion used to specify their unit P4007298 as an
initial replacement, but now suggest P4120505
as their up-to-date unit.

Make sure that the connections are clean on
reassembly and that you attach a ground (earth)
wire at one of the mounting screws.

Start-up But No Run! TECH

Have you everthrown the switch, the starter
spins, the engine catches. So you release the key
and think about selecting the shift position but,
oops, the engine just died. You try again, with
exactly the same results. So what’s to do now?
What has gone wrong? There’s obviously enough
gasoline to allow it to catch, but then - ?

Now, don’t blame the carburetor for it’s not the
cause. It is in the electrics. Remember the BALLAST
resistor unit that is in the wiring to assist startup.
In this case, it’s resistance circuit is helping the
startup, but the run resistance is ‘open circuit’ as
the saying goes, busted! Whenever the ignition key
drops back to the `run’ position it finds no circuit.

So get hold of a replacement ballast unit, Chrysler
part numbers as follows:

Interceptor II with condenser/points Chrysler E/
F 2095501, G 2275590 - Direct Connection
P2444641

Interceptor II with electronic ignition Direct Con-
nection P5206436

Interceptor III with electronic ignition Chrysler H-
4 3656199 - Direct Connection P5206436

In case you do not recognize a ballast when you
see one, it is that white ceramic block with wires
leading to and from it, located in the engine
compartment between the fuse box and the bat-
tery, close to the bonnet edge.

* Cars are updated to this configuration, usually
with a Direct Connection conversion kit
P3690427, comprising new distributor, ballast,
control module and wiring.

Starter Motor

Starter Joe Sicignano

Unless you are a diehard to keep your Interceptor
stock, you will be pleased to know that there is
now a superior Dodge (PN 4145360) high perfor-
mance starter that is a perfect replacement.
(NOTE: Mopar now sells the “factory” recondi-
tioned unit under PN R0171375. TECH )
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C H A P T E R II
TRANSMISSION

Transmission Road Test Check
Autoweek, 08-31-81

Like the gourmet chef who sniffs even the finest cut
of meat prior to cooking, a good mechanic uses his
olfactory bulge for more than just an eyeglass rack.
Every time you check the fluid in your transmission
you should sniff the end of the dipstick as well as
making sure the fluid level is between the full and
add marks. Foul smelling automatic transmission
fluid is an early warning symptom that can tip you
off to impending trouble.

If caught in time a simple change of automatic trans-
mission fluid, a new filter and pan gasket can go a long
way toward preventing major transmission repair
expense. If neglected to the point where the transmis-
sion fluid turns a dark mustard color and a sniff of the
dipstick causes your nostril to curl in protest, it is just

a matter of time before you can expect major repairs
that probably will require removal and complete disas-
sembly of the transmission.

The best test of how well a transmission is behav-
ing can only be done on the road. For purposes of
demonstration, let’s talk specifically about the
General Motors Turbo Hydramatic 350. Over 22
million have been built to date, so chances are
your transmission is either a 350 or one that
shifts very much like the 350. Start your road
test for a transmission performance from a dead
stop on a quiet, straight road where you aren’t
likely to run into too many lightrunners or hay-
wagons. Once you’ve allowed the engine to warm
up, gently accelerate using a minimum throttle.

The first shift, that is called the 1-2 shift, should
occur at approximately 9-14 mph. Continue your
normal acceleration until you feel the 2-3 shift at
about 15-22 mph. Then, while you are coasting
along at about 35 mph, move the shift selector to
the L2 or S position, depending on which model
car you are driving. You should feel a change as
the transmission drops out of third gear into
second. Shift back to D, and again you should
feel a slight change as the tranny shifts back up
to third. This is more of a free rolling feeling than
an obvious shift change. In the L2 or S position
the tranny will provide what is called overrun
braking, a sort of built-in braking system that will
help to hold the car back on hills where excessive
braking could overheat the brakes.
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Again rolling along at about 35 mph with the
selector in the D position, floor the accelerator
pedal. You should feel the engine roar as the
transmission downshifts and the car bolts ahead.
If you don’t get this ‘detent downshift’ to occur
after a few tries it may mean the transmission
has not upshifted in the first place and you have
been driving in second gear, a condition that, if
left uncorrected, will cause premature tranny
wear and knock a massive hole in your gas bud-
get. The speed at which the tranny shifts is di-
rectly related to how hard you depress the accel-
erator pedal. For example, the 1-2 shift will not
occur on a floored accelerator until the car hits
between 45-55 mph. The 2-3 shift won’t happen
`till you’re heading down Boot Hill highway at
between 65-86 mph.

If you find the car stays in low gear and are sure
the fluid level is where it belongs, there are some
checks you can make before surrendering those
hard earned bucks for a tranny overhaul. Make
sure that none of the linkage has jammed or
become disconnected, and then check the vacu-
um supply to the transmission modulator. The
modulator looks like a metal inline gas filter and
is screwed into the right side of the transmission.
A vacuum hose is connected to it. For the tranny
to upshift engine vacuum must be present in the
hose. Check this by disconnecting the hose at the
modulator and, using a vacuum gauge, check for
the presence of a vacuum. Traces of oil in the end

of the hose indicate a leaking modulator that
eventually will empty the transmission of its fluid
and may cause spark plug fouling combined with
blue smoke from the tail pipe.

From time to time transmissions are overhauled
and even after a complete tuneup the car has no
power, yet there is obvious transmission slip.
Should this happen to you, consider the possibili-
ty of a clogged exhaust pipe. There have been
enough cases of the inner shell of an exhaust
pipe distorting to block off the exhaust gases, and
a contaminated catalytic converter will do the
same, that it is worth checking whenever trans-
mission work is considered. When checking your
car over, always take a look at the condition of
the coolant in the radiator. An oil foam present in
the radiator neck may mean the transmission oil
cooler located in the base of the radiator is leak-
ing. This will allow coolant to enter the transmis-
sion and ruin the clutches. It may also cause
engine overheating and destruction of the radia-
tor hoses.

A few extra moments of thoughtful checking of
the transmission dipstick and the fluid condition
may save you a costly transmission overhaul, or
at least a breakdown on the road. So to know
what’s cooking in the transmission, always sniff
the dipstick!
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Cooling Automatic Transmissions Mike Gabriel

All Jensen Interceptors designated for the U S
market were equipped with the Chrysler Torque-
Flight transmission. If this transmission is ser-
viced regularly it should last a long time. The
most common cause for breakdown is high tem-
peratures. This is mainly due to the location,
since the unit is almost completely surrounded
by sheet metal. High engine heat is also transmit-
ted to the trans. There are two very effective mea-
sures which can be taken to solve this problem.

First, I would suggest the installation of a trans-
mission oil cooler. There are many different cool-
ers available, most of them are very good. The
best quality cooler and hoses that I know of are
available from Earl’s Supply Company (14611
Hawthorne Blvd, Lawndale, CA 90260). The hoses
connecting the cooler to the trans lines are the
aircraft-approved stainless steel braided type. For
the Interceptor, the whole installation is a
straight bolt-in; there is a cross bar right behind
the grille to which the cooler can be bolted.

The following are the parts needed:

Cooler sizes SHE-13 minimum size, 13 row

SHE-16 heavy duty, 16 row

SHE-19 extra heavy duty, 19 row

Oil lines ES-AC-400-BC-6-30" (one needed)

ES-CC-400-BC-6-30" “ “

Adaptors: ES-919-7D (two needed, for trans lines)

ES-816-BSP or ES-894-10-6D (two for
the cooler, depending on the
type chosen)

Second, besides the oil cooler, it is also a good
idea to install an autotrans shift kit to accom-
plish several things - shortening the shift time for
better performance, creating less friction in the
transmission ( less heat buildup) and enabling
you to up and down-shift immediately without a
long time lag.

Trans shift kit - Trans Go has a transmission re-
programmer kit which can be added to the trans-
mission while on the car. It is designed to reduce
heat created in the transmission by making the
shifts tighter and more brisk. Detroit designs its
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automatics for comfort and smoothness, not per-
formance and durability. A tighter shift is less
smooth but more precise and loses less to heat,
expanding durability while boosting performance.
The claim is made for a 70 percent improvement
in efficiency in shifting, most apparent in rapid
acceleration.

With the reprogrammer, the TorqueFlight
Chrysler unit makes for a much tighter shift from
2nd to 3rd. In addition to some improved perfor-
mance, expanded life of the transmission, and
less heat from friction, there is also expanded
ability to downshift at any speed, which can also
serve to reduce the strain on the less than opti-
mal braking of the Interceptor.

The results of this experiment (which ran $172,
including servicing, change of fluid and filter) so
far seems promising, at least at low speeds where
there are a lot of shifts, such as street use. The
temp gauge certainly is running at its all-time
lowest reading (about 1/3 to midline) at normal
street and freeway driving. Overall, the repro-
grammer makes for a more zesty, sportier feel
and it is quicker in downshifts.
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Kickdown Linkage Adjustment Joe Sicignano

A discovery whilst reworking my engine was get-
ting the transmission kickdown to work optimal-
ly. Typically, with repeated transmission service
or rebuilding, the multiple curves built into the
linkage, to begin with, sustain further ‘bends’ and
shortening, thus not permitting maximum flexi-
bility of the shift points. The transmission is de-
signed to kick down from third into second and
hold it until 70 mph or so on hard acceleration
(flooring it), but it also kicks down with less ex-
treme pedal pressure at lower rpm’s. The shift is
even more extreme from third into first if the car
is under 15 mph or so. If the linkage bends or
shortens, some or all of these functions can be
lost. The car can still be manually down-shifted
but the fun and responsiveness of using higher
rpm’s and consequently more instant torque and
horsepower is made more difficult. Removing the
linkage and straightening it in a vice usually
solves the problem.

Note, however, that there is such a thing as too
much kickdown. In this case the car will stay in
second gear too long, either cranking too high in
rpm’s, wasting gas or climbing to too-high a
speed for the traffic situation. The shift should be
quick in and quick out with slight moves of the
pedal accomplishing the maneuver with ease and
security.

Factory settings are:

Gear Change @ mph Upchanges     Downchanges

From Gear: 1- 2   2 - T T - 1    T - 2

At light throttle 11    15 8    <40*

At full throttle 40    76 32-11    66-32

Total kickdown range: 11-66 mph

* Part throttle for all G H J 4 & 5 Series gearboxes

Note: If these kickdown points cannot be
achieved by adjustment of the clevis on the kick-
down rod, then it’s time to see your transmission
specialist about adjusting bands and, more par-
ticularly, pressures TECH
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C H A P T E R III FRONT
AXLE & SUSPENSION
General

Bearings and Joints Mike Lotwis

The following are substitute parts for Jensen
items that might be unobtainable:

1. Front suspension upper ball joint - Triumph
TR-6 ball joint

2. Upper ball joint fiber cap - Jaguar C32219
3. Front wheel outer bearing - Timken LM1

1949/LM1 1910
4. Rear hub axle bearing - Timken 2735X/2788A

Lubricating Front Wheel Bearings
Popular Mechanics May ‘80

1. Jack up the car and support the end you’re
working on with jack stands.

2. Remove the lug nuts and mark one stud on
each wheel so you will be able to replace it at
that same location. The marks will allow the
balance to be maintained.

3. Remove the lockwire and loosen the caliper
retaining bolts and remove the calipers from
the discs. Support them on a suspension mem-
ber to keep stress off the brake hoses.

4. Remove the grease cap. Straighten out the
cotter pin, withdraw it and discard. Remove the
wheel bearing adjusting nut and washer. Im-
portant: All parts to be saved should be put on
a sheet of clean, lint-free paper. Grasp the disc
and free the outer wheel bearing by pulling the
disc towards you, and then pushing back. The
bearing will drop onto the spindle.

5. Now withdraw the disc and lay it on a couple of
blocks such that the rear face is at least an inch
off any surface. Insert a brass drift or hardwood
dowel onto the hub so it contacts the outer race of
the inner wheel bearing. This is the metal part
surrounding the rollers. Tap the inner bearing out
of the disc. The grease retainer (seal) will also fall
free, as will the felt pick-up seal. Discard both if
replacements are available.
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6. Wash bearings in a grease-cutting solvent,
working the solvent between the rollers with a
clean, soft bristle brush. Use Trichloroethane III
as the solvent. It is not flammable. Important:
Handle a bearing by its race to avoid dirtying it.

7. Replace the bearing if it is damaged (cracked,
chipped or blackened). If it looks okay, spin it
slowly to see if it rotates smoothly. Discard the
bearing if the rollers feel gritty or bind as they
are rotated. Don’t worry, you can’t overlubricate
a bearing so, if a wheel bearing packing tool is
not available, put on a pair of clean rubber
gloves and scoop wheel bearing grease into your
palm. Kneed bearing grease into the bearing,
coating all surfaces.

8. Clean the inside of the disc hub with trichlor’
after bearings are greased. Allow the hub to dry
and then coat the bearing mating surfaces with
a thin layer of grease.

9. Turn the disc assembly face-down and put the
inner bearing inside the hub. Place a new seal
over the bearing by using a grease-seal installing
tool or a soft brass drift. Tap the seal onto its seat.
Install a new felt pick-up seal in its 1 groove with a
light smear of grease to ‘glue’ it in place.

10. Clean the wheel spindle and lubricate it with
grease. Place the disc assembly back on the
spindle. Now place the outer wheel bearing in
the hub, and install the washer and wheel-
bearing adjusting nut. Tighten the adjusting
nut to 14 lb in torque as you spin the disc.

When the correct torque measurement is ob-
tained, remove the wrench and see that the
disc spins freely. While this was being done,
you should check for the split cotter holes. If
they do not finally line up with the castellation
slots in the nut, you must back OFF to the
closest slot. Safety the cotter pin.

11. Reinstall the caliper, and its spacer washers if
any were present during disassembly, and be
sure to Iockwire the bolts again. Replace the
grease cap, gently tapping it into place. Replace
the wheel, lining up again with the marked stud.

Tie-rod End Boots Douglas McKenzie

During rebuild of my Interceptor’s front end sus-
pension, I found the tierod ends to be in excel-
lent condition but the rubber boots that protect
them from moisture and sand were almost non-
existent. Since a replacement part is not available
from Jensen, Norm Fuller suggested I try a Jag-
uar replacement part. It is from the XK series (P/
N 011-914). My tie rods are now as good as new,
all for $2.99 each!
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Shock Absorbers
Gas Shocks Chris Nagel

Chris used the part numbers for the Gabriel
shocks from early issues of the newsletter and
found the Monroe Matic gas shock equivalent.
Part numbers are 34822 and 34899. The front
shocks have a sleeve in one end that will have to
be pressed out in order to accept the larger
mounting bolts used on our Interceptors.

Gabriel does not list a replacement shock for the
Interceptor per sebut thanks to some diligent
work on the part of Bob Gowdy of Jensen Special-
ties Inc we have found some correct replacement
part numbers. Bob uses them as follows:

For the fronts - Striders, adjustable, P/N 47056

For the rears - Gabriel adjustable E, P/N 63173

These are marketed exclusively through American
Parts stores, and the application was for most
full-sized GM cars, ’65-79.

Note: the sleeve must be shortened.

Spax Replacement Shocks C F F

Spax makes replacement shocks. These are ex-
ternally adjustable, having the adjustment screw
located at the base of the shock, with fifteen set-
tings and are adjustable whilst on the car. A word
of advice on these shocks is to initially adjust
them until they feel the same before you install
them on the car.

When installing Spax shocks make sure that the
adjustment screw is pointed towards the tire
(outboard) in front, and towards the rear bumper
for the rears.

After installation, work the shock for a while,
then adjust again to personal preference. Be sure
to count the number of settings and adjust each
pair of shocks the same.

Remember though that you might want the rears
a little stiffer than the fronts or vice versa. These
shocks sell for about $80 each and are gasfilled.

(Experience warns us to begin with the adjust-
ments set at minumum to speed the operation

TECH)
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C H A P T E R IV - REAR
AXLE, PROP SHAFT AND
 SUSPENSION
Axle, Suspension and Shaft

Rear Leaf Springs Bob Gowdy
If you feel the ride on your Interceptor is a little too soft
and you’ve already tried new rear shocks, the culprit/s
might be your bottom (or helper) springs. If the car is
sagging severely, have your springs re-arched. If not
too severely, check the very bottom spring leaf. If its
ends are curved downwards, then remove it, turn it
over and replace. This has been done on a number of
cars and it has been 100% successful. It corrected
those speed bump ‘bumps’ and brought about a firmer
ride.

Retorsion Rear Springs and Add Leaf Joe Sicignano

This tip is dedicated to Ron Jacobson who had
the temerity to deviate from the traditional in
experimenting with and succeeding in improving
his suspension. I recently followed his recommen-
dations and had Dick Gulstrand Enterprises of
Culver City CA 90230 do their thing. They have a
solid name in custom suspension fine tuned from
long experience in racing.

Prior newsletters listed replacement shocks for
the Interceptor including Gabriel and Monroe as
well as Koni, the latter (a high-priced import) was
also mentioned by Jim Cummings. He also point-
ed out the problem with rear leaf spring sag
which adversely affects the ride, causes the car to
bottom out quite easily and contributes to the
problem of understeer in the Interceptors which
began when the heavy 440 block was introduced.

I began to note that I would scrape the spare tire
carriage coming off a steep curb, after 20000
miles. The problem becomes most annoying with
two people in the back seat unless I added four
pounds of pressure to the back tires.

The pounding and scraping also required the
rewelding of the bolt assembly needed to crank
down the spare. I have 30000 miles on the ad-
justable Gabriels (set on regular as the firm and
extra-firm settings were unbearable) but the rear
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end would shimmy after bumps such as railroad
tracks. The sag in the rear was easily noticed by
the eclipsing of the rear tires under the fender as
compared to the front.

Gulstrand pulled the rear leaf springs, had them
retortioned (rearched) to lift the car to proper
height and added an additional leaf. Dick no longer
recommends Koni’s which he feels give too much of
a rough ride and are over-priced. His recommenda-
tion for the state of the art is Belstein gas-filled
shocks, used in some high priced imports and off
road vehicles. Mickey Thompson manufactures gas-
filled shocks utilizing Belstein patents custom fit for
the Interceptor. The price is $75 per pair for the
front and $85 per pair for the rear.

The results for the job, which ran $489 total, are
quite satisfying. The ride is firm but not jarring. The
steering is neutral, and the extra weight under the
hood now appears to have gone. The cornering,
even with my GR70 Michelin X with 30000 miles on
them, is again sports car like. There is less rear
squat and wheelspin in open throttle acceleration,
and less front dip on hard braking.

I had looked into adding a rear antisway,bar and
increasing the size of the front one but the con-
sensus at Gulstrand was that the present modifi-
cations were optimal. Gulstrand, like A K Miller,
did not recommend the expense of high priced
import tires except for status. A 60 series tire is
still a possibility but it would be a tight fit at best.

Gulstrand reports good results with the Goodyear
GT radial on their high performance machines. I am
still waiting for reports on the new Pirelli P6, their
off-shoot of the state of the art P7 which is a 50
series tire. The P6 will be available as a 65 series
tire which might be worth waiting for in 1979.

Shackle Bush, Rear Springs CFF

Rear spring shackle bushings, Jensen P/N CT 339,
measures 2" long x 1" OD x 7/16" ID and is said to
be used on the 1960 Dodge 1/2 ton pickups. Brit-
ish Leyland uses one a wee bit shorter in length but
works perfectly, their part number 88G 278.
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Differential Unit

Differential Ring and Pinion Gearing      Joe Sicignano

This should be titled ‘Ring and Pinion Change: Us-
able and affordable performance’. For some time, I
have been interested in ways to increase the perfor-
mance of my Interceptor. I have a 1974 which suf-
fered the horsepower deflation of the anti-pollution
movement. While the 440 engine responds beauti-
fully in the 60 to 90 mph range, I am unwilling to
become any more popular with the Highway Patrol.
Driving on the street, I have not relished defeat at
the hands of lesser machines.

Several members have solved the problem with
major engine modifications, including new cams,
manifolds and lifters. Some have convinced their
mechanics to break the law and remove pollution
equipment. The results can be as spectacular as
the cost, one hundred extra horsepower but a bill
in excess of $1500. If, by some unfortunate turn
of events, an engine needs rebuilding so that
good parts are not being discarded, such revi-
sions make excellent sense.

Several club members have expressed annoyance
at the hesitation in response experienced off the
line, as if the car has to pause and catch its
breath before launch. T Wiley of Edelbrock sug-
gested carburetor modifications or gearing as

possible alternative suggestions to engine modifi-
cations. Since I know two members who have
experimented with the Holley carburation only to
return it to the stock Carter, I decided to pursue
the gearing alternative.

First, I began to look into B & M high stall torque
converters which have been used mostly in drag
racing applications. The torque converter links
the engine output to the transmission and act as
a low-low gear from standstill. Currently, the
stock torque converter multiplies the final drive
ratio by up to 2.5, which means that instead of a
first gear of 7.50 (with the 3.07 rear end) the
initial gear is actually 18.75. The hitch is that the
torque converter locks up and ceases its multiply-
ing function after 1800 rpm in the TorqueFlight
transmission, utilizing little of the engine’s horse-
power output which peaks at 4800 rpm.

Modified torque converters allow for the multipli-
cation to last up to 2400 or more, though it would
cut out at freeway speeds. The major drawback is
that the work load on the transmission is in-
creased and thereby the heat, especially in traffic.
Having invested much in oil and transmission
coolers to solve Interceptor heating problems I felt
the last thing I needed was more heat. However,
in a cooler climate this modification remains the
cheapest route, parts and labor running under
$300 plus the cost-of a transmission cooler which
B & M strongly recommends in conjunction.
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The alternative I chose to have installed was a
new ring and pinion, the blood and guts of the
rear end which converts the transmission output
through the drive shaft to the rear axle. The origi-
nal ring gear of the Interceptor was 2.88, but as
the horsepower dropped, this was later upped to
3.07 in late 1973 production. Gear ratios with low
numbers, under3, do wondersforfuel economy
and are popular in late model U S cars for that
purpose, but contribute to their sluggish re-
sponse. The 2.88 rear end also enabled the early
Interceptors to reach 140 mph, with the 3.07
showing some drop off at the top end. Higher
numbered rear ends such as 3.55 and 3.73 give a
faster acceleration with some sacrifice in top
attainable speed, although the top is reached
more quickly. The higher numbered ring and
pinions make the engine run at a higher rpm at
any given speed, with some noise, a more jolting
acceleration, less fuel economy, and a change in
driving characteristics. Streetable drag cars use
4.11’s and 4.56’s. Applied to the Interceptor,
more of the engine’s horsepower is available at
legal speeds and more control of the car is ob-
tained via increased engine braking.

Comparison of Gear Ratios:
First (Low) 7.50 8.86 9.10

Second 4.44 5.11 5.37

Third (Final) 3.07 3.55 3.73

Con-Ferr Jeep of Burbank did the job in three
days, but now that they know the sub-type of
DANA 60 they should be able to do it in two. They
were able to use an adapter to avoid changing the
carrier and the live axle (limited slip differential)
was maintained. The total price was $412. The
speedometer had to be recalibrated ($39) since it
reads speed from engine rpm and was 15 mph
too high at freeway speeds.

The results are impressive. The hesitancy in start-
ing from standstill is cured. It also turned out that
due to improper alignment with my old ring and
pinion I was generating rear end vibration which is
now gone. The acceleration is as smooth as a tur-
bine. The noise. difference, though noticeable, is
minor and acts as effective biofeedback to the temp-
tation to speed. The car enters freeway ramps with
unchallenged authority. There is only a hint of
wheelspin in maximum acceleration up an incline
as the transmission upshifts from first to second at
4850 rpm (versus 4200 prior to change). The  rpm
at 55 mph is 2800 versus 2400. The downshift at
highway speeds will still operate from 3rd to 2nd up
to a shade under 60 mph but will disengage almost
instantly due to running up to the rpm equivalent of
what was 76 mph. As the transmission includes the
Trans Go shift kit, it is possible to manually down-
shift from say 65 mph (3200 rpm) and reach 4400
for a rather exorbitant display of acceleration. The
loss in fuel economy is one half to one mile per
gallon depending on how much of a show-off you
are!
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Differential Data Herb Marcus

With Dana 44’s being used by Ford, Dodge,
Studebaker, I H, Jeep and, yes, even G M, parts
for your Interceptor’s differential should be readi-
ly available. There is, however, one other source:

Reider Racing Enterprises, 11861 Longsdorf Ave,
Riverview MI 48192.

Their line of Dana parts is impressive and in-
cludes the following ratios: 3.32, 3.50, 3.54, 3.73,
3.90, 4.10, 4.56 and 5.86 and almost everything
in between, from about $110 for ring and pinion.
They handle installation kits which include bear-
ings, seals, fittings, and shims for $30 and cases
from $45.

They also handle Detroit Locker, Truetrac and
Torsen power lock differentials, from $199 for the
Detroit Locker to $337 for the Torsen.
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CHAPTER V STEERING
General
Power Steering Fluid TECH

We always have problems! Some are little, others
expensive. If we are ignorant enough to use ATF
(automatic transmission, red in color) type fluids in
our power steering systems, please appreciate that
the seals were not designed for those fluids and
thus suffer deterioration as much by fluid damage
as by the local heat of the engine compartment. The
little problem is in finding the desirable (golden-
colored) fluid, and it is at your Chrysler dealer un-
der part number 4318055. The expensive problem
is created when you persist in using the ATF fluids,
making rack resealing mandatory!

The two fluids are compatible, if mixed to a minor
degree. It is suggested that you make the
changeover at an opportune moment. The easiest
way is to remove the return line at the pump,
plugging the pump return fitting, and adding a
length of line to the existing return hose so you
can feed the fluid easily overboard to a conve-
nient receptacle.

Jack up the front end first to make steering
movement from stop to stop easy. With adequate
new fluid to hand, about two quarts minimum,
and the engine at idle, move the steering wheel
slowly from lock to lock several times, keeping an
eye on the fluid level in the reservoir adding new
as required. You will be dumping the red material
until it shows signs of new golden fluid. Switch
off, reconnect the low pressure hose and refill the
reservoir. Again run the engine and exercise the
steering again, adding to the level if required. Off
jack, clean up and job complete. Your rack seals
might last a little longer!

As a get-you-by in the event of leaks already
present, Sta-Lube’s Stop Leak does a fair, if tem-
porary, job of softening the heat-hardened seals
and should give you a little more service life.
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Rack Replacement - Steering by Ford Glen Musselman
We can use a 1980 Ford Fairmont power assisted
rack & pinion unit as a replacement item in the
Jensen Interceptors. The following modifications
will be very necessary:

1. The two steering arms must be modified to
accept the Ford tie-rod end.

2. Fabricate a new left-hand side rack mounting.
Nuts should be welded to theinside of the bracket
to accept the bolts used to secure the rack.

3. The same is required for a right-hand mount.
Notch the radiator support bracket to allow for
removal of the rack mounting bolt.

4. The lower steering knuckle coupling was modi-
fied by heli-arc welding the clamp portion, of
that used by the Ford unit, to its base.

5. Leave room between the rack and the radiator
for the power steering hoses to clear. These
hoses are fabricated to adapt the Ford unit to
the Chrysler power steering pump.

I hope that this may be of some help to members
who are having difficulty with leaking Jensen
steering racks. My mechanic feels that he could
produce a bolt-on kit for this conversion if any-
body is interested. I should mention that this unit
does not have the ‘feel of the road’ that the origi-
nal unit had, but it has been trustworthy, doesn’t
leak on the garage floor and can be purchased for
less than $100 (used).

Reseal Steering Rack EJAG, Dec 1980
Judging from the letters and comments in the
EJAG News, power steering leaks are a common
ailment on an XJ6. My ’72 model was a leaker
and, after hearing the prices quoted by the dealer
for parts, I decided to just keep adding fluid.
However, when the garage floor reached the satu-
ration point, and I was adding fluid every day, I
was forced into action. The repair job turned out
not to be as difficult as I feared and I would like
to pass along the benefit of my experience.

The first step is to locate the exact location of the
leak. M ost likely it is in the rack and pinion assem -
bly (See Figures 2 and 3) and you will have to run
the front of the car up on ram ps, or jack it up for
inspection. Look for leaks at the top of the valve and
pinion assem bly (#1) and from  the end seals in the
rack housing (#9). Loosen the clips and peel back
the bellows (#7) for a good look at the end seals.

If none of the seals are leaking, you’re in luck,
because a leak in one of the lines or fittings is a
routine repair job and the power steering pum p is
relatively inexpensive. However, let’s assum e that
you are one of us unlucky souls and you found a
leak in the rack and pinion assem bly. M y advice
is to overhaul the assem bly because, although
the seal kit costs about $55 from  a dealer, the
valve and pinion assem bly alone lists for $800!

The first step is to check the tool box for a set of
flare nut wrenches, (they look like box wrenches
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Figure 2 - Power Steering Rack Components
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with a slot in the box to slip over the steel tubing)
and a set of snap ring pliers. Sears and other
places have them, if you don’t. The second step, if
the pinion seals are leaking, is a trip to your Jag
dealer to order the seal kit. If your end seals are
leaking, there is an advertiser in the EJAG News
who will install new end seals for $60 and this
may be your best bet. In either case, you will
have to remove the rack and pinion assembly
from the car.

To remove the assembly, the Haynes manual
talks about first removing the steering column.
This is, entirely unnecessary. Working under the
car, remove the three mounting bolts and loosen
the pinch bolt on the little universal joint at the
top of the pinion shaft. The entire assembly will
drop down and hang from the track rods (tie-rods
in American). Note the position of all the rubber
faced washers and bushings in the mounting
hardware and take this opportunity to replace
any that have deteriorated.

If the leak is in the pinion seals, the rack housing
can be left attached to the track rods and the
pinion valve removed for servicing. Use your flare
nut wrenches to move the four tubing connec-
tions to the valve body. Do not use open end
wrenches; they will round off the corners of the
compression nuts. Have a pan ready to catch the
fluid that will emerge (a pint or so). Remove the
nuts which attach the pinion to the rack. (The
illustration shows two, mine had three nuts).

Carefully tap and pry the pinion assembly off and
cover the opening to keep out dirt. Also, plug off
the ends of the steel tubing lines. Remove the
pinion assembly to the work bench and clean all
dirt from the exterior. Using your snap ring pli-
ers, remove the circlip at the top of the pinion
shaft. Under the circlip is a steel washer. Note
which side is up. Under the steel washer is a
rubber seal. Pry it out with a small screwdriver.
This is as far as you need to go with disassembly.

Installing a new seal is a little tricky. Wet it with
fluid and press it into place with a small, dull
pointed tool. Make sure it is in the same position
as the old one, with the inner lip down the pinion
shaft. There is a little ridge around the outside of
the seal which must be pressed down evenly all
around. If the seal is not seated properly, the
steel washer and circlip will not fit back in. The
lower pinion seal is in the rack housing (#5).Put
your finger down there in the grease and pull it
out. Press the new one back into the same posi-
tion. If your end seals are not leaking, you can
now proceed with reassembly.

If the end seals are leaking, the rack housing
must be removed from the car. Unscrew the track
(tie) rods (#21) from the track rod ends (#23) and
ship it off to California. Or, if you area real do-it-
yourselfer, proceed as follows. Clean the exterior.
Remove the large collar from the end opposite the
pinion. Remove the inner ball joint assemblies
(#21) and withdraw the rack (#15). Make a sketch
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Figure 3 - Steering Rack Schematic
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of the relative positions of all seals, spacers, etc.
and install new components from the seal kit in the
same positions. Wet all seals, piston rings, etc. with
fluid before installing the rack in the housing and
remember that cleanliness is next to Godliness.
Screw the collar back on hand-tight until you check
the alignment, of the mounting holes to the car. You
can always tighten it under the car.

Now install the pinion back on the rack housing.
There is a large steel washer with an outer lip
and an inner rubber edge in the seal kit. This
may not have been on your Jag. It slips down
over the top of the pinion shaft and acts as a heat
and dirt shield for the top pinion seal and is ap-
parently factory installed on later models.

And on the subject of heat shields, does your XJ6
have one between the pinion valve and the ex-
haust pipes? If not, go look at some other XJ6 to
see one. It would be easy to snip a shield out of
sheet metal and bolt it to the manifold exhaust
pipe flanges. It will prolong the life of the seals.

Now install the whole assembly back on the car
and refill the power steering pump reservoir. Run
the engine briefly and refill the reservoir. Repeat
as necessary and turn the steering wheel from
lock to lock to expel all the air. If you have re-
moved the rack from the car, it will be necessary
to have toe-in or tracking alignment of the front
wheels checked. Also your steering wheel may no
longer be straight when the car is going straight

ahead - if it ever was. This is easily corrected by
unscrewing the big black plastic collar just above
the dash until the safety screw is exposed. Back
off the safety screw a couple of turns and you can
pull the wheel right out of the column. (Surprise!)
Turn the wheel to where you want it and reinsert
it. Screw the plastic collar until it begins to cover
the head of the safety screw, and then tighten
that screw.

Give a couple of good tugs on the wheel to make
sure the screw is in the right position and that
the steering wheel will not fall in your lap while
you are motoring around the parkway.

And there you are. Sure is nice to have a dry
garage floor!
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Power Steering Rack Leaks CFF

I have yet to see a Jensen with more than 50000
miles on it that has not had its rack and pinion
resealed. Jensen and Jaguar racks are similar
but not exactly the same. All power assisted Jag-
uar racks leak after 50000 miles. The racks are
all made by a company called Adwest Manufac-
turing, in England (a limited number of Jensens
were built with an Alford and Adler rack and
pinion identified by and ‘AA’ stamped on the
chassis plate).

Only the English could get away with designing
and selling expensive sports cars that have an
obviously serious defect in the steering seals.
Although you never lose steering completely, a
sudden loss of power assist may cause an acci-
dent. Suggestions as to dealing with such leaks
are as follows:

The rack and pinion must be removed from the
car to reseal it. The rack consists of two basic
units, the power assist valve body and the rack
and pinion itself. Both have seals that can leak
and seals for both are available in the kits. ALL
seals must be replaced, not just the one that is
leaking. In six months the other seals that were
not replaced will go anyway! The alternative to
resealing is purchasing an entire new rack from
Jensen. This is necessary and recommended
only if the power-assisted valve body is damaged.

The damaged valve body can only be repaired in
England, but can be resealed here in the U S. I
recommend that the rack and pinion only be
overhauled by an approved source and one which
also is recommended for assistance to Jaguar
owners.

Resealing should last at least another 50000
miles, but USE THE RIGHT FLUID! Get some
Chrysler P/N 4318055, and use transmission
fluid at your peril.
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Changing H/P Power Steering Hose
C F F & Bob Daniels

Tools needed: 1 ea 1/2, 9/16, 5/8" open end
wrenches Crescent wrench

Long screwdriver

Replacement p/steer hose

2 gals coolant

Mopar 4138055 power steering fluid

This is one of the more dirty jobs, so first take
your car to the car wash and completely clean the
area of the rack under and around the steering
rack’s power valve and hose connections. Make a
thorough job of it and even then you’ll find that
gloves still will not save your fingernails later
from the residual grease in that area. After clean-
ing, take the car home and park on the street
headed downhill.

1. Remove the radiator hose, after the car is
cooled down, and if you have a garden hose
handy, place it under the car and allow it to
run, keeping the radiator water from staining,

the street.

2. I recommend loosening or removing the fan
belt as it gets in the way.

3. With the crescent wrench and the 5/8" open
end remove the h/p hose at the pump end.
There will be some fluid loss here but no worry.

4. Now is the tough and dirty part. In order to
remove the lower hose connection you must
first remove the two pipe connections above it.
Use the 1 /2 open end here. Now with the two
top pipes removed from the rack entl hold these
to one side (do not force or bend them as it
makes it awfully difficult to line them back up
again on reinstallation) and remove the lower
h/p hose connection. More fluid will drain at
this time but again do not worry.

5. Remove the hose retaining clips on the fender
well of the car, and carefully remove the hose
assembly from the engine compartment taking
care not to drip fluid on your great paint job.
Replace the hose with the new one, reversing
the prior steps. Replenish coolant in radiator (I
recommend 2 gals) and top up with water.

6. Fill up with power steering fluid, start the car
and turn the wheels lockto lock several times to
bleed airfrom the system, top up with fluid and
check for leaks at fittings. (Note: it is preferable
to exercise the rack with the wheels off the
ground if you have a floor jack handy).

I would like to make a few recommendations. As
you progress in the repair of your car take notes
on things that will need to be done (never do
today what you can put off until another time),
always clean the entire work area before, during
and after, make sure all threads are clean, free
from dirtand grime and that there are no burrs
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on them. Never re-use 1) a Nylock style lock nut,
2) lock washers, 3) gaskets and 4) anyfluids. Al-
ways take care tightening brass fittings, never
over-torque them.

For grease stains on cement use McKays ‘Grime
Master’ it works miracles. Also, cheap kitty litter
is an excellent fluid absorber. Spread this around
your garage floor under the area of your car that
leaks and you’ll never have a stained floor. Drip
pans are also good and cheap too but even
though I have and use one of these I still put
litter in it, making it easier to clean.

If you are in dire need of a replacement hose and
the factory one is not immediately available, one
a little bit longer can be found at any American
Auto Parts store and designated for the 64/65
Ford T-Bird, price being good too!

Steering Column Replacements,
Steering U-joints & Coupling

Mike Lotwis & Adam Bennett
If you have to replace the U-joints in the steering
column of your Interceptor, a Japanese assembly
PN 42-09002 (U30) can be obtained from BAP-
GEON at a very reasonable price. Replacing slop-
py joints can make an appreciable difference to
the car’s handling! And remember to have the
joints greased every 8000 miles to keep them
from drying up again!

One might also try Quinton Hazel’s #QL301 as an
alternate source.

The Jensen OEM flexsil part CT-705 for the rub-
ber shaft coupling can be replaced with Volk-
swagen part # 111-415-417.
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Steering Wheel Removal TECH

Every time we do some work on the power steering
rack, toe-in adjustment, replacement of the rubber
coupling shaft joint, we seem to cause some dis-
placement of the steering wheel from its dedicated
straight-ahead position. It is an easy job to reset it
to the proper location, just takes a little time. First,
after collecting both phillips and small straight-head
screwdrivers and a pair of external circlip pliers,
ensure that the car is facing straight ahead (steer-
ing wheel askew). Now remove the wheel cover by
extracting the two phillips head screws on the back
of the wheel. Pry up the horn push with its Jensen
emblem and disconnect the horn lead taking care
not to ground it for some cars are wired for horn
operation even with the ignition off. Best to insulate
the end if the wire with a piece of tape.

Loosen off the steering lock and, push the wheel
towards the dash as far as it will go. With the circlip
pliers, carefully remove the clip located around the
top of the column. The wheel can now be withdrawn
along its splines, reoriented in the straight-on posi-
tion and replaced. Reinstall the circlip, ensuring
that it is snug in its groove. Check by giving the
wheel a couple of good tugs towards yourself. The
clip should very effectively stop it from coming off
the shaft! Replace the horn push after connecting
the wire, replace the wheel cover and retighten the
steering lock after placing the wheel in its most
comfortable position for your driving ease.

Turn Signal Lever Problems Bernie Saul

When the turn signal lever arm fell off, our
friendly auto mechanic Bob Gowdy of Jensen
Specialties Inc looked at the problem and tempo-
rarily fixed it, showing me where the fitting pin
fell out. A week later the arm fell off again and
Bob suggested I try to fix it myself, giving me
some telephone instructions. I decided to tackle
the job, removing the top dashboard panel, the
under panel and the lower panel surrounding the
steering wheel shaft. I was then able to see the
hollow pin and a strange plastic button-top pin.

It didn’t take me long to realize that the plastic
button-type pin fit into the hollow pin which was
meant to hold the turn signal arm in place. Also,
while I had the chance to look around in the turn
signal mechanism, I noticed a tiny spring hanging
by itself in an inoperative fashion. This was the
reason that the turn signal arm was not snapping
back when the car’s turn was completed. This I
hooked onto the proper tiny plastic knob just like
the other spring for the other hand (left) signal. I
returned all the panels. pieces and screws to
their proper places, the arm works perfectly,
snapping back to center just as it should.
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CHAPTER VI
BRAKING SYSTEM

Main Braking System

Brake System Discussion

reprinted from: IAPA/October 1985 by John Ayers

Brake System Components
The more knowledge people have, the more confi-
dent they become.

Product knowledge not only concerns what parts
make up a brake system, but it also addresses a
clear understanding of how those parts work
together to successfully and safely bring a vehicle
to a stop.

System Overview:

As the pedal is depressed, the master cylinder is
operated by the pedal linkage or the power brake
booster, which has been activated by the pedal.
The master cylinder then delivers pressurized
fluid to the wheel brakes through steel lines,
brake valving, and rubber hoses. The pressurized
fluid actuates disc brake calipers which in turn
force friction materials against rotors. The rotors,
turning with the wheels, are slowed by contact
with the friction material, hereby slowing or brak-
ing the vehicle.

The brake pedal is simply a lever, multiplying the
driver’s effort. No brake diagnosis is complete
without checking for pedal “free”. An excessively
low pedal, a spongy pedal, or a pedal that slowly
“creeps” to the floor when depressed indicates
defects in the brake system. Most power brake
boosters utilize engine manifold vacuum to multi-
ply the driver’s braking effort. These boosters are
not easily serviced and should be replaced if de-
fective. Remember that a faulty vacuum source is
often the culprit when a booster fails to perform.
The master cylinder is an hydraulic pump operat-
ed by the brake pedal and the power brake unit.
Modern master cylinders are of dual-system de-
sign, containing two separate hydraulic pumps:
a primary system and a secondary system. The
two systems provide a measure of safety, for if
one system fails, the other will remain functional.
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The master cylinder should always be inspected
for leaks or external damage. Never fail to remove
the reservoir caps to check the condition and
level of the brake fluid. There are too many varia-
tions of master cylinder design to discuss in one
article. However, when you encounter a master
cylinder or other brake component unfamiliar to
you, consult a qualified technician or the manu-
facturer’s service manual for guidance. Remem-
ber that most master cylinders require bench
bleeding prior to installation. This is an important
time-saving step in master cylinder service.

Brake Fluid:

Brake fluid, itself, is often overlooked. It cannot
be emphasized enough as to the importance of
using clean, recommended fluid from sealed con-
tainers. There is no advantage in replacing old,
contaminated fluid with new fluid if it, too, is
contaminated. Only use sealed fluids recom-
mended by the manufacturers of the brake sys-
tems and brake replacement products for maxi-
mum life expectancy of brake work. Brake fluid
should be replaced when servicing the brake
system to retard the corrosive effects of moisture
accumulated in the old fluid.

Two common types of brake valving are the me-
tering valve and the proportioning valve. The
metering valve is primarily used in conjunction
with front disc brakes on full size disc/drum
systems to compensate for weight transfer to the

front axle during braking. The proportioning valve
is commonly used to reduce rear wheel braking
pressure. This prevents lockup during hard brak-
ing applications. These valves are not serviceable
should they become faulty. A new valve should be
installed, but both types of valve seldom need
replacing.

Metal lines carry brake fluid to the wheels. These
lines are subject to high pressure fluid and other
stresses, therefore, it is always best to use steel
lines that are designed for use in the brake sys-
tem. If it is necessary to cut a steel line during
installation, the proper flaring tools should be
used to make good fits on the connections.

Rubber hoses are used to join the metal lines to
the calipers and the steel cylinders. These are
flexible to allow for the motion of the suspension
and the turning of the wheels. Any visible defects
would warrant replacement of the hose. Hoses
with internal damage can only be determined as
such by a thorough diagnosis. Front brake hoses
should be replaced as a set.

Calipers should be rebuilt when disc pads are
replaced to insure free movement of the piston
and maximum pad life. If the caliper is not ser-
viced as such, the result may be brake drag
which causes premature wear of the brake pads
and possibly brake failure.
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Disc Brakes:

Disc brake hardware also needs routine replace-
ments. The hardware holds the caliper squarely
over the rotor, controls the sliding action of the
caliper, and reduces vibration. Weakened hardware
can cause uneven disc pad wear and brake noise.

Disc brake rotors should be machined to produce
an even finish and to true the rotor, aiding in the
prevention of pedal pulsations, brake noise, and
promoting pad break-in. To protect the machined
rotor, use only a torque wrench to tighten the lug
nits when re-installing the wheel. Improperly
torqued lug nuts are a main cause of rotor
warpage on new brake jobs. It is just as impor-
tant to promote the torqueing of lug nuts on new
brake jobs as any other information given in con-
nection with proper brake service.

There are primarily two types of disc brake pads
in common use, organic and semi-metallic. Semi-
metallic disc brake pads have become prevalent
as original equipment on most cars and light duty
trucks. This is due to the ability of semi-metallic
brake material to withstand high temperatures
associated with today’s brake systems. To insure
safety, it is highly recommended that vehicles
originally equipped with semi-metallic brake pads
be serviced with semi-metallic disc pads that
meet original equipment standards.

Rotor finish should be of the non-directional type.
A normal brake lathe produces a directional fin-

ish not suitable for semi-metallic pad installation.
This special technique refers to the pad break-in
period. To retain their ability to absorb and with-
stand high temperatures, semi-metallic disc
brake pads must be broken in during the first
150 to 200 miles of driving. This means that the
brakes must not be subjected to needless abuse.
This break-in period prevents glazing of the new
pads which causes disc brake squeal.

Parking Brakes:

Last but not least, the matter of the components
that make up the parking brake should be ad-
dressed. Many mechanics have overlooked that
aspect of brake service and, as a result, have had
to deal with countless comebacks because of
brake drag due to corroded, or malfunctioning
parking brake components. Therefore, the park-
ing brake must be serviced as would any other
component in the brake system.

John Ayers is a Director, Sales & Marketing Div.
Bendix Aftermarket Brake Division.
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Brake Warning light Auto Week 8-31-81

If you ask people to explain what it means when
the red light marked ‘Brakes’ flashes on their
instrument panel, you will be amazed, amused
and perhaps even horrified at some of the an-
swers. Many drivers confuse this brake warning
light with the parking brake light, possibly be-
cause on many cars the same lamp serves both
as parking brake and brake warning light.

Essentially, the brake warning light is part of a
dual master cylinder braking system which pro-
vides two separate hydraulic brake systems. A
brake fluid loss due to a ruptured brake line,
leaking wheel cylinder or disc brake caliper actu-
ates a special pressure differential valve. How it
works is simple. When brake fluid pressure is
lower on one side of the dual hydraulic system,
as it would be when a leak occurs, the valve clos-
es off the side with the lower pressure allowing
the side with the higher pressure to continue to
function without a loss of pressure or fluid from
its side of operation. At the same instant this
special valve grounds a wire to cause the warning
light to come on.

Tech note: On the Jensen Interceptor the warn-
ing light is coupled with the parking brake, the
brake reservoir levels and the differential valve!
(See Figure 4) If it is on at all, there’s a reason.
Find out why and be safe!

Figure 4 - Braking System Differential Valve
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Brake Master Cylinders and Boosters C F F
Jensens, in the U S, have three different master
cylinders: 7/8" bore, 1 “ bore and 15/16” bore;
and two different power assisted servos. If the
wrong combination of master cylinder and power
servo is used, this can cause a situation for poor
braking. The English have perfected pedal action
on the Jensen and Jaguar. Once accustomed to
the pedal `feel’ on a Jensen you will wish all your
other cars behaved in the same way.

The brakes will not grab all of a sudden as other
cars do, nor will you have to increasingly apply
extra pedal effort the further it goes down to stop
the carfaster during panic stops. The pedal action
is smoother and sure throughout its range. It is
perfectly all right if the pedal goes halfway down
before significant braking takes place. all four
wheels have self-adjusting disc brakes; therefore,
the pedal should always feel the same regardless
of whether the pads are new or completely worn
out. This, of course, is the danger of self adjust-
ing brakes on all cars; you do not know when the
brake pads need replacement. If you wait `till the
brakes start to squeal it is already too late and
metal to metal contact has been made (very ex-
pensive to correct).

If servo and master cylinder units are mis-
matched, pedal pressures required might be too
high or the pedal might have to travel pretty far
down to the floor before anything starts to hap-
pen. This is not bad in itself as long as you are

aware of it. The situation cannot get worse unless
you run out of brake fluid, which happens with
properly matched but badly maintained systems.
So make sure that your float sensors are hooked
up and operating properly.

So be sure that your mechanic rebuilds your
system with the proper replacement parts and
that he appreciates the fact that there are differ-
ent units available which can be the wrong ones!

Master Cylinder Rebuilds Lee Newcomb

A good place to have brake master cylinders rebuilt is:

Power Brake Service

13150 Artic Circle

Santa Fe Springs CA Phone 213/802-1683
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F A G Master Cylinder Kits Phil Dauk

Rather than buy a new master brake cylinder for
the convertible that I was restoring, I found a kit at
the local Beck/Arnley Import Car Parts Store that
fits the F A G master cylinder. It is P/N RK2370,
and the only parts missing are the reservoir elbow
sealing rubbers, the latter being available from the
local VW dealer, being used on the 1970 VW Bug,
Type I. The kit is complete with a new piston and
spring for the master cylinder.

NOTE: Jensen Parts & Service do not, along with
Girling the OEM supplier, offer a reseal kit for
this particular cylinder, nor do they recommend
rebuilding it. But if you must, inspect the cylin-
der bore for corrosion and pitting. If not too dam-
aged, check with your local overhaul shop. They
can hone it slightly for cleanup and good seal
seating. The F A G unit is also used extensively
on the Mercedes-Benz vehicles. Their dealer part
number for this type of kit is 001-586-93-43, and
incorporates all the new internal parts and most
of the externals! A good instruction sheet goes
along with it!

’Tis said that they also rebuild the Girling servos
that are used on the Interceptors. Good enough
reason to remember the name and address!

Change to Castrol Brake Fluid GT LMA
Joe Sicignano

Castrol’s suggestion to avoid all the horrors of
water absorption in brake fluids is to drain and
flush the hydraulic system annually, much as
one should do with the radiator. It’s more compli-
cated, of course, but can be done with a little
planning. Castrol just happens to offer a special
high-quality fluid which is more moisture resis-
tant and they call it GT LMA brake fluid, meeting

Federal DOT-4 standards. Whether you are flush-
ing or just bleeding air after a repair, here are a
few precautions:

1 Do NOT use old fluid from an open container. It
takes in water from the atmosphere.

2. Store fluid in a tightly-closed container.

3. No NOT re-use fluid. Sure it’s expensive, but so
are bumpers!

4. Bleed brakes in the order suggested in your
workshop manual.

5. Attach a piece of clear plastic tubing to the
bleed screw and catch fluid in a container.
Examine fluid for bubbles and contamination
asit enters the tube.

6. Before you bleed or do any work, look for leaks
or other signs of deterioration. Repair or replace
everything which is suspect.
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Silicone Brake Fluids John Bamberg

The following four major factors affect the rate at
which water will be absorbed by the brake fluid:

(1) The degree of humidity.
(2) The passage of time.

(3) The care of the fluid.
(4) The system integrity.

Specification 116 of the Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety Standard covers control of the brake fluids
and hydraulic system mineral oils, as follows:

DOT 3: A world standard, glycol and an active
chemical (attacks paint), hygroscopic, causes
corrosion.

DOT 4: Totally compatible with DOT 3 with a
boiling point some 50 degrees higher.

DOT 5: Only met with silicone fluids. Chemically
inert, safe on paint, boils about 750 degrees!
Compatible with existing fluids and systems.
Legal since 1974.

It is recommended that at the next fluid change,
a silicone fluid be considered. Bleed screws
should be opened and the old fluid ejected by
whatever means are available, air, foot pedal
pumping. Refill with the new DOT 5 fluid, re-
bleed the system and then periodically change
the fluid every two years.

Brake Fluid Reservoirs C F F

First, they need to be kept clean and checked
regularly for seepage. Look at the area directly
below them, which includes the starter solenoid
and many electrical wires and fittings. Ensure
that the wires are clean, free of grime and grease,
and that the insulation is in good condition to
prevent possible shorts across each other. The
bonnet release cable - does it rub on any of
them? Check the solenoid-to-starter lead which
runs alongside the exhaust manifold - quite a hot
spot. Is it’s insulation also satisfactory and is the
routing away from the manifold? This total area is
eminently suitable for initiating FIRES!

Check the condition of the brake fluid in the reservoirs
and, if it looks old and dirty, now is the time to replace
it as noted in the discussion on the complete braking
system. If the old cork floats appear to be disintegrat-
ing, becoming sodden, as they will eventually, maybe it
is worth considering their replacement. Jensen has
done away with the cork float that actuates the switch,
replacing it with a plastic bubble which is enclosed
within a plastic cage with a filter mesh surrounding it
all. Just take care when you install them that you do
not happen to knock a cage sideways off its locating
rim. You’ll get funny signals from the warning light!
These new caps will not require replacement so often
and also will not discolor the fluid as the corks did.
They are also a mite cheaper!
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Brake Hoses C F F

Not long ago I sold a new brake master cylinder
to the owner of a late model convertible. A few
days later he called to say that the cylinder must
be defective because the problem persisted. After
discussion, it was agreed that maybe he hadn’t
bled the system properly, and that he would try
again. Now, this particular Interceptor owner also
owns a body shop and a mechanical repair shop
so I figured that, if the cylinder was bad, I would
hear from him soon. A couple of weeks passed
before he again called for more parts for his car. I
asked about his brake problem and he said that
the problem was his front brake hoses.

It seems that they had deteriorated and, when
pressure was applied, the hoses would swell caus-
ing the brake pedal to ‘feel’ spongy. The brakes were
thus not working too well either. (Another symptom
to look for is brakes that pull to one side or the
other). Rubber brake hoses can close up internally
and stop the fluid flow to the cylinders.

I do not recommend the use of Aeroquip for brake
hoses. It is not that the hose is bad, but it is the
attachment of the fittings. I had a set on one of my
cars and the hose slid out of the crimped fitting. I
also saw Bob Chase put a pair on the front of a
Porsche that had to be replaced the same day for
the same reason. Common sense says not to take
chances - use original Girling parts!

Calipers - Front & Rear
Replacement Brake Pads C F F

1. The following are recommended:Girling pads
are OEM and can be had with or without sensor
leads.

Front #GDB-569 (sensor)
#GDB-531 (no sensor)

Rear #GDB-570 (sensor)
#GDB-521 (no sensor)

Hand Brake #GDB-563

2. Repco ‘Metal Master’ pads, semi-metallic, no
asbestos and are only available without sensor
leads.

Front #D-83
Rear #D-97

Hand Brake not available

3. One might also check the availability of Tri-
umph #136609 and 136698.
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CHAPTER VII
EXHAUST SYSTEM

Replacement Mufflers C F F

An almost exact length muffler is available, but it
requires a little modification as to the inlet/outlet
locations. The Jensen units had their inlet and
outlet in the same radial location on each end,
allowing the muffler body to snuggle up close to
the bodywork and still let the attachment pipes to
be free of the floor and the back axle.

The U S manufactured unit, Walker #21-331, has
its pipes at different radial positions. But your
muffler man should be able to ‘crank’ one outlet
sufficiently to allow a satisfactory installation.
The brackets and skid plate will surround the
muffler as though made for it!
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CHAPTER VIII
FUEL SYSTEM

System

The Fuel Filter TECH

Located in the oddest of places on most of our
Interceptors such that one often finds it ‘added’ to
the inlet line between the pump and carburetor
by the ignorant mechanic! On the Mk II, it is
usually close to the clamp on the righthand
frame tube just before the pump. The Mk III has
it located beside the same frametube but tucked
up out of the way, and of sight, behind the trans-
mission support member. This latter has often

been overlooked forages and, more often than
not, is the cause for fuel starvation symptoms at
larger throttle openings. Replacement filters are
as follows:

Mk II AC GF-61 or equivalent (all metal case, as it
is close to the exhaust downpipe).

Mk III Fram G-2 or equivalent (plastic case).

While we are at it, if you have a Mk III, don’t for-
get to find out whether the vapor separator is
indeed located where it should be in the fuel line.
Right there where it, is hardest to get at, below
the fuel pump! The replacement component is
Chrysler part number 3751051, available from
your local dealer. If you can’t find one on your
car, it’s time to make sure that you indeed have
one and, if not, get one and have it installed. It
will save you a lot of possible fuel problems dur-
ing hot weather.
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Fuel Lid Hinge Repair Dennis W Saffro DDS

When I pushed the fuel-lid release button to open
the fuel door on my 1974-1/2 Interceptor III Sa-
loon and heard the awful sound of metal hitting
concrete, I knew it was going to be an exciting
day! The flap (lid) and part of the hinge were sit-
ting on the ground and immediately my mind
envisioned my poor Jensen screaming in pain
from this open wound in its side. Not wishing to
publicly expose this trauma to the outside envi-
ronment and fearing that someone would ‘re-
move’ the gas cap or siphon the gas or both, I
undertook the task of trying to figure out how to
repair the problem.

After phoning Bob Gowdy, who is my mechanic and
technical advisor, I discovered that the repair of a
broken fuel lid hinge can be handled in four ways.

First, the entire filler bowl assembly which includes
the hinge and gas filler can be removed and re-
placed as an entire unit. The unit costs about $200
and the labor to un-rivet, remove, replace and re-
rivet is an additional $70. However, it takes time to
receive the part, like the year 2000!

Second choice was to remove the old filler bowl
assembly, try to reweld the broken hinge and
then reset the assembly. The approximate ex-
pense of this procedure is about $100.

Third, I could do nothing and embarrassingly
drive around praying that no one would steal the
gas cap, the gas or try some Rambo-like stunt
such as dropping a match into the tank!

Finally, comes the way I chose to repair the bro-
ken hinge, and although the out-of-pocket cost
was minimal, if you measure the hours I spent
(about two), the shark-like damage to my hands,
and the near-coronary frustration, then I calcu-
late the cost was about $5000!

Now it is time to discuss the repair procedure, If
you place your hand inside the area housing the
fuel lid, you will be able to feel the hinge, split
pins, washers, hinge spring and bracket (please
see Figures 5 and 6). Having fingers like E T
would be extremely helpful for these repairs.
There are upper and lower brackets welded to the
fender side of the filler bowl assembly. These
brackets have a hole through the middle through
which slides the hinge pin. This pin also passes
through the bracket welded to the back side of
the hinge arm itself. This is a solid bracket which
fits between the upper and lower brackets welded
to the filler bowl assembly. Therefore, the hinge
pin passes through all three. This is the key to
the repair procedure.

The hinge pin is held in place by split cotters at
each end. Remove a split cotter and washer from
each end. This is as about as easy as sticking
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your complete hand into a sewing thimble and
then crossing your fingers! Next, spray some WD-
40 (or reasonable facsimile) on the hinge pin and
try to slide it up and down. The hinge spring that
is responsible for the fuel lid popping open will
probably come off during this process. Pay atten-
tion to theposition and direction of the hinge
spring so you can replace it correctly later. You
can actually remove the hinge spring just after
the split cotters and washers are withdrawn, by
slipping each end of the spring off the pin.

Once the hinge pin is loose and moving up and
down freely, push the pin up from the lower
bracket so it just clears it. Then angle the hinge
pin and the ‘door’ bracket slightly towards the gas
cap to clear the lower bracket, being careful not
to bind the pin against the upper bracket. Then
gently slide the pin and door bracket downwards
to clear the upper bracket, freeing those pieces
from the car. You are now the proud possessor of
the two pieces of the broken bracket, all ready for
re-welding. Ensure that they are aligned properly.
Chances are that they will only fit together one
way! However, should this not be the case, com-
pare your broken pieces with an intact one in a
fellow Jensen owner’s car. Weldment of the two
pieces can be done by any competent welder and
should cost about $10. I happen to have a weld-
ing kit (Fedco $29.75) and did the welding myself.

However, I am a dentist by profession and am ac-
quainted with solders and metal melting equipment
and procedures. I would not suggest you attempt
this task yourself unless you are mechanically in-
clined and safety oriented (like safe sex).

After the broken hinge bracket is repaired, re-
verse the steps used during dis-assembly. Leave
the lid off until the very end. This procedure will
be as equally frustrating an experience as remov-
ing the hinge.

However, successfully completing this task will
be far more rewarding. You will have accom-
plished what no other moron, other than yourself,
has previously done! Now retire to tending your
cut-up hands, high blood pressure, headache,
backache, neckache, legache, and retrain your-
self so you are once again speaking in a language
that is not filled with words four letters long!

See parts list and fuel diagram over
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Item Description Quan. R.H.D.  Item Description Quan. R.H.D.

No. No.

61 filler bowl assy comp less lid 1 CT6180 77 Washer-nylon-lever to bowl 2 65555

62 filler bowl assy 1 CT6181 78 Pin-spiral -lever to bowl 1 S409

Not ill.: hinge assy 1 71776 79 Switch -warning light 1 91254

63 hinge pin 1 73295 80 Locknut - switch to bowl 1 91255

64 split pin 2 66753 81 End stop - switch 1 91256

65 spring - hinge 1 73290 82 Actuator spring 1 73632

66 Solenoid 1 CT3953 83 link - rod - lid latch 1 74664

67 Locknut - solenoid 1 65351 84 Washer - nylon - link to lever 1 65555

68 Adaptor screw - solenoid 1 74060 85 Push on fix - link to lever I S395

69 Locknut- solenoid to rod1 65352 86 Latch 1 73174

70 Spring - return - solenoid 1 73184 87 Washer - nylon - link to latch 1 65555

71 Rod - solenoid 1 73177 88 Push on fix - link to latch 1 5395

72 Operating liver - solenoid 1 73173 89 Washer - fibre - latch to bowl 2 65556

73 Boss - lever 1 73717 90 Locknut - latch to bowl 2 65353

74 Locknut - born .o levy, 1 65403 91 Grommet - filler bowl 1 66600

75 Washer-nylon- solenoid to bowl 1 65555 92 Lid - filler bowl 1 73791

76 Push on fix - solenoid to bowl 1 S395 93 Washer - plain - do., to hinge 3 65503

Figure 5. Fuel Lid Parts per Factory Manual = See illustration next page
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Figure 5. Illustration - Fuel Lid Parts per Factory Manual = See parts list previous page
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Figure 6. Detail of Parts Installation, Fuel Lid Hinge - See over.
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Fuel Filler Flap Solenoid,Cleaning & Checking
Steve Brenneman

If your gas flap solenoid has ceased functioning,
but the dashboard switch feels okay and the fuse
is alright, the solenoid contacts may be pitted,
preventing the solenoid from working. The con-
tacts are easily refurbished with a small file. To
gain access to the solenoid you must first remove
the left and center rear trunk fibre panels. These
are secured with numerous phillips head screws,
but are easy to remove and install correctly.

With the panels removed you will have reason-
able access to the solenoid. Prior to removing it
from the car (two nuts secure it to the side of the
car body), pull off the electrical connector and
activate the dash mounted gas flap switch with a
test light attached to the connector. If the light
does not illuminate, you are not receiving power
to the solenoid. You’ll have to trouble shoot the
wiring back to the source of power. I’d suggest
starting at the switch to\find out where the +12
volts have gone astray.

Remember that the dash switch is a momentary
action switch - it only provides power whilst being
depressed. To check out the solenoid, you can
run a jumper wire directly to the solenoid termi-
nal and momentarily connect it to the battery. If
the solenoid is operating correctly, it should open
the gas flap (making a loud click as it does so).

If this results in nothing, remove the solenoid
from the car. Peel back the protective rubber boot
to expose the back of the solenoid. You should
see a set of points that open when the plunger is
withdrawn. Use a point file to dress up these
points and reinstall the solenoid. (Better you
should just hold it in place for testing instead of
refastening it with the two nuts).

Cleaning the points will almost certainly rejuve-
nate a dead solenoid as there is nothing else to go
wrong, short of burning up by constantly de-
pressing the gas flap switch. My solenoid is still
working well after six weeks, following the cure.
Hope this helps!
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The Haunting Smell of Gasoline Joe Sicignano

The Interceptor and my garage reeked of gasoline,
of no minor concern since the gas clothes dryer in
the garage has a pilot light, (I left the garage door
open overnight). I also saw a trail of gasoline
smelling fluid from under the car. The car
seemed to be choking a lot on the way to the
mechanic. I had not noticed anything obviously
wrong in the engine compartment such as a leaky
fuel line, spritzing the exhaust manifold. After
looking under the car, Bob Gowdy suggested a
check of the gas cap and sure enough the inside
of the gas cap compartment was moist with gas
leaking up under back pressure and bypassing
the tired rubber gas cap seal. I had already once
had Norm Fuller readjust the seal about two
years ago. There is enough pressure in the tank
that with a fill up and ill fitting seal or in the case
of a vented gas cap such as a Jaguar, the gaso-
line will become a fountain and run down the
overflow drain to exit under the left rear of the
car. Periodic checking of the seal, which is not
available except as part of a new cap, is impor-
tant even for non-smokers.

Ed Note: If you are experiencing this problem and
you do have a vented gas cap of the Jaguar type,
simple cures include putting silver tape over the
hole or using epoxy to permanently seal the hole.

Gas Cap Replacement, Pre No-Lead C F F

Next time you might need a gas cap for your In-
terceptor, try your local Jaguar dealer. That is, if
you own a pre no-lead fueled Interceptor. Ask for
P/N CAC 2961. It fits the late XJS. It’s the same
part as the new replacement part that Jensen
Cars UK is supplying, but at less than a third of
the cost. It does not look the same as the original,
but it does the job.
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Carburetor
Replace Your Carburetor?

Mike Lotwis & Ron Jacobson
Standard Chrysler carburetor numbers for our
Interceptors are:
Type/Model Carter Holley

Coupes Mk II 2946595 (AVS)

Mk III, H 3621388 (4160)

J 3698329 (TQ)

Series 4 3830416 (TQ)

Convert MK III, H 3621388 (4160)

J 3698329 (TQ)

Series 4 3751446 (TQ)

Satisfactory replacement units have been to be:

1. In place of the Thermo Quads, use Holley 9606
or Carter 9801.

2. Instead of the Holley 4160, use Holley’s R6909.
3. Holley’s Economaster 2-295 is also a good

replacement with the right jets.

Electric Choke Problems      Jensen Bulletin #JE73-8

If a vehicle fails to start and the problem is found to be
a lack of spark at the plugs, there is a possibility that
the electric choke system has become short circuited
accidentally. A short in any part of the electric. choke
system disrupts the electronic ignition, especially while
the ignition key is in the ‘start’ position.

Possible causes of a short are:

a) Contact between a damaged wire and the en-
gine assembly.

b) Internally shorted choke assembly heater.

Correct the causeof the short and if an open cir-
cuit conditionexists, check the following and re-
place as necessary:

a) Choke control switch (Chrysler #3656730).

b) Any wire which has melted or burned insula-
tion. This could include the engine compart-
ment wiring harness.

c) Choke assembly if externally shorted or if the
connecting wire is burned.

It has also been found that some electronic con-
trol units that appear satisfactory when tested
may not function on a vehicle due to a heavy
coating of grease on the terminals of the wiring
harness. Removal of this grease should allow the
control to function correctly.
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Carburetor Heat Shield Steve Brenneman

A common problem with Jensens in particular
and American V-8’s in general is that of percola-
tion in the fuel bowls of the carburetor after shut-
ting off the engine. This problem manifests itself
by making your car hard to start after relatively
short (5-20 minutes) off periods. Because of en-
gine heat coming up

to the carburetor from the intake manifold (which
is heated by exhaust gases on the Chrysler 383/
440’s when the engine is running) the fuel in the
carburetor bowls often boils over and down into
the intake manifold passage. This excess fuel
tends to flood the engine, which is then best
started by flooring the accelerator once - and
holding it there until it catches - and cranking
the engine to clear the excess gasoline.

When an engine starts, that has been flooded,
there usually is a significant cloud of black smoke
from the exhausts. What to do? Tell your friendly
Chevrolet dealer that you need a GM part
#3969835 (carburetor heat shield for 427-454
Corvettes). This is a large flat aluminum plate
with proper mounting holes and carburetor base-
plate holes to fit your Chrysler manifold and four-
barrel Holley or Carter carburetor.

If you run a Holley, install the plate as is; the
gaskets installed on the plate are intended for a
Holley four-barrel.

If you are using a Carter AFB, AVS or TO discard
the GM gaskets and obtain two new gaskets from
your local autoparts store.

I recommend a thin gasket (app. 1/32") between
the intake manifold and the heat shield, with a
thicker (app. 3/16-1/4") gasket between the heat
shield and the carb. In any case you may have to
perform some minor trimming on the GM shield
to clear obstructions such as ignition coil, vacu-
um lines, etc. I’ve been using a Corvette shield on
a V-8 Ford for five years with good results, and
have just installed one on my ’71 Jensen. The
Jensen was prone to percolate on hot days.

Note: Only a Corvette wizard will stock this heat
shield, so better plan on ordering it from your parts
man. Cost is about $15.00. If for some reason you
have a spread-bore carburetor - all four barrels not
the same size - there is a different shield number
required. Check with your parts man.
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Carburetor Overhauls Jack Raleigh

In talking to my local service station mechanic, he
suggested I go to the Carburetor Shop in Costa
Mesa, reputed to be among the very best. I went!
The owner is Mike Riley, and the walls of his shop
are papered with articles from ‘Road & Track’ and
‘Hot Rod’ and other automotive magazines. He is
quite wellknown in racing and performance circles.

When I told him that I had been told that I need-
ed a new carburetor, he said that he did not sell
new ones; he rebuilt them. I told him that mine
had been rebuilt twice already without success.
He noted that I had been to the wrong people;
that he could rebuild it and it would work like
new. Still doubtful, but after he told me if it didn’t
work there would be no charge, I tried to make
an appointment. No soap! He pointed out that the
car was in his shop, why not fix it right now?

Well, the first time the ‘other shop’ had rebuilt
the carb it took three days, and the second time
they did it in two days, so I was surprised when
Mike said he could do it in 2-1/2 to 3 hours. But
his shop is a long walk, or a short busride to
South Coast Plaza, so I left the car, did my `Xmas
shopping, and three hours later the car was
ready. It cost a total of $26.80 - parts, labor, tax,
everything! When I asked him if it started better
now, he just reached inside the car - both of us
standing outside it - turned the key and the car
started on the first turn of the engine.

Miraculous! I asked what was wrong with the
carb but he did not know. They don’t waste time
trying to find out what’s wrong, they just tear the
thing down and blueprint it.

That was two months ago and the car still starts on
the first turn of the engine. Gas mileage is much
better and there is now no sign of its cutting out,
even at 85 mph. I haven’t tried higher! So I am very
pleased with what he did with my carb, and there is
a one year warranty that if it acts up in that time he
will do it again at no charge. He has expanded his
shop to a wider area of engine tuneups and blue-
printing. His shop is impressive, more like a hospi-
tal kitchen than as auto repair shop. Everything is
spotless. Not even dirty hands on the mechanics, no
oil or grease on the floor. As noted, he comes highly
recommended.
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Whistling Gasket Jack Raleigh

I usually drive my Jensen once or twice a week,
and for a couple of weeks I had noticed that when
I started it up in the morning there was a
highpitched whistle, or scream coming from the
engine compartment. Usually it disappeared after
a minute or so, when the engine warmed up, so I
broke all the rules and ignored it. Noises NEVER
just go away; they get worse!

Anyway, yesterday the screaming did not go
away, so I drove down to the local repair shop
and got the mechanic who usually works on my
car and asked him to listen. He was baffled. It
seemed to come from the area of the carburetor,
but disconnecting all the hoses, and clamping
them and fidgeting did nothing to stop the
scream. Another mechanic joined us, then a third
one, but no one had any idea of what was caus-
ing the noise.

Finally a fourth mechanic came over and com-
mented that he had once owned a Dodge with the
same engine, and he knew exactly what it was!
The carburetor flange was leaking air. It turned
out that all the bolts were loose. They sent for a
half-inch ratchet wrench with an offset and tight-
ened the four of them around the base of the
carburetor and the noise immediately disap-
peared.

The consensus was that the heavy heat-resistant
gasket had dried out over the years, allowing the
air leaks that turned the car into a steam Callio-
pe. The engine idles much more smoothly now. It
had always run lean before and they couldn’t
smooth it out. Now we know the reason why!

Pays to check your carb attachment bolts occa-
sionally. If you think you might have leaks, even
with tight bolts, try squirting WD-40 around the
flange when at idle. If the rpm note changes (in-
creases) you’ve got a leak. Probably a warped
gasket. Try again after installing a new one!
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TECH  Beasties and Things that Go Bump in the Carb
Phil Deushane IAPA March
Spotting likely sources of problems can begin
while you are dealing with the basics. In perform-
ing the initial diagnosis you will probably have
the air cleaner canister off to examine various
other components. This is the time to keep an eye
open for likely trouble spots.

While you are looking in on the fuel filter and
running your fuel filter check, take a quick look
at the overall condition of the fuel hoses and
pipes. Look at the rubber hoses for unusual
swelling or distortion. Hoses sometimes swell
internally as well as externally, causing a restric-
tion. Flex the hoses and look for areas that may
be fractured in such a way as to remain sealed
when the hose is undisturbed, but leak when the
hose is stressed by engine movement or vibration.

Observe the metal fuel lines for crimping that
might restrict the fuel flow. And watch for lines
that may have become detached or misplaced
and have fallen close enough to an exhaust com-
ponent to create vapor lock problems. Your ob-
servation of the general condition of the fuel sup-
ply system will give a good indication of what you
might expect to find inside the carburetor as well.

As you perform your linkage checks grab the
throttle lever itself and give it a tug from side to
side (not in and out) across its centerline. The
amount of play of the shaft inside the carburetor

body will again indicate the overall condition of
the carb. Ideally, play will be almost non-existent,
but don’t expect it very often. Some manufactur-
ers allow quite a bit of play at this point so it is
sometimes difficult to draw any conclusions. But
in general the less play there is, the better the
condition of the carb in terms of wear.

If at this juncture you are suspicious of throttle
shaft wear, you can confirm the extent of the prob-
lem with a simple test. If the engine is still together
enough to start, fire it up and let it idle. Apply a
solution of soap and water, or other non-flammable
liquid around the shaft at the carburetor body. If
the shaft is adequately sealed, there will be little or
no change in engine speed. If the result is a big
jump in rpm, then you know that the carb is badly
worn and in need of attention. Further, you can
conclude that a bench rebuild may be unsuccessful
because re-sealing the shaft is not usually covered
in a rebuild kit. It may be time for a replacement.

While you’ve got the engine running, have a look
down the throat of the carb and observe any un-
controlled fuel spillage. At idle there should be no
fuel feed from above the throttle plate. If there is,
further checking is in order. If fuel is discharging
from the accelerator pump shooter, you should
look for a stuck accelerator pump check valve. If
fuel is discharging from the auxiliary venturi,
that’s the bomb-sight-like guy that sits in the
middle of the throat, then it’s a good bet that the
throttle is adjusted too far open.
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The condition can be further checked by adjust-
ing the idle volume (mixture) screw. If the engine
does not respond to adjustment, then ,a throttle
position problem can be suspected. To check
further, close the idle adjustment screw (gently)
all the way. If the engine continues to run, you
know you’ve got a problem, and that problem
may not be with the carb to begin with. All too
often a throttle gets cranked open in order to
compensate for some other problem, ie: a burnt
valve, and that prevents the engine from idling
properly.

If the engine does respond to adjustment, or you
can stall the engine by closing the volume screw,
and yet fuel still pours forth from the A.V., you
should have strong suspicions of a fuel pressure
or float level problem. That, or you have a carb
that defies the laws of gravity.

Have a good look around the carb with an eye
toward pieces that may be loose or missing. I
have seen Solex carbs with the auxiliary venturi
dropped down inside the barrel. I also expect to
find the secondary vacuum capsule on some
carbs hanging-out somewhere down by the gear-
box. Things like that are not at all uncommon.
Investigate the nooks and crannies. That grease
filled hole may once have been home to an idle jet
holder or an adjustment screw. The electric idle
solenoid mounted at a 45 degree angle probably
wasn’t meant to be that way. Chances are it’s
stripped, or loose and falling out.

If you proceed to check the float level, note
whether the top of the carb fits properly down on
the body. Is it tight? It’s pretty hard for the carb
to control fuel flow if the top is rattling around
like a BB in a box car. Look at the gasket. Is it
imprinted with the outline of the mating surface
all the way around? If not, you may have a prob-
lem with a warped top or body. If you are in
doubt, use a straightedge to sight across the
suspect piece. A Warped component will show
daylight between the straightedge and the compo-
nent’s surface. A warped component may again
indicate the need for a replacement.

Going back to your analysis, consider the condi-
tion of the float itself. If it’s a brass or a hollow
plastic float, it could possibly leak. Shake it and
listen. Do you hear or feel any sloshing? If you
are still in doubt, warm up a pot of water to just
below boiling. Toss in the float and watch for any
bubbles to issue forth. Bubbles signify a leaker. If
the float is of the solid plastic variety, weight it
against the factory spec given in the repair kit
instructions or the service manual.

Check the automatic choke unit for solid attach-
ment and take a look at the position of the flap or
butterfly. A loose choke unit can wreak havoc
with overall operation, and the butterfly position
may tell you that the unit is sticking at an inop-
portune point. Either condition can be contribut-
ing to the owner’s complaints. Pull the throttle
linkage through its range of operation and ob-
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serve the accelerator pump discharge shooter. A
strong stream of fuel will confirm the state of the
pump. Lack of same may explain a throttle re-
sponse problem, especially one that occurs at
moderate to high speed.

Yes, the carburetor really isn’t such a simple
device. There are many goblins that can lurk
within it’s confines. However, a successful exor-
cism comes with a systematic trouble-shooting
procedure.
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CHAPTER IX RADIATOR
AND COOLING SYSTEM

Cores, Hoses and Problems
Radiator/Engine Water Hoses TECH
Int. Mk II  Upper: Gates VF-92, now 26042

    Lower: Gates 26430, 20225

    NAPA 7184 (cut to fit)

Int. Mk III Upper: Gates 20226

  Atlas S541

Lower: Gates CH552 cut to fit both parts

Gates 20390 cut to fit, diff dias ) engine
20267 same dias use in a pinch) end.
20357 as is, rad end.

Int. Mk III Conv. Upper: Gates 20357 (no spacer Tube)

NAPA 7096 (w/spacer, rad end)

NAPA 7344 (w/spacer, engine end)

Replace Radiator Assembly George F

I found that my weak radiator (too often repaired)
could be replaced exactly with the radiator used
in Jaguar XJ5(V12) and XJ6’s.

(Presumably Interceptor Mk III’s. TECH).

Heater Hoses W A K

Gates’ Shape N Fit water hose (heater hoses) are
supplied to retailers in 25 foot lengths, 1/2" ID is
#28450, 5/8" ID is #28453 and 3/4" ID is
#28456.

When installing this hose, ensure that the hose
clamp is not riding on the stiffening wire or it will
leak!
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Cooling Problems TECH

Engine got the hots! There are only five compo-
nents in the cooling system, radiator, pump, fans,
thermostat and fluid. To start the evaluation, are
all fans operating as and when called for? If not,
fix them so they do. Next, from cold, start the
engine with the radiator neck cap removed. The
fluid should lie there quietly until the engine
warms up, at which time it should be flowing
visibly towards the radiator.

Then note the following:

1. On startup, flow beginning immediately indi-
cates a damaged thermostat, jammed open.
Should it not flow fast, when warm, is another
good indication of the need to replace it. Use
the Stant S370-160 (160 degree).

2. If it starts to overflow the neck when heating
up, then we have a radiator which is plugged
up. ‘nodding’ is supposed to clear the passages
and can be done at nominal expense but bet
you’ll be having heating problems again within
a year. So, do it properly and have the radiator
re-cored with one of the high-performance ‘Es-
kimo’ type cores. You’ll be glad you did. They do
run cool. The radiators in the Mk III cars are so
easy to remove, with just the’ clamping bridge-
piece. The Mk II is somewhat more difficult!

3. Replace all hoses now that’ you have the op-
portunity.

4. Refill the system with water and anti-freeze, a
50-50 mixture, and an ounce ortwo of soluble
oil (StaLube or equivalent) for lubrication and
rust prevention.

If the above do not do the trick, and the flow
appears low in volume, the pump is maybe the
last culprit, and is mentioned last as it is the
hardest to change. Replace it with one of those
mentioned in Chapter I.

The results of your labors will be rewarded with a
very cool-running engine which will stay that way
for an appreciable period. Consider that the radi-
ator you removed might have been there for many
years and suffered much abuse. Remember to
replace the coolant at least every two years.
That’s cool!
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Replace Radiator Core C F F

As the Jensen Interceptor ages, replacement of
the radiator becomes more and more likely. A
well-made American radiator is highly recom-
mended. In mild climates, an Eskimo T C 4968
core would replace the original. In hot climates,
an oversized 6-ply (triple core) radiator would be
optimum. Original equipment is 4-ply. Radiator
shops vary greatly in the quality of their materials
as well as their craftsmanship. A cut-rate job may
cost more in the long run if it has to be replaced
within two to three years or malfunctions the
next time you are stuck in a traffic jam in August.

Copper is the best material for a radiator. Heat
dissipation is enhanced with the number of rows
of tubes. The more narrow the diameter of the
tube the better, with a 1/2" diameter tube giving
the highest performance. The goal is to hold the
water in the radiator for a time long enough to
allow heat exchange. An additional factor for
radiator efficiency is the number of fins per inch
around the tube. Eleven fins per inch is stan-
dard, fifteen fins per inch is heavy duty. Fins are
arranged in a cheaper ‘tubular’ pattern or ‘contin-
uous’ construction, the latter being stronger and
giving longer life. Each core’s row of tubes can be
aligned identical to the one in front or staggered
at higher cost to allow maximum circulation.

In summary, a 6-ply, triple core radiator made up
of 1/2" all copper tubes with 15 fins/inch in a
continuous pattern is the most efficient radiator
money can buy. This is the kind of radiator cool-
ing your 18-wheeler rigs. Outside of California, I
would advise finding a custom radiator shop spe-
cializing in racing applications or heavy duty
trucks. As has been previously recommended, it
is best to reroute the transmission fluid to a sep-
arate air-cooled trans cooler, bypassing the wa-
ter-cooled radiator. The reason behind that is
that the transmission fluid runs at temperatures
in excess of 200 degrees and will only serve to
boil the radiator water more quickly. A 160 de-
gree thermostat is optimum for a hot climate.

The approximate cost of such a radiator is $500
with $100 for installation. Holman Co in Los An-
geles did my installation, subcontracting the core
work. My temperature gauge has not seen the
mid-point yet!
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Thermostats and Gaskets Lucas Service

The following are a list of the most-often asked
questions, with answers, about thermostats and
gaskets in the coolant systems of our automo-
biles:

Q. What is a thermostat?
A. It is a valve that controls the amount of coolant

flowing through the radiator.

Q. How does the thermostat work?
A. The heart of any thermostat is its ‘heat motor’.

The heat motor, sometimes called the pellet,
moves the thermostat valve in response to
changes in coolant temperature. It is a small
pressure vessel filled with a specially prepared
expansive wax. When engine temperature
reaches a predetermined point, the wax begins
to melt and, asit does, it expands. This in turn
forces a piston to move outward forcing open
the thermostat valve.
When the engine cools, the return spring, found
on all thermostats, forces the piston back into
the heat motor, which closes the thermostat
valve.

Q. How long does a thermostat last?
A. There is no way of predicting the life span of a

thermostat. Peculiarities of an engine, the gen-
eral condition of the cooling system, use of
cooling system additives, method and extent of
vehicle operation will all affect the life of the
thermostat

Q. How can a thermostat fail?
A. Several things may cause failure.

First, they can like everything else, wear out.
Premature failure may occur through excess
pressure within the heat motor from abnor-
mally high coolant temperatures, caused by
such things as belt slippage, a defective cap or
any one of a number of other things.
Excessive pressure can cause wax leaks and
mechanical failures such as cracking of a part.
Wax leaks can also be caused by a perforation
in the rubber boot, or improper crimping of the
heat motor cover and cup.
High internal pressures that build up during its
operation could gradually force wax out of the
heat motor. These failures should be detected
by the over-temperature warning light before
engine damage occurs.

Though thermostats are often blamed for cool-
ing system failures, it is rare indeed when they
are actually the base cause.
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Each Lucas thermostat undergoes a 100 per-
cent final check in addition to numerous ‘in
process’ quality inspections.

Q. What happens if a thermostat fails?
A. Failure can occur in two ways. It can fail with the

valve closed, resulting in engine overheating, or it
can fail with the valve open resulting in engine
over-cooling. One caution should be observed
when the red indicator light comes on, signalling
an over-heating problem. The vehicle should be
immediately stopped to determine the cause.

Q. Is a thermostat the only cause for overheating?
A. No. There are at least 15 different causes for

engine overheating that do not involve the ther-
mostat, such as:
1. Leaking seals and fittings.

2. Leaking radiator, oil coolers and headers.
3. Rust deposits.

4. Clogged air passages in the radiator.
5. Worn or loose fan and/or waterpump drive belts.

6. Defective or wrong pressure cap.

7. Air in the system.
8. Cracked and leaking hoses.

9. Improper coolant fill.
10. Gummed-up engine passages.

11. Compression leaks.

12. Eroded waterpump impeller.
13. Loose hose clamps.

14. Obstructions to flow of cooling air.
15. Improper ratio of ethylene glycol and water.

Q. Is it a good policy to replace a thermostat whether
or not it needs replacing?

A. Although it is designed to give long life, when
there is reason to open up a cooling system and
the thermostat has been in operation for over a
year, it is good insurance to go ahead and re-
place it at that time. When in doubt - replace it.

Q. When replacing the thermostat is it necessary to
replace the gasket?

A. Yes. And under no circumstances should a gas-
ket be reused as it will offer a potential leakage
path for coolant and cooling system pressure
which can cause boiling at lower temperatures.

Q. Why not have adhesive on both sides of adhesive
backed thermostat gaskets?

A. Adhesive is put on one side only for the pur-
pose of holding the thermostat centered in
place in the counterbore of the outlet housing
as a subassembly. The adhesive itself does not
do the sealing. This is done by squeezing the
gasket between the block and the housing.
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Q. Can we reuse a thermostat taken out for a
summer/winter changeover?

A. It is not a good idea to reuse them. Thermo-
stats left out of the engine for any period of
time after having been in operation should not
be reused. The coolant tends to change the
original rubber lubrication characteristics of the
thermostat, such that if allowed to completely
dry for an extended period of time, there would
be the possibility of piston seizure.

Q. When selecting a new thermostat, how is the
correct temperature determined?

A. The original equipment manufacturer’s recom-
mendations should always be used. For correct
selection, refer to the manufacturer’s Shop
Service Manuals. Since 1968, all passenger
cars made in the U S have been designed to use
thermostats in the 190 - 195 degrees Fahren-
heit range. (Use 160 degree units on our
Jensens:....TECH).

Q. When replacing a thermostat from an engine with
two or more thermostats, should all be replaced?

A. Yes. This is the only way to insure that all the
thermostats in the system are fully operable.

Q. When replacing a Heavy-Duty thermostat of the top
bypass valve design, should the seal also be replaced?

A. Yes. because it is virtually impossible to re-
move the old thermostat and install a new one
without damaging the seal to some degree.
This, coupled with seal wear which takes place
during operation, can cause an unsatisfactory
installation. In fact, the seal is often the cause
of the problem when overcooling is experienced.

Q. What is the most common cooling problem?
A.Boiling. Regardless of cause, the most common

problem is internal boiling to some degree
which is recognized as an engine overheating
problem. Any one of the previously mentioned
causes of overheating might be the actual cause
of the problem.

Q. Should an engine ever operate without a
thermostat?

A. No. The thermostat serves the very important
function of getting the engine operating tem-
perature up to design specification quickly.
With no thermostat, the engine will usually be
over-cooled, resulting in the formation of acids
and sludge.
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Fans, Caps and Switches
Fan Motor Repair, Mk Ron Jacobson

As it is better to cope than mope, dis-assembly
and repair of the brushgear on the early Mk II
cooling fan motors can be undertaken as follows:

1. Remove fans from the car.

2. Dis-assemble the motor carefully.
3. Don’t lose the ball bearings on the shaft in the

housing. Save them all to re-insert later using
white grease.

4. Replace the brushes with Prestolite #E91,
checking the length.

5. Reuse the original springs.
6. Use thin solder and avoid excessive heat, tak-

ing care you don’t ruin the brush lead with
excess solder.

7. Clean all parts prior to reassembly. Be sure to
keep track of all small parts because you’ll
NEED them!

8. Use rubber or friction tape to replace the liner
for the motor bracket.

Very Early Fan Motors C F F

The very early Interceptor Mk II’s and F’F’s have a
smaller electric fan and motorthan the later Mk
II’s and Mk Ill’s, so the recommended Bosch fan
and motor will not fit. On these cars a replace-
ment fan and motor may be purchased from your
local VW/Audi dealer using PN 171 959 455 E.
These fan units are smaller in size than the ones
we use on the later two-fan setup cars, but they
still seem to do a better job than stock, last much
longer and are cheaper to replace.

Thermoswitch Replacement Ron Jacobson

There is an externally adjustable after-market
thermoswitch available. This switch is installed in
the upper radiator hose and has a wide range of
temperature selections for operating your cooling
fans. The advantage of using this switch is that
you may regulate the exact temperature which
you choose for your fans’ operating point.

In addition, the approximate cost is about $20
retail, a saving from the cost of the factory switch!
One recommended brand is that of Flexalite, their
P/N 3004.
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Lucas Fan Motor Repairs TECH

There comes the time when one of those fans
ceases to operate even when supplied with the
necessary power. Chances are that the brushgear
is worn out. So let’s get it overhauled. First, dis-
connect the supply lead, then remove the fan
motor, fan assembly and support spider as a unit
from the shroud - 7/16" socket and ratchet. At
the bench, dismount the fan from the motor
(setscrew). Some WD-40 may be useful to release
the shaft. If it is stubborn, press it out (don’t
hammer it out or you’ll be SORRY you did!) Undo
the bolts holding the motor to the spider.

Now, inspect the motor unit. At the shaft end, is
there noticeable sideways play between the shaft
bushing and the housing? If so, we need a new
motor so call your local Lucas dealer and get a P/
N 78550. These newer motors are slightly differ-
ent from the original, having an axial adjustment
screw on the base end of the unit, perform well
and are made in Yugoslavia, of all places! The
problem of the play is that, at sometime, it must
have seized to the shaft and rotated in the hous-
ing. The resultant wear of the alloy housing is
hard to repair, and chances are that you will have
damaged the bearing support spring to get it all
apart. These springs are not available!

If the motor appears to have no side-play, remove
the two long bolts and separate the shaft, end
bell and armature from the housing.

Note the presence of any spacer washers. Now
clean out the housing and put a few drops of light
oil in the bearing socket and set aside while you
work on the armature.

With outside c-clip pliers, remove the clip from
the shaft and ease the shaft out of the bearing.
Again note the location of spacer washers. The
brushes will drop off the commutator in this pro-
cess. If an air hose is available, blow out the ar-
mature of any brush dust. Inspect the commuta-
tor and, if just dirty and not evidently badly
scarred and worn, place the assembly in a drill
press and gently polish it with #600 paper. Not
too much, just enough to make it shiny again!

Back to the end bell. Note the condition of the
brushes. Probably well worn down. So remove the
three Phillips head screws and withdraw the
plate. Clean the inside of the bell, light oil the
inner surface of the bearing and lay aside. At this
point, you will need Lucas’ replacement brush
assembly. The one most commonly available is
Lucas P/N WKB101 (54704696), BUT it is wired
differently and uses three brushes. No problem, if
you are handy with soldering iron and insulating
materials. If you compare your original brush-
plate wiring with the new one, chances are that
you will find that the blue and red wires go to the
wrong brushes.
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So, first of all, remove the third brush and its
yellow lead completely. Cut the lead off your old
unit, about 1 “from the pass-through molded
grommet. Then attach (solder) this lead assembly
to the new brush plate leads at the same location
BUT with the colors reversed. Insulate the two
joints properly. This maintains the necessary
polarity and thus the direction of rotation.

Place the new brushplate in the endbell, same ori-
entation as the original and attach with the new
screws provided. Slip the assembly over the shaft
(remember the washers). To get it to its right loca-
tion, you will have to hold back the two brushes as
the commutator passes them. Secure with washer
and c-clip. Place some silicone sealer in the bell’s
end groove. Now install the armature in the housing
(washer) carefully. It will want to leap into position
due to magnetic attraction. Helps to ensure that the
housing and bell are aligned first. Both have indica-
tions in the outer lip. Install long bolts and nuts.
Check for ease of rotation.

Make an electrical check now with suitable leads.
The visible connector on the motor should be
positive (red). Hold carefully - the unit tends to
jump on start-up. Should run smoothly and di-
rection of rotation should be anticlockwise when
viewed from the shaft end. If all’s well, replace in
the spider, attach the fan, reinstall on the shroud
and hook-up the leads. You’re back in business.

Replace Early Lucas Motors Ron Jacobson

Early motors, clamped to the shroud brackets, on
Mk II Interceptors, can be replaced with the Ger-
man made Bosch assemblies (part #431-959-
455C). They fit perfectly but I do recommend
using a length of scrap rubber wrapped around
the motor case between it and the mounting
brackets to insulate them against vibration and
noise. This also allows the bracket to clamp down
on the motor more securely.

Also ensure that the fans are rotating in the cor-
rect direction, drawing the air through the radia-
tor and, believe me, with the Bosch fans you
know if they are right!
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CHAPTER X HEATING
  AND AIR CONDITIONING

Heating and A/C Combined Installation

System Service, Add Oil, Replace Drier
Joe Sicignano

Periodic draining of the air conditioning system and
recharging adding two cans of oil is an excellent
investment. Rather than just adding freon as is
typical at most gas stations, an a/c specialty shop
will check for small freon leaks with a detector and
drain the system with a vacuum pump to further
check whether the system is airtight. In addition to
recharging with freon, make sure that they add two
cans of oil charge. The oil with the freon is what
lubricates the compressor and significantly extends
the life of the unit which gets a lot of wear and tear
during the summer months. Also a good idea is to
periodically change the drier/filters. This is the
black cylindrical item that sits in a bracket on the
inside of the left front fender (near the Tranco pres-
sure switches). It has a small glass bubble on top to
enable viewing of the freon. The presence of bubbles
signifies leaks. This drier also acts as a filter and
proper replacement linked with recharging and oil
can boost efficiency.

Heater/AC Blower Motor Replacement CFF
In place of the CT6385 motor for the Interceptor
III, I used an A M C motor, their P/N 32-17-296,
which offered two advantages - low cost and no-
ticeably increased airflow. You’ll need to make
the following modifications:

1. Grind the tab off the rear of the motor.
2. Cover the large opening in the motor with racer

tape (silver super adhesive).
3. Splice wires  and use male spade connectors.

4. If the squirrel cage air fan is metal, enlarge the shaft
bore to 5/16" ID to accept the larger shaft of the new
motor. If yours is a plastic cage, you will have to
purchase a new one. I found that Frigipart #56-
01186 ($6.00 approx) works great but make sure
that it is spinning in the right direction and that you
place the retainer clip at the bottom of the cage to
hold it in place. You can also obtain this motor, from
Essex, use #54-7803 or Frigipart #3600261. It is
used on the A M C ’73-79 Gremlin, Hornet and
Javelin models.

The Mk II need Jensen part CT4719, so try and
find a Smith Part # 5771/05.
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Air Conditioning Vents C F F

This tip pertains to late-model cars with the wood
dash off. Replacing the center panel with its
chrome-plated plastic a/c vents can be a problem
because one has to line up the vents with the
their a/c vent hoses.

With the help of two 1" wide putty knives placed
on the leather of the dash and directly under-
neath the two locating tabs found on the bottom
of the wooden panel, you can gently pry up and
inwards with the knives and the panel will virtu-
ally fall directly onto the hoses, without damaging
the leatherwork.

Replacement Heater Valves C F F
In the middle of Summer?

I’ve received quite a few requests lately for replace-
ment heater valves. You may probably be aware
that Jensen Cars has not been able to supply the
original part for more than a few years. So what to
do? After quite some searching, I’ve come up with a
valve that has been used successfully on a couple of
cars. It is not an exact replacement but it is almost
a bolt-on replacement.

The valve that I eventually found was manufac-
tured by : EVERCO #H1989. It was used on the
‘65-68 Ford with a/c, the ’66 Lincoln, the ‘65-70
Pontiac full size, and the ‘69-72 Pontiac Le Mans.
With such an application list as this it should be
available for a very long time.

When using this as a replacement, you lose the
capillary tube (part of the climate control system -
never worked anyway!) You will also lose a
mounting bracket, the only complaint and we
really hate to see heater valves flopping around,
especially in the area of the starter solenoid.
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Another Heater Valve Replacement C F F

I finally found an American replacement part for
our Ranco water valve in the heater system. I
don’t know what it fits, but can tell you that it is
made by American Parts Co Inc of Houston, Tex-
as. Part number 5-320. Costs about $25.00. It is
not exactly the same, has no mounting bracket,
nor does it have the freon-filled tube used for the
climate control. But it does have the right size of
hose fittings in the right places, and the vacuum
fitting on the valve workhead. To replace the orig-
inal is a problem!

Jensen thoughtfully located the heater valve behind
the left bonnet lock and underneath the firewall
cowl. To make it just a little bit harder to replace
they used two 5/16x1" screws to secure it way back
under the cowl, where fingers can barely reach. So,
first remove the two 7/16" screws holding the hood
lock. (If you scribe the lock before you remove it, it
will be easier to adjust back later). Then the phillips
screw that holds the hood cable retainer guide. Now
gently remove the assembly out of your way. While
holding the hood lock, hood cable and six or eight
hoses out of the way with one hand and using a 1/
4" drive ratchet with a 5/16" socket remove the
front bracket screw. Easy, wasn’t it? Now for the
rear screw. Smart man would use tinsnips and
simply cut the bracket off, if you could get to it! I
even saw one car where they had left the old valve
in place with the new one in front of it!

Anyway, to remove the rear screw you’ll need a
small ignition wrench, 5/16" and you’ll need to
take your time to turn the screw a bit at a time.
Once it is out, remove the freon hose from the top
of the old valve - it unscrews. Disconnect the
vacuum and two water hoses. You will lose a little
water here, so make sure you’re working on a
cold engine. Hook the new valve to the hoses and
conveniently tuck it away under the cowl. When-
ever possible, secure it with plastic wire ties so it
does not bounce around (the starter switch is just
too near). Put the hood lock back on and the
cable guide, and adjust the lock to its original
place. Check the coolant level and then startthe
engine, checking the hoses and clamps for leaks.
When the coolant is hot, now check system for
operation as it should.
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Engine-mounted Parts
Drive Belts, All Kinds C F F

Mopar Atlas Gates Dayco Goodyear NAPA

Interceptor MK II
Power steer 7550

(10x1400)
Alternator) 5595 8586 457 2514985

Aircondit. ) (10x1490)

Interceptor MK III
Power steer 3751387 7508

Alternator*) 3751382 (pair) 7673 (pair) 13581 (pair)
Aircondit. )

Waterpump/Smog 3418339 7480 1115H
Waterpump only 7350

*See Alternator Mounting for change instructions as the 7673’s are a bit troublesome to install
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Vacuum System - Combined Installation
Bulletin JE73-1 Jensen Motors, Inc
Heater Temperature Control, Interceptor II and III
Gentlemen:

After an initial settling in period, it may be found
that the heater will produce only hot or cold air,
with no intermediate temperatures. In such cas-
es, it will benecessary to carry out the following
checks and, if required, adjust the control.
Checking Procedure
A. Remove the vacuum tube from the ‘Ranco’

water valve and connect itto a vacuum gauge.
Care must be taken to avoid damaging the
water valveplastic, should the tube be stuck.

B. Startthe engine to ensure normal vacuum ex-
haustion from the main tankand leave at ‘idle’.

C. Turn the temperature control through ‘green’
until the white linecoincides with the com-
mencement of the orange ‘warm’ sector. Take a
vacuumreading. SHOULD BE 4-5 in Hg.

D. Turn the control to the mid position of ‘warm’
and take a vacuum reading.SHOULD BE 5-1/2
-- 6-1/2 in Hg.

E. Turn the control to the commencement of the
red ‘hot’ sector, and takea vacuum reading.
SHOULD BE 9-11 in HG.

F. Finally, turn the control through the full travel
of ‘hot’ and take a vacuum reading SHOULD BE
12-14 in Hg.If the readings in the ‘warm’ sector

are substantially less, particularly at the com-
mencement of the orange sector, proceed with
the following adjustment:

Adjustment Procedure
1. Loosen the console panel and tilt sufficiently to

give access to the backof the temperature con-
trol and, in particular, to a small brass set
screw. NOTE:The set- screw, which faces down-
wards, is located at a point adjacent to
theretaining ring of the plastic control housing,
furthermost from the panel face.

2. Using a screwdriver, turn the set-screw clockwise
by not more than 1 /4 turn, then recheck the
vacuum readings as already described. If neces-
sary, repeat the procedure until the required
vacuum readings are obtained. NOTE: Generally,
it will be found that the car, with 5 to 10,000
miles completed and producing hot/cold extremes
only, might have settled to 2 -- 2-1/2 in Hg at the
commencement line of the orange ‘warm’ sector,
but due to cam contour will remain near the
correct vacuum reading in the red ‘hot’ sector.
Under no circumstance should the set-screw be
adjusted to a point giving in excess of 5-1/2 in Hg
at the commencement line of the orange ‘warm’
sector.

3. Finally, secure the console panel, and refit the
vacuum tube to the ‘Ranco’ water valve.

Yours very truly, JENSEN MOTORS, INC

M. J. Hazlewood, Service Engineer
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Vacuum Line To The Heater Valve C F F

If you note that your air conditioning and heater
are not performing, it is possible that the small
vacuum hose has failed somewhere. It tees off the
main line to the reservoir.

Check that it is not separated from the switches
behind the radio panel or up at the water control
valve. A vacuum gage is handy here to see wheth-
er you are indeed getting to the various locations.

The writeup on the HVAC system in this section
should be helpful in tracing out the problem. It’s
usually just a small hose connection problem, old
hose, broken off, etc.

Heating and Air Conditioning Vacuum System
Walter Okon

The heating and air conditioning system in the
Jensen is controlled by engine intake manifold
vacuum (12 in as measured in my 1974 Intercep-
tor Mk III). The vacuum line goes to the control
valve but the fan will not operate until the blower
switch is on positions 1, 2 or 3. It also controls
the fresh air valve position.

Vacuum ports K and L (See figure 7, over) are on
the blower switch; A through H, and J are on the
temperature control. Ports B and C are part of
the device that allows a variable vacuum to be
passed to port D.

The outputs of the temperature control go to the
vacuum actuated heater water valve and three
vacuum motors, Jensen P/N CT4045, (metal
cylinders about 2" dia and 3" long containing a
rubber diaphragm) which control the demister
flap (air to the defrost outlets vs air to footwell
outlets, fresh air flap (intake air from scuttle
grille vs recirculating inside air), and a/c thermo-
stat (connected to a switch which along with the
capillary which goes to the evaporator controls
the compressor on/off cycling. TABLE 1, p88,
shows when 60 vacuum is applied to the motors.
If your temperature control does not operate
properly, try taking it apart carefully (three bolts)
and cleaning both the rubber plate and the plate
with the pin holes in it. Use a light oil to lube the
rubber plate.
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The control is accessible through the radio
opening or the right hand carpet covered tun-
nel panel. Use an awl to push in on the button
to remove the temperature control knob.

The problem with my system was that the
demister and fresh air valves did not operate.
The demister vacuum motor is accessible
through the right tunnel panel. My motor had
a hole in the diaphragm. A replacement was
impossible to find (I understand they are
$120 if findable) so I, at Norm Fuller’s sug-
gestion, adapted a Ford part, #D3TZ-18A318-
B ($14 - $20 depending on dealer) and it
works well. But it needs modification (See
Figure 8). The unit is used on several Ford
models of the ’74-80 period. I understand
that Ford #COAF-18A318-B could also be
used but is more expensive ($30) and would
require different modifications.

The D3TZ could also be used for the a/c
thermostat and probably the flap valve if one
could reach it. It is tucked away under the
dash and requires about 14 hours of shop
time to get the dash in and out. As noted
elsewhere, a suitable replacement heater
valve is the EVERCO H1989, available from
most autopart stores.

Figure 7 Heating Cooling AC System
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TABLE I. TEMPERATURE CONTROL VACUUM (in Hg)

Port\Posn. Cold Cool Vent Warm Hot Defr USE
E 12 12 12,0  0 0 0 Not used (plugged)

F 0 0 0 ** 12 12 Heater water Valve

· G 12 12 12 12 12 0 Demister flap

H 0 12 12 12 12 12 Fresh air flap

J 0 ** 12,0 0 0 0 A/C thermostat

**= variable
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CHAPTER XI INSTRUMENTS AND

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Lighting Equipment

Foreign Car Fuse Cross-Reference TECH

English (Lucas) Located USEAGE Buss Replacement

(max/continuous)
50/25 amp A2 Heated rear window AGC 30 or AGX 30

A3 Headlamp flasher
In-line C/o relay a/c & fuel

35/17 amp B1 R/hand main beam AGC 25 or AGX 25
B2 L/hand main beam

C1 R/hand dip beam

C2 L/hand dip beam
C3 Brake warn light, w/screen wiper

A4 Horns & rad fans
In-line Window motors (2)

 In-line Battery charge plug
In-line Spot/fog lights

25/12 amp In-line Hazard AGC 15
10/5 amp Al Fuel & temp gages, horn relay, AGC 7-1/2

flasher and reverse lamps
B3 R/side f & r lamps
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Foreign Car Fuse Cross-Reference (Continued) TECH

English (Lucas) Located USEAGE Buss Replacement
(max/continuous)

B4 Uside f & r lamps
C4 Int lights,clock

In-line Pass door solenoid
5 amp In-line Radio AGC 3

NOTE: Fuse block locations - A closest to firewall; C closest to radiator

Sidelamp Bulb Replacement CFF

In order to gain access to the bulb, the chrome
retaining ring must first be removed. This is a lip-
type fit and the use of a small screwdriver or
blunt penknife will expedite its removal, working
the instrument around the outer perimeter of the
ring, easing the rubber away from the lip.

Once the trim ring is removed the lens comes out
in the same manner, gaining access to the bulb.
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Replacement Bulb Cross-Reference Chart TECH

Bulb name Wattage Type Jensen # G E #

Sidelights 6 MCC 989 57
Side Flasher

Number Plate
Engine Inspection

Door Warning
Flasher Fr & Re 21 SCC 382 1073

Reversing Light
Stop/Tail 6/21 SBC 380 1034 & 1157

Boot 6 Festoon 254 212-2

Bonnet
Interior

Warning Lights & Clock 2.0 Peanut
Panel Illumination 2.2 MES

Instrument & Gear
Quad Gearbox interior

Steering Lock Illum
Brake Warning & Test 1.5 LES 280
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Quartz-Iodide Headlamps Joe Sicignano

Some members may have noticed oncoming cars
with headlights and foglights that seem to light up
the world. This is not a problem with alignment but
rather European Standard Lamps which are a di-
rect replacement for sealed beams. Not only are
they brighter but they are designed to illuminate
differently, not just a few feet of the lane ahead but
a portion of the lanes on either side. With ‘brights
on’ the reflective distance reaches a mile ahead.
Until they are lobbied through the legislature they
are technically illegal but I have yet to hear of some-
one getting a ticket. The safety margin gained is
tremendous and the good ones are designed not to
glare into oncoming traffic or cars overtaken. The
best brand is French, CIBI, available at Vilam B
Haan in West Los Angeles. The cost is $39 for low
and $47 for high beams.

For those who survived some recent rains, a good
compliment is fog lights. The CIBI Series 95 clear
fog are legal and mount ideally on the body, inside
the amber running lights and below the bumper in
line with the high beams. A fuse and relay is essen-
tial to protect the delicate Lucas electrical system.
In combination with the Q-I headlights they are
aesthetically pleasing, more brilliant and distinctive
even in daylight and yield more class to the front
end which I always felt was the weakest view of the
Interceptor. Cost is $64 for a set, plus cost of relay,
fuse, switch and installation.

Windscreen Wipers
Windshield Wiper Delay Ken Freese

If you drive your Interceptor in the rain, I know
you’ve wished for an intermittent wiper switch to
turn. Auto parts stores carry an under-dash de-
lay for less than $10 that does work, and can be
hidden in the console. It comes in a small plastic
box for the under-dash mounting, but the box
can be pried away, leaving the small circuit board
with a knob protruding.

This assembly fits perfectly in the console hole
left when I had removed the speaker fader switch
(most modern radios have built-in faders). The
instruction sheet requires one to find the park
wire at the windshield wiper switch (the brown/
lightgreen stripe one, on my 75/76 car).

By using appropriate spade terminals, the wire
can be interrupted without any cut wires. The
power source for the delay can be anything con-
venient as the unit does not draw much power.
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Windscreen Motor Replacement TECH

This unit is not located in the most accessible
spot in the engine compartment. You will find it
hidden in the fender space behind the brake
master cylinder and booster assembly! However,
it can be removed, if you are careful, without
having to dismantle the braking system. We must
presume that you have established that it is get-
ting the power at the plug tucked beside the unit.

First, remove both wiper arms from the wheelbox
shafts. Then undo the hex nut on the tubular
feed which exits towards the firewall. Now locate
the two bolts holding the clamp around the motor
case, and remove same with the clamp. The mo-
tor can now be removed, with the hex nut fully
released, and care should be exercised in with-
drawing the cable from the feed tube.

Reassembly is the reverse, again being careful to
feed the cable through the tube without kinking
it. It helps to rotate the shaft at each of the
wheelboxes as the cable reaches it, to make an
easier engagement. Replace the plug, the wipers
(the one with the cranked arm is the driver’s side
item) and you are in business.

Horns
A Honking Problem? Jay Bennett

Do you have one. I may have one solution to the
situation whereby your horn seems to be stuck
on, for it may be in the steering column horn
wire. The simple solution is to remove the four
small screws beneath the steering column that
hold the cover on the ignition key lock.

Move the cover to the side and wrap the odometer
trip reset cable with black electrical tape, wherev-
er it appears to be exposed. It seems that the
plastic tubing that insulates it becomes brittle in
time and cracks off, causing it to ground the wire
coming from the horn button.

This has happened to both my Jensens, and the
solution worked in both instances.
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Instruments
Panel Light Dimmer Ken Freese

If your panel light dimmer now spins helplessly
with no effect, you may not care because the
lights remain full bright. But if you do want every
light, switch and knob to work as intended, use a
rheostat, Mallory R25, 15 ohms, or similar. The
original is 14 ohms. These units are very heavy
duty and available at most electronics supply
stores. Trim the shaft to fit the original knob.

Speedometer Cables Jack Raleigh

My speedo cable broke and my fear was that no
one would be able to fix it. A call or two got the
usual reply that ‘we don’t work on cars like that.’
However, I did find the Saddleback Speedometer
Service located in Laguna Niguel with service at
your door. A call and a spotless white van con-
taining a complete speedo shop arrived. The
young man was not familiar with the Jensens but
knew the speedo brand. Fifteen minutes of prob-
ing revealed a broken cable and made up a 63"
length, greased it well and put it through the
outer sheath for a perfect fit. Time was one hour
as he was not familiar with the car, but the bill
only came to $22.88!

Another name for your list in another area is
North Hollywood Speedometer, who have the
parts and equipment to rebuild your speedos.

Note that my old cable was really rusty; all 63
inches of it. Not a sign of lubricant on it. If it had
been lubricated every two or three years, it would
not have broken. It takes about five minutes to
remove the cable and lube it, but quite some time
to get at it!

(Access to the cable - remove the under-dash
panels located on either side of the steering col-
umn. Unscrew the end of the cable from the back
of the speedo and draw it downwards into the
car. Now you can withdraw the inner member. If
broken, the other end can be accessed from un-
der the car on the driver’s side of the transmis-
sion tailshaft extension. But note that on all cars
fitted with catalytic converters and EGR counters
the cable runs up through the center console, so
you’ll have to remove the driver’s side carpet-
covered side panel too. There are two pieces of
cable in those installations... TECH)

For original parts reference:
    Jensen Smiths

Complete cable assy: CT-2580 DF-1317/00   5’5"

Inner only DF-1314/04   5’5"
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Watch Your Voltmeter TECH

The voltage indicator on the dash can give you a
lot of information:

1. The steady volts when atspeed, no fans or air-
conditioning.

2. The pull-back when the fans are running, all
two or three as the case may be. If the pull-
back is not as much as usual, maybe a fan is
not doing its stuff.

3. It is easy to see the pull-back of the air condi-
tioning clutch solenoid, and the fan.

4. If at your usual ‘check speed’ you notice that
the volts do not go as high as usualmaybe a
slight pull-back of about 1/8 inch of needle
travel, it usually denotes that your battery ter-
minals are getting somewhat dirty. If that goes
too far, one time you will try to start the engine
and all there will be is possibly just a ‘click’!

5. The voltage dropping to the value registered
when the key is on but motor not running will
usually indicate loss of the alternator belt. In
the worst case, the alternator itself may be out.
If you do change the alternator, it is good prac-
tice to replace the regulator as well. Keep the
old one as a spare!

Battery, Resistors and Relays

Get You Going Again Relay! Bill Kohl

Broken down in Whoopy Cushion Kansas? Need a
five-prong relay to get you on the road again and
out of town? I suggest you use a BORG WARNER
relay, P/N R365. The terminals are positioned ex-
actly the same as the aluminum Lucas relay units
#33222, but the mounting bracket is different. I
used the Borg Warner unit to replace my fan relay.
Seems that the hookup is easy as follows:

WIRE LUCAS B W

White W-1 5

Black/blue W-2 4

Black/red C-1 3

Red/brown C-2 1

Black/green C-3 2

I’m pretty sure that if you connect the wires to
the Borg Warner relay as shown, it will work just
fine as a replacement for any five-prong Lucas
relay. .. CFF
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Fan Relay Codes CFF

When replacing the metal Lucas relays with the HD Lucas-supplied Bosch relays, a problem can be
caused by a difference in the terminal coding.

When replacing either the 4 or 5 prong relays use the following for reference tothe equivalent termi-
nals:

Lucas C1 C2 C3 W1 W2

Bosch 87 30/51 87A 85 86

Start relay solenoid power ignition gear inhibit sw.
C/o relay-fuel a/c ctl sw power fuel lid sw ground ignition

Horn relay power c/o relay ignition horn push
Horn c/o relay air comp horn relay horns c/o switch ignition

Fan & bk/light rad fans ign sw relay bk/light sw thermo sw ignition

Ign sw relay fan & bk_lt power ground ignition
Fan relay* fan power ignition thermo switch

*Used with any of the split fan wiring systems.
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Headlamp Relays Adam Bennett
In the past tech tip articles there have been head-
light relay conversion suggestions but to those of
you who have converted overto the new high-
power quartz-halogen lights or are thinking about
it, a single relay may not be enough to prevent
switch “meltdown”. In my ’74 Mk III I’m using
Hella H-1’s and H-4’s with 80/100 watt low-beam
bulbs and 100 watt high-beam bulbs. These are
the most powerful available. At night I can see a
“Black Cat” over 400 yards away!

Our infamous “Lucas” factory wiring has the headlight
switch draw its current off the parklight switch. BAD
NEWS! Besides melting the parklight switch over a
period of time, it can become a real fire hazard as the
wiring can become incredibly “HOT”. So I decided to
install a more efficient and safer “relay” system. Be-
cause of the high drain and load by my lights I chose
to use a relay for each headlight (four total). Any
heavy-duty relays with a minimum of a 20 amp rating
should work. I used relays made by Hella Lights, PN
4RA-003 510-082-12v, which have a 30 amp rating
and are relatively inexpensive at $5.50 each. The
wiring schematic numbering is identical to the Lucas/
Bosch fan relay:

#85 .... Ground #86 .... Switch (from dash)

#87 .... Light #30/51 .. 12v source

I strongly recommend using at least 12 gauge
wire for hot source and ground, with 14 gauge for
all other connections.

Installation: Start first by disconnecting the bat-
tery. Leave the dash switches as they are.

At the fuse box, start by disconnecting the ‘R.H. H/
Lamp Dip Beam’ wire (from the fused side) and
connect to #87 on one of the relays. Now replace it
with a length of #14 ga and connect it to #86 on the
same relay. This supplies the switched source to
the relay yet retains the factory fuse as a breaker.
Repeat these steps for the ‘L.H. H/Lamp Dip Beam’
and for the ‘R.H. and L.H. H/Lamp Main Beams’
using a relay and corresponding fuse for each.

Next run a #12 ga ground wire to a good chassis
ground, (keep this wire as short as possible) and
split it to all four relays. Connect this ground wire
to #85 on each relay. You now need to run two (2)
lengths of #12 ga wire to the

alternator/battery post (direct hot). Connect one
to each pair of relays i.e. “right and left dip beam”
relays and “right and left main beam” relays; and
split. Connect to #30/51 post on each relay. Dou-
ble check all connections and bundle up all wires
using electrical tape or wire ties.

Reconnect the battery and test the headlights.

The whole project took about an hour and a half.
After doing the conversion, the light efficiency
improved at least twice over! This was probably
due to the more direct approach to wiring them,
and to the new wires and connectors.
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Courtesy Light Delay Relay TECH
This little relay, tucked away inside the driver’s door behind the speaker unit, does not fail often.
When it does, however, you can easily get confused as to the right hook-up of its terminals. This re-
lay, Jensen CT-6142, should be hooked up again following that of Figure 9. The wiring color code
follows the usual Lucas practice.

Figure 9. Relay Connections. Courtesy Light Light Delay
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Turns Signal (Flasher) Relay       Brennan J. Holland
If your turn signals don’t work, don’t work prop-
erly, or do funny things when you signal a turn -
- it may be the fault of the flasher relay. It is hid-
den under a difficult-to-remove panel under the
instrument panel on the left-hand side of the
steering column. It is the one on the far right, of
the three ‘black boxes’ hiding in there. It has two
terminals and is held in by its own little molded
bracket. A common garden variety American part
will work wonders. The standard, one size fits all
terminal flasher relay, (I got a Wagner #552) for
most American cars will work nicely - for $3.50 or
so. It is round and won’t fit in the little bracket
for the Lucas relay, so throw the bracket away,
and just stuff the relay and wires up in place,
and put that *Z!!* panel back in place. Or, if
you’re picky, get some thick, double stick tape,
and tape the back of the relay to the bulkhead.

My car was having some starting problems which
I eventually traced to the relay - the big one on
the driver’s side of the engine compartment, be-
low the brake master cylinder. A fat cable from
the battery runs into one side, and an equally
h.d. cable runs out the other side down to the
starter motor. A large byndle of brown wires are
connected to a small terminal on the right side
and a wire from the first ignition relay (and from
the ignition switch) is connected to the other
small terminal. Now that you have found the
culprit, remove all wires noting where they were,

remove the two attaching screws, and THROW it
away! Firmly believing all the tales/myths of Lu-
cas unreliability - I decided to forgo waiting 2 or 3
weeks for an expensive electrical device and went
out and bought a good of American part. Ford
uses a similar system for starting as our beloved
Interceptors, so I hopped down to the local auto-
parts store and bought a Ford relay - PN B6AZ-
11450-A, for $8.00. Neat, huh? I don’t know what
vehicles/ engines this particular item was de-
signed for, but any relay for a late model Ford
with a large V8 ought to be able to handle the
electrical requirements nicely.

You’ll have to drill a new hole to mount the Ford
relay, as its base is wider than that of the offend-
ing Lucas part. And you may have to make some
modification to the terminal on the small white
wire to get it to fit the Ford relay. All in all, this is
probably a one-beer job!
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Battery Care and Cleaning C F F

With proper care an automobile battery could
outlast the car itself. Some of the steps taken to
ensure a (longer extended) life is to keep termi-
nals and cables clean and free from corrosion,
checking both ends and the condition of the cable
- frayed, worn, etc; also make sure that cables
are making good connections at both ground and
solenoid. Keep battery acid above minimum. Do
not allow battery to overcharge, or to run low.
Protect battery from excessive heat (a little hard
to do in our Interceptors, and this is probably the
major reason for their replacement (symptoms of
an overcharged battery or one exposed to too
much heat is swelling or distortion of the case).

Let’s assume you have a free afternoon and you
decide to clean your battery and check everything
out, so some needed tools are:

1. Selection of 7/16, 1/2, 9/16 open-end wrenches

2. Similar for sockets

3. Baking soda and water

4. Vaseline

5. Pliers - just in case

6. New cable covers, if possible

7. Wire brush

8. Semi-gloss black spray paint

Now proceed in the following order -

a. Remove negative and then positive terminals
from the battery

b. Remove hold-downs and/or cover

c. Remove battery from the car
d. Check cables for wear and condition of ends,

replace as needed

e. Mix up a solution of baking soda and water
and wash down the battery compartment, hold
downs, cable ends, battery and posts, etc

f. The solution should be allowed to sit for a few
minutes or until anybubbling action stops.
Then rinse with clean water and let dry

g. If any corrosion is still apparent, use wire
brush and repeat steps e. and f. until clean

h. Paint all clean metal such as battery cover/hold
down, tray, compartment etc and allow to dry

j. Repeat steps a through c in reverse, replacing worn
or questionable parts as you go, coating the battery
posts and cable terminal ends with vaseline

k. Top up the battery with distilled water and
wipe any excess clean
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Radio and Antenna Speakers

Mo Singer recommended Kenwood KFC 767
speakers for the Interceptor’s front doors. They
are six inch coaxial, two-way, 25 watt units. Sale
price at Rogers Soundlab was $60. They were
mounted in front of the stock mounting plate and
the door fiberboard opening only had to be en-
larged about 1/2 inch. They are good for the
Interceptor because, besides producing a good
sound, they do fit in the door (a problem that can
sometimes be a nuisance).

A better fit of coaxial speaker for the Jensen are
those produced by Sonovox, and they can be in-
stalled in the original locations with the relocation of
one drill hole for the door speakers, and a bit of
judicious bending of the cover baffle for the rears.

Part numbers are : Front SE1631

Rear SE3505

Prices are approximately $60 per pair (TECH)

Antenna Replacement C F F

Last week I replaced my power antenna with a new
7600 Hirschmann unit. I thought you might be
interested in how to replace one, since it is really a
fairly simple job and can save you a few dollars. To
start you must first remove the battery from the
car. Next the fender vent grille must also be re-
moved. Then remove the mounting hardware con-
necting the antenna mast to the top of the fender
and the single screw at the bottom support bracket.

The antenna lead and two electrical wires run
through the firewall and behind the glove box, then
across the dash following the defroster ducts and
finally down inside the center console. To discon-
nect these, remove the screws retaining the forward
portion of the carpeted section of the console on the
passenger side and pull it out far enough to gain
access to the radio. The antenna lead is the large
black one connected to the rear of the radio.

Some cars have a short extension running from
the radio to the antenna lead, if yours does then
disconnect this at the junction. The antenna
electrical wires are color coded: blue with white
stripe, and blue with red stripe. They are con-
nected by double female Lucar connectors, pull
these apart. Unless the mast on your old unit is
broken, take care in removing the antenna from
the car.
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I wrapped the electrical leads on the new unit with
electrician’s tape from the antenna to the ends. It
looks neater and it is easier to feed back through
everything. The electrical connectors on mine were
of course the wrong size to fit the lucar connectors
so I simply spliced the wires together and insulated
with more tape. The hardest part of the job is to
adjust the antenna so that when it is fully up it
doesn’t lean across the hood or whip motorcycle
riders in the back of the head as you pass them.
Also, rake is important. Too much and your anten-
na looks like it is going faster than your car, not
enough and it is pointing the way for you.

One last thought before everything is bolted to-
gether, temporarily connect the battery and
check to make sure that when you push the up
switch, the antenna goes up. If not, reverse the
antenna leads at the connections.

Now why did I ask you to be careful removing the
old unit? Well, just after paying from $65 to $120
for a new antenna wouldn’t it be nice to have a
perfectly good spare? Think about it, unless some-
one purposely snapped or bent the mast there must
be some other reason why your antenna did not
work. The most common fault is that the plastic
cable broke at the connection inside the winder. to
check this out simply remove the single nut retain-
ing the spool cover and lift off. Now you will see
another cover held in place by three tiny phillips
screws, remove this cover and, if the cable is bro-
ken, you will know it then!

To repair the busted cable, first pull the cotter
pin and cable clip. Remove the broken piece of
cable from the clip, insert the cable end and poke
or drill a hole through it using the existing holes
in the clip as a guide. Replace the cotter and
rewind the cable. Also lube the cable for smooth-
er operation. However, that is not what was
wrong with my old antenna. Mine had somehow
gotten an excess of water in the spool and for
some reason the drain didn’t. Everything was
rusted and the cable had transferred particles of
rust up into the sleeve and caused it to jam. I
cleaned as much of the rust up as I could using
wire brushes, sandpaper and fingernails - yech!

I then painted both covers, inside and out, with
Rustoleum. While the paint was drying I discon-
nected the cable from the spool, cleaned and lubri-
cated it using WD-40. After working the cable back
and forth a few times while continuing the clean-
ing/lubricating process I finally freed it at which
time I reassembled it and tested it. It now works
great, goes completely up and retracts to the flush
position with no hesitation at all. If I had checked
the old antenna first I could have saved $90 in
parts. I have a spare for my wife’s Jensen.

(The Hirschmann 5091 comes with a control relay
which, when installed as suggested, will automatically
raise the antenna when you turn on the radio. It does
have a disadvantage though, in that if you wish to
operate your tape section, the antenna will raise
anyway!... TECH)
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Lear Jet Removal and Belt Replacement C F F

The easiest procedure for removal of the unit is
as follows:

1. Remove the two screws inside the center con-
sole box, holding the gearshift panel in place.

2. Set the emergency brake and place the gear-
shift lever into low gear.

3. Slide the gearshift panel towards the rear in
order to gain access to the two screws retaining
the lower portion of the radio console panel.

4. Remove the two screws.
5. It is also possible that you will have to remove

or loosen the two retaining screws for the
switch panel.

6. You should now remove the two side panels to
the center console, and you will find that the
radio is supported by a truss with two screws
holding it to the truss, one each side. You may
now pullout the panel far enough to be able to
detach the radio.

If the rubber drive belt has broken ( the reason
probably for removal of the unit), these are man-
ufactured by G C Electronics and have their part
number 1424-17. They are reasonably inexpen-
sive. Buy two, as belt failure is common with the
Lear Jet radios.

Change Ignition Switch Don Rutherford

Recently, the black cone-shaped piece of plastic
(that holds the wiring part of the switch against
the casting and permits the tongue of the key
portion to engage and turn the contacts) split and
fell away. This resulted in the key turning and
the electrical part doing nothing. I reassembled
and installed a metal hose clamp around the
plastic cone. Does the job!
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Switches
Switch Panel Arrangement Mk II CFF

The switch panel accommodates nine switches, four
together on each side with a single one by itself in the
center. The switches will be identified per NADA (North
American Dealer Area) requirements as to the correct
location for the cars manufactured for sale in the USA.
As shown, the first one will be representative of the left
hand switch, succeeding items moving to the right in
order, as viewed on the panel.

Item # Description Jensen P/N Lucas P/N
1 Parking/Side Lights CT 3939 39373
2 Head Lights CT 6600

3 Heated Backlight CT 3935 39369
4 Panel Lights CT 3934 39368

5 Aerial Control CT 3937 39371

6 Horn Changeover CT 3936 39370
7 Fuel Flap Control CT 3938 39372

8 Parking CT 3940 39374
9 Hazard warning CT 3941 39375

In addition, there are three more switches on the
center console employed as follows:

10 Window Operating CT 3949 39376

11 “ “ CT 3949 39376
12 Air conditioning CT 4413 39420

Please note that Lucas has stopped the manufac-
ture of most of these switches so as stock sup-
plies are deleted, we will be forced to make do
with what we can get.

(For those of us who are ingenious, we will haunt
the Jaguar parts houses. The Jag used similar
switches on the early models, and the back of the
switch in many instances was the same part.

So pry off one’s own rocker and put it on the
‘new’ back assembly. A new switch electrically
complete, old cover! TECH)
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Parking Switch Meltdown TECH

The wiring design getting to you? That parking switch
beginning to misbehave again and you’ve only just
replaced it! Problem is that our worthy vehicle’s wiring
logic and/or switch choices were not well made. As
installed at the factory, the power lead from the battery
comes to the park switch (color code N brown). On
being switched, the output goes to the parking and
side marker lights (R/G red/green) and ALSO goes to
the headlight switch (R/G) for its feed to the headlights
when demanded, by lead (U/G blue/green). So ALL
the amps to ALL the running and driving lights pass
through the park switch. No wonder it is short lived!

However, the remedy to this problem can be simple
and takes but an hour to do. First, obtain a
new park-light switch if you suspect the old
one of damage, and also a relay similar to
the Lucas/Bosch item (Jag DRC-1 32) and
some wire of 12 and 14 gauge. Disconnect
the battery! Remove the driver’s side tunnel
panel and also release the switch block on
the panel. Following Figure 10, remove the
brown lead at the park switch, add a jump-
er and re-attach. Remove the blue/green
lead from the headlight switch (this may be
plain blue on convertibles). Find a good
location for the relay, usually there is a
convenient hole on the radio mounting
bracket, and cut a 14 ga red wire sufficient-
ly long to reach from the h/l switch to the

relay, mount the necessary fast-ons and attach to the
noted locations (where the U/G lead was removed, and
#86 on the relay.

Do the same thing with a 12 ga brown lead, mounting
it at the p/l switch jumper, and #30/51 on the relay.
Cut a short 14 ga black lead, install a fast-on for at-
tachment to the relay at #85, and a grounding clip at
the other end for location at a convenient ground point
(the radio mounting plate is a goodone). Reconnect the
U/G lead, this time to #87 at the relay.

Check all your wiring again. firmly mount the relay
and reconnect your battery. All original actions will
have been maintained and you’ll stay a lot safer on the
highway at night!

FIGURE 10
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Cigarette Lighter Replacement C F F

Ever throw your cigarette lighter out the window
by accident? Or has it just broken? Well you can
buy one from Jensen for approximately $20 or
one from Jaguar for $19, or you can buy one
from your local discount autoparts store for about
$6. Manufactured by Casco, part number L-
140C.  It is the complete assembly, including the
lamp and illuminated ring.

Wiring Harnesses, Cables and Leads

Wiring Diagrams Jensen Motors
Factory wiring schematics are collected here cov-
ering all models as follows:

Mark II, Engine Compartment Figure 11*

Underdash Figure 12*

Console and Rear Figure 13*

Mark III Figure 14*

Mark III Convertible Figure 15*

Ignition Switches 71-’76 Figure 16

Figure 17
Convertible Tops Figure 18

Figure 19
Figure 20
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H/Light Flasher on the Turn Signal Lever CFF

Lucas/Jensen wiring installed in our Interceptors
has the capability of allowing you to flash your
headlights at any time just by pulling the turn
signal switch lever gently towards you. This ac-
tion is particularly convenient to signal someone
that his lights are on during the day or to dim his
lights at night.

Due to regulations in some States concerning
headlamp flashing devices, this control was deac-
tivated at the Factory level at Interceptor III &
Convertible #9670. If you feel that you would like
to be able to flash the heads, get the under-dash
covers off beside the steering wheel and search
around for a BLUE lead with a WHITE stripe
which is probably ‘taped’ back into the harness

6 somewhere in that local area. There will be an
unattached lead on the turn signal harness itself,
also blue/white. Connect them up and, providing
the PURPLE lead still is good through to the
switch, you’re in business. This wiring
configuration is applicable to all Jensen harness-
es, for both Mk II and III.

Starter Ground Leadwire Problems TECH

Recently, we had the problem of sluggish starter oper-
ation on the fully restored Interceptor convertible.
First, during restoration we had found that the starter
was of the smaller variety (shorter armature) so the
better highperformance unit was installed. The engine
in this car has been much modified and can churn out
410+ HP with ease.

Start-ups when cold were fine, but slow when hot.
High compression, volt drop, where was the problem?
Replaced the starter again with one incorporating a
high-output field winding. No marked improvement!
So the power lead from an already-new starter sole-
noid to the starter was changed to a #1 size.

Finally we decided to bypass the immobilizing switch
mounted on the left inner fender well beside the bat-
tery. Wow! But the switch had been rebuilt during
restoration. However, we never lifted the bracket! On
doing so, there was the cause of the trouble - poor
ground return!

So, we obtained Belden cables #710894 (8") and
711894 (18") from the local autoparts store, removed
the braided ground strap from the switch, replacing it
with #711894 and attached the other end to the top
bracket bolt above the 100-amp alternator. The other
#710894 cable was also bolted on there and fed to the
ground terminal of the alternator. No more problem
starts and an improved ground for the entire system,
but still able to be immobilized!
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Relay Control of all Fans TECH

Unfortunately, the design of the fan control on
the Interceptor has never measured up to the
reliability associated with the rest of the car. Too
often, we’ve had to bypass the thermoswitch,
keep the fan or fans running all the time to keep
cool, put in heavier fuses or circuit breakers to
keep them running, all because of inadequate
relay control. Associated with this is the igno-
rance of mechanics and some owners as to how it
was intended that the system function properly.

Living with several Jensen Interceptors over the
years has demonstrated the need for a slight
redesign of the wiring in each to make them reli-
able. Basically, this is obtained by providing one
relay to each fan motor. And in order to accom-
modate an ability to exit the car after a hot run,
leaving less that all the fans running for cooldown
(saving the battery somewhat), we have the need
to hook them up in rather a special manner.

Wiring configurations for our various types of
Interceptors, the Mk II with two fans, the Mk III
with two, and the Mk III Convertible with three
are thus slightly different in each. All require
some slight rerouting of the wires in the location
of the fuse box, the addition of a relay or two and,
more-importantly, ensuring that everything is
properly fused.

The diagrams describing the wiring hookup for each
series of Interceptor have been coded in accord with
the original factory diagrams for ease of reference. New
wire leads are, of course, coded with new idents. All
changes will be made only to fuse block ‘A’, leaving the
rest of the routing per factory specifications.

Before doing anything about changing the wiring,
first disconnect the neqative battery terminal,
then open the fuse box flap and begin to check
the wiring as you find it, tracing all connections
at Block ‘A’. If they are not the same as noted in
Figure 21, then further attention should be given
to returning everything to factory standard prior
to attempting any additional changes.

We will handle the MK II, the Mk III and the Mk
III convertible as separate sets of instructions as
some coding is quite different between models.

MARK II:
First, at Block ‘A’ install the right size of fuse at
each position as called for in Figure 22. Discon-
nect the G-64-SP lead from A-4 and move P-50-
SP from A-6 to A-4. At the existing fan relay
which we’ll label K-1, disconnect the BU-35SC
lead, and splice in another before reconnecting it
at the same terminal W2. A-8 is already connect-
ed to C2. There should already be a P-30-SC
jumper at terminals C2 and W1. The two leads
BR-31 -SC and BR-32-SC should be split, leaving
one of them attached to the relay at C1.
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The new K-2 (Lucas 33222 or SRB-146) relay will be
located on its bracket outside the relay/fuse box on
the surface facing the firewall, so make your new
leads long enough to reach that location. Now run a
new (P) lead from A-6 to its C2 terminal, and attach
the G-64-SP lead that used to be on A-4 to its C3
terminal. The other BR (split-off) lead should be
attached to C1, and the spare spliced BU lead must
go to W2. A new (W) lead must be run from A-4 to
W1 to complete the connections.

SAFETY, CHECKOUT AND FUNCTION: Recheck
all the connections made and, after ensuring that
all units are safe from shorts to ground, recon-
nect the battery. Disconnect the leads at the
thermoswitch (lower left of radiator), and tempo-
rarily ‘short’ them together. When this is done,
the first fan should start operating. Disconnect
the ‘short’, turn the ignition switch to the run
position and reconnect the ‘short’. Both fans
should now operate. Switch off and again discon-
nect the battery negative.

Tape up all the harnesses tidily with electrician’s
tape, mount all relays back in/on the relay/fuse
box and reconnect the thermoswitch and battery.
Now make a final check.

Functions:
1. As now installed, hot, ignition on, both fans

operativeand heated backlight disabled while
the fans are running. Ignition off and hot, one
fan still functions for cooldown.

2. If you wish both fans to run on cooldown, move
the (W) wire from A-4 to A-6.

3. For both fans to switch off with ignition off,
move the W wire from A-8 to A-4.

MARK III:
As with the Mk II, check that the right fuses are
in place. Again following Figure 22, remove the W
lead from A-1. This feeds the W1 terminal on the
existing fan/backlight relay, K-1. At this relay,
disconnect the BU lead and splice in another
piece and reconnect to W2. If Cl has a couple of
BR leads coming to it, remove one of them at the
terminal and splice an extension to that one for
use at the new relay. (If there is only one BR lead
at C1, you must trace back in the harness until
you find where two of them come together. Split
them there, bringing both back to the relay box).
Move the G lead from A-4 to A-8 (goes to C2) and
the W lead that was on A-1 also moves to A-8
(relay W2 terminal). Note that C3 stays hooked
up to the G(Y) lead which goes to the backlight.

The new K-2 relay (Lucas SRB-402) will be locat-
ed in the same place as noted for the Mk II. Con-
nect up the extended BU lead to its terminal W2
and the separated BR lead to C1. Remove the P
lead from Block A-6 and reattach it to A-4. Make
a new (W) lead run from A-4 to W1. Also a new (P)
lead from A6 to C2 to complete its hookup.

Safety, checkout and function - as with Mk II.
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MARK III CONVERTIBLE:
Again as with the Mk 11 check for the right fuses.
Now with Figure 23, locate the existing fan relay
(K-1), and trace the green lead from W1 back to
A4. Lift it from A-4 and attach to A-8. Disconnect
the double BU leads at W2, cut away the heavy
one, and splice in two more BU leads to the light-
er remaining one before reconnecting them once
again. The heavy BU lead (from the center fan
negative) must be attached to a convenient
ground point, using (B) wire. The BR lead at C2
should be traced back in the harness to where it
splits into two. Separate one and splice a BR
extension to it, bringing both back to the relay/
fuse box. Attach one to the relay K-1 at its C2. An
NP lead should already be at 84 C1 (from A-8)
and the G lead still on W1.

Two more relays (Lucas SRB-402) will be required
to complete the setup. If you’re handy, all the
relays (including the existing horn c/over relay)
can be tucked into the relay/fuse box. If not,
hang the third on the outside as with the Mk II
and Mk III. With the second relay K-2, connect
the remaining BR lead to its C2 and one of the
two spliced BU leads to W2. Now make up an (N)
to run from A-6 to its C1, and also a (G) lead also
from A-6 to W1.

For relay K-3, make up an in-line 50 amp fuse to
run from A-5 to the relay’s C1. The original G
lead from the center fan that appears at A-2 must
be moved to the relay’s C2. The last remaining

BU lead from the splices attaches to W2 and a
new (G) lead is made to run from A-4 to the W1
terminal.

The Safety, Checkout and Function is similar to
that of the Mk II with the following slight chang-
es: The initial check will bring both the top fans
into operation, with ignition then later controlling
the center fan. The functions and hook-ups for
variations differ slightly:

1. As now installed, hot, ignition on, all fans op-
erative. Ignition off and hot, two fans still func-
tion for cooldown.

2. If you wish all fans to run on cooldown, move
K-3’s (G) lead from A-4 to its terminal.

3. All fans on the ignition key, move K-1’s G lead
from A-8 to A-4 along with K-2’s.
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Lucas Wiring: Easier Than You Think
Doug Ritter, Aston Martin Owners Club Courtesy
“English Restoration” Magazine
Despite its rather poor reputation, a Lucas wiring
harness is actually relatively easy to trace. All
Lucas wiring systems use the same basic layout
and color code, so once these are understood, the
diagnostic task is usually much easier. While
there are always exceptions (it is British after
all!), the basic wiring system includes a feed wire
(sometimes including a relay), switch wire, and
earthing wire (that’s ground in American).

* FEED wires carry a PRIMARY color only.

* SWITCH wires carry the PRIMARY color of the
feed along with a COLORED TRACER.

* EARTHING wires are BLACK.

* Components SWITCHED on the EARTH side are
BLACK.

There are nine primary colors, and they are asso-
ciated with the various circuits as follows:

• BROWN: Battery and generator/alternator cir-
cuit. Includes primary wires from the starter
switch and solenoid to ammeter or shunt and
control box.

• WHITE: Ignition circuits and all components
essential when ignition is switched on, i e the
fuel pump, starter solenoid switch, etc. Gener-
ally not fuse protected.

• GREEN: Auxiliary circuits such as stop lamps,
fuel gauge, direction indicators, windshield wip-
ers, etc. are generally controlled by the ignition
switch.

• BLUE: Headlamp circuits.

• RED: Side and tail lamps, as well as fog, panel
and other lamps used only when the side lamps
are in use.

• PURPLE: Auxiliary circuits such as horns, inte-
rior lamps, etc. not controlled by the ignition
switch.

• BLACK: Earth circuits for components which
are not internallyearthed.

• YELLOW: Overdrivecircuits.

By using these primary colors as guides, and
understanding the basic design of the circuits, it
is generally easier to locate faults than might
otherwise be expected. Bear in mind that all eight
cylinder Astons are negative earth like American
cars. (The same for the Interceptors, TECH). This
is important when hooking up some auxiliary
electrical equipment and when testing out cir-
cuits. Wiring colors on all post-war British cars
are standard Lucas Color Code. All of the feed
wires (such as ignition, lights, etc.) are solid col-
ors while switch wires have the tracer color. All
ground wires are black.
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The first step is to go through your car and see if
it conforms to the standard practice. At the same
time make a complete sketch of the wiring system
noting any variations from the standard wiring
diagram. A lot of pictures will also help you to
remember how things were originally. At this
point you should disconnect the battery and re-
move anybody/upholstery that will.give you ac-
cess to the harness. These will vary from car to
car and you will have to use your own experience
on this point.

The best way to begin the project is to start at the
rear of the car and work forwards. Whenever you
clip the old wire don’t remove the connectors and
always leave enough wire so you can identify the
color on that particular connector. The next part
is the hard part it consists of stuffing the harness
through all of the nooks and crannies that the
manufacturer built into the car. The easiest way
to go about this is to wrap the harness in plastic
electrician’s tape. This will allow the miserable
thing to be pushed through those impossible
places, a task that becomes easier if you spray
the whole mess with silicone. At this point you
should be ready to work on the dash. Here you
should leave everything intact until you’ve
matched up all the new connections with the old
ones. A lot of switches have unused terminals
and its almost impossible to figure this all out if
things are bare.

From this point you can begin on the engine com-
partment. Once again you should use the old
harness as a guide. The point here is to be espe-
cially careful around the voltage regulator and
fuse-box. After all of the wiring for the lights and
turn signals are threaded you can begin connect-
ing things. After you are certain that you have the
correct wires matched, remove the connectors
one at a time and clean each of the terminals
before you put the new wire in place. Once you’ve
got all of this done you should go back and check
everything one more time. Now comes the great
moment - connect the battery and turn the igni-
tion switch on, but not starting the car. You
should go through each of the light systems one
at a time making notes on what doesn’t work.

Now attack each of these faults systematically.
First, using a test lead, are you getting power? If
so, is the unit well-grounded? Next check to make
certain the unit is functioning properly. It is a
long hard project and one that needs to be ap-
proached carefully and thoroughly. No short-cuts
exist and none will be helpful. Just work carefully
and pay attention to what you are doing.

NOTE: This article appears to also cover the re-
placement of the car’s harnesses with new ones.
Should we be so lucky as to get them without
much endeavor! But the coding is applicable to
repairing our own when necessary TECH
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Jensen Factory Directive, Fan Operation
Static Coolant Boiling Jensen Motors,
Inc 19200 Susana Rd Compton CA 90221

Group: Engine (Interceptor III and Convertible)

We have received some complaints of static boiling
(i e after ignition is switched off) on new vehicles in
high ambient temperatures. The reported problem
has been with new vehicles not fully broken in.

Therefore, on current production models the prob-
lem has been rectified by rewiring the cooling fans
to allow them to operate after the ignition has been
switched off. The fans will then continue to run
until the radiator thermostatic switch cuts them
out. This condition will rectify static boiling, and is
introduced in production from Interceptor III and
Convertible, Serial No. 9854

Jensen Motors’ policy is to revert the wiring modi-
fication performed by the Factory to standard
(ignition controlled) at the 1000 mile service. (See
Figures 24 and 25).

However, in very high ambient temperature areas
the owner/dealer may require the extra fan oper-
ation to assist cooling. It must be pointed out that
if the system is not ignition controlled and the
vehicle operated in cold climates, discharged
batteries could result.

We recommend that the owner is consulted as to
the type of driving, location, and ambient temper-
atures the vehicle is to be subjected to before any
decision is made to revert fan operation to stan-
dard (i e ignition controlled).

The attached diagrams are self-explanatory and
each show both conditions. Fig 24 is for sedans
and Fig 25 is for convertibles.

M Hazelwood, Service Engineer
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Static Coolant Boiling
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Static Coolant Boiling
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No Ignition! C F F

Symptom: Everything that requires the ignition
switch to be in the ‘on’ position does not work.
First, check that the car has not been left in-gear
other than neutral and park! If correct, then the
solution could be:

There is a single wire connected to the starter sole-
noid with a female spade connector near the fire-
wall. Chances are that the connection is either loose
or corroded. Simply move the wire a couple of times
and try the starter again.

If this proves to be the problem, clean the connec-
tions and gently squeeze the female spade connec-
tor (where necessary) with a pair of pliers and re-
connect.

Presto. Problem solved. When this happened on
my’75, I left the key ‘on’ as I have a three fan set
and arranged such that one runs all the time the
key is on, then when i moved the wire a little bit,
the constant fan started and the problem was diag-
nosed. I drove home and ‘fixed’ it the next day.

Change Rear Window Defroster Circuit

A cure for the heated rear window syndrome. You
go to your car on Monday a m just a little late for
your appointment only to find that last night you
forgot and left your rear defroster on and now
your battery is as dead as a snail on the 605
Freeway during Rush hour.

Want to chance that again? If not, all you need to
do is reroute the hot lead leading to the defroster
switch to a fuse on the ignition switch and put a
relay in the line to step down the current draw.
By doing this the defroster is automatically shut
off whenever the ignition is off.
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Fusing Diagram C F F
I’ve been receiving a lot of requests lately for copies of the fuse diagrams that are printed on the fuse
cover plates. It seems that when owners have their engine compartments detailed, the solvents re-
move the printing and now they have a hard time finding what amp. fuse goes where and why. So
we’re printing it right here. If you have any of the printing left on your plates, I’d check this against
what you have first and then put it away in some safe place so that if you need it in the future you’ll
be able to find it in the dark. Never can tell which fuse will go or when.

FIREWALL END
Fuse/amps Location Protection

10(5) Al 0 0 2 Fuel and Temp, Horn Relay, Flash and Reverse

50(25) 30 0 4 Heated backlight

50(25) 50 0 6 Headlamp Flasher

50(25) 70 0 8 Horns, Rad Fans

————————————————————————————

35(17.5 B10 0 2 RH H/Lamp Main Beam

35(17.5) 30 0 4 LH H/Lamp Main Beam

10(5) 50 0 6 RH S/Lamp frt & rear

10(5) 70 0 8 LH S/Lamp frt & rear

———————————————————————————-

35(17.5 C10 0 2 RH H/Lamp Dip Beam

35(17.5) 30 0 4 LH H/Lamp Dip Beam

35(17.5) 50 0 6 Brake W/L, W/S Wiper

10(5) 70 0 8 Int Lights Clock Cigar

RADIATOR END
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Temporary Bypass of Fan Relays Mike Gabriel

The majority of overheating problems I have run
across were caused by the fan relay malfunction-
ing. This can be temporarily repaired! If the fans
have stopped due to relay burnout, first find the
fuse box, located in the righthand corner under
the hood. Open and locate the fan relay, usually
one of the center relays, and disconnect the fan
motor wires at the relay. These wires are black
with a red stripe. Connect them to fuse block ‘A’
at a location that has electricity only when the
ignition is turned on.

Due to the many modifications that are done to
these systems, I cannot give you any more specif-
ic instructions. Many cars have two relays, one
outside the fusebox, all you need is to find the
black and red wire and connect them correctly.

(Choose a 50 amp fuse location in block ‘A’, usu-
ally A-4 will do. But remember that this is TEM-
PORARY! Return everything to standard as soon
as you can, for safety reasons. TECH)

Door Electrics
Window Lift Gear Kit, Chrysler Bill Kohl

Your friendly Chrysler dealer can help out when
you find that the motor still runs but the window
refuses to elevate itself. The trouble is usually
due to the snubber assembly in the motor reduc-
tion gearing failing. Age gets to the plastic rollers!
Good news for us all, that the parent company
has seen fit to redesign the snubber assembly,
using springs now which should last appreciably
longer. The kit part number is 4339433, gear and
seal package. For installation instructions see
Chapter XV, Door Fittings.
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Chrysler Window Motors Brennan J Holland

The driver’s side window on my ’71 Interceptor
did not work when I bought the car. Careful
study with a volt/ohm meter (an essential tool for
persons afflicted with the desire to take care of an
old British automobile. This doesn’t always tell
you where those nasty electrons have gone, but it
will tell you when they weren’t reporting for duty)
revealed that the motor was kaput. Quite fortu-
nately, the electric motor is a Chrysler part! This
means, a cheap supply of these parts exists,
since these are common parts.

If you go to a Chrysler dealer ask for:

PN 2999332 R/H Motor

PN 2999333 UH Motor

On the other hand, if you are a cheap rascal (like
me), Hollander’s Interchange (the junkie’s bible)
says that these two parts can be found in the
front doors of ’69-70 Dodge Monaco, Plymouth
Fury, Imperial and full-size Chrysler 4-doors, and
’69-70 full-size Chrysler, Dodge and Plymouth
convertibles. I paid $25 for a good motor, from a
’73 Chrysler but the list price for a new part at
the dealer would be a lot more.

Note now that Chrysler’s UH (driver’s) side motor
fits our R/H side! Don’t ask me why. I had to tear
both front doors apart on the old Chrysler to

learn this. You miqht also have to switch lower
mounting brackets (I did). Just loosen the two
long bolts holding everything together, slip out
one bracket and replace with the other. Now, you
might ask: How do you replace the electric mo-
tor? VERY carefully!

Seriously, sports fans, I’ll leave the full descrip-
tion to that given by C F Fin Chapter XI II. In
case you cannot proceed in that manner, here are
some helpful hints. Take the door panel off; take
the window out (you’ll have to unbolt it from a
support or two) and HIDE IT somewhere safe;
remove a lot of struts and stuff; and finally ex-
tract an assembly containing the motor, a big
lever and a spring. CAREFULLY remove the motor
from the assembly because the spring is under
tension. (It pays to make up a lever arm with two
bolts matching holes in the motor plate, so you
can take up the preload easily). Take a note of the
preloaded position of the spring/arm relative to
the motor plate for subsequent reassembly. It
would not hurt to clean things up a little, and put
fresh grease on everything that needs it (motor
drive gear, the big gear on the lever, your hands,
etc). Put everything back together, and adjust
everything to its pre-disassembly state (look
where parts overlapped, or washers were posi-
tioned Pef ore something was painted. This is a
problem with low-volume cars that does not exist
with high production stuff. So finally, connect the
wires and let’er rip!
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Replacement of Buzzer with Chime Unit TECH

The ‘buzzer’ in the driver’s door has always been
persistently annoying, either because of its de-
signed purpose to intrude on the senses or to
annoy the ear by being not quite properly tuned!
We replaced it with a more gentle-sounding part
as follows:

First, the battery negative was disconnected. The
Delco buzzer ACD 795.3858 was removed (behind
the driver’s door panel) and the two leads joined
together at that point. Tracing them back, the two
leads appeared again at the transparent connec-
tor below the speedometer. On the socket side,
the brown lead (going to the door switch) is cut
and rerouted (See Figure 26).

We obtained a G M chime #25524794 for the
application and made a place for it finally behind
the speedo panel. As the brown lead is already
protected by a fuse, and as power is also required
for the seat-belt signal with the ignition ‘key’ in
the ON position, we obtained this power from the
ACCESSORY position of the ignition switch. But
it had to incorporate an in-line fuse (3 amp).

As installed as shown, with the ignition key
turned to the ACCESSORY or RUN positions (II or
III), the seat-belt chime will sound for a short
period. If the key is left in the ignition lock and
the driver’s door, ignition off, is opened, the key
chime will sound. When the door is then closed,

the chime will stop. By the same token, removal
of the key, door open or closed, will stop the
chime.

A similar installation can be made for the MK III
Convertibles by following the diagram shown in
Figure 27. It takes into account the need to arm
the seat belt light while the warning sounds that
the belt is not latched. Otherwise it behaves in
similar manner  to that for the Mk II, and you
might find that the latest available G M chime
unit is #25535998.
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CHAPTER XII WHEELS, TYRES AND TOOL KIT

Tire Ratings & IdentificationC F F

Ever wonder what those letters mean that are
found on the sidewall of your tires? If you have
then this copy, from the Four DAY Tire ad, should
help. Listed are the fifteen commonly-used speed
rating categories and their maximum speeds:

F 50 mph M 81 mph S 112 mph

G 56 mph N 87 mph T 118 mph

J 62 mph P 93 mph U 124 mph

K 68 mph Q 100 mph H 130 mph

L 75 mph R 106 mph V 130 mph+

Now you know that a Q-rated tire is 7 mph faster
than a P-rated one. Earlier this year, a new Z-
rating became effective. This new standard is for
speeds in excess of 150 mph! (There is a 55 mph
speed limit on the Highways?) This does not
mean that if your car will only do 56 mph that
you can make it go 130 by putting a set of H-
rated tires on it!

(A pictorial indication of a tire’s sidewall informa-
tion is shown in Figure 28, provided courtesy of
Art Gutierrez, which will assist the reader to fol-
low all the above and following discussions TECH

Reading Tire Sidewall Codes
Autoweek 08-31-81 Charles Dressing

All the good stuff that you need to know about a
tire is smeared all over the sidewall (See Figure
28, courtesy of Art Gutierrez). A barrage of Feder-
ally mandated consumer information coats the
tire like a technical frosting. Aside from the usual
dribble about load and inflation, there are three
specific informational groups that cause more
confusion and breed more misinformation than
all of the rest of the sidewal l scribble.

The latest layer of DOT-mandated numerals rolled
into existence last fall as the Uniform Tire Quality
Grading System (UTQG). It is based on the premise
nobody knows anything about tires and that the
three most important weapons in a tire’s arsenal
are tread wear (far and away the most important
according to the consumer types at the DOT), trac-
tion (DOT standards and Autoweek reader stan-
dards are different) and temperature resistance.
They made it easy to remember.. ‘the three T’s. `If
the Dot is any indication, tire buyers barely make
the cut for a three-digit I Q.

It works like this. Tread wear gets the nod as top
priority. Like it or not, a tire’s ability to rack up
mileage is the ultimate measure of quality to
most American car owners. It is measured on a
Government test course, in Texas, and the wear
rate of the 65000 mile test is projected out to the
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end of legal tire life. This is compared to the ‘control
tire’ (chosen by head-tester Dr Cecil Brenner of
NHTSA) and assigned a numeral grade. The control
tire is graded 100. A tire projecting twice the mile-
age of the control tire checks in with a 200. Be
aware that the tire manufacturer, not the DOT, is
free to assign any tread wear grade that it feels
reasonable. This is done under government auspic-
es, but the actual grade comes from the tire maker.
To police grading procedures the DOT can drop in
on a tire builderand pickup a setof tires for testing.
If regular irregularities surface the Governmint can
levy fines on a ‘per-tire-per-day’ basis. Cheating at
this game is incredibly expensive and, to the credit
of the tire builders, independent tests showed un-
derstatement is the order of the day in tread wear
grades (although Uniroyal has recently aroused the
ire of Goodyear and others by being a little less
‘understated’ than everybody else, then advertising
thei r results).

The rating system for traction is handled in a pecu-
liar manner. A twowheeled skid is used. A pair of
identical tires is tested on two different wet road
surfaces and the frictional coefficient is translated
into a letter grade. An ‘A’ rating shows the tire is a
good performer on both road surfaces. A ‘B’ signifies
a tire with diminished grip on one surface. Getting
‘C’ magnifies a deficiency on at least one surface. If
you are looking for a ‘cornering scale’ in this catego-
ry, forget it. The test is done with no regard to turn-
ing and biting. The skid is pulled straight ahead.

Last, and definitely least, in the opinion of the Re-
agan DOT, is the soon-to-be-axed temperature
resistance grade. It’s A-B-C time again. This test is
done to government standards, but the actual test-
ing takes place in the tire builder’s test facility.
Factors like speed and test room temperature are
held constant. A tire graded ‘A’ runs cooler than `B’
rated rubber. `C’ tires pass the minimum Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard Number 109. A tire
that can’t get past number 109 usually ends up
with the scarlet letters branded into the
sidewall.’FOR FARM USE ONLY.’ `C’ is Tire Siberia.

It is no surprise that the major players all get ‘A’
ratings. Pirelli’s P7 and P6, and Michelin’s XWX
are members of this select caste, as are Phoenix
(3011) and Bridgestone’s RD207, among others.
Use this glob of information with caution. The
priorities of car junkies differs somewhat from the
aspirations of suburban cruiser pilots plotting a
course for high mileage and the A & P.

Another juicy bit of tire arcana is the DOT ap-
proval stamp. If the DOT guys say the tire is fit
for use on U S roads, they assign it a little 10-
digit identity. For some reason, most folks refer to
this group of letters and numbers as a’serial
number.’ Tire guys call this a DOT number and a
lot of other things, too. Every tire purchased has
to be filed away in a computer somewhere match-
ing DOT numbers to names and addresses. It’s
the Law. What this pivotal grouping of symbols
tells you is truly pulse pounding. Let’s tear down
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the DOT code on one of the tires on my car; in
total it reads  MJR1 RWO1 80.

The first two letters indicate the manufacturer
and the address of the plant. In this case Good-
year in Topeka, Kansas.

R1: That’s the size of the tire in code.

RWO: This is the optional grouping to be used at
the discretion of the manufacturer. Some build-
ers, like Finland’s Nokia, delete this three digit
grouping.

180: The week and year of manufacture. Mine
were made during the 18th week of 1980 - late
April.At least you can figure out how fresh your
latest tire purchase is. This stuff is all very nice,
but the most critical chunk of tire-talk is the size.
Screw this up and all this other information is a
cute collection of useless words. With high-pro
rubber, the size designations tell more about a
tire’s capabilities than all the government rules,
regs, laws, edicts, writs, threats and suggestions.
By deciphering a typical European metric size a
windfall of information is available. For example:

205: The width of the cross section in millimeters.

1. Country of origin.

2. Cross section of tire in mm.
3. Tube type or tubeless.

4. Aspect ratio (78 is narrow, 60 is wide).
5. Signifies DOT compliance.

6. Speed rated above 130 mph.
7. R for radial construction.

8. Wheel diameter in inches.
9. Tire brand, and line.

10. Who made it, where, when.
11. Cosmetic repeats.

12. Maximum pressure & load .
13. Tire line (Cinturato means belted).

14. Tire brand (trademark).
15. Sidewall construction.

16. Cosmetic repeat.

17. Brand (cosmetic repeat).
18. Tread construction.

19. Tire line.
20. European standards code.

21. Patent number, Italy.
22. Mold identification.
Figure 28a. Tire Sidewall Data
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70: The aspect ratio or series. The relationship of
the section height to the section width ex-
pressed as a percentage. The lower the number,
the lowerthe profile, the fatter the tire. The
lowest aspect ratio on the street today - Pirelli’s
345/35VR15, the rear tire on the Lamborghini
Countach.

R: Big news - ‘R’ designates a tire of radial con-
struction.

14: The diameter of the wheel in inches. A great
mystery. Why is the tire cross section measured
in millimeters and the wheel diameter charted
in English measurement?

H: The confusion over the remaining  symbol ’H’
is as rampant with the folks selling tires as it is
with the guys who are buying. This is one of 10
official and one unofficial European symbols for
the speed category into which the tire falls.
Although there are 10 of these, only three, and
soon maybe four, are en-countered in North
America.

S: Most common speed category is ‘S’. The upper
limit here is 112.8 mph or 180 km/h. Usually
found in 80- or 70-series, this is the favorite
tire for use on small, under-2.0-liter sedans
and GTs. Pirelli’s P3, P3/70, Michelin’s XZX

and XZX/70 and Kleber’s V12 and V15t1 are
widely known examples of ‘SR’ rubber.

SR: Within the next year or so, a new category
will surface. The ‘SR’ rated snow tires we’ve
known for so long will undergo a change. They
will become known as ‘QR’ or 100-mph tires.

H: Next up is ‘H’. Here we encounter serious rub-
ber. The upper border here is 130 mph. Fa-
mous ‘HR’ player roster includes such goodies
as Michelin’s famous XAS/XVS, Pirelli’s CN36,
Conti’s TS 772 and Kleber’s V12-GTS.

VR: Top of the pile is the informal VR’. Well
known for speed freaks for years, these high-
speed weapons are members of an elite caste.
There is no upper limit here. The only numbers
mentioned are speeds above 130-mph. How far
above is the reason for the informality of the
species. On the low side, examples like
Michelin’s rare-to-the-States XDX are imposed
with a 142-mph limit. At the other extreme is
Pirelli’s awesome P7. All day cruising at 150-
mph-plus is a matter of course. Flash lab read-
ings od 220-mph-plus have been recorder with
normal production line tires.
The category into which a tire falls should not
be construed as the tire’s top end. Rather, it is
a guide for proper car/tire matching. One of the
primary duties of any tire is to function as the
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first link in the suspension.

Want to tighten up your car’s handling? No
problem, just slip into something in a higher
speed rating. Take off those ‘SR’ lumps and fit a
set of `low profile,’ high tech, ‘HR’ gummys. Feel
better already, doesn’t it? Go the other way and
the tables will turn. Because few understand the
function of speed categories, people often choose
the wrong tire just to save a few bucks. With the
price differences between `SR’ and `H R’ tires
running as much as $50 each, the
temptation to cut corners on rubber
costs is strong. The rationale is
clear...’) don’t go 130 mph, why blow
200 extra bucks?’...but wrong. Speed
ratings reflect high-stress performance
as much as high-speed ability. The
switch down may work fine for a while.
The newfound vagueness in the steer-
ing and suspension will seem to go
away. People can adapt to nearly ev-
erything over the long haul. You get
numb. You forget.

Your car won’t forget. It’s a high
speed animal designed to transport
you at hyper-legal speeds. It works at
higher stresses than a lesser car.
Higher speeds translate into more
work for the brakes, shocks, anti-roll
bars and assorted front end parts. All
these forces are fed through the tires. The strain

piles up and the result is predictable. Tire failure
now ar tire failure later. Tire failure now is spec-
tacular. the tire can’t cope and all the airthat was
on the inside escapes - suddenly. A high-speed
blow-out is like having a nuclear accident in the
wheel well. A tire failure later is likely to be less
dramatic but just as financially painful.

Tire Sizes C F F

Figure 28 b Tire Sidewall data
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Tire sizes? Jensen Interceptors arrived over here
with either Dunlop or Pirelli tires and both were
205/70 x 15. There are a number of cars around
here that have 245/60 x 15 NCT’s on them and
they are not having any rub problems. However,
it might pay to note here that all of these cars to
my knowledge have had their suspensions rebuilt
prior to buying the heavier tires. Things like worn
or broken swaybar bushings and/or brackets will
allow the front tire to flex inboard more causing it
to rub on hard turns or turns at high speeds.
Worn or old shocks cause a similar problem.
Bump stops, the heavy rubber buffers that pre-
vent excessive up and down travel in the front
suspension, if worn or busted can allow the sus-
pension to travel too far in either direction and
even with a stock size tire some rubbing will hap-
pen. You might note that I have 245/60 NCT’s on
my ’71, 245/60 Remingtons on my ’72 and 205/
70’s Vredstein on my ’75 convertible, and none of
them rub.

Discussion on Tire Sizes and Construction
Joe Sicignano

Two sizes of tires were used as original equip-
ment on the Interceptor. Earlier Interceptors
used Dunlop ER70-15VR: later editions utilized
Pirelli GR70-15VR. The letters referto section
width, the next number is the tire series, the
number after the dash is the diameter of the
wheel and the final letters are the speed rating.
When buying tires, the most expensive may not
produce the optimum handling and safety. Gen-
erally, larger tires are used for top perform98

ance and will tolerate more weight. Without hav-
ing custom wheels (about $1500.00) there is
nothing that can be done about the 15 inch wheel
size. Section Width:

The first factor on the sidewall is section width and
is the easiest to understand. Every tire is measured
in either millimeters (e g 185, 195, 205, etc) or
alphametrics (E.F.G). Upgrading the size is mostly
trading money for performance. The wider the tire,
the more it costs. The Interceptor has ben success-
fully fitted from 185/70’s to 225/70’s; in the 70
Series with ER, FR and GR70’s. ER 70 is some-
where between 195 and 205, FR between 205 and
215, and GR between 215 and 225. Small tires may
prove a problem with bottoming out on driveways,
scraping the spare tire rack if there is rear leaf
spring sag or worn shocks.
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Series:
Upgrading the Series is a little trickier, because
here the trade off often means sacrificing money
and some comfort for performance. The series
number is the ratio of the height of the sidewall
to the section width, as a percentage. In industry
parlance, the lower the number the ‘wider’ the
tire. Although current series range from 83 to 40,
American cars come with 78 series. Original
equipment for the Interceptor was the 70 series
which produces firmer road-handling ability but
would likely jar a Cadillac owner. The 60 series
are even higher performance. The current state of
the art is the Pirelli P7 in a 40 or 50 series which
is so low in profile it requires a 16 inch wheel for
ground clearance and needs a suspension de-
signed around it. The latest version of Lamborghi-
ni Countach and 928 and 930 Porsches come so
equipped.

Construction:
The belts of the tire construction also play a role
in ride and handling. Polyesters are soft riding
and short lived. Steel is more expensive, stiffer
and longer lived. The new synthetic aramid
(Goodyear calls it Flexten) is the most expensive,
is lighter and stronger than steel, longer living
and softer riding.

Radial Construction:
Radial (the R in the legend) refers to the method
of construction and typically have one or two
layers wrapped 90 degrees to the tread line, plus
one to four belts on the tread. Radials are the
most expensive with the strongest treads and
softest sidewalls and are usually the longest
lived. The 1979 year will introduce a new P series
metric elliptical design derived from the $250.00
P7 design. They will be off series, 55 and 65, and
will be marked as Pirelli P6 or Michelin TWX and
are anticipated to top present deluxe radials in
performance and i’m sure price.

Tread:
American and some European companies prefer
parallel grooves which are generally softer and
quieter. Zig-zag, crosshatch, or open patterns
may be more sure-footed. However, on a wet road
neither design is inherently better because the
test isn’t how it sheds water so much as how
much water it displaces. This is known as the
‘pumping capacity’ to avoid aquaplaning. In gen-
eral, the wider the tread the poorer the pumping
capacity, and the more or the wider the grooves,
the better.
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Speed Ratings:
European manufacturers by law consistently rate
tires on their maximum safe speed: SR up to 112
mph, HR up to 130 mph and VR above 130 mph.
No American tire made is legal on the German
autobahn because they are not rated fast enough.
40000 mile warranties only apply to SR tires.
HR’s trade some tread life for higher perfor-
mance, and VR’s are strictly a racing tire and
wear out in 20000 miles. If HR or VR is not
stamped on the tire it is SR. A good way is to
remember VR tires as Very Rich.

Pairing:
Avoid mixing different sizes, construction, brands
or tread patterns or it will adversely affect han-
dling. Never, never mix on the same axle except
for a few miles to a gas station.

Rotation:
It is no longer advised on radials by most compa-
nies. Keep the car correctly aligned (every six
months) and the wheels balanced. High speed dy-
namic balancing is worthwhile. Have the front
wheels spun on the car and insist the weights be
placed on the inside of the wheel out of sight. Rear
tires have to be spun on a high speed machine. If
the tires need to be switched do it only front to rear,
never left to right or it will produce an all but incur-
able shimmy with steel-belted radials.

Interceptor Alloy Wheels:
These wheels never were racing caliber and tend to be
difficult to keep aligned and balanced. They  seep air if
used without tubes. Insist on radial tubes which are
four times stronger and resist blow outs and are now
federally mandated.They also have to match size and
series profile for the tire. Keep checking tire pressure
for longest life and optimum performance.

Freeway Grooves:
It sure would be nice to drive on asphalt! The
sensitivity of the steering in the Interceptor and
characteristics of tires contribute to a shimmy on
grooved freeways. Tires also have a break-in peri-
od but try them on a flat highway before com-
plaining to your balance and alignment shop.

Selected Reviews:
Pirelli CN 36 185/70-15VR.
Sexy looking, small, and so have to turn that many
more times per mile and will not likely give 20000
miles of service. Their footprint is small and weight
carrying capacity would be pushed to capacity sup-
porting the Interceptor. Advantages: it is the cheapest
VR tire that fits, about $90 and because it has such a
small circumference it acts as a steep low geared rear
end, yielding quicker acceleration, but that will throw
off the speedometer to read falsely, high. I also don’t
know how these tires can help smoking rubber in
power acceleration.
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Pirelli CN 36 215/60-15VR.
Nom Fuller recently fitted his Interceptor with
these very high performance tires with tread
identical to the 185 above. Because it is a 60
series they have a larger footprint, improved han-
dling, acceleration and braking. At $150 a very
fine showing from the Fuller household.

Michelin X GR70-15.
Served me adequately for 33000 miles with plenty
of tread left but their steel belts, when matched
with my Bilstein patent Mickey Thomson gas-
filled shocks, proved too garrying. Not top perfor-
mance but last forever and cheap, about $70.

Michelin XWX 215/70-15VR.
A’past its prime’ 70 series high speed tire still
used on Ferrari’s until they retool to handle ellip-
tical TWX’s. $150.

Dunlop Elite 70 FR70-15HR also available in GR70.
Produced as a 6-ply (2 steel 4 polyester, 4-ply
sidewall) replacement for Jaguar and Rolls Royce.
Has a 50000 mile warranty but then Jaguars
come with two year warranties. Several of our
members including high flying Ron Jacobson
have been satisfied with this $90 tire. Ron had
two prior Dunlop models blow out on the freeway.

Bridgestone.
They have a tire that fits everything and I’ve
heard good things but have no direct experience.

Goodyear GT Radial GR60-15.
All those Corvette and Trans Am owners can’t be
wrong! This tire which I recently switched to at
the recommendation of Dick Gulstrand and Jim
Lofkin of A K Miller does not have snob appeal. It
does not handle speeds above 110 mph but then
I don’t know that many judges.

With my 3.73 rear end in the Interceptor, it red-
lines at 100 so it’s overkill. It has the highest
weight handling capacity, 1620 lbs per tire and
should last 40000 miles. Utilizing 2 Aramid belts
and 4 polyesters it is smooth riding even with the
special shocks and is superb in handling.

Unlike the import tires that are designed for light-
er vehicles, this is a good match to American
roads and a 4000+ lb vehicle. I drove out the
Fedco door for $319 for all four tires. Be advised
to mount the raised white letters on the inside.
Jeff Childs gave it a whirl and was pleasantly
impressed.
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Available Steel Wheels Brennan J Holland

Suppose, you - like me - have only four good
styled steel wheels for your early (’71, Chassis
#125/51881) Jensen Interceptor, and desire to
mount a spare tire (“just in case”, right) to some
suitable wheel. Well, you could go and buy a
complete set of ALUMINUM wheels to go with the
one aluminum wheel that came with your car.
But, if like me, you don’t have the lug nuts that
an aluminum wheel requires, and that lousy
aluminum wheel is THE PITZ! - you must turn
elsewhere. Say- the boneyard.

Your Jensen takes a wheel with 5" bolt circle
diameter (all five lug centers fit onto a 5"diameter
circle), so any 5" BCD wheel will fit. And a junk-
yard has lots of cars with 5" BCD wheels. So to
save you the trouble of finding out which is the
right one, here’s the list:

All of the following have a 15" x 6" (inside rim
diameter x rim width) wheel with a 5" BCD -

70-73 CHRYSLER IMPERIAL. P/N 3580062

67-69 CHRYSLER IMPERIAL. P/N 2534842

71-72 PONTIAC (RALLY WHEEL). P/N 483705

73-75 PONTIAC (RALLY WHEEL). P/N 489250

71-72 OLDSMOBILE (SS WHEEL).P/N 409135

71-78 BUICK (CHROME WHEEL).P/N 1236171*

*Found on Rivieras, Electras & LeSabres

(Good bet if you replace all of your wheels, as this
one, if I’m not mistaken, is somewhat similar to
the early Jensen styled steel wheel in appear-
ance. CAUTION: I don’t know if this has the same
offset (my steel wheels measured in at 1-3/8"
negative offset) or the same diameter for the hole
in the center).

Also: 68-75 CADILLAC (the wheel I picked up for
my spare was from a’73. The hole in the center
for piloting the wheel on the front spindle was at
least 1/ 4" too large in diameter than was neces-
sary for the Jensen. If one tightens his/ her lug
nuts the right way (sans airwrench) this won’t be
a big problem. But, stay sharp!)

69-70 FULL SIZE PONTIACS, again

69-75 ELDORADOS*

71-75 TORONADOS*

(have a 15" x 6", 5" BCD wheel too, but with lots
of negative offset as they are front drivers).

*USE THESE ONLY IN EMERGENCIES.

Numbers for 15" x 6-1/2" and 15" x 7" wheels
that still fit are also available from Hollander’s
Interchange.
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Replacement Wheel Studs CFF

Psst! Say pal, wanna buy a neat, new wheel stud?
One that won’t break next time you change a flat?
Have I got a deal for you! Right here in my inside
coat pocket. I’ve got just the thing for you. Sure -
so its off a ’71 to ’81 Chevy Malibu rear wheel. So
what! It fits. Almost, that is. All you gotta do is:

1. After pressing out the broken stud, cleanup
the hole with a 7/16" drill.

2. The replacement stud must be press-fitted
because the splined shoulder is slightly larger
(fractions of an inch) than the stock stud. Use
the Dorman’ (brand name) stud found at your
local autoparts store. A Chevy stud has too
large a head to fit.

Dorman P/N 610186 Cost: Approx $2.50 ea.

Lug Wrench Ron Green

I recommend a collapsible lug wrench that really
works and spares your knuckles, back and wallet
too. You can buy it from any Ford dealer. Just
ask for Part #D4-ZZ1 7032-A.
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CHAPTER XIII BODY
Front Panels and Fittings
Hood Louvering Lloyd Robinson

I recently had the bonnet of my Interceptor lou-
vered and am extremely happy with the work
performed by Sir Michaels. They even have the
correct size louver punch to install factory lou-
vers. The price was right too, only $150. The
bonnet was returned stripped, louvered and
primed. I hear that other members have been
happy with Sir Michaels services too.

Contact them at: Sir Michaels Louver Company

8432 Standustrial Way

Stanton CA 90680

(714) 952-4944

Bonnet Rust Rowland Brown

At long last, I am able to advise you on the work
done on my Jensen hood (bonnet) to stop the
rapidly-advancing rust and to stiffen the hood
torsionally. I purchased the Interceptor Mk III
because it appeared to have less rust on it than
any of my other Interceptors. Shortly after getting
it, I decided that it needed paint. While sanding
the car I discovered typical Jensen rust that had
been ‘fixed’ before I got it: lower doors, under-
neath the stainless rocker panel molding, and
behind the rear wheels in the lower fender.

Now the only correct way to repair rust is to cut it out
completely and weld in a new piece. Unfortunately,
this takes considerable skill in order to avoid warping
the body panels. With this in mind I chose the alterna-
tive method of using fiberglass mat and resin on the
larger areas and a product called ‘All Metal’ on the
smaller areas. After the above materials were finished
off, sanded slightly lower than the final finish, I used a
regular off-theshelf body putty, applied in thin layers,
over the entire area.

There are very good reasons for this procedure: Polyes-
ter body fillers (bondo and the like) absorb moisture so
if you use it to fill holes, the rust will continue to come
back to haunt you later. But with body putty (filler) is
excellent for finishing work, it’s easy to work with and
it is also good for filling minor dents/low spots where
no holes exist in the base metal. A word to the wise
here. Never wet-sand body putty, the water will pene-
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trate it right down to the metal and start rusting it!
Along the same vein, never wet-sand lacquer primer
that is over bare metal. Lacquer primer is porous and
also allows water to penetrate down to bare metal with
the same result. Enamel primers do not exhibit the
same porous properties and, in my opinion, should be
used whenever possible.

I have noticed that all the Jensen Interceptor hoods
that I have seen have rust on them. After removing
the hood’s original insulating material and thor-
oughly cleaning the underside, I found that rust
had already started forming and that it was particu-
larly bad towards the front. I then took it to a local
restoration shop where the hood was dipped to
remove all the old paint, bondo, etc. It was then
dipped a second time to remove the rust.

When I returned to pick up the hood, I was advised to
purchase a ’Hood Flutter Kit’ as the hood was very
flimsy even though there were no rust ‘holes’ in it. I
also found out that it would be impossible to properly
block sand it without the extra bracing. When I asked
my local auto paint supply store for the kit I found that
besides being expensive, all the kit contained was a
small quantity of epoxy glue to attach the hood surface
to its bracings in about 4 to 6 places. I didn’t think that
there was enough epoxy to properly secure the hood
so I passed on the ‘Hood Flutter Kit’ and went to a boat
supply store where I purchased some very thick epoxy
glue instead. To apply the epoxy you must first sand
the spots to be glued with #50 open coat sandpaper.
Both the hood and the bracing must be sanded down

to bright metal. To get under the bracing, I gently pried
it back and sanded underneath it.

As my hood was very flimsy I had to be sure that it
was straight and not twisted when I applied the epoxy.
I accomplished this by placing the hood upside-down
on a flat surface. In my case, the livingroom floor pro-
vided the ideal location. The hood was then blocked 4"
off the floor at each of its corners. Satisfied that it was
straight, I applied the epoxy. After letting it set for a
couple of days, it checked out to be extremely stiff,
having no torsional twist.

With that job completed I was now faced with the
problem of trying to rust-proof it. After a close scru-
tiny I decided that the following areas needed spe-
cial painting: the edges where the inner hood panel
is welded to the outer skin, the boxed channels on
the outer perimeter of the hood and the X-bracing.
To paint the closed box sections I drilled access
holes so I could inject paint into the bracings. The
holes must be drilled in areas that will allow the
paint to flow into and completely coat the inside of
the bracing. I used ‘Rust-Oleum’  red primer,
thinned approximately 10%,  and plenty of it as I
didn’t want the rust coming back.

To apply the paint I used a suction-type high
pressure engine cleaning gun. I will not put any
insulation back on the hood as I am convinced
that the insulation is the cause of the rust. I have
yet to finish the underside of the bonnet but I
intend to paint it white when I’m done to reflect
the heat from the engine.
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Hood Fittings
“Quick Release” Bonnet Pins Rowland Brown

Two and a half years ago, whilst overhauling a Mk
II, I realized that the Interceptor is much easier to
work on with the bonnet removed, but having to do
a re-alignment every time it was reinstalled. Figure
29, over, shows how one can make a pair of new
“quick-release” hinges that match up your bonnet
every time to its right location.

To remove the bonnet with the illustrated hinges:

1. Cut a length of 1 “ x 1 “ wood, long enough to
hold the bonnet up just high enough to release
most of the tension from the spring-loaded bonnet
support tubes. Prop the bonnet up at the center
rear and disconnect the support tubes.

2. Place a piece of cloth, an old blanket will do,
under the front of the bonnet lip.

3. Lift slightly on one side and remove the bonnet
hinge pin. Let the bonnet rest on the blanket
and remove the opposite pin.

4. Supporting the bonnet with one hand, remove
the wood prop rod.

5. Holding the bonnet in a near-vertical position, move
to the front of the car and lift bonnet up and off.

6. Set the bonnet upright on another old balnket
or piece of carpet (don’t want to scratch the
paint) in a safe corner.

Installation is the reverse of removal. It’s really a
lot easier than it sounds and, for some of us
‘weaklings’ it’s even easier with two people (and a
lot safer too ... Ed )
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Figure 29. Quick-release Bonnet Pins
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Door Shell and Trim
Side View Mirrors C F F

Interceptor III owners: If you have the Chrysler
remote control mirror on your car, you can buy a
non-remote control match for the passenger side
from Chrysler. It’s part number is 3586644. The
closest match in American adjustables for the
right-hand side is AMC’s for the Matador,
#3683628 including 6 feet of cable or #8993193
without cable.

Jensen’s right-hand remote mirror, used on the
English right-hand drive cars, is their P/N 50913,
but will have only 18" of cable.

Late III’s used a Jaguar mirror, #BD41463, and
can be identified by a mounting plinth between
the mirror and the door shell.

To match the Jaguar mirror on the passengers’s
side with Jaguar #BD40822, a mirrorimage
plinth has to be made, costs about $40.

Door Fittings
Replace Power Window Motors C F F

It has been said that if you can remove the power
window motors without removing the window
frame and lift mechanism, the job would be a
fairly  simple one to do. I had heard that Satch at
Hollywood Sports Cars was able to do this and
figured that Satch is no smarter than I am, so I
should be able to do this also. And I did ... here’s
how I did it:

Tools required:

Phillips and slotted-head screwdrivers

1/4" ratchet

3/8" and 7/16" sockets

Start by putting the window in the full-up position.
If your motor is not operating properly and will not
raise the window, this can be done by pushing it up
manually after you remove the door panel. Remove
the inner door panel trim screws, door handle, lock
switch (driver’s door), chrome door-lock nut and
panel retainer screw. Then lift the leather door
panel up and off the door. If you are working on the
driver’s door, I would remove the large finish nut for
the remote control mirror. With the switch discon-
nected and the panel removed, you must now dis-
connect and remove the door speaker.
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Using the 1/4" ratchet and 3/8" socket, remove
the three screws retaining the motor and its re-
duction gear. Unplug the motor leads and remove
the 7/16" screw holding the upper support
bracket. Lift the motor out of the door. If you
have removed the motor because the plastic gear
is damaged or worn out, read on.

On the motor itself, remove the phillips screw
that retains the seal on the reduction gear, re-
move the seal and withdraw the old gear. Clean
out the cavity completely with gunk or brake dry
clean or any suitable cleaner. Ensure that you
remove all the broken pieces of the old gear as-
sembly. Stop at this point and check the window
slide to make sure it is not binding. Simply move
the window up and down by hand and adjust
where necessary to relieve the bind.

Back to the motor, if the motor itself is functional
electrically, all that is left to do is to install the
new gear assembly and pack it with grease (the
factory uses a graphite base grease and this is
probably the best choice, but I used plain old
wheel bearing grease). Next you replace the seal,
and ensure that you use the proper one of the
three for the motor you are working on. Note that
the seal goes in the motor leaving a smooth flat
surface for mounting. Put the motor assembly in
place in the door and attach the upper support
screw loosely. Start at least two of the three re-
taining screws and snug them up.

To seat the window gear in the motor case, simply
move the window manually up and down careful-
ly until the gears mesh together. Install the final
screw and tighten the whole assembly down. Plug
the motor in and see if it works.

Put the whole thing back together the way you
took it apart and you are done. Time should easi-
ly be less than two hours. (However, on the Mark
II be advised that it will take considerably longer.
You will have to remove the window frame, the
center guide track and disconnect the locking rod
at the door latch. This is because the motor,
frame and support are all in unit and take a lot of
juggling to get out of and back into the door....
TECH )
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Sticking Windows Joe Sicignano

Before you run out and buy new window motors,
gears or what have you, try this remedy. Spray
the door window channels with a good brand of
aerosol silicone (found in most automotive and
hardware stores). It will not hurt the cloth/rubber
channels and will form a slick lubricating film on
the surface which will ease the strain on the lift
mechanism. This will increase the longevity of the
lift motor and gear assembly.

Please note that if your windows have taken a
liking to sticking at one or two set positions and
need manual assistance to complete their travel,
this is usually indicative of the gear assembly on
it’s way out... TECH)

Trunk Fittings and Backlight
Replacement Hatch Hinges C F F

During the restoration of my most recent purchase,
the 1974 Mk III Coupe I advertised a couple of
months back (and still own), I noticed that the rear
hatch hinges were bowing out as the hatch was
closing, tearing the upholstery panels and seal. This
problem was not new to me but until it happened to
a car that I owned I really hadn’t paid much atten-
tion to it. In answer to questions from other owners
having this problem I had suggested that they take
the hinges to a local machine shop and have the
center rivet replaced as that appeared to be where
the problem was.

However, one day as I was closing the hatch on
my car I heard a loud noise. After opening the
hatch to investigate I found that the actual prob-
lem is the bottom rivet. Mine had worn complete-
ly through on the left side hinge. With just a little
further investigation I found that the opposite
side was also worn badly and was ready to break
too! Well, at least the real cause of the problem
was now isolated. Since I had a spare set of used
hinges in stock, I would work on a way to help
other members cure this problem and at the
same time repair my own.

I had the used hinges rebuilt, replacing the lower
rivet. As the uppertwo really didn’t show any
wear I decided to simply have them tightened.
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But replacing the hinges is a very easy job. The only
tool required are a can of WD40, a 7/16" socket
and a ratchet drive; possibly a short 3" extension
might help too, a Phillips head screwdriver and a 9"
or longer slotted screwdriver with a fairly large
head. The nuts holding the base of the hinge are
located inside the fender well. Spray these with WD-
40 before you do anything else.

Next, remove the interior panels covering the hinge.
There are four panels that must either be loosened
or removed. Remove the chromed 7/16" dome nut
that holds the upper hinge mount. Unbolt the hinge
base from inside the rear fender well. The base is
held in place by four 7/16" nuts (the ones sprayed
earlier). Removal of the hinge from the car is a little
difficult and should be done with caution in order to
avoid contact with painted surfaces or rear glass. I
chipped a small area of my new paint job when
removing one hinge.

The hinge springs are held in place by a long
standard screw that adjusts inwards for tension.
Installation is the reverse of removal. I adjusted
the springs before installing the rebuilt hinges
and did a final adjustment after the installation
was complete. Of course, I left the reupholstery
work for a professional.

Fascia, Console and Transmission Cover
Expert Gives Tips on Restoring Wood in Classic
Autos Bruce Kerr, Automotive Writer
Summer is here and it’s time for drivers to flaunt
their luxurious automobiles on the open high-
ways. It’s also a time when the weather can take
it’s toll on fine wood interiors found in some clas-
sic cars. Jim Schaffer, owner of James H Schaffer
& Co of Panorama City, is an expert on the deli-
cate woodwork found in finer automobiles. Schaf-
fer has been in woodworking for 16 years, much
of it spent specializing in everything from touch-
ups to major restorations of wood interiors found
in Mercedes-Benz, Rolls Royce, Bentley and Jag-
uar automobiles. He is known in Southern Cali-
fornia as ‘Mr Veneer’ of the woodworking field.
‘Don’t think of wood,’ Schaffer stresses, ‘think of
it as a piece of art’.

Schaffer was head of woodworking at James
Young Coachworks before going into business for
himself, doing complete woodworking on Rolls
Royce models ranging from Phantom V limou-
sines to Silver Clouds and Shadows. Summer
weather presents a definite danger to fine auto-
motive woodwork, but certain steps can be taken
to minimize damage and keep the wood’s original
quality throughout the year.

Schaffer suggests the following for wood care:

“ Keep the wood free from dust by regularly using a
Tack Rag, a beeswax and cheesecloth product avail-
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able at auto accessory stores. Soften it in the sun for
several minutes before using.

“ Wax the wood about twice a year using a cream
wax with no abrasives. The wax should be applied
with a damp cheesecloth or tissue paper and
removed with a dry piece. For most applications,
dilute the wax with a bit of water.

‘Don’t use a spray furniture polish on automotive
wood as it leaves a greasy film. Wax the wood in a
cool place, out of the sunlight. Direct sunlight
while waxing will cause permanent streaks.

Don’t use rags, towels or t-shirts to apply wax or
remove dust; they may contain foreign matter
which will scratch the wood.

Don’t try to remove major scratches yourself. Take it to
a professional. Small scratches may be removed by
using #600 wet/dry paper dipped in soapy water and
used in a circular motion to remove the scratch. This
should be followed by rubbing compound until the
shine comes back, then a cream wax. Be patient, this
is a time consuming process.

Recognize when it is time to have the wood completely
refinished, and take it to a professional. When wax
absorbs into the wood grain and stays in the crevices
of the wood, it is time to refinish it. Major scratches
and chips should also be treated by a professional.

Schaffer gives common sense tips to car owners
interested in protecting their wood interiors from
the ravages of summer weather. ‘Heat and sun-
light are the major enemies of wood finishes,’ he

says. ‘The best way to battle this is to use a car
cover and keep the windows cracked a bit when
leaving the car for any period of time. If you don’t
have a car cover, use a windshield sun-shade to
protect the dashboard wood and keep the interior
cool,’ Schaffer adds.

He also stresses that moisture is equally destruc-
tive to interior wood and that windows should be
rolled up at night during foggy or rainy weather.
Convertibles are especially susceptible to mois-
ture damage. ‘It’s no coincidence that 80% of my
refinishing business is convertible cars,’ says
Schaffer. ‘Make sure that convertible tops are in
good shape and as moisture-tight as can be.

Beach-dwellers face another hazard. The high salt
content in the ocean air can quickly damage interior
wood. In this case, it is better to leave the windows
rolled up tight at all times and to use a car cover
whenever possible. If all of this seems like a lot of
worry about, consider that an average refinishing job
on a Rolls Royce costs about $1500. This is a healthy
investment to protect, and negligence by the car owner
can ruin even a new finish quickly.

‘One of our customers took a newly refinished Mer-
cedes to Palm Springs on vacation,’ recalls Schaffer,
‘and left the car in direct sunlight and heat with no
protection. Shortly after his vacation he was back for
another expensive refinishing job.’

Thanks to Ron Green for sending this article in to
us.
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Interior Fittings, Casings and Coverings
Upholstery Leather and Foam Forms Bill Kohl

Pacific Hides in Los Angeles carries Connolly
products. I searched them out and got a tour of
their warehouse too. Currently all colors used by
Jensen are in stock and these are vat-dyed - the
dye is through and through, not a surface dye. I
also received a brochure which carries color sam-
ples. Sold by the square foot, a full hide costs
$300 - $350.

Good news too about the forms over which the
leather is fitted. They are becoming available, and
my two front seat (bottom) cushions are ‘in the
mail.’

Leather Care, Use Mink Oil C F F

Contrary to popular belief Connolly Hide Food is
not the only answer to keeping your leather sup-
ple and looking like new. An upholstery shop
highly recommends the use of mink oil as a con-
ditioning treatment. The mink oil permeates the
dyed hides far better than the Connolly Hide
Food. (We understand that the minks are forming
a cartel, so you had better buy your mink oil now
)
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The Care and Feeding of Sheep
Autoweek, 05-10-82 (The Kind that Cover Your Seats)

Without a doubt, the auto accessory most coveted
by enthusiasts these days is a sheepskin seat cover.
They do so many things so well - keep you warm in
winter, cool in summer, protect (or hide) upholstery
- and they look great, besides. But to keep on doing
these things, sheepskins need a little care, and they
are fussy about what kind of care they get.

With fitted sheepskin covers going for $100 and
up apiece, proper care takes on the importance of
protecting an investment. AutoWeek talked with
the experts and found less than unanimous
agreement on methods, but one message came
through clearly: Neglecting sheepskins can short-
en their life considerably. ‘Four or five years is
about the lifetime of a sheepskin in a car in any
event,’ said Hyman Alkin, president of Sheepskin
Seatcovers of California (located in Santa Moni-
ca). ‘So a good cleaning every so often isn’t going
to make them wear out or fall apart any faster.
The biggest problem is the sun. Wool itself is
quite impervious to sunlight and heat, but after a
time strong sun will dry the skin out, and it will
eventually disintegrate. Even the finest skins
won’t last as long in Phoenix as in San Francisco.

Covered or shaded parking, then, is as important to
sheepskins as it is to the rest of the car’s interior
surfaces. But even drivers with habits like bats will

eventually mat and soil their car’s sheepskins.
‘Basically, a sheepskin is just wool,’ Alkin contin-
ued, ‘and you should treat it the way you would
treat a good wool suit, only even more carefully.’
Dry cleaning is one option. A good quality sheepskin
can be dry cleaned using the same methods applied
to fur coats, definitely a job for professionals. Dry
cleaning is convenient, as the owner simply turns
over the skin and pays the bill, but not all sheep-
skin sellers are keen on the idea.

‘Cleaning a sheepskin is something that needs to
be done very, very carefully,’ said Andre Moeckel,
president of Ramshead Exclusives in San Rafael,
California. ‘Sending them out, they could get
damaged. We don’t recommend dry cleaning.
Instead, we’d prefer to have the owner wash them
at home.’ Moeckel outlined a process that takes
several days. By far the most important principle
is to avoid all heat and sunlight during washing
and drying, or else the sheepskin will shrink, like
any wool product. Machine washing using a gen-
tle cycle is acceptable, but hand washing in a
large tub would be even better. Use only cold
water and a wool soap like Woolite. After rinsing,
again in cold water, put towels on the skin and
remove as much excess water as possible, with-
out wringing or squeezing. Then allow the sheep-
skin to dry naturally while lying flat, in a room
with no sunlight and no heat. Drying time could
be a couple of days or more, but trying to rush it
runs a great risk of shrinkage.
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Both Alkin and Moeckel cautioned that not all
sheepskins on the market are washable. Those
skins tanned with the chromate process should
be washable in water, but the only way to be
certain is to follow the supplier’s recommenda-
tions. Since sheepskins are continually exposed
to dust, body oils and perspiration residue (not to
mention the inevitable fumbled Big Mac and
sloshed McCoffee), regular cleaning is recom-
mended by most manufacturers. Cleaning inter-
val should be from a year to a year and a half in
normal service.

Between cleanings, using a vacuum to remove
embedded dirt is a good idea. And to keep the
nap looking fresh, sheepskins can be brushed
like any other animal pelt. Furriers sell special
brushes for fur coats, but a more readily avail-
able alternative would be the wide-spaced wire-
bristle brushes sold just about everywhere for
brushing dogs. A thorough brushing in two direc-
tions is usually enough to restore the nap’s origi-
nal depth and texture. Spilled milkshakes and
the like can be handled with solutions of water
and Woolite, using the usual precautions against
shrinkage. But more serious stains - ink, tar,
paint and so on - call for professional cleaning.

Neglected, a once beautiful sheepskin seat cover
can turn into an eyesore as well as lose its utility.
With a little attention, though, you won’t end up
having to hide your hides.

Carpets
Ritz Dye on Carpets? C F F

Carpets looking a little faded? Is the color gone?
Ever consider dyeing the carpets instead of ignor-
ing the problem or paying exhorbitant prices for a
new set? Well, one of our members in England
came up with a better and much less expensive
way to solve the problem.

He dyed his carpets using, of all things, Ritz dye.
Dave Horton

competes in the Grand Masters Class Concours
throughout Europe and frequently wins. He owns
a CV-8 which is just beautiful. Dave recommends
that you remove the carpets from the car, pin
them securely to a piece of board. Use a stiff
brush and cover the carpets with Ritz dye. Allow
it to dry and have them dry cleaned to return
them to the original texture. It works! And you
cannot tell that they have been dyed.

Another recommendation for carpet care. If the
side panels in your car have become dirty from
your foot resting on them all the time or your
mechanic has left a greasy smear on them, it is
not very difficult to remove most of them and just
wash them in Woolite. Allow them to dry and
merely brush them to restore the nap. The re-
sults are surprising. Almost like new!
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Windscreen and Quarterlights
Quarter-light Seals Don Rutherford

The side rear window seal was not sealing on my
car so I inserted a

piece of thin wall rubbertube (radiator over-flow
hose) inside the flange to ‘swell’

that flange effectively. Tuck it behind the present
seal to force it outwards  towards the moving
window frame itself. Now no noise at all!
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CHAPTER XIV GENERAL
History of Jensen Motors Limited &
Production Figures

Jensen Motors Limited was established in 1934 by
Alan and Richard Jensen, beginning primarily as
coachbuilders. At about the same time Percy T Mor-
gan, a Californian with close ties to film stars in Holly-
wood contracted Jensen to design and build a car
based on the American Ford V-8 for Clark Gable.

The first true Jensen automobile built was the
White Lady in 1934, it is currently under restora-
tion in Canada. It has a 3.6 litre Ford V-8 engine. In
1939 an H C model Jensen, a continental touring
saloon with a 4.3 litre V-12 Lincoln engine was
manufactured for sale to American customers.
During the war, Jensen turned their efforts to
building military vehicles, ambulances, fire tenders
and converting Sherman tanks for amphibious use
for the Normandy D-Day invasion. After the war
Jensen pioneered a new body style which was
quickly adopted by Rolls Royce and Bentley.

In 1949 the first Jensen Interceptor with a cabri-
olet body was built on an Austin A-70 chassis. It
was a four-seater with a 4 litre straight-6 Austin
engine. The Jensen brothers built the first 541
model Jensen in 1953. It was powered by a 4
litre, 6 cylinder Austin Princess engine, top speed
was 112 mph. In 1956 the 541 Deluxe was pro-
duced. It was the first production four-seater
fitted with four-wheel disc brakes. 1959 marked a
change of ownership with Norcross buying Jens-
en, although the Jensen brothers continued on to
manage the Company. The 541 S appeared in
1960 and was the first auto to come with seat
belts as standard equipment. 1962 brought about
the CV-8, an allfiberglass body car with a 5.9
litre Chrysler V-8 engine. The FF, a 4-wheel drive
version of the CV-8 was manufactured in 1965.
The FF received an award for the most significant
contribution to safety by a British manufacturer.

1966 marked the first Interceptor as we know it
today, the body was originally designed by ‘Tour-
ing of Milan’ Italy. 1966 also brought an award to
Jensen Motors as the FF was named Car of the
Year. Both models used the 6.2s litre Chrysler V-
8. Top speed was advertised as well over 130
mph with 0-60 mph in 7.3 seconds although
design, speed and safety were always important,
hand craftsmanship was equally stressed
throughout Jensen’s history. The Mark II Inter-
ceptor made it’s appearance in 1969. In 1970,
Jensen Motors limited was purchased by Kjell
Qvale. 1971 brought the Mark III Interceptor and
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the SP, a special model powered by a 7.2 litre
Chrysler with triple carburetors and progressive
linkage. The SP model was discontinued in July
1973, total production was 228.

Jensen Healey arrived on the scene in 1972 and
the Jensen Interceptor increased in engine size
to the 7.2 litre engine. The Jensen Interceptor
convertible was debuted in 1974. 1975 marked
the first indication that Jensen Motors Limited
might be having problems. It was confirmed
when, after four decades of manufacturing, Jens-
en closed its doors in 1976.

Production figures - Interceptor
Year Home Export USA TOTAL

1967 180 - - 180
1968 332 - - 332

1969 350   71 140 561
1970 348   81 145 574

1971 420   66 296 782
1972 598   75 365        1038

1973 766 145 255        1166
1974 387 152 490        1029

1975 141   67 343 551
1976   55   24   95 174

TOTALS 3577  681 2129        6387

Convertibles and coupes were not separated from
the fastback saloons, but it is understood that in
all 286 convertibles and 24 coupes were built.

Auto Insurance Alert Joe Sicignano

As your Jensen has already turned its tenth
birthday, you may have been reviewed by your
Insurance Company, but again maybe not. So
check again. Many companies have tended to
drop ten-year old vehicles into a scrap heap cate-
gory. If your car is damaged, the insurance com-
pany may refuse to pay for expensive repairs and
merely total out your car at a fraction of its true
value.

The burden of proof of the replacement value of
your Interceptor rests with the owner. Common
methods for determining the value of your auto
are Blue Book or advertised resales. Unfortunate-
ly, many owners are unable to afford to keep up
their Interceptors and are allowing them to dete-
riorate, then dumping them on the market at very
low cost (e.g. $6000-$8000). The advertised re-
sale values obviously give a very false picture of
the value of the well-tended auto. Such cheapie
Interceptors might require $10000 or more just to
make them run safely. Just redoing the front end
ball joints, bushings, shocks, springs, and tires
can run in the thousands, not to mention a leak-
ing power steering system and brake job.
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Recommendations:
1. Photograph your well-tended Interceptor, inside

and out, including the engine compartment if you
intend to claim major restoration or upkeep.

2. Be prepared to document repair work and
restoration, e.g. repainting, rebuilds, re-uphol-
stery, as well as maintenance.

3. A letter documenting the value of your Inter-
ceptor by a qualified appraiser and one from
your mechanic documenting the status of its
condition relative to other Interceptors should
be obtained, and periodically updated.

4. Request a realistic STATED VALUE on your
policy if not already so noted. This may raise
your insurance costs, but when you need insur-
ance you really need insurance. Clearly, it is
preferable to have a higher deductible so long
as you can prevent collecting only a fraction of
your investment.

As the years go by, more and more Interceptors will
vanish from the road, especially with the mixed
blessing of high-cost parts. Charge high enough
tariff to maintain the car and you keep out the
riffraff. With concerted effort, the value of the well-
tended Interceptor should hold its own against
inflation and potentially increase its value.

The Auto Insurance List
Reprint: AUTOWEEK, Tom Lankard

Allstate’s high-performance list isn’t really a list
at all, they say! Riddle for the day: When is the
list not THE LIST? Answer: When it’s not the list
somebody (who should know) says it is.

Confused? So were we. Especially when we had
in hand a letter from a Regional Office of Allstate
of an AUTOWEEK reader saying, ‘All of our
agents have been furnished lists of High Perfor-
mance/Non-Conservative cars that are NOT ac-
ceptable on Allstate policies.’ On its face, that
statement contradicted what we’d been told on
more than one occasion by Allstate spokespeople
in the company’s Northbrook, IL, Headquarters.

So we checked. ‘Of course there’s a list!’. . . the spokes-
woman said after first remarking that our reader had
been sent . . . `a crummy letter’. But, she continued,
just because a car’s on the list doesn’t mean there’s . .
. ‘an automatic bar’ . . . against insuring it. Instead, it
just means Allstate has discovered those cars are more
expensive to repair and experience ... a ̀ higher rate of
loss’ . . . She means they are involved in proportionate-
ly more accidents than their percentage of the car
population.

‘We do not’ . . . she repeats, . . . `automatically bar
these cars. Each policy holder will be handled differ-
ently ... It’s a typical list that is furnished as a selective
guide for new business.’
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So here’s THE LIST:

Avanti Maserati Bricklin Mazda RX-7

Camaro SS, RS, 454, Z-28 Mercedes (any SL
Coupe) Corvette Mercury Capri RS

Datsun (Nissan) Z, ZX Mercury Capri H 0 V-8
(’82-plus) DeLorean Mustang Cobra

De Tomaso Pantera Mustang GT (’82-plus)

Excalibur Mustang SVO

Ferrari Mustang H 0 V-8 (’83-plus)

Fiat Turbo Spider

Firebird Formula, Trans-Am

Jensen-Healey Porsche (except 914)

Lamborghini Subaru Brat Lotus

Forewarned is forearmed, as the cliche goes!

Note: It’s the Jensen-Healey on the list, and not
the Jensen Interceptor. Ed.

Truth in Advertising... Liability C F F
 Norm on his soapbox

What does the phrase ‘Truth in advertising’ mean
and how liable can a newspaper be held for the
ads that appear in their classifieds that blatantly
lie about the condition of the product?

According to my Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictio-
nary, Copyright 1985 by Merriam-Webster Inc., the
definitions for mint, excellent and condition are:

MINT adj(1902): unmarred as if fresh from a mint

EX-CEL-LENT: adj(14c): 1, superior 2, very good
of its kind : eminently good : FIRST CLASS

CON-DI-TION n(14c): 4, a: a state of being d: a
state of physical fitness or readiness for use
(The car was in good condition)

As Club members and owners of Jensens we’re
aware of the true meaning of the words MINT and
EXCELLENT CONDITION and what it costs to put
and keep our Jensens in these categories.

Come on now, how MINT or what kind of XLNT
COND. can a $6000 or $7000 ’74 Mk III be in?

Hell, the person placing the ad can’t or won’t
spend much money to have the words spelled out
completely so how much money do you think he’s
spent on his Interceptor to put it into MINT or
XLNT COND. during the past year or so?
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Do you think he’s spent $3000 for an engine overhaul,
$5000 for a new interior, $3000 for a strip & respray?

How much has been spent on the SMALL items
like tires, front suspension, rechroming, fluid
leaks, shocks, rear springs?

Interceptors are not cheap cars! They’re not cheap to
buy. They’re not cheap to maintain. And, they’re not
cheap to put into MINT or XLNT COND. either.

And what about ‘the half-truth’ ads? These ads
really hurt when it comes time to settle with your
insurance company. Here’s an example or two:

’74 Jensen Convertible, 2 tops, needs work,
$1800/OBO 818/570-8199

‘74-1/2 Jensen, Xlnt, 10M mi rblt eng., all rec, 2
tops, blk/ster. $3,500 (1 B 12149) 714/498-0969

I’d run out and buy either car just to get my hands on
a hardtop for my own convertible but you and I both
know that the Jensens advertised here are really Jens-
en Healeys. Now, all you and I have to do is to try to
explain that to our insurance companies/adjusters
after their bean counters have been filling their com-
puters all these years with hundreds of similar ‘half-
truth’ Jensen ads. By contrast, according to the C P I,
a mint or excellent condition ’74 Mk III Jensen Inter-
ceptor should be selling in the neighborhood of
$17000. ‘Nuff said!

Performance Tests

Shown on the next pages are road test and per-
formance evaluations conducted by various mo-
toring magazines over the years and are de-
scribed as follows:

Interceptor Mk II Road & Track April 1971

Interceptor FF Mk II Autocar October 1970

Interceptor Mk III Road & Track October 1973

Interceptor Mk III SP Sports Car World Sept 1972

Interceptor Mk III Convertible Autocar Oct 1974

Interceptor Coupe Road Test December 1976
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Key Blanks TECH

We often have need of replacement keys for our Inter-
ceptors. The blanks are often unknown to our helpers
at the key copiers. The following may be helpful:

Original Replacement

Ignition- Taylor Lock F81 E, F1

Doors- DL AR1 Montreal Can Taylor L67A

Ilco 1180S XL7

Console, dash - Wilmott Breeden Union
& trunk Master Lock M1

Eastlake Curtis UN18

Silca UN1 11A
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Interceptor Mk II Road & Track April 1971

PRICE
List price. west coast. $13,500

Price as tested $13,500
Price as tested includes (standard equipment)

automatic transmission, power brakes, power
steering, air conditioning

IMPORTER
BMCD-Jensen Motors Inc. 1200 Van Ness Ave.,

San Francisco, Calif. 94109

ENGINE
Type .... ohv V-8
Bore x stroke. mm, 108.0 x 86.0

Equivalent in. . 4.25 x 3.38
Displacement. cc-cu in 6276/383

Compression ratio.. 10.0:1
Bhp @  rpm . .. . 330 @ 5000

Equivalent mph . . 133

Torque @ rpm, lb-ft 425 @ 2800
Equivalent mph 76

Carburetion : one Holley R4668A
(4V) Type fuel required, . premium

Emission control .. engine mods

DRIVE TRAIN
Transmission ....automatic; torque converter

with 3-speed planetary gearbox
Gear ratios: 3rd (1.00) 2.88:1

2nd (1.45) 4.17:1
1st (2.45) 7.05:1

1st (2.45x2.0) 14.10:1
Final drive ratio 2.88:1
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CHASSIS & BODY
Layout. front engine/rear drivrt

Body/frame   tube frame with integral steel body

Brake type: 11.4-in. disc front

10.75-in. disc rear: vac. asst.

Swept area. sq in 43:

Wheels styled steel, 15 x 6

Tires: Pirelli Cinturato CM GR70VR-15

Steering type . rack & pinion power assist

Overall ratio. .17.1:1

Turns. lock-to-lock ... 3.4

Turning circle, ft. .38.0

Front suspension: unequal length A-arms, coil
springs, tube shocks, anti-roll bar

Rear suspension: live axle on leaf springs, tube
shocks, Panhard rod

GENERAL
Curb weight, lb 3905

Test weight 4230

Weight dist. (w/driver), front/rear, % 50/50

Wheelbase, in 105.3

Track, front/rear 56.3/57.5

Overall length 187.0

Width 70.0

Height... . 53.0

Ground clearance 5.5

Overhang, front. rear ... 31.7/50.0

Usable trunk space. cu ft.. .. 16.0

Fuel tank capacity, U.S. gal .. 24.0

CALCULATED DATA
Lb/bhp (test weight)_ 12.8

Mph/1000 rpm (3rd gear) 27.2

Engine revs/mi (60 mph).... 2200

Piston travel, ft; mi 1240

R&T steering index 1.29
Brake swept area sq in/ton.... 205

ACCOMMODATION
Seating capacity, persons.... 2+2

Seat width, front/rear. 2 x 19/2 x 18

Head room, front /rear... 37.5/35.0

Seat back adjustment, degrees.. 45

Interceptor Mk II Road & Track April 1971
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INSTRUMENTATION
Instruments: 160-mph

speedo, 99,999

odometer, 999.9

trip odometer. 6000-

rpm tach, oil pressure, coolant temperature. fuel
level, ammeter, clock.

Warning lights: oil pressure, generator, low fuel,
handbrake. brake system, rear window heat. high
beam, directionals

MAINTENANCE
Service intervals, mi:
Oil change 6000

Filter change 6000

Chassis lube 4000

Minor tuneup 6000

Major tuneup 12,000

Warranty. mo/mi 12/12,000

ROAD TEST RESULTS
Data & Performance, R&T, Mk II, 1971
Time to distance, seconds

0-250 ft 6.0
0-500 ft 9.0

0-750 ft 10.3
0-1000 ff ... 13.4

0-1320 ft (1/4 mi) 16.0
Speed at end of 1/4 mi, 89 mph

Time to speed, sec:

0-30 mph 3.3

0-50 mph 5.8
0-60 mph 7.4

0-70 mph 9.7
0-80 mph 12.8

0-100 mph16.5
Passing exposure time, sec:

To pass car going 50 mph.... 5.0

FUEL CONSUMPTION
Normal driving, mph 12.0
Cruising range,  mi 238

Interceptor Mk II Road & Track April 1971
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ROAD TEST RESULTS
Data & Performance, R&T, Mk II, 1971

SPEEDS IN GEARS
3rd gear (5100 rpm) 136

2nd (5100) 95
1st (5100) 56

BRAKES
Panic stop from 80 mph:
Max. deceleration rate, % g.. 81

Stopping distance, ft 300

Control fair
Pedal effort for 50%-g stop, lb 24

Fade test: percent increase in pedal

effort to maintain 50%-g deceleration rate in
6 stops from 60 mph 25

Parking: Hold 30% grade?.... no
Overall brake rating good

HANDLING
Speed on 100 ft radius , 33.9

Lateral acceleration, %g  0.75

ROAD TEST RESULTS
Data & Performance, R&T, Mk II, 1971

SPEEDOMETER ERROR
30 mph speedometer is actually 31 mph

40 40
50 49

60 59
70 68

80 77
100 95

Interceptor Mk II Road & Track April 1971
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ROAD TEST RESULTS

Interceptor Mk II Road & Track April 1971

Figure 31 Data & Performance, R&T, Mk II, 1971
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Interceptor Mk II Road & Track April 1971

ACCELERATION
Time to distance, sec:

0-100 ft 3.6

0-250 ft 6.0

0-500 ft 9.0

0-750 ft 11.3

0-1000 ft 13.4

0-1320 ft (1/4 mi) 16.0

Speed at end of  1/4 mi, mph.... 89

Time to speed, sec:

0-30 mph 3.3

0-50 mph 5.8

0-60 mph 7.4

0-70 mph 9.7

0-80 mph 12.8

0-100 mph16.5

Passing exposure time, sec

to pass car going 50 mph  5.0

FUEL CONSUMPTION
Normal driving, mpg 12.0

Cruising range, mi 238

SPEED IN GEARS
3rd gear (5100) 136

2nd (5100) 95

1st (5100 56

BRAKES
Panic stop from 80 mph

Max. deceleration rate % g 81

Stopping distances, ft: 300

Control fair

Pedal effort for 0.5g stop, lb. 26

Fade: percent increase in pedal effort

to maintain 0.5g deceleration in

6 stops from 60 mph 25

Parking: hold 30% grade? no

Overall brake rating good
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Interceptor Mk II Road & Track April 1971

HANDLING
Speed on 100-ft radius, mph.. 33.9

Lateral acceleration, g 0.759

SPEEDOMETER ERROR
30 mph indicated is actually.. 31.0

40 mph 40.0

50 mph 49.0

60 mph 59.0

70 mph 68.0

80 mph 77.0

100 mph 95.0
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Jensen FF II 6276 cc, Autocar 22 October 1970

FUEL
(At consent speeds- mpg)

30 mph 21.8

40 mph 21.4

50 mph 19.6

60 mph 17.8

70 mph 16.3

80 mph 14.8

90 mph 13.7

100 mph 12.6

Typical mpg . . . . 12 (23.5 Iitres/100km)

Calculated (DIN) mpg 14.8 (19.1 litres/100km)
Overall mpg . . . . 11.9 (23.8 litres/100km)

Grade of fuel

Super Premium. 5-star (min. 100 RM)

OIL
Miles per pint (SAE 20W/40)

Negligible consumption

ENGINE
Cylinders . . . 8. in 90-degree

Main bearings . 5
Cooling system .

Water: pump. thermosat and two electric fans
Bore 106mm (4.25 in.)

Stroke . . . . 86mm (3.38 in.)
Displacement. . 6.276 cc. (383 cu.in.)

Valve gear . . . Overhead. pushrods and hy-
draulic tappets

Compression ratio 10-to-1

Min. octane rating: 100 RM
Carburettor. . . Carter 4-barrel progressive

Fuel pump . . . Carter mechanical
Oil filter . . . . Moper full-flow. renewable element

Max- power . . 330 bhp (SAE) at 5.000 rpm

Max torque . . 425 Ib-ft (SAE) at 2.800 rpm
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Jensen FF II 6276 cc, Autocar 22 October 1970
TRANSMISSION
Gearbox. . . . Chrysler Torqueflight 3-speed auto-

matic with torque convertor
Gear ratios. . . Top 1.0-2.20

Inter 1.45-3.19
Low 2.45-5.39

Reverse 2.20-4.84

Final drive. . . Hypoid bevel. 2.88-to-1. Powr-Lok
limited-slip differential at rear only

CHASSIS and BODY
Construction . . Steel body welded to tubular

steel frame

SUSPENSION
Front .. Independent. double wishbones. with

twin coil springs and telescopic dampers each
side. Anti-roll bar

Rear .. Live axle. semi-elliptic loaf springs.
Panhard rod

STEERING
Type Adwest power-assisted rack-and-pinion

Wheel , dia15 in.

BRAKES
Make and type . Girling discs front and rear.

Divided hydraulic circuits. Dunlop Maxaret
anti-lock system

Servo . Girling vacuum

Dimesions . . F 11.38 in. dia. R 10.75 in. dia.
Swept area . . F 237.2 sq.in.. R 197.4 sq. in. Total

434.6 sq.in. (212 sq. in/ton laden)

WHEELS
Type . Pressed-steel “Rose style” 5-stud fixing. 6

in. wide rim.
Tyres -  make. Dunlop

-type . . SP radial-ply tubeless
-size ..  ER70VR 15 in.

EQUIPMENT
Battery . . . . 12 Volt 69 Ah
Alternator . . . 60 amp

Headlamps. . . Lucas 4-lamp quartz-halogen
110/220 watt (total)

Reversing lamps 2 standard

Electric fuses. . 12

Screen wipers . 2-speed, self-parking

Screen washer . Standard. electric

Interior heater . Standard. water-valve type
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Jensen FF II 6276 cc, Autocar 22 October 1970
Refrigeration . . Optional extra
Heated backlight .. Standard

Safety belts . . Standard front, extra rear
Interior trim . . Leather seats. pvc headlining

Floor covering . Carpet Jack. Beylift
Jacking points . 2 each side. in sills

Windscreen . . Laminated
Underbody protection . . Bitumastic compound

an all surfaces exposed to road

MAINTENANCE
Fuel tank . . . 20 Imp. gallons (no reserve) (91 Litres)
Cooling system . 28 pints (including heater)

Engine sump . . 8.5 pints (4.7 Liters) SAE 20W/40.
Change oil every 4,000 miles. Change fitter ele-

ment every 8,000 miles

Gearbox . . . . 15.5 pints ATF type A. Change oil
every 36,000 miles if operating under severe
conditions. Otherwise. no change needed

Final drive . . . 3 pints SAE 90EP in front unit
limited-slip lubricant in rear. Change oil every
12,000 miles

Grease . . . . 4 points every 4,000 miles
Tyre pressures . F 28: R 32 psi (normal driving) F

36. R 40 psi (fast driving or full load)

Max. payload. . 750 Ib (341 kg)

PERFORMANCE DATA
Top gear mph per 1,000 rpm . . . . 26.4

Mean piston speed at Max. power - . 2,820 ft/min
Bhp per ton laden 160.6 (gross)

========================================
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Jensen FF II 6276 cc, Autocar 22 October 1970
PERFORMANCE

SPEED RANGE, GEAR RATIOS, SECONDS
mph Top Inter Low

2.88-6.34 4.18-9.20 7.06-15.53
0-20 ---- ---- 2.4
10-30 ---- ---- 2.6
20-40 ---- 3.5 2.4
30-50 ---- 3.8 2.8
40-60 5.4 4.2
50-70 6.0 4.8
60-80 7.0 5.3
70-90 7.9
80-100 9.0
90-110 10.7

Standing 1/4 mile: 15.8 sec 88 mph
Standing Km: 28.9 sec 112 mph
Test distance: 1,400 miles
Mileage recorder: 2.6% over-reading
Fuel: 16.3 mpg @ 70 mpg
Passing: 4.4 sec (50 to 70 mph)

MAXIMUM SPEEDS
Gear mph kph Th. rpm
Top (mean) 137 221 5200

(best) 141 227 5350
Intermediate   93 150 5100
Low   55   89 5100

BRAKES
(from 70 mph in neutral)
Pedal load for 0.5g stops in lb
1 35
2 35
3 35
4 35
5 40

6 40
7 40
8 40
9 40
10 45

RESPONSE (from 30 mph in neutral)
Load (lb) g Distance (ft)

20 0.28 107
40 0.65 46
60 1.05 29
Handbrake 0.30
Max. Grad. 1:5

Indicated speed 71 mph @ 70 mph
Engine speed 2650 rpm at 70 mph st 1500 ft/

min mean piston speed
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Fig. 33  Interceptor Mk III R&T October 1973 PRICE
List price. west coast. $15,500

Price as tested $15,750
Price as tested includes (std equip) auto trans, air

con, power brakes, power steering, electric
windows, stereo system, lim-slip, etc), dealer
prep ($250)

IMPORTER
Jensen Motors Inc. 1200 Van Ness Ave., San

Francisco, Calif. 94109

ENGINE
Type .... ohv V-8

Bore x stroke. mm, 109.7 x 95.3
Equivalent in. . 4.32 x 3.75

Displacement. cc-cu in 7212/440
Compression ratio.. 8.2:1

Bhp @  rpm . .. . 220 @ 3600
Equivalent mph . . 96

Torque @ rpm, lb-ft 350 @ 2400

Equivalent mph 64
Carburetion : one Holley 4V

Type fuel required, . regular, 91 oct
Emissions gm/mile .

HC: 3.0; CO: 32: NOx: 2.6
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 Interceptor Mk III R&T October 1973
DRIVE TRAIN
Transmission .... automatic; torque con-

verter with 3-speed planetary gearbox

Gear ratios: 3rd (1.00) 2.88:1
2nd (1.45) 4.17:1

1st (2.45) 7.05:1
1st (2.45x2.0) 14.10:1

Final drive ratio 2.88:1

CHASSIS & BODY
Layout. front engine/rear drivrt
Body/frame   tube frame with integral steel body

Brake type: 10.8-in. vented disc front & rear
: vac. asst. Swept area. sq in 417:

Wheels cast alloy, 15 x 7
Tires: Dunlop SP 205/70 VR-15

Steering type . rack & pinion power assist

Overall ratio. .17.1:1
Turns. lock-to-lock ... 3.4

Turning circle, ft. .38.0
Front suspension: unequal length A-arms, coil

springs, tube shocks, anti-roll bar
Rear suspension: live axle on leaf springs, tube

shocks, Panhard rod

GENERAL
Curb weight, lb 4020
Test weight 4340

Weight dist. (w/driver), front/rear, % 50/50
Wheelbase, in 105.0

Track, front/rear 56.1/56.9
Overall length 186.0

Width 69.0
Height... . 53.0

Ground clearance 5.0
Overhang, front. rear ... 32.0/49.0

Usable trunk space. cu ft.. .. 16.0

Fuel tank capacity, U.S. gal .. 24.0

CALCULATED DATA
Lb/bhp (test weight)_ 12.8

Mph/1000 rpm (3rd gear) 27.2
Engine revs/mi (60 mph).... 2200

Piston travel, ft; mi 1240
R&T steering index 1.29

Brake swept area sq in/ton.... 205

ACCOMMODATION
Seating capacity, persons.... 2+2
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 Interceptor Mk III R&T October 1973
Seat width, front/rear. 2 x 19/2 x 16
Head room, front /rear... 37.5/35.0

Seat back adjustment, degrees.. 45

INSTRUMENTATION
Instruments: 160-mph

speedo, 99,999

odometer, 999.9
trip odometer. 6000-

rpm tach, oil pressure, coolant temperature. fuel
level, ammeter, clock.

Warning lights: oil pressure, generator, low fuel,
handbrake. brake system, rear window heat. high
beam, directionals

MAINTENANCE
Service intervals, mi:
Oil change 6000

Filter change 6000
Chassis lube 4000

Minor tuneup 6000

Major tuneup 12,000
Warranty. mo/mi 12/12,000

ROAD TEST RESULTS
ACCELERATION
Time to distance, sec:

0-100 ft 3.7
0-500 ft 9.3

0-1320 ft (1/4 mi) 17.3
Speed at end of 1/4 mi, mph  78

Time to speed, sec:
0-30 mph 3.8

0-40 mph 5.4

0-50 mph 7.6
0-60 mph 10.4

0-70 mph 13.6
0-80 mph 18.0

0-100 mph31.8

SPEEDS IN GEARS
3rd gear (5100) 133
2nd (4500) 83

1st (4500) 50

FUEL ECONOMY
Normal driving, mpg 11.5

Cruising range, mi (1-gal. res.) .. 265
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 Interceptor Mk III R&T October 1973
HANDLING
Speed on 100-ft radius, mph..32.7 lateral accel-

eration, g 0.7 14

BRAKES
Minimum stopping distances, ft:

From 60 mph 158
From 80 mph 300

Control in panic stop fair
Pedal effort for 0.5g stop, lb.... 30

Fade: percent increase in pedal effort to maintain
0.5g

deceleration in 6 stops from 60 mph 26

Parking: hold 30% grade? no
Overall brake rating good

INTERIOR NOISE
All noise readings in dBA:
Idle in neutral 65

Maximum, 1st gear 79
Constant 30 mph 65

50 mph 72

70 mph 73
90 mph 76

SPEEDOMETER ERROR
30 mph indicated is actually.. 33.0

50 mph 53.0

60 mph 64.0

70 mph 74.0
80 mph 84.0

Odometer, 10.0 mi 10.2
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Fig. 34 Mk III Jensen SP Sports Car World 9/72

MAKE JENSEN
MODEL SP

BODY TYPE Coupe
PRICE $25,900

COLOR Mustard

MILEAGE STRT 1660
WEIGHT 35 cwt, 141b

DISTRIBUTION F to R 52/48
FUEL CONSUMPTION: Overall 12 mpg

Cruising 15 mpg
SPEEDOMETER ERROR (mph):

Indicated30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Actual 30 40 50 60 70 79 89 97

PERFORMANCE
MAXIMUM SPEEDS:

Fastest run 147 mph
Average of all runs . . 144 mph

Speedometer indication, fastest run 151 mph

IN GEARS:
Drive Held

1st 48 mph 56 mph (5100 rpm)
2nd 82 mph 95 mph (5100 rpm)

ACCELERATION (through gears):
0-30 mph 3.1 sec
0-40 mph 4.3 sec

0-50 mph 5.7 sec
0.60 mph 7.4 sec

0.70 mph 9.4 sec
0-80 mph 12.0 sec

0-90 mph 14.7 sec
0-100 mph18.5 sec

0.110 mph 23.5 sec
0-120 mph302 sec

Auto kickdown
20-40 mph2.4 sec
30-50 mph7 sec

40-60 mph3.1 sec

50-70 mph38 sec

STANDING QUARTER MILE:
Fastest run 15.4 sec

Average all runs 15.5 sec BRAKING:
From 30 mph to 0 12 sec

From 60 mph to 0 2.9 sec
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Fig. 34 Mk III Jensen SP Sports Car World 9/72
SPECIFICATIONS
ENGINE:
Cylinders. V8 Bore and stroke . (4.32 x 3.75 in.)

109.72 mm x 95.3 mm
Cubic capacity (440 cu in.) 7212 cc

Compression ratio 8.2 to I
Valves Ohv

Carburettor Three, 2-barrel. Holley
Fuel pump Mechanical

Oil filter Full flow
Power at rpm 385 bhp at 4700 rpm

Torque at rpm 410 lb/ft at 3600 rpm

TRANSMISSION:
Type ChryslerTorqueflite

Gear lever location Floor

OVERALL RATIO:
mph per 100 rpm

let 7.05:1 10.7
2nd 4.16:1 18.1

3rd 2,88:1 26.3

Final drive 2.88:1

CHASSIS AND RUNNING GEAR:
Construction ..Tubular chassis, weldedon steel

body Suspension front  Wishbones, coil springs

Suspension rear Live axle, leaf springs
Shock absorbers Telescopic

Steering type Powered rack and pinion
Turns lock to lock 3.4

Turning circle 38 ft
Steering wheel diameter 16 in.

Brakes type Girling ventilated discs
Dimensions 10% in.
DIMENSIONS:
Wheelbase 105 in.

Track front 56 in.
Track rear 57 in.

Length 15 ft 8 in.
Width 5 ft 10 in.

Height 4 ft 5% in.
Fuel tank capacity 20 gallons
TYRES:
Size GR 70 VS 15

Pressures Normal 28 F, 32 R;
Over 110 mph - 36.F, 40 R

Make on test carPirelli
GROUND CLEARANCE:
Registered 5% in.
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Fig 35 Specification Jensen Interceptor III Conv.
FRONT ENGINE REAR-WHEEL DRIVE
ENGINE
Cylinders. 8 in 90 degree vee
Main Bearings 5

Cooling System Water - pump, thermostat, elec-
tric fans.

Bore and stroke . (4.32 x 3.75 in.) 109.72 mm x
95.3 mm

Cubic capacity (440 cu in.) 7212 cc

Compression ratio 8.2 to I
Valves Ohv, hydraulic tappets

Carburettor one Carter four choke
Fuel pump Carter Mechanical

Oil filter Full flow, renewable element
Power at rpm 280 bhp at 4800 rpm

Torque at rpm 380 lb/ft at 3200 rpm
TRANSMISSION:
Gearbox ChryslerTorqueflite 3-speed

epicyclic with torque converter
Gear ratios top (auto) 1.0 - 2.0

Int 1.45 - 2.90
Low 2.45 - 4.90

Reverse 2.2 - 4.4
Final Drive Salisbury hypoid bevel with Powr-Lok dif

24.8 Mph @ 1000 rpm in top gear

SUSPENSION
Front .. Independent. double wishbones. with

twin coil springs and telescopic dampers each
side. Anti-roll bar

Rear .. Live axle. semi-elliptic loaf springs.
Panhard rod

STEERING
Type Adwest power-assisted rack-and-pinion

Wheel , dia15 in.

BRAKES
Make and type . Girling ventilateddiscs front and

rear. Divided hydraulic circuits.

Servo . Girling vacuum

Dimesions . . F & R 10.75 in. dia.
Swept area . . F  & R 208.5 sq. in. Total 417

sq.in. (216 sq. in/ton laden)

WHEELS
Type . Cast Aluminium alloy, 8.5 “ wide

Tyres -  make. Dunlop
-type . . radial-ply tubed

-size ..  ER70VR 15 in.

EQUIPMENT
Battery . . . . 12 Volt 69 Ah
Alternator . . . 60 amp
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Fig 35 Specification Jensen Interceptor III Conv.
Headlamps. . . Lucas 4-lamp quartz-halogen

110/220 watt (total)

Reversing lamps  standard

Electric fuses. . 12, + 10 in line

Screen wipers . 2-speed, self-parking

Screen washer . Standard. electric

Interior heater . Standard. Air Conditioning

Heated backlight ..NA

Safety belts . . Standard, inertia reel
Interior trim . . Leather seats. pvc headlining

Floor covering . Carpet
Jacking points . 2 each side. under sills

Windscreen . . Laminated
Underbody protection . . Bitumastic compound

an all surfaces exposed to road

MAINTENANCE
Fuel tank . . . 20 Imp. gallons (no reserve) (91 Litres)
Cooling system . 32 pints (including heater)

Engine sump . . 8.5 pints (4.7 Liters) SAE 20W/50.
Change oil every 4,000 miles. Change fitter ele-

ment every 8,000 miles

Gearbox . . . . 17 pints ATF type A. Change oil
every 36,000 miles if operating under severe
conditions. Otherwise. no change needed

Final drive . . . 3 pints Shell l.a.d oil S8721A.
Change oil every 8,000 miles

Grease . . . . 4 points every 4,000 miles

Valve Clearance  Hydraulic - non adjustable
Ignition Timing  10 deg. BTDC static

Spark Plug
Type Champion J11Y

gap 0.030 inches

Compression 100 psi
Tyre pressures .

F 28: R 32 psi (normal driving)
F 36. R 40 psi (fast driving or full load)

Max. payload. . 800 Ib (363 kg)
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Fig 35 Specification Jensen Interceptor III Conv.

Servicing, mi 4000 8000 18000
Time Allowed, hrs 4 7 2.25
Cost @ UK L 3.30/hr 13.2 32.1 7.43

Engine Oil 2.72 2.72 --
Oil Filter -- -- --
Spark Plugs -- -- 5.84
TOTAL COST: 15.92 28.09 13.27

Routine Replacements: hrs, Lab + Spares = Total
Brake Pads, 2 wheels, F, 3/4 hr,L2.48 + L8.61 = L11.09
Brake Pads, 2 wheels, R, 3/4 hr,L2.48 + L7.32 = L9.80
Exhaust, complete, 1 side, 3 hr, L9.9 + L37.25 = L47.15
Dampers, F, pr, 1 hr, L3.30 + L10.24 = L13.54
Dampers, R, pr, 1.5 hr, L4.95 + L10.24 = L15.96
Replace 1/2 shaft, 4 hr, L 13.20 + L16.32 = L29.52
Replace Alternator, ex, 1.1 hr, L3.83 + L62 = L 65.63
Replace starter, ex, 1.5 hr, L4.95 + L 59.10 = L 64.06
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Fig 35 Specification Jensen Interceptor III Conv.
Comparisions
MAXIMUM SPEED MPH
Aston Martin V8 auto.. .. (UK£ 11,349) 146

Mercedes 350St auto.... (UK£ 8.868) 140

BMW 3.8CSi manual.... (UK£ 7,857) 139

Jensen Intereptor conv (UK£ 9,863) 126

Rolls-Royce Corniche conv (UK£ 16,343) 120

0-60 MPH, SEC
Aston Martin V8 auto 6.2

BMW 3.0CSi 7.5

Jensen Interceptor conv 7.4

Mercedes 350SL 9.3

Rolls-Royce Corniche conv 9.6

STANDING 1/4-MILE, SEC
Aston Martin V8 auto 14.7

BMW 3.0CSi 15.4

Jensin Interceptor cony 15.1

Mercedes 350SL 17.0

Roils-Royce Corniche conv 17.1

OVERALL MPG
BMW 3.OCSi 20.7

Mercedes 350SL 14.7

Jensen Interceptor conv 12.5

Aston Martin V8 auto 12.4

Rolls-Royce Corniche conv 11.9

ACCELERATION
Speed Time Speed
True in Car
mph Secs mph
30 2.7 30
40 4.0 40
54 5.5 49
60 7.6 59
70 9.8 89
80 12.5 79
90 15.8 89
100 20.2 99
110 28-© 111
120 35.0 123

Standing 1/4 mile: 15.8 sec @ 90 mph

Standing kiloneetre: 28.8 sec @ 113 mph

Mileage recorder 3.5 per cent over-reading
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Fig 35 Specification Jensen Interceptor III Conv.

GEAR RATIOS, AND TIME IN SEC
mph Top 2nd 1st

(3.07- (4.44-  (7-50
4.14) 8.88) 15.0)

0-20 -- -- 1.7
10-30 -- -- 1.9
20-40 — — 2.4
30-50 -- — 2-7
40-60 — 3-6 -
50-70 — 4-3 -
60- 80 — 5-1 ..
70-90 6.9 -- -
80-100 7.4 -- --
90-110 10.1 — --
100-120 14.6 — —

FUEL
Typical mpg 14 (20.2 litres/100 km)

Overall mpg 12.5 (22.6 litres/100km)

Grade of fuel Regular, 2-star, (min. 91 RM)

OIL
Consumption (SAE 20W/50) 500 mpp

ACCELERATION

TEST CONDITIONS:
Weather: Fine
Wind : 8-15 mph

Temperature: 10oC (50oF) Barometer : 29.2in. Hg
Humidity : 80 per cent

Surface : Dry concrete and asphalt
Test distance : 2.032 miles

Figures taken at 2,300 miles b y our staff at the
Motor Industry ResearchAssociation proving
ground at Nunseton.
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Fig 35 Specification
Jensen Interceptor III
Conv.
STANDARD
GARAGE
16 ft x 8 ft.

TURNING
CIRCLES:
Between kerbs L 37ft

7in, ; R. 37ft 2 in.

Between walls R 30ft
4in.: R, 38ft 11 in

Steering wheel turns,
lock to lock 3.6

WEIGHT:
Kerb Weight 35.7cwt

(3,997lb-1,813kg)
(with oil, water and
half full fuel tank).

Distribution per cent
F, 51.8: R, 48.2

Laden as tested
39.0cwt (4,372 lb -
1,983 kg).
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Fig. 37. Mk III Coupe Road Test Dec. 1976
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Fig. 37. Mk III Coupe Road Test Dec. 1976

SPECIFICATIONS
ENGINE
Type OHV V-8

Displacement. cu in 440
Displacement, cc 7212

Bore x stroke, in 4.32 x 3.75
Bore x stroke, mm 109.6 x 95.2

Compression ratio 8.2:1

Hp at rpm, net 215@5200
Torque at rpm, lb/ft, net 330@3200

Carburetion 1  4-V
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Fig. 37. Mk III Coupe Road Test Dec. 1976

DRIVELINE
Transmission 3-spd auto Gear ratios:

1st 2.45:1; 2nd 1.45:1; 3rd1.00:1
Final drive ratio 3.07:1

Driving wheels rear

GENERAL
Wheelbase, ins 105.0

Overall length, ins 188.0
Width, ins 69.0

Height, ins 53.0
Front track. ins 56.3

Rear track, ins 57.3
Trunk capacity, cu ft NA

Curb weight, lbs 4340
Distribution, % front/rear 50/50

Power-to-weight ratio, lbs/hp 20.2

INSTRUMENTATION
Instruments: 0-160 mph speedo, trip odo, 0-6000

rpm tach, coolant temp, oil press, volts, fuel
level, clock Warning lights: directionals, high
beam, oil, brakes,

EGR service, rear defog, fuel lid, seat belts

BODY AND CHASSIS
Body/frame construction separate
Brakes, front/rear vented disc/vented disc

Swept area, sq in 417.0

Swept area, sq in/ 1000 lb 96.1
Steering rack & pinion

Ratio 17.1:1
Turns, lock-to-lock 3.4

Turning circle, ft 38.0
Front suspension: Independent, upper and lower

control arms, coil springs, tubular shocks,
anti-roll bar

Rear suspension: live axle, leaf springs, tubular
shocks

WHEELS AND TIRES
Wheels 15-inch

Tires, front/rear 225/70 VR 15
Pirelli Cinturato HS CN73

Reserve load, front/rear, lb 1140/1180

PRICE
Factory list, as tested: $25,650

Options included in price: radio-$1200
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Fig. 37. Mk III Coupe Road Test Dec. 1976
ROAD TEST RESULTS
ACCELERATION
Time to distance, sec:

0-1320 ft (1/4 mi) 17.1
Speed at end of 1/4 mi, mph  83.6

Av. acc. over 1/4 mi. 0.22 g

Time to speed, sec:

0-30 mph 3.6
0-40 mph 4.9

0-50 mph 7.0
0-60 mph 9.6

0-70 mph 12.2

0-80 mph 16.2

SPEEDS IN GEARS
3rd gear (5000) 130 calc.
2nd (4000) 73

1st (3600) 38

FUEL ECONOMY
Normal driving, mpg 11.

Cruising range, 26 gal tank 264 mi
Fuel required unleaded

HANDLING
Speed on 100-ft radius, mph.. 32.3
lateral acceleration, g 0.7 14

Transient response, av speed 23.4 mph

BRAKES
Minimum stopping distances, ft:

From 60 mph 170
Av. deceleration rate 0.71 g

INTERIOR NOISE, dBa
Idle in neutral 59
Maximum, 1st gear 78

Constant 40 mph 65
50 mph 69

60 mph 71

70 mph 73

SPEEDOMETER ERROR
40 mph indicated is actually.. 39.0

50 mph 49.0
60 mph 59.0

70 mph 69.0
80 mph 79.0
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General Dimensions and Data Jensen Motors

383 cid 440 cid
Cylinder Numbers R H Bank: 2-4-6-8

front to rear L H Bank: 1-3-5-7
Bore 4.25 in (108 mm) 4.32 in (109.72 mm)

Stroke 3.375 in (86 mm) 3.75 in (95.25 mm)
Cubic Capacity 383 ci (6267 cc 440 ci (7212 cc)

Compression Ratio E & F 10:1, G 8.7:1 H J 4 & 5 8.2:1
Firing Order 1-8-4-3-6-5-7-2

Distributor Rotation Counter-clockwise
Coolant Capacity inc Heater 33.6 US pints (15.9 litres)

Oil Sump Capacity inc Filter 10 US pts (4-3/4 lts) 12 US pts (5.8 lts)
Dipstick levels must NOT be exceeded

Engine Oil Pressure @ 25/30 mph 45-65 psi (40/48 kph 3.16/4.57 Ksc) or 1000 rpm
Ignition Timing 5 deg BTDC @ 650 rpm H & J 10 deg BTDC @ 800 rpm

4 Ser 5 deg BTDC @ 800 rpm
5 Ser 8 deg Btdc (Static)

Idle speed 750 rpm

Contact Breaker Gap .014/.019 in (.35/.48 mm)
Spark Plug Type & Gap Champion J 11 Y .035 in (.89 mm), 5 Ser RJ-87P

Valve clearance Zero lash, non-adjustable
Automatic Gearbox Capacity 19 US pints (9 litres)

Rear Axle Capacity 3-1/2 US pints (1-3/4 litres)
Fuel Tank Capacity 24 US gals (91 litres)
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General Dimensions and Data Jensen Motors (Continued)
Rear Axle Ratio 2.88 2.88 3.07
Overall Gear ratios 1st 7.05:1 1st 7.05:1 7.50:1

2nd 4.16:1 2nd 4.16:1 4.44:1
3rd 2.88:1 3rd 2.88:1 3.07:1
Rev 6.32:1 Rev 6.32:1 6.74:1

Tyres (Dunlop fitted) ER 70 VR 15 SP 205 70 VR 15
Tyre Press 110 mph max Norm Front: 28 psi

Rear: 32 psi
Fully laden Front: 32 psi

Rear: 36 psi
Tyre Press 110 mph plus Front: 36 psi

Rear: 40 psi
Wheelbase 105 in (266.7 cm)
Track (static laden weight) Front: 56-1/8 in (1.42 m)

Rear: 56-7/8 in (1.44 m)
Toe-in (static laden weight) 1/16 in (1.6 mm)
Camber(static laden weight) 1 degree pos ±30' 0 degree ±30'
Castor angle (static laden wt) 2 degree pos ±30'
Swivel pillar inclination 6 degrees 30'
Center of Gravity 49 in (125 cm) aft of front axle
Overall Width 69 in (175 cm)
Overall Height 53 in (135 cm) Convertible 54-3/8 in (138 cm)
Overall Length 186 in (472 cm)
Ground Clearance 5 in (12.7 cm)
Weight (dry) 3500 lb 4000 lb inc  Convert
Steering Ratio 17.8:1 (3.4 turns lock-to-lock)
Turning Circle 38 ft (1159 cm)
Brake Pad Material Foot/HandFerodo 2430 F / DON 117
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The Jensen SP, an Evaluation
Sports Car World.  September 1972

To the Jensen fold, now comes Big Brother- com-
plete with 7.2-litre V8 engine packing three dual-
choke Holley jugs ... and 410 lb-ft of torque. The
result? Fantastic. RAB COOK reports from Mel-
bourne...

IF THE JENSEN SP can be summed up in one
word, then that word unquestionably is ‘relent-
less’. This big, beautiful car seems to flatten hills,
ignore bends, smooth out bumps and just keep
pounding on and on. Driving it is rather like be-
ing in a jet aircraft with a remote hum of expen-
sive machinery somewhere beyond your ken and
when a stretch of bad road passes below the
wheels, the effect is exactly like a plane hitting
bumpy air or flying through a rain cloud. It is a
car in which, as a passenger, you can be com-
pletely fooled into thinking that the speed is 40
mph less than what the speedometer shows on a
straight road because of the detached, remote
feeling and stable ride. Cruising at 120, you are
quite liable to find that your passenger has lost
interest and started to read a newspaper. Any
minute, the air hostess will be round offering
drinks...

All of these things apply to previous Jensens, but
they are even more true of the latest car, the SP
(which stands for Six Pack and immediately lets
you know where the motor comes from). It is even
quieter than before (what is quieter than hush-
power?) and the bigger engine, now at 7.2 litres
in place of the Interceptor’s 6.3, is so beautifully
blended with the Chrysler Torqueflite automatic
box that it is almost impossible to detect change
points without looking at the rev-counter. The
torque spread over a very wide band and peaking
at 3600 rpm, feels sufficient to tip over Ayers
Rock and it comes as something of an eye-opener
when you tread some more on the throttle at
speeds away above the hundred mark to discover
that there is still more power to come when the
second choke of the three Holley carburettors
come into action. You feel that the acceleration is
never going to stop. It does, but not until you are
doing well over 140 mph.

Where the Jensen of today scores so heavily over
ephemeral Continental exotica is that it is fully
sorted out. There are many beautiful cars in the
world which are almost impossible to enter or
leave unless you are a pole-vaulter. Some have
rotten ventilation, awkward driving positions,
poor visibility, noisy, temperamental engines and
a noteworthy but seldom admitted lack of reliabil-
ity. It is easy to be blinded by a famous name,
exciting coachwork or even an astronomical price
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tag, but experience shows that some of these cars
are often far from being practical means of trans-
port other than on the waterfront at Monte Carlo.
The Jensen, on the other hand, has years of experi-
ence behind it with the one chassis and engine
because the CV-8 was mechanically the same -
ignoring different engine sizes and detail improve-
ments, that is - and the tubular chassis was made
strong enough to carry that car’s glass-fibre body
which, naturally, carried no loads. When the
stressed steel body of the Interceptor was intro-
duced it was fitted to the same chassis, not by rub-
ber mounting points, but by welding it on. So it is
hardly surprising that the result is outstandingly
rigid and free from rattles, and that it is so acousti-
cally dead.

And it is this rigidity which permits excellent use of
a live rear axle with leaf springs. Properly located,
such a system can play a big part in keeping a car
level on fast bends but it can only work if it has a
really solid base. Another thing that enables Jensen
to’ get away with’ a live axle is the sheer weight of
the car - 35 cwt-plus - because although the un-
sprung weight is fairly considerable this in itself
doesn’t matter. What counts is the ratio of un-
sprung weight to total mass of the vehicle - the
sheer inertia of the body. Jensen just hasn’t both-
ered to save weight, realizing that weight is comfort
and that when your petrol consumption is going to
be in the 12 to 16 mpg range in any case, a few
miles back and forth have ceased to matter. If you

can afford nearly $26,000 for a car you’re not going
to burst into tears because the annual fuel bill is
$20 over the odds.

Neither has it been snobbish about its engines.
Too often one hears the comment: ‘It’s got an
ordinary Chrysler engine’. That is far from being
valid. For a start, you can hardly call a three-carb
7.2 litre V8, specially modified for Jensen. `ordi-
nary’, and in any case, Chrysler motor engineer-
ing has always been outstandingly good and its
Torqueflite box still leads the field as it did from
the day it was introduced. The next point is that,
for this type of car, getting `moderate’ power from
a big unit rather than the same amount from a
double ohc of half the capacity has many virtues.
The results prove that - and bear in mind that
Chrysler spares and know-how are readily avail-
able anywhere in the world that an SP is likely to
go. You may ask why Jensen doesn’t make its
own V8, and there are two answers to that. One
is `Why on earth should it when this one is avail-
able?’ and the other `Look what has happened to
Aston Martin’.

So let’s get into the driving seat. It need hardly be
said that it has a complete range of adjustment,
gives a good lateral support and, like all the other
interior fittings, is beautifully made. The head-
rests are interesting because they pull off com-
pletely, being held in place only by Velcro ‘sticky
burr’ fasteners so you can set them at the height
you want, or invert them, or put them sideways.
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The pedals are a good stretch away and to get the
driving position you want you set the seat for
pedal reach and then adjust the length of the
steering column, Jaguar fashion, to get your
arms comfortable.

You want to unlock the other door for a passen-
ger to enter but it seems too far away? No prob-
lem, for there is an electric unlocking button for it
on your own door. Electric windows, too, of
course, electrically heated rear window, built-in
stereo radio/tape, air conditioning, electric aerial,
hazard lights, low or high-note horn selector
switch, delay courtesy light that gives you time to
find the ignition keyhole, a battery of four face-
level vents, dipswitch by a large pedal, electric
petrol tank lock release, brake fluid warning
check-button light, and so on and on. You begin
to understand why no options are offered, be-
cause there are none left unfitted. Even a pair of
gloves to don if you have to change a wheel.

The air conditioning is delightfully simple to oper-
ate, with only two controls plus an on-off switch.
The one on the left is turned to select cold, warm,
hot or whatever you desire and it controls both
the air conditioner and the normal heating/fresh
air system. The other knob, close to the left hand,
controls the speed of the blower fan and is handy
for making a quick adjustment. The four eyeball
vents have separate flow controls and they can be
angled to direct air through wide cones of adjust-
ment. You can have one straight at your face, for

example, and another either shut off or coping
with sun beating through the window on to your
chest while the heater is keeping your feet warm.
So there are more permutations of control than
even before but setting them is very much sim-
pler and idiot-proof.

The engine is an easy but not immediate starter. It has
to be churned over on the starter a few times before
the mixture finds its way into the pots, and then it
comes to life with the characteristic Jensen VROOM
which is now less explosive than on the earlier models.
After that you can forget the engine. It is out of sight,
out of mind and out of earshot. What do you notice,
even though the figures may mot flash through your
mind, is that it gives the car a power/ weight ratio of
around 0.1 bhp/lb and when you tread on the pedal
you’re not so much concerned with the fact that the
car does the standing quarter in 15.5 seconds but that
it gets from zero to 120 in half a minute. And even at
that speed, if you think acceleration will be preferable
to braking to get you out of an unhappy situation, it is
there for the asking. At the other end of the scale (0to
30 in 3.1 sec) you can operate the treadle as hard as
you like and you won’t make the back wheels spin
unless the surface is really bad. Even so, nothing will
get out of control and you can feed in a lot of power on
something like wet, oily cobblestones.

Accelerating in Drive, the maximum change-up
points are 48 in first and 82 in second. These can
be changed to 56 and 95 by using the manual
override and knocking off at the 5100 rpm line on
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the tacho, but there isn’t a lot of point in doing
so. Just let it happen. On the other hand, should
you want sudden acceleration from a low speed -
say, to take advantage of a traffic opening - the
delay while the torque converter winds itself up
can be beaten by a quick snick down on the se-
lector, rather than using kick-down. The selector
is well placed and easy to use - it is brought into
play quite a lot on twisting roads, not so much
through necessity as for the sheer hell of it. Com-
fort-wagon, yes. And fun-wagon, yes, yes, yes.

Quite a few furrows on Jensen designer Kevin
Beattie’s brow were caused by thinking up some
way of increasing the size of the Mk. I’s 16-gallon
petrol tank. Well, he managed to make it 20 on
the Mks. II and III, but with the bigger engine the
advantage is all but lost again and the SP has a
terrible range of but 200 miles between fills. At
one time it was contemplated using the chassis
tubes as petrol tanks but you can imagine the
reaction of the safety campaigners to that one?
The boot is so huge that a few gallons removed
from its capacity would hardly be noticed and a
30-gallon tank would be much more satisfactory,
particularly in Australia.

At around-town speeds the suspension is firm, no
question about that, but the mass of the car en-
sures that there is no jolting. As the speed rises,
the ride gets smoother and smoother but very
well damped so that there is no trace of wallowing
even on surfaces with widely spaced ripples

which might be expected to cause this. Lean in
corners is minimal and the grip taken on the road
by the big fat Pirelli tyres is exceptional. There
are very few cars, and certainly fewer still of this
weight, which can be hustled through the bends
so rapidly as the modern Jensen and its perfor-
mance in this respect could only be seriously
criticised by someone who has been used to driv-
ing an FF - now unhappily defunct at the hands
of the safety regulators, as reported in SCW, July.

Cornering, the trend is towards understeer,
masked by the Adwest power steering but not too
such an extent that you cannot detect a front-
wheel slide almost before it starts on a wet road.
By changing down and tramping on the throttle
you can make the tail slide outwards, and back
in again by raising the foot. This is done fully
under control and the result is that the driver, if
so minded, can choose between long sweeping
bends or going straight on and then cornering
sharply at the last minute by balancing the car
between throttle and steering. There is no need
for such party tricks but they do demonstrate
that the SP can be tossed around, still completely
under control. Though the steering is power as-
sisted it has good feel.

In a straight line the car is extremely stable and
the habit noticed in some earlier Jensens of giv-
ing a slight wiggle when power was suddenly shut
off at speed on a wet road seems to have gone.
The splendid quartz-iodine lights make night-time
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cruising at 100 perfectly safe. Of the brakes,
there is little need to say more than that they are
progressive, not over-heavy, and pull the car up
in a perfectly straight line even under crash-stop
conditions. It is difficult to lock the wheels com-
pletely except on a loose surface.

So far as noise is concerned I have already men-
tioned that the engine is remote. Considerable
use of sound-deadening material - for example,
inside the roof panel - has ensured that the body
doesn’t resonate. Wind noise is confined to a
slight hiss at really high speeds and you can
leave the radio volume constant between 30 and
100 mph. The tyres can be heard as a squelchy
sound on granite chip surfaces, but only just.

There is a good selection of cubbyholes and boxes
and the boot holds about 9 cu ft of suitcases in
its 12 cu ft total capacity. More can be carried if
you unscrew the huge shelf above it and let the
luggage pop up into the car’s interior. An unusual
feature is that, when the shelf is in place and the
boot lid (including the huge rear window) is open,
items can be tossed into the boot from the car’s
interior. Although the natural reaction to this
piece of information may well be ‘big deal’, it is
surprising how useful it is, especially on holiday
trips. There is plenty of room everywhere except
in the back seats. With disarming honesty, the
Jensen sales literature captions a picture of the
rear seats: ‘With the front seats in mid-position,
there is ample room for two passengers in the

rear’. Maybe. But with the seats back it’s barely
even a 2+2. And it’s not a good car for slap-and-
tickle because the occupants are sternly separat-
ed from each other by a padded wall which runs
from the dashboard right back to the rear seat
headrests. You can’t even play footsie.

But this won’t affect sales will it? Not when you
remember that the SP is a fabulous car indeed,
both as long-range transport and as a docile and
easy to place town car because of the square
corners.

And above all, it is outstandingly safe.
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Interceptor III Convertible, an Evaluation
AUTOCAR October 1974

Convertible version of Jensen’s familiar Intercep-
tor. Excellent performance, steering and brakes
as before: thirsty. Rather noisy. Most pleasing
with hood down. Expensive.

Contrary to what, seemingly, every American and
some British car manufacturers appear to have
assumed, the convertible-top car is neither out-
lawed by safety regulations, nor unwanted by
customers. There are. of course a number of open
sports-cars, mostly British, but nowadays very
few open four-seaters of medium size, and only
two luxury open tourers with room for four (now
that there are no big American convertibles). One
of these is the Rolls-Royce (or Bentley) Corniche
convertible (Pounds UK L16,343), and the other
the subject of this Road Test, Jensen’s Intercep-
tor convertible, announced early this year and
priced at the figure of UK L9.863. It is of course
based on the running gear and floor pan of the
familiar Vignale-bodied Interceptor III fixed-head
coupe. Without recourse to anyone in Italy, Jens-
en have re-bodied the car (to most eyes) very
elegantly indeed, with an attractive slim tail, and
a traditional fabric folding roof, with power rais-
ing and lowering - and traditionally bad over-the-
shoulder vision.

The engine and three-speed automatic transmis-
sion are both Chrysler as before, except that the
engine is equipped with most (not all) of the mod-
ifications introduced in its native country to meet
exhaust and evaporative emission regulations.
Remembering that, it is pleasant to be able to say
that on the test car there were few of the usual
signs of an emission-controlled engine in drive-
ability, apart from a reluctance to fire on auto-
matic choke when cold.

The V8 power unit is markedly over-square at
109.72mm x 95.25mm bore and stroke, giving a
total swept volume of 7,212 cc. It has hydraulic
tappets, a central camshaft, a five-bearing crank-
shaft, a four choke Carter carburettor, and an
8.2-to-1 compression ratio. It runs satisfactorily
on two-star fuel, of which it uses plenty (see be-
low). To some extent the test car’s thirst must be
due to the fact that it used the lower of the two
final drive ratios offered, 3.07-to-1 instead of
2.88-to-1, corresponding (assuming no torque
converter slip) to maximum overall gearing of only
24.8 mph per 1,000 rpm, instead of the more
preferable 26.4 mph per 1,000 rpm. The unit’s
claimed peak power of 280 bhp (net) occurs at
4,400 rpm, so that the car as delivered proved to
be geared down, top speed being limited by the
maximum allowed engine speed of 5,100 rpm.
Observing the red line at 5,100 rpm on the rev-
counter corresponded to 123 mph, though if, as
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is usually the case at maximum, torque converter
slip is negligible, top speed is actually 126 mph
(the rev-counter over-reading by 2-1/4 per cent).

The test car was rather short of mileage when deliv-
ered, and performance figures had to be taken with
only 2,300 miles on the distance recorder. This only
partly explains the performance figures, which, though
more than adequate for most people, are not quite as
good as any previous Interceptor we have tested. No
doubt measures taken to meet American regulations
are another reason why this 7.2-litre Interceptor takes
over 1 sec more to reach 60 mph, and 2sec longer to
reach 100 mph, than the 6.3-litre tested in 1949 -
though that car did not have air conditioning. Weight
is also in the earlier car’s favour, the convertible turn-
ing the scales at 35.7cwt in kerb condition, compared
with 33cwt of the former.

Nevertheless, acceleration is pretty vivid for the
size of car. The Chrysler Torqueflite transmission
is ideally ratioed for the job, changing up flat-out
at 4,400 rpm. and road speeds of 44 and 74 mph.
We tried holding the changes to higher speeds,
but only at 4,700 rpm indicated was there a tiny
improvement (0.2sec in the 100 mph time). Hold-
ing the car momentarily on the brakes against
full throttle, then letting go, there was a brief
flurry of wheelspin before it swept up to 50 mph
in 5.5sec. 60 in 7.6, 80 in 12.5, the quarter-mile
in 15.8, 100 in 20.2, and 120 in 35sec, all com-
fortably within the mile. Gearchanges are notice-
able when driven thus, but with gentler driving

are fairly unobtrusive. Kick-down response is
good, so that one is not dependent on the selector
lever for that extra bit of urge which makes over-
taking so much safer in this sort of car: such
changes are on the jerky side by the standards of
a competent and sensitive manual gearbox driver,
but not excessively so by automatic standards.
Maximum kick-down speed from top to interme-
diate is 65 mph. and from intermediate to low is
30 mph: interestingly the handbook claims higher
speeds, respectively 78 and 32 mph.

Throttle control is smooth and progressive, and the
same goes for the engine’s delivery of its power.
Starting has been mentioned already; there was
never any complete failure to start, but a surprising
amount of starter cranking was needed when cold.
In fact we found it helped to make use of the accel-
erator pump, prodding the accelerator three or four
times to help obtain a rich mixture.

We have always held up Jensen as an example of
the opposite school of thought in Grand Touring
cars to that of the Italians - the latter with the
accent on performance regardless of noise, the
former striving towards performance with refine-
ment. For mechanical refinement, one can do
little better than start with a big American V8
(except to employ either a familiar double-ohc six
or a vee-12 from a notable Coventry firm). There
is very little mechanical noise from the engine
when hot. We were not so happy this time about
exhaust noise - not so much when the engine is
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working hard, when it is acceptable, but, surpris-
ingly, on tickover in traffic, which is the one time
when one expects any car to be most quiet. On
the Interceptor convertible one is immediately
conscious of a pronounced boom from the ex-
haust at standstill; winding down a window
makes little difference to the volume, showing
that it is heard through the hood. Nevertheless
we do not recall anything similar on the earlier
cars. Gentle acceleration in town produces a little
more noise from the same source than one ex-
pects from a luxurious and refined GT like this.

Whilst on the subject of noise, we thought that
wind noise from the front of the hood was higher
than we would expect from this type and price of
car. From 70 mph onwards there is a noticeable
roar which means that one must raise one’s voice
in order to converse. Bump-thump is slightly
better than average.

The fuel tank holds a claimed 20 gallons, which
the engine empties at an impressive rate, even for
2-star petrol. The best figure we achieved was 14
mpg, compared with 12.5 mpg overall, which
includes a fair amount of fairly gentle driving in
the early stages, since we had to complete the
running-in. Oil consumption worked out at 500
miles per pint, a figure which was improving
towards the end of the test period.

There is a noticeable momentary increase in en-
gine mechanical noise on cold starts, accentuated

by the somewhat high idling speed (2,500 rpm)
on automatic choke; we preferred to give the
accelerator pedal a ‘kick’, which dropped the idle
to a more reasonable 1,200 rpm.

Handling, ride and brakes
The power-assisted rack and pinion steering re-
ceived warm praise from all our drivers. It is light as
an assisted system should be, yet unlike some
other set-ups has almost pleasant degree of feel,
and even a little kick-back, though not by any
means too much. It is also accurate, and combined
with the excellent roadholding of the car on the
Dunlop ER70VR15 radial-ply tyres, it responds well
to the driver’s wishes. Straight-stability is good, on
all types of surface and in side-winds. There is
naturally a degree of understeer, but it was never
too much. Thanks to the Salisbury Powr-Lok limit-
ed-slip differential, traction is very good indeed.
even in the wet. giving one great confidence consid-
ering the amount of power there is at one’s dispos-
al. A minus point on this particular car was the
noisiness of the limited-slip diff, which especially on
turning tightly but unhurriedly into a main road.
produced alarming grunts - a not unfamiliar feature
of this type of unit.

For all normal purposes the handling of the car is
all that might be desired; only at track speeds
does one have to be ready for a quite rapid ulti-
mate rear-end breakaway, which needs quick
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correction. The ride was a little more firm than
we recall, with a distinctive pitching movement,
amplified visually by the handsome bonnet. It is
nearer the sports car than the luxury car in this
respect, but not too much so.

The Girling ventilated disc brakes on all four wheels
have a vacuum-servo assistance, and a load-con-
scious pressure regulator in the rear circuit (with
separate hydraulic circuits front and rear). In the
condition tested (two-up, with a half-full tank),
there was slightly too much front-end braking, front
wheel locking limiting the retardation to a maxi-
mum of just fractionally below 1 g. Brake response
is excellent for normal use, light and powerful,
inspiring confidence. Fade resistance is good too,
only a very hard stop from over 100 mph to a
standstill producing any noticeable increase in
pedal effort, plus the usual rumble which seems to
accompany hard use of ventilated discs. The hand-
brake is just capable of locking the back wheels
with a two-handed pull, producing a maximum
before locking of 0.35g. It did not shine on the test
hill, just holding on 1-in-4 if one held the lever
pulled up beyond the final ratchet position.

Driving position and controls.
In most respects the Jensen is a comfortable and
convenient car to drive. There is just enough leg
room for the majority of drivers, with space for
the left foot to rest on the organ-pedal dip-switch

when not used for left-foot braking. People who
like to left-foot brake will wish that the dip-switch
was on a stalk, not the floor, for obvious reasons.
The steering wheel can be adjusted fore-and-aft
over a useful range, but not for rake.

Seat adjustment is easily achieved, thanks to a
wide release bar, and a slide which is spring-
loaded forwards. To the right of the rev-counter is
combined handbrake, pad-wear, and hydraulic-
fluid-level warning lamp mounted in a rocker
switch, which enables one to check that the bulb
is functioning. Beyond that is the somewhat old-
fashioned combined two-speed wiper and wash
switch, which is not awkward to get at, though we
would prefer a stalk switch beside the steering
column at fingertip reach. The wipers, incidental-
ly, are the Lucas type which do a sort of double-
take when switched off. There is no hesitation or
flick wipe provision. The single stalk controls
signalling and flashing only. One has no trouble
finding the ignition-cum-steering lock, which
faces one and has no awkward additional locks to
release before you pull the key out.

The speedometer and rev-counter are straight in
front of the driver, with an old-fashioned trip
zero. easily reached. To the left, all except the
clock angled towards the driver, are the subsid-
iary instruments - temperature, oil pressure, fuel
and voltmeter. On the center console are switches
for foglamps, the fuel filler flap (working only
when the ignition is off), town and country horn
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selector, hazard flashers, power roof raising and
lowering, parking lamps, and lamps proper.

Each side of the selector lever are the electric
window switches, which raise or lower the side
glasses pleasingly fast. though a little noisily: the
glasses however will not wind down completely
into the door. Just in front of the driver’s door
lock is a switch which saves one leaning across to
lock the passenger’s door; a solenoid device, it
works quietly. The boot-lid has no external re-
lease. but a remote handle in the driver’s door
jamb, with a separate key to lock it: pulling the
lever allows the boot-lid to rise on its counterbal-
ance springs.

Heating and ventilation is dependent on a com-
bined heating and air-conditioning cooling unit,
which works best on either of the two fan speed
settings rather than on ram air flow, of which
there is too little. The slow speed setting is fairly
quiet, yet adequate for most purposes once one
has achieved the state one wants: the high speed
is noisy but pretty effective. You can also with the
same switch close the car to incoming air, which
is welcome in unpleasant atmospheres. Between
the two rotary switches is the compressor isolat-
ing switch marked A/C (switched off for the per-
formance-testing runs). The left-hand rotary
switch selects temperature and distribution of
air-flow, having five basic positions, defrost, cold,
cool, warm and hot. In cold conditions the ar-
rangement works satisfactorily, giving as much

hot air as one wishes, with tolerable heat varia-
tion; the same applies if one wishes to cool the
interior on a hot day, although every time we
used the cool setting, we noticed an unpleasant
smell from the air-conditioning. On average En-
glish autumn days when one wants a little flow of
cool (not cold) air, we found it difficult to achieve
that, in spite of the four generous facia vents.
One small disadvantage of the flexible back win-
dow in the hood is, of course, that it cannot befit-
ted with any form of heater, so that it tends to
mist up sometimes.

Since rear vision anywhere other than directly aft
with the hood up is bad, one has to be very care-
ful at Y junctions, trying to treat them like a van
driver, approaching as nearly at right angles to
the road joined as possible. Front and direct side
vision is quite good, with no great blind spots
even in rain, since the wiper arcs are satisfactory.
The same cannot be said of side vision for any
one in either of the two back seats, who are
somewhat blinkered unless they lean forward,
which the careful - and comfortable - shaping of
the seats does not encourage one to do.

Living with the Interceptor convertible.
Back seat passengers declared themselves
pleased with the way they were held in place
sideways by the cup-like recesses of the rear
squab. If adult passengers are carried in the back
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it is necessary for the front seats to be adjusted
forward noticeably - to the slight discomfort of
any tall driver and the insecurity of a front pas-
senger of more than slim figure, who could not
buckle the seat belt, since it was not long enough
on the test car used here.

As with most open cars, the Interceptor convert-
ible comes into its own with the hood down. Low-
ering the top is simple enough initially -just re-
lease the two hood rail clamps, unzip the back
window and fold that onto the rear shelf. and
press the hood switch. The top then slowly winds
back. with a pause in mid-stride, folding on to
rather than into the back, the rear quarter win-
dows then tilting backwards into the side if one
continues to work the switch: the windows can be
left up if wished. The not-so-convenient part of
the operation is fitting the hood cover, for which
no power is available other than your own weight,
which may be needed to compress the hood
frame enough to allow all of the numerous press
studs on the cover to be done up. As mentioned
before, the hood sits on top of the back, and not
in a well, so that to some eyes it does not look
tidy or neat. One can see over it in the inside
mirror, however. and of course vision generally is
vastly improved. There are various safety drop-
out switches to prevent overloading, which can be
reset; they live in a panel in front of the driver
under the dashboard.

We were surprised by the doors, which lack
enough restraint in the door-holding straps; even
on a slight camber, they will not hold their door
open. When one shuts the driver’s door, there is a
tendency for its ingenious American-style inter-
nally adjustable mirror to lose its setting. There
are releases to allow the seat backs to be pushed
out of the way of rear passengers - one release on
either side of each seat. Their position at the base
of the back means one needs two hands to move
the seat; also it is kinder if the driver or front
passenger moves the back for anyone behind who
wants to get out, since it is a big stretch forward
from the back seat to release either lever.

A pleasantly thoughtful feature is the thermal
delay switch for the four courtesy lamps. As on
the Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow, the lamps do not
extinguish themselves immediately one shuts
both doors, so that you have light to don seat
belts and find the ignition keyhole and so on.
Another item that works when everything is sup-
posedly off, is the pair of radiator electric fans.
They will switch on and run for a little while after
one has got out of the car and locked up, dealing
with the heat that soaks out of the cooling en-
gine. Their sudden whirr - one can feel them as a
vibration in the steering wheel and floor inside
the car incidentally - and the brilliantly lit interior
both evident in a car which you have clearly left
prompts thoughtful bystanders to suggest that
you have forgotten to switch off.
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Another thoughtful point, once not so unfamiliar, is
the provision of a battery charging socket on the pas-
senger’s side, complete with plug. Ground clearance is
adequate, the silencers being the lowest point and
therefore having small skid-plates welded underneath.
Boot space is fairly generous, though not quite so big
as one might wish on some occasions. The nicely
produced handbook provides an unusually thorough
amount of information for the owner-driver on how to
look after the car himself. The tool kit is quite compre-
hensive too, with various screwdrivers, three open-
ended AF spanners, an adjustable spanner, a pair of
pliers and a tyre pressure gauge. There is also a jack,
wheelbrace, plug spanner and a pair of spare fan
belts, all stored separately. The test car was fitted with
a Radiomobile cartridge player/radio whose perfor-
mance was spoiled by unduly resonant door-mount-
ings for the front speakers. The Phillips RN 712 cas-
sette machine is also offered. Smaller cassettes would
more easily be stored in the Jensen, which has only a
limited amount of oddment space - a quite useful
centre locker, and a much smaller one in the dash-
board.

Remembering its price, and the company it is therefore
among, one must be strict about the Jensen Intercep-
tor convertible. There are points which we have felt
deserve criticism, but it must be stressed that for the
man with a comfortable-enough wallet (both to buy it
and to pay the fuel bill), it is a highly enjoyable car. We
certainly enjoyed driving it - and, even remembering
the price, it has very little competition.

Chassis Prefixes CFF

Your doorplate lists the chassis prefix, serial
number and date of vehicle manufacture by
month and year. Note that year-of-registration on
your State ownership slip may be different in that
that would be the year it was first sold. The fol-
lowing lists an identity to the chassis prefixes:

Prefix Drive Engine Model

123 RH 383 Int II

125 LH 383 Int II

125 NADA LH 383 Int II

127 RH 383 Int II

128 RH 383 G ser Int III

440 H ser

129 LH Eur 383 G ser Int III

440 H ser

130 RH 383 E ser FF III

131 RH 440 G ser SP

135 440 H ser

132 LH 440 G ser SP

440 H ser

133 LH USA 383 G ser Int III
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Prefix Drive Engine Model
440 H ser

134 LH USA 440 H ser SP

136 RH 440 J ser Int III

137 LH Eur 440 J ser Int III

138 RH 440 H ser SP

140 LH USA 440 J ser Int III

From 1974 onwards, the prefixes are  four digits:

The first describes the model type2 = Interceptor

The second describes the body style   2 = Saloon

3 = Convertible

The third describes the drive: 1 = LHD USA

    2 = LHD Europe

    3 = LHD Europe

    4 = RHD

4th is market:  0 = USA, Austria. Switzerland, UK
       1 = Germany. Austria

       2 = France, Japan

                  3 = Belgium, Holland, New Zealand

       4 = Hong Kong

Engine Year Code

The year code of manufacture of the engine, the
quality of the block and any oversizing of the
bearings is stamped on the block’s identification
pad which is the flat area located near the Num-
ber 1 cylinder, under the air-conditioning com-
pressor.

E - 1969,

F - 1970.

G - 1971,

H - 1972.

J - 1973.

Series 4 - 1974.
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Lubrication Servicing Charts
Jensen Motors

For effective maintenance of our Interceptors, the
Factory suggests a weekly check, and correction
if necessary, of the following:

Coolant level in the expansion tank

Engine oil level

Tire pressures and treads

Brake hydraulic fluid level

Windscreen washer bottle level

In addition, the recommended maintenance
schedule, taken from a late-model owner’s hand-
book is shown in Figures 38, 39 and 40 and
should act as a guide for mileage intervals.

Fluids and Maintenance
Club Speech by Jim Losee, DAECO

Doing regular maintenance is of prime impor-
tance in having a reliable automobile.

Oil and Oil Filter.

The first item discussed was about oil and oil
filters. For Jensen owners in the Southern Cali-
fornia area the best oil for the job would be about
a straight 30 wt oil or, if the vehicle has over
70,000 miles, a heavier 40 wt oil.

Regarding oil filters, the high performance units
are the ones to use. Reason: you want the clean-
est cold oil possible because when your engine is
cold in the morning, the oil is exceptionally thick,
which helps generate a high oil pressure that
opens the filter’s bypass valve permitting unfil-
tered oil to enter the engine.

This bypass valve remains open until the oil tem-
perature reaches a certain level. To make sure
you get cleaner oil to the bearings and to get the
best filtration possible, it is advisable to use the
Fram HP1 filter. Lastly, oil should be changed
every 2000-3000 miles, as a rule.
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Oil Cooler.

You should also consider an oil cooler to help
increase the life of the oil. For every 10 degrees
the oil exceeds 230 degrees Farenheit, the lubric-
ity of the oil is decreased 50%. With this in mind
and since Interceptors have the propensity to
overheat, an oil cooler is a worthwhile addition.
Hints on mounting the oil cooler: Do not mount
them near the radiator or on it. Have at least six
inches of clearance between the two.

Rear Axle and Rearend Fluids.

The rear axle fluid should be changed at 2-3 year
intervals. The new fluid should be for positraction
units and should also include a container of GM
posi additive. The latter will help lubricate the
posi plates and clutches. A rearend fluid is some-
thing that very often is overlooked by car owners
and should be considered part of regular mainte-
nance.

Gasoline Filter.

Another often overlooked item is the gasoline
filter. If your car starts running sluggish or you
try to accelerate rapidly and the car seems to run
out of gas, the filter could be partially plugged
and therefore needs changing.

Transmission Filter & Fluid.

Major maintenance items often also overlooked are the
transmission filter and fluid. These should be changed
every 12000 miles or 12 months, whichever occurs
first. This will help contribute to the longevity and
reliability of the transmission. The 727 Torqueflite
transmission is one of the strongest on the market.
With proper fluid and filter maintenance, it should last
the life of the car.

Add-On Transmission Cooler.

Regarding the transmission, an add-on trans-cooler
should be installed, because of the tremendous
heat generated by the transmission and the poor
heat radiating qualities of the Jensen transmission
oil cooler that is in the radiator. As with the oil
cooler, a trans-cooler should be mounted at least 6
inches from the standard radiator. You can install
the cooler in two ways:

1) Mount the cooler and plumb it in series with
the factory transmission oil cooler that is
mounted in the radiator or

2) eliminate the factory cooler and only run the
auxiliary cooler. You can use factory cooler
lines. An example of an add-on transmission
cooler is the Integrity brand that uses swirl
tubes running through the transmission pan
and ambient air to cool the oil. This is a rela-
tively inexpensive and efficient trans-oil cooler
and doesn’t involve either rerouting lines or
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fabrication, which are a problem with some
other add-on coolers.

Gasoline.

On the subject of gasoline: The octane rating of
Union leaded premium is now 91 and the same
goes for everyone else’s unleaded premium gas.
Expect to see this drop at least 2-3 points in the
near term. For 140 those of you with the high
compression 440’s and 383’s, there are a variety
of ways to stifle pinging and detonation:

1) Using gas additives, such as Moroso II, Liquid
Horsepower, Vortex or 104 Plus, might help. Of
the gas additives we’ve tested, none have met
their claims as to octane improvement.

2) With some modification, you can use aviation
gasoline or racing gasoline. Since it is against
the law for anyone distributing Av Gas ($10000
fine) to put the gas in anything but an airplane,
Av Gas is often difficult to find and we do not
recommend its use. However, if you can find
somebody that will sell you Av Gas, you should
mix it about 50-50 with street gas to solve the
traditional cold start problem with straight Av
Gas.

You can run DAECO gasoline straight with no
mixing or you can run in any percentage you
want.

Those of you with catalytic converters should not
run any of the above gasolines as they will cause
the converter to plug up. As to gas additives,
make sure they are compatible with catalytic
converters.

As with most consumer products today, both
racing gasoline and Av Gas are rather expensive
for everyday use. But if it is a weekend car, you
probably could justify the expense. Additives can
vary in price and quality just like everything else,
so the tip is: ‘Buyer Beware”.
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Timing, Check Flywheel Mark with TDC
Jack Raleigh

I was able to find a mechanic who has two
Chryslers and he told me that there were three
marks on my flywheel and all were wrong! When
he used the one with the hole punched in it, the
timing was 12 degrees out, and the car ran like a
tractor. He finally made his own mark, after get-
ting the #1 piston to the top of the cylinder, and
set it 10 degrees before that, which is what his
Chrysler book said is where it should be.

My Jensen book says that the 74 Series should
be 5 degrees BTDC and others should be 10 de-
grees. Anyway, at 10 forward of his chalk mark
the car runs like a scared rabbit. I can’t recall it
ever having run so well. There was a slight ping-
ing after the first five miles when the car was
really warm.

The mechanic repeated the suggestion that I mix
my gasoline halfand-half regular and premium
unleaded. It took about 100 miles after I switched
to the 50/50 mix, but now there is no pinging at
all and the performance is great.

Miniature Jensen C F F

An extremely small Jensen Interceptor Mk III gets
very good mileage as it is a battery operated toy.
It is 9 to 10 inches long and was seen at a con-
cours at Penns Hall in England. Seems that the
gentleman entered his Jensens, the toy painted
in the same colors as the full size car, placing
them side by side in the competition!

Availability is not known, other than it was man-
ufactured by A Trad Toy out of Hong Kong, their
model #1201. If anyone finds any of them, please
let us know as we would be most interested in
purchasing some for the Club!
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Murphy’s Laws C F F
Anything that will go wrong ...

If it’s jammed, force it. If it breaks, it needed
replacing anyway

There’s never time to do it right, but there’s al-
ways time to do it over

Leakproof seals - will

Self-starters - will not

Interchangeable parts - won’t

Nature sides with the hidden flaw and last but
not least,

The last newsletter of the year will always be the
hardest

The Ten Commandments for Jensen Owners   ANON

1. Thou shalt have no other car more important
than thy Jensen

2. Thou shalt not take the name of Jensen or the
name Vignale in vain 3. Thou shalt pledge to honor,
cherish and wax thy Jensen on a regular basis

4. Thou shalt never let thy Jensen see the fury of
rain or snow

5. Thou shalt always drive thy Jensen on the
straight and paved, danger and front end mis-
alignment lurk on the bumpy and off-beaten

6. Thou shalt not lend thy Jensen to a ‘friend’ - it
may not come back pure and whole

7. Thou shalt not drool over nor covet thy broth-
er’s Jensen

8. Thou shalt not park in public parking lots or
other dens of uncertain dangers

9. Thou shalt never use Bondo when repairing
thy injured Jensen

10. Thou shalt never give up on thy Jensen, nor
shalt thou ever sell thy beloved car to a wrecking
yard or insurance company
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Conditioning

TLC to the MAX Auto Week 05-10-82
(In a Concours, Poor Prep Goes Home Early)

Your car is not clean. What? You washed it? Do
you know there are people who will laugh in your
face over that statement? Preparing an automo-
bile for concours d’elegance competition is more
than fluffing a bit of Tide in a pail and slathering
it on the Porsche. In fact, as concours-winning
vehicle-preppers will insist, if you are doing it
that way you are going about it in a decidedly
uncompetitive manner.

What makes a winning concours car is attention to
detail and tenacity. Attention to detail means you
will find all the secret nooks and crannies where
dirt and grime accumulate; tenacity means you
keep digging in those places until they are clean.
Preparing for concours is the ultimate form of car
care. There are generally two acknowledged levels of
concours preparation. In the first, your Ferrari or
Porsche or Nash-Healey already has a decent paint
job, say worth 96 or so points on a scale of 100
maximum. To achieve a 100-point paint surface -
just touching up - could entail the expenditure of
perhaps $2000 or more. This is not a practice that
will endear one to one’s accountant.

The competitive edge, then, is sharpened by at-
tending to the areas of the car that will respond

to cost-effective massaging with a maximum in-
crease in concours points. Bringing the suspen-
sion up to the manufacturer’s original specifica-
tion and careful scrutiny and, if necessary, re-
build of the interior to a pristine state can win
without having a perfect paint. The second prepa-
ration regimen is a total assault on dirt, a genu-
ine disassembly of the project vehicle down to its
component parts. Everything is cleaned. Every-
thing is rebuilt or restored.

According to one prize-winning concours competi-
tor, the emphasis in these contests is on three
areas - authenticity, condition and cleanliness.
Let’s presume that the serious concours partici-
pant is going to be involved in this activity be-
cause he knows his car well and has had the
good sense to know an ill-prepared car has no
hope of winning. Authenticity, then, is a given.
Hand in hand with this is vehicle - and parts -
condition. Entrants know what a concours is in
advance. Only the best possible preparation will
do. So we can guess that the vehicle’s condition
will be worthy of scrutiny and be able to with-
stand the heat of competition.

The greatest variable is cleanliness. How much
time, effort and money must be spent on this
aspect of prep? How badly do you want to win? A
serious competitor will have gone the disassembly
route probably once. Thereafter,  prepping for
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competition is largely retouching and scrubbing.
Since few concours-quality cars are ever exposed
to the elements for lengthy periods of time, they
rarely get dirty. Under the bumpers, however,
dust can accumulate. Errant leaves can get
blown down hood openings.

Partial disassembly for cleaning is recommended
by concours winners, we found, if only to be
absolutely certain that all areas have received
attention. Why? Because even the washing and
waxing can be a threat. Never wash the concours-
competitive car with a hose, we are warned. Hos-
es have a natural tendency to splash water where
it isn’t needed or wanted. Judges will find it later.
Starting with a pail of warm water, winners we
talked with recommend using a mild liquid dish-
type detergent. Ivory Liquid was mentioned by
name. The car is washed a section at a time with
the soapy water, then immediately rinsed with a
clean wet rag from a second bucket of fresh wa-
ter. It would follow that immediate drying will
help retard water spotting.

A truly competitive concours vehicle will always be
trailered to events. Those less strict owners, or
those who are among the groundswell of concours
competitors who believe that a car ought to be driv-
en to events, run the risk of traversing road hazards
like fresh asphalt. Those tiny pellets of hot goo will
be thrown up into the suspension and undercar-
riage, effectively ruling out any preevent hopes for
the winner’s laurel. Waxing can be both friend and

foe. Putting the gloss and shine on a car will cer-
tainly enhance the concours judges opinion, but
this isn’t the end of the story.

When car wax builds up it turns yellow. Perhaps
not like the kitchen floor does in the TV commer-
cials, but enough to diminish the car’s surface
shine to such a degree that points will be deduct-
ed by the exterior judge. Wax removers are the
remedy. One winner of the Porsche Club of Amer-
ica’s Manhattan Trophy uses Ditzler DX440 to
take off old car wax and surface grime. This
leaves a fresh surface for the application of new
wax or polishes.

Wax removers, regardless of brand name, must
be used according to the maker’s label instruc-
tions. If poured on the car in excess, it can drip
into hidden spaces behind chrome strips and the
like, often at least dulling the paint. Points off.
The usual application procedure is to wipe the
wax remover on with a soft, clean rag, a section
at atime, followed by immediate removal (depend-
ing on the brand) with another clean, dry cloth.

The freshly revealed paint surface, prepped with
wax remover, is ready to be prepped for waxing.
Wax can be applied immediately, but for the
smoothest final product the pores in the paint,
opened’by the removal of old wax, ought to be
filled first. Our Manhattan Trophy winner uses
Meguiar’s Mirror Glaze Sealer and Resealer. This
liquid compound fills surface pores and leaves a
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base shine that is then polished by a good paste
wax. As far as waxes go, your favorite is as good
as ours. Different parts of the country, we were
told, all favor different products. Frequently seen
at any car show, even if not a concours, is
Meguiar’s Paste Wax. One report we received was
of a chap using Simichrome Metal Polish on his
paint. I can’t vouch for Simichrome’s effectiveness
on paint, but when I used it in the army it did a
real fine job on my uniform brass. That’s because
it will remove the surface layer of tarnish on
brass. It can be expected, we think, to do the
same thing on $6000 concours-quality paint jobs.

Tools of the trade are equally subject to individu-
al preference. The ubiquitous Q-Tip, of course,
most people are aware of, but anything that can
reach into tight spots and get the job done has
been used. Pot scrubbers are frequently men-
tioned, as well as Brillo pads, tooth brushes -
dental tools. Now there’s an item that can be
expected to reach small places!

Experts agree that if preparation, isn’t done prop-
erly at home, no amount of catch-up at the judg-
ing site will result in a concours win. The necessi-
ty for detailing is just too great. Often, anxious
competitors will be seen huddled under their cars
with spray paint and various and sundry other
fixatives trying to make headway against prob-
lems that ought to have been addressed much
earlier. No amount of touch-up paint can hope to
carry the ball past a $7000 custom-painted sur-

face. If at the last moment you find a patch of
rust under an oil cap where condensation has
been at work, perhaps you will be fortunate
enough to make it right - and correct, a different
thing altogether - in time for judging. Then again,
perhaps not.

A truism is that concours-quality isn’t achieved
overnight. One PCA member took a minimum of five
hours each day - and up to 40 per week - for three
months to ready his Speedster for showing. Grant-
ed, it had been sitting for eight years and had be-
come a place where cats slept. But each time the
car is to be exhibited it goes up on the jackstands
and everything loose comes out for inspection.

The competitions often are less cutthroat than
they used to be, the Speedster owners related.
The agonies of defeat, however, are still greater
than the thrills of victory. ‘ There’s no fun beating
somebody if you know they weren’t competitive,’
this husband-and-wife team maintains. ‘ But
some people will do anything to win.’
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Annual Check-up Bill Kohl

My New Year’s resolve is to check over our Inter-
ceptor and see that the engine belts are in good
condition and properly tensioned, all fuse clips
cleaned, tube, change engine oil and filter, ser-
vice the transmission, check the underside of the
car and tire treads while it’s up on the hoist.

It seems as if it has been two years since the
cooling system was flushed so its about time to
do that and fill it with fresh coolant (boy, hasn’t
the price of coolant sky-rocketed?!?)

Two years, so also time to flush the brake system
and put fresh fluid in there too. Then, on a nice
day when the humidity is low, it will be a good
time to re-wax the body and trim and go for a
little drive. Life with an Interceptor can be a joy.

Summerize Your Car C F F

It may seem a little early, but it is really the time
to start thinking about getting your car ready for
summer. Listed below are some of the things that
the newsletter committee thinks are important.
There is no particular significance to the order in
which they are listed.

FLUSH RADIATOR AND ENGINE:

There are a number of good brand name, fast
flushes on the market today. It is felt that this job
is best accomplished by a competent radiator
shop. The job is messy, dirty, difficult and it is
much better to back flush the engine under pres-
sure which requires special equipment. Also, if
the radiator is too clogged or corroded the shop
will be able to remove and replace the radiator
and rod it out.

INSTALL NEW THERMOSTAT:

The use of a Chrysler 160 degree thermostat is
recommended. The thermostat on any car should
really be replaced every year. Do not try to run
your car without a thermostat. It not only keeps
water in the engine, allowing it to warm up but it
also stops it from flowing too quickly through the
radiator, giving it time to cool off.
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REPLENISH THE COOLANT:

A 50/50 mixture of coolant and water is the most
effective combination. Coolant raises the boiling
temperature of the water.

REPLACE WORN BELTS, HOSES, GASKETS:
Although these items are things that should be
checked periodically, summer is as good as an
excuse as any to do it.

TUNE-UP:

Tune your engine, set the timing. Chrysler en-
gines tend to run hot if they are even just a little
bit out of tune, especially the smog equipped 440.
The pre-smog 383 is a much more forgiving en-
gine but a tune-up is still a good idea.

SERVICE THE TRANSMISSION:

Replace the transmission filter, pan-gasket and
the fluid. While you have the pan off, have the
bands checked and adjusted. This is the type of
preventative maintenance that is recommended
every six months especially if you do a lot of in-
city driving or hill climbing.

CHECK ALL FLUID LINES:

Pay particular attention to the transmission
cooler lines, the flexible brake lines and the oil
filter and power steering lines. These lines get
brittle with age and are particularly affected by
the heat.

FLUSH BRAKE SYSTEM:

As long as you have gone this far it is also recom-
mended that at least once a year you flush the
brake system. Use only Girling/Lockheed brake
fluid (unless you have changed over to the syn-
thetic brake fluid). Flushing the system will re-
move any water condensation in the lines.

LUBE, OIL AND FILTER:

While you are under the car (or your mechanic is
under the car) be sure to check the steering ball
joints and suspension bushings for wear.

CHANGE THE DIFFERENTIAL FLUID:

This again is a service that should really be per-
formed at least once a year. The recommended
lubricant for the differential is GM Positraction
Fluid. Also use their limited slip additive for bet-
ter lubrication.
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AIR CONDITIONING:

The air conditioning system should be vacuumed
and checked for leaks. The receiver-dryer should
be replaced due to condensation. The system
should then be recharged with freon and a spe-
cial compressor lubricant should be added.

REPLACE FILTERS, FUEL AND EVAPORATOR
CANISTER:

Both should be checked and replaced if neces-
sary. When the filters get clogged it will cause the
car to either stop running or to run lean which
will cause the engine to overheat.

WASH AND WAX:

It is really a good idea to clean your car and put a
good, heavy-duty coat of wax on it to protect the
paint from the sun’s glare. It is especially impor-
tant, if you live in an area where salt is used in
the streets to melt the ice, that you do a thorough
job of cleaning the car. Salt will corrode the metal
and ruin the finish.

CHECK TIRE PRESSURES:

Just something that should be done in conjunc-
tion with preparing your car for the summer.
Don’t forget the spare.

BUY A CAR COVER:

A car cover will help preserve the finish of the car
and the interior.

SUMMARY:

To summerize your car, as you can see, is not an
inexpensive proposition. But preventative mainte-
nance will help to preserve your Interceptor for
years to come and eliminate some of the more
costly repairs. If you start now and do a little at a
time the job is neither overwhelming or too ex-
pensive.
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Polished Wheels, the Thrifty Way Roger Myers

So you say to yourself, “The Mag Wheels could
use a little Tender Loving Care!” All of a sudden
TLC has a new meaning: T...........L..........C..........
(you fill in the blanks). But fear not my thrifty,
coin counting friends, it can be made a little easi-
er. First things first. You might as well wait until
the only things left between your wheels and the
pavement are a hope, a prayer and a maypop.
Who wants nice clean wheels with bald, scuffed,
dirty old tires on them?

I guess this means fifty percent of the readership
need not read any further. Another twenty per-
cent have nice clean wheels and are only reading
this to find out if it cost them more or less. Then
there is that twenty percent who JUST DON’T
CARE. To those in this group, if you are still read-
ing this because you are too lazy to do anything
else, sell your Jensen and buy something you
deserve - a Pinto. Ten percent left, if my math is
right, and I’m sure that nine percent? probably
earn or have enough money to just have it done
and not worry about the cost.

Now, since you are the only one left still reading,
let’s get those wheels clean. I know you’re thinking
“what about the twenty percent comparing price?”
They skipped to the end of the article just to find
out how much better or worse they did. So, jack up
the car, put the stands underneath, take off all
FIVE wheels (yes, there should be a spare, the one

you have not checked since you bought the car).
Take them to your favourite tire store and have the
tires and stems removed. Next off to your local
metal stripping establishment and have the wheels
dipped. In my case $6.00 a wheel and they dipped
the lugnuts for free. Total $30.00.

Then off to the discount autoparts or hardware
store to purchase wet ‘n dry sandpaper, 180, 320
and 500 grit. Pick up #0000 steel wool and mag
wheel polish (a cream) not mag wheel cleaner (a
liquid). All this for about $10.00. Jumping ahead
to the last step, you will need one or two cans of
spray paint and a roll of duct tape (masking tape
will not stick to your polished wheels). Now comes
the hard part, in my case it was rather easy, I
have neighbors who have a seventeen year old
son who is always looking for odd jobs. After in-
structing him to start with 180 grit paper and
water, working his way through the 320, then
500 grit, he finally polished the wheels with
#0000 steel wool and mag polish. Labor $35.00.
Total is now $85.00.

That was the best $35.00 I have spent on the car
yet. The last step was to tape the polished parts
of the wheels and start painting. No real need to
use primer, a good spray paint will cover well. Do
not try to cover in one or two coats, take your
time and let each coat dry a while before the next
one is applied. Don’t forget to paint the back side.
If you’re going to do a job, do it right. Since you
should let the paint dry a few days, this is a good
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time to check wheel bearings, brakes, rotors, etc,
etc. If you are really ambitious, clean the wheel
wells, undercoat and paint.

Next purchase five chrome valve stems. Cost
about $7.00. And add the $3.00 for gas and
you’ve spent $95.00 for your polished wheels.
Your last purchase is of course your tires. Get
good ones, you wouldn’t want everyone looking at
those nice pretty wheels and then seeing K-Mart
blue light special tires, would you? One last
thought, if your neighbor’s kid is a drug-head,
skinhead or all around jerk, or if you don’t have
any friendly neighbor’s with kids, save yourself
$35.00 and do it yourself.

And now for the twenty percent comparing prices:
We shall let them read the last sentence in caps:

NICE POLISHED AND PAINTED WHEELS AND IT
ONLY COST $3.72!

Your Wheels Douglas McKenzie

Having recently had my Interceptor’s wheels pol-
ished and painted, it is unbelievable how it has
improved the car’s appearance. Having your
wheels shined up is probably one of the least
expensive steps to take in bringing your car up to
‘show’ condition. . .and it sure makes a differ-
ence. Since late model cars dominate the Club, I
note here the restoration of the cast alloy wheels.

The Jensen wheel has a very high aluminum
content, is a high quality wheel and polishes up
beautifully. But the metal is more porous than
that of some other cars. Hence the reason why
the polished Jensen wheel is not quite so shiny
as that of a Porsche wheel (close but not quite).
Originally, the wheels were machined, painted
and coated with a lacquerto protect the shine but
were never polished to the high gloss that can be
achieved. If you are going to go to the effort to
have your wheels polished, it looks so much bet-
ter not to coat them since the lacquer will soon
chip and discolor.

My wheels were in extremely poor condition. I was
concerned that the rims could not be machined to
remove the damage (someone who owned the car
before me just loved curbs). Robert Wood, who
polished my wheels, proved 1 me wrong as they are
now better than new and a scratch cannot be found
on any of them. To have my wheels polished by
Robert Wood cost me $75 per wheel plus the cost of
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having the tires removed and remounted, balanced
and new valves installed. To assure that they would
be painted the correct color of gray, I provided the
paint. I also opted to have my lug-nuts chromed
instead of polished since they are so difficult to keep
shiny ($2 ea). Mr Wood had the wheels for ten days.
It was worth the wait since they look great. He is
located in West Los Angeles, phone 213/274-2634.

Many members of the Club have used the servic-
es of ‘Alex the Wheel Polisher’. Alex comes to your
house (or place of business) and polishes your
wheels in one day. He charges about $70 per
wheel and you don’t incur the expense that I did.
He does a tremendous job and his list of referenc-
es is almost as long as our membership roster.
His number is 818/764-3782.

Once your wheels are polished, they require a
certain amount of care. Alex was telling me that
the two most important things to remember are
to avoid using ammonia or chlorine as a cleaning
agent and not to use terry cloth to polish the
wheels. Terry cloth will scratch the polished sur-
faces. Use a soft cotton cloth instead. Wax the
paint from time to time. Wash the entire wheel
with mild soap and the polish should be any good
quality cream or paste product. If you want to
remove a wheel, electrical tape will protect the lug
nuts from the wrench! To clean the tires, Turtle
Wax Vinyl top cleaner works better than anything
else. Its foam spray really takes the dirt off. A
shot of Armour All gives the tire a nice shine.

Appearance of the Wheels Jack Raleigh

Sometime back I wanted to improve the appearance
of my Interceptor’s wheels as they had become
badly mottled due to uneven wearing of the lacquer.
As the quoted price to have them buffed and paint-
ed was $66 per wheel, not including freight, de-
mounting, remounting and balancing seemed too
high, I did nothing! But the wheels kept looking
worse and worse until I couldn’t stand looking at
them any more.  Idecided to try the poor man’s do-
it-yourself approach, and it worked!

I bought a can of Stryp-eeze paint and varnish remov-
er and applied it generously to the entire wheel. It got
some of the lacquer off, but the result was bad enough
to convince me that I couldn’t do the job with the
wheel still on the car. So I removed it, put it on a table
and put on another thick coat of the remover. This
removed more lacquer,  but a third coat was necessary
to get all of it off. I then went to an autoparts store to
get some Mag wheel polish, and they recommended
something with the unlikely name of  ‘Mother’s Mag
Polish’.  But it worked great. Very easy and fast to use,
about 15 minutes per wheel to make them sparkle.

The grey paint on the wheel is apparently from another
planet. The paint remover had no effect on it, except to
clean it up. I had been advised to paint over the grey
with either black or the same color of the car. Since I
couldn’t decide which I would like, I bought some
water-based poster paint and painted one wheel black
and one copper. I thought the copper looked awful,
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and the black looked great. So the next decision was
whether to go glossy or flat balck, so again I painted
one wheel flat and one glossy, and again I didn’t really
like either one, so I compromised. I mixed equal parts
of flat black ‘R ustoleu m’ and glossy black ’Rustoleum’
and it came out just right. From a distance it looks flat,
but up close there is a nice sheen that gives the wheel
a little more life than the flat black.

I did one wheel a day and as I finished each one I put
a coat of ‘Simonize’ on the polished portion of each
wheel. The black doesn’t need anything. It took about
two hours per wheel, once I got the experimenting out
of the way and knew exactly what I wanted to do. As to
out of pocket costs it ran less that $2.00 per wheel
compared to $80.00 each that it would have probably
cost to have had it done professionally.

The difference in the car is striking. You can’t imagine
how much better the wheels look with black paint
instead of the grey. Comments had been made that
one should have a two-stage paint put on the wheels
to avoid having to rub out water spots every week. It
may not be necessary. The coat of ‘Simonize’ seems to
be doing the job. I just turn the hose on the wheels,
wipe them down with a Tigre Rag and they look brand
new; no spots, no fuss, no bother. Credit for the ‘Rus-
toleum’ goes to my neighbor, who is an architect and
also restorer of old cars. He stated that it will stick to
anything, lasts almost forever and is not affected by
rain or dirt. It has proved out well to date.

Engine Detailing Doug McKenzie

With a concours judging imminent, it’s time to get
busy and make one’s car show-ready. The engine
compartment doesn’t carry too many points in the
judging, but it does set off the car and benefits the
overall appearance considerably. My engine is
painted, polished and clean but it is not perfect. My
preference is to keep my car as original as possible
and the following describes how I brought the en-
gine to its current external condition.

Supplies that keep the engine clean are:

Engine Degreaser Assorted Brushes

Lots of Rags Carburetor Cleaner

Assorted Tools Gloss Black Paint

Aluminum Paint Aluminum Polish

Masking Tape Electrical Tape

Detailing an engine is easy. It is also very time
consuming, but the reward is great, and once
your engine is clean it is a simple matter to keep
it looking nice. The first step is to get the grease
off. Forthe first time, I recommend that you have
it professionally steam cleaned. Before taking it
down to the detail shop, take a few minutes to
mask off your ID plates and any decals in your
engine compartment so that they might survive.
Pay the person a few extra dollars to spend a
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little more time and clean down under the engine.
If you degrease your own engine, cover the carb
and distributor with rags and plastic bags. If
water gets in, your car will run really  badly!

Once the engine is clean, remove some of the
parts for painting. Remove the air cleaner, the
radiator shroud and fans, and the heat shield/s
that cover the exhaust manifolds. All these parts
should be painted. The best way to ‘prep’ them is
to have them bead-blasted. This is necessary if
any rust is present. A can of ‘crinkle’ paint is a
nice touch for the air cleaner, and works best if
applied on a hot sunny day. The only way to paint
the heat shields is with hightemperature paint.
Apply many light coats and bake the parts in
your oven at a high temperature before putting
them back on the engine. Remove your window
washer bottle for cleaning too.

While all of these parts are out of your engine
compartment, there will be quite a bit of room for
cleaning and painting. By loosening a few bolts
you can get around the a/c compressor and alter-
nator units without disconnecting them. Instead
of masking off everything, I just take a large sheet
and hold it in place with one hand while spraying
the paint with the other. Aluminum paint looks
good on some of the hose clamps and the flexible
worklight. To clean the vinyllike material that
dresses up most of the engine compartment and
the foil heat shielding on the firewall, use carb
cleaner. It removes any overspray or dirt but, be

careful that no painted parts get touched with the
cleaner. Retape your wiring with electrical tape
for it not only improves the looks but helps to
protect your wiring from the elements.

Having your valve covers removed and polished
really sets off the engine. When they have been
polished, repaint the sides with the crinkle paint
and paint the grooves on the top with the gloss
black. You might find it easier to paint the entire
top surface and wipe off the excess, leaving the
paint in the recesses. Before putting the covers
back on the engine, take the opportunity to re-
place the grommets for the PCV valve and breath-
er. Bob Gowdy of J S I did the valve covers for me
and they look very nice. Some good aluminum
polish will keep them looking sharp.

When you put your engine parts back together,
there are quite a few finishing touches that you
can do. Use the carb cleaner again to clean up
your a/c hoses, fan blades and bare metal parts
(the stuff is great, it even works on carbs). Re-
place all of the old ignition parts as your pocket
book allows (distributor cap, plug wires, coil,
battery cables, etc.). Replace your heater, radia-
tor and vacuum hoses. Some Club members have
used braided hose which dresses up the engine
nicely. Norm Fuller (T D B) has new ID plates in
stock as well as new plates to label your fuses.
Chromed breather caps can be got from the local
autoparts store for about $10 (But not the dou-
ble-outlet kind that were stock... TECH )
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If you do all that I have mentioned, you should
have had a pretty full weekend of it. You will also
have a very nice looking engine compartment. To
keep it clean requires a little bit of polishing from
time to time. If your hood is louvered, you will
have to wipe the air cleaner and valve covers each
time you wash it to prevent water spots and,
that’s about it!

A Member’s Tips Leon Perahia

I am more than glad to share some trade secrets
with fellow members of the Club and must also
add that I do all the work on my Interceptor my-
self and I hope that these hints and ideas will
influence others to do the same, as it is a large
part of owning such an eclectic, complex and yet
timeless motor car.

When changing spark plugs, don’t fumble around
trying to reach over and under, simply use a
portable floor jack and raise the front end of the
car high enough so that the wheels are off the
ground and you can slide a pair of jack stands
underneath. Next remove the wheels. You will
then be able to reach all but the extreme rear
plugs with ease. What makes the latter so tough
to get at is the lack of side space needed in order
to use a standard socket-type plug wrench or
ratchet. This is due to the length of the tools.
They invariably hit some part of the inside body
structure so you end up with zero space to un-
screw these plugs.

A remedy for this is to purchase a 13/16" hand
wrench with both an open and closed end combi-
nation. Next, go to your local machine shop and
have the wrench cut in half. You now have two
wrenches, with 5-6" handles, that can slide right
over the spark plug with enough length on the
handle to give you a good grip, yet still short
enough to allow for unobstructed movement both
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ways. This really simplifies the removal and re-
placement of the rear plugs. Some manufacturers
use different size plugs so be sure to buy a
wrench that will fit your own plugs.

If you are rebuilding the thermo-quad carb on
your car I recommend that you purchase the
rebuild kit from NAPA. I feel that their compo-
nents are superior to anything else that’s on the
market. In order to assure that you get the cor-
rect kit for your car, just copy the numbers off
the carb base plate and body to give to your local
kit supplier. The NAPA kits also contain parts
that are not found in cheaper kits.

If your engine is burning oil there is a strong
possibility that all you need are new valve-stem
seals. Even if you only have 30-60000 miles on
the car it’s possible that the seals are so old that
they have deteriorated.

If you’re burning oil and just do not want to take
the time to do a valve regrind right now you might
try changing to a ‘hotter’ spark plug. If you cur-
rently use Champion J11 Y plugs try going to J1
2Y or even a J1 4Y. The hotter plugs will burn the
excess oil better and help prevent fouling until
you have the time to do the valve regrind,

For oil, I recommend either Valvoline 20-50 rac-
ing oil or Castrol 20-50. I find that here in South-
ern California these oils tend to work best in my
cars. When I need a new oil filter I go to the local
speed shop and for a little more than the price of

a regular filter I get a Fram HP-1 racing filter. The
HP-1 has a more efficient flow, can take more
pressure and has a finer cleaning element.

I also replaced my ignition coil with an Accel Hi
Performance coil which I purchased while at the
speed shop. I did not buy the Accel race-only type
coil but the street/strip type that has the round
chrome casing. After leaving the speed shop I
went down the street to my local Chrysler dealer
and purchased a Direct Connection Hi Perfor-
mance voltage regulator and ignition module to
replace the old tired stock units. Another smart
purchase was the 7 or 8 mm silicone sparkplug
wires, but do not buy the ones with a metal core.
The carbon core wires work great and spare you
radio static. The silicone wires come in a variety
of colors and withstand tremendously high heat.
When installing the new wires make sure to route
them in such a way as to avoid contact with the
exhaust manifolds and steering shaft. I use plas-
tic tie-straps to hold them in place.

While probing around the spark plugs take notice
of the steering shaft. Follow it down from the
firewall. The first thing you’ll come in contact with
is the upper steering u-joint, inspect it and see if
it is firm or loose and sloppy. Then a few inches
further down is the round rubber steering cou-
pling. This is about 4" in diameter and about 1/2"
thick with 4 steel reinforced holes. This coupling
is more often than not in bad and broken condi-
tion and could be the cause of steering slop and
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vibration. Just a few inches lower is the lower
steering shaft u-joint, check this the same as the
upper. Never be afraid to look for the obvious on
a Jensen. Either the u-joints or the rubber cou-
pling are easy to replace while the car is on jack
stands with the wheels off.

Another note to use on steering is to use a top
quality brand of power steering fluid approved for
use in Chrysler power steering units and NEVER
use automatic transmission fluids.

When replacing certain hoses in the engine com-
partment such as heater hoses, power steering
hoses, oil lines, even radiator and vacuum hoses,
a shop in Lawndale CA called Earl’s Supply car-
ries a full line of steel braided hoses and fittings
that are stronger than stock and look great. They
will cut everything to size and connect the fittings
for lines such as oil or steering that need thread-
ed male or female fittings.

If you find that oil is slowly escaping through the oil
filler cap, breather cap or PCV valve on top of your
valve covers and collects along the fins, a simple
cure is to remove the valve covers and have a ma-
chine shop arc weld a baffle down the inside the
length of the cover so as to prevent the oil from
splashing out of the cover inlet holes. When you do
this be sure to check the clearances between the
baffle and the rocker arms. As long as you have the
covers off take them to a chrome shop and have
them polished. This looks great on the engine and
actually makes them easier to clean.

When I first purchased my Interceptor it had a
cheap 40-amp rebuilt alternator on it and the
charging was slow and suspect so, I went to
Chrysler and bought a new 78-amp alternator
and installed it. The immediate jump in voltage
and charging recovery time was phenomenal.

If you have just obtained your Interceptor, take a
close look at it and make sure that everything is
basically stock. There may be cheap replacement
parts in the engine compartment, trunk and inte-
rior. Better take a chisel and cut through the
seven different Earl Sheib paint jobs if present,
and if you have any electrical wiring knowledge at
all, look for the relays put in instead of the stan-
dards, wrong fuses and all those strange wire
splices and routings. Let us not forget the cheap
brake part replacements, and those adolescent
glass pack exhaust tips that are put on and
passed to you as ‘good as the real thing’. One
never sees Rolls Royce, Ferrari, Aston Martin or
even Porsche owners treat their cars with such
‘transportation car mentality’, so Jensen owners
beware and be aware.
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Leaking Fluids from Jensen Bottoms C F F

A variety of viscous fluids. periodically make an
unwelcome appearance on the pavement where
your Interceptor may sit. These include:

WATER LEAKS:
This may represent a simple overboil from the
unsolved heating problem in your engine com-
partment. Check Sections Land N8 for helpful
hints on this Interceptor nemesis. This leak is
coming from the overflow tank on the passenger
side of the engine compartment.

In addition, leaking water hoses or water pump
may be indited. If your cooling water is rusty, you
need to flush the system and engine and replace
with a mixture of 50/50 antifreeze and water for
optimum protection. Check your radiator cap and
expansion tank caps. Use a zero pressure cap on
the main tank and a 15 to 17 lb pressure cap on
the expansion tank. Check the quality of the
seals on these caps as well. The replacement cap
on the expansion tank should have a pressure
release safety lever to allow release of superheat-
ed steam and avoid a scalding overflow. Keep that
tank half-filled with water.

POWER STEERING FLUID LEAKS:
One of the saddest signs is a reddish fluid coming
from the front of the engine compartment and
often staining the power steering rack housing. If
it has contact with the undercoating, it can look
black and resemble oil by the time it hits the
pavement. Check the fluid level in the power
steering reservoir. If the fluid loss is great from
this location, top up with power steering stop-
leak and pray. This is a very expensive repair and
attempts to nurse this unit are worthwhile. Carry
spare fluid (Chrysler #4318055) and stop-leak.
DO NOT USE TRANSMISSION FLUID!

TRANSMISSION FLUID LEAKS:
May leak from the rubber couplers to the
transcooler and should be replaced with Airquip
models in a ‘longer custom version’ (available to
Club members) than original equipment. Addi-
tional leaks may occur midline from leaking
seals. Check the fluid level with the car warm
and at idle in Neutral. The fluid should be clean.
If it is not red, but brownish or even black, it
means the fluid has been burned and may spell
the need of a costly transmission rebuild. Nurse
the car to your nearest GOOD transmission shop.
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REAR-END LEAKS:
This is a dark oil-like fluid coming midline from
the rear end differential housing. There is an
inspection plug that needs to be removed and a
finger dipped in to check if the level is topped off.
Pinion seals and the inspection plug gasket go
regularly.

ENGINE OIL LEAKS:
They tend to appear only when the engine is run-
ning except from the

oil pan itself, unless during running it has been
excessive and has collected under the undercar-
riage and then drips overnight. Oil consumption
averages one quart per 500 miles. Valve cover
gaskets are a common source. The oil pressure
transmitter or switch may also fail. The rubber
hose to the remote oil filter also tends to leak.
The Club has Airquip replacements better than
original equipment.

Imron - The Toughest Paint on the Block ...
reprint from E-Jag

It’s plastic, Imron’s detractors will say. What
purist would paint a collector car with plastic?
More accurately, Imron is a polyurethane enamel
that sprays glass-smooth, resists runs, dries to a
lacquer sheen and wears like iron. But it’s vapors
can kill you and only an idiot would use a lethal
product in his hobby, other critics warn. well,
hunters brave deadly doses of lead poisoning
every autumn as they stalk the wily white tail
deer, but it’s true, the Imron label does warn that
the vapors can be fatal. In toxic doses, Imron’s
fumes induce Accurate Respiratory Distress Syn-
drome, ARDS, a critical ailment that results from
irritation of the lungs and consequent internal
secretion that can, in fact, cause death. But
ARDS would only occur if the paint were sprayed
in an enclosed area, the painter neither wore a
mask nor ventilated the spray room, and just sat
around sniffing up the fumes as the paint dried.
None of the modern paint products can be safely
applied under these outrageous conditions.

Safe use of Imron demands that the painter wear
a CHARCOAL ACTIVATED PROFESSIONAL
PAINTER’S MASK, THAT HE SPRAY IN A WELL-
VENTILATED AREA, AND AVOID BREATHING
THE PAINT VAPORS. Manufacturers’ warnings
don’t appear on the product labels for decoration.
Their admonitions should be heeded. I first heard
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of Imron from Dan and Rich Colombo, builders of
stock-authentic Model A Ford woody wagon bod-
ies. The brothers were discussing purchase of
restored chassis in orderto market readyto-drive
Model A woodies. Their specifications called for
the undercarriages to be painted with Imron.
‘Why Imron,’ I asked. ‘What is it?’ Imron, I
learned, is a DuPont product. The folks with the
good chemistry call it the paint with ‘The Wet
Look That Lasts.’ we’ve all seen the gloss a film of
water gives to even a chalky dull paint. Imron
looks just washed. That’s half it’s claim to fame.
Toughness is the other half.

DuPont coated a sheet of aluminum foil with
Imron, crumpled the foil in a ball, and flattened it
out. The paint stayed glued to the foil. Try that
sometime with nitro cellulose lacquer! Bryan
Allen sprayed his ‘Gossamer Albatross’ with Im-
ron and the paint may have been what held the
gauzy pedal-plane together. The Colombos opted
for Imron on the undercarriages of their drive-
away wagons because lacquer won’t take the
beating of the stone chips, dripping gas, grease
and oil. Enamel holds up better than lacquer, but
lacks the gloss. Imron beats them both. Grease,
oil and road grime can be cleaned off with gaso-
line without even dulling Imron’s ‘wet look’.

After talking with Dan and Rich about Imron, I
decided I had to try the paint myself. First though, I
questioned some hometown bodymen who used it.
Only a four-wheel-drive shop regularly sprayed

Imron finishes. They were wild about it. As a test
they sprayed a Bronco with gold metalflake and
took off fourwheeling as soon as the paint had set.
On a hillside they spotted a wild raspberry patch
and charged through it. These fellows weren’t mas-
ochists. ‘Imron doesn’t scratch,’ they said. ‘It dents
and the crevices gradually ease back to a smooth
finish.’ A foreign car shop had sprayed Imron clear
as a protective overlay on a few Mercedes. The
Imron color selection runs to the taste of B J McKay
and the Kandy Kolor Kustom Kar Klan. DuPont
doesn’t color match stock automotive finishes.

At that time, I had sandblasted and primer-prepped
Model A Ford chassis parts I’d found in afield.
Whatever worked on these gems had to be able to
hide a multitude of sins. Nobody had mentioned the
need to wear a CARBON ACTIVATED spraying
mask, so I didn’t. But I had access to a professional
spray booth with air ducts powered by a blower
that sounded like a Lockheed Electra straining
fortakeoff. I followed the DuPont dealers’s directions
and applied three medium coats. Each coat cured
about 15-20 minutes. While the coats set, I left the
spray booth, so that my total exposure to the Imron
was only a few minutes. The ventilation system
immediately sucked away the overspray and I didn’t
feel any adverse effects, but I warn readers not to
repeat my folly.

Experts say the mark of a true Persian rug is a
mistake woven intentionally as a testimony that
only Allah is perfect. Usually my painting carries
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a similar trademark. It sprayed smooth, blended
nicely and held firm. I’m embarrassed to show my
friends the finished parts because they speak so
loudly the vanity of human perfection. The paint’s
gloss was the real surprise. As the Imron dried,
it’s sheen grew. The parts, a front axle and wish-
bone, brake backing plates and fender brackets,
sparkled. The next day when the paint had cured
enough to take the parts home, the gloss shone
deeper than the wet paint fresh from the spray-
gun. Besides its polyurethane base and safety
hazards, Imron’s major drawback is it’s price. I
paid close to $50.00 for a gallon (three quarts of
black and a quart of hardener). The ‘purty’ colors
cost more.

Imron mixes 3:1 by volume with its activator,
DuPont 192S. Pot life of the mixture lasts about
eight hours. Paint mixed with activator can’t be
stored beyond its pot life, so plan ahead and mix
up enough paint for the job at hand. I used a
kitchen mixing cup to measure accurate portions
of paint and hardener, but forgot that the poly-
urethane paint would melt the plastic cup. I
worked fast enough to mix everything before the
bottom fell out of the cup. Next time, though, I’ll
use a glass measure.

The polyurethane enamel shouldn’t be sprayed at
temperatures below 70 degrees F. In cold temper-
atures there’s a chance that the activator won’t
work and the paint will stay gooey into perpetu-
ity. As the pot life begins to expire on a mixed

batch of Imron, the paint will thicken. Shops that
spray trailer trucks keep a can of DuPont 8485S
reducer on hand to thin the paint as thickening
occurs. The small batch I sprayed kept the same
consistency for the duration needed to apply the
three coats. Imron binds best to DuPont 100S
primer, mentioned in EJAG News’’High Build
Primers’ technical report, October, 1980. The
catalyzed primers, Featherfill and Eliminator,
also form a good base for Imron. As with the cata-
lyzed primers, the spraying equipment has to be
flushed and cleaned thoroughly with enamel
reducer after using Imron. If the paint sets in the
gun, you’ll probably wind up buying a new spray-
ing outfit, so clean the gun as soon as you’re
finished painting.

For chassis parts Imron can’t be beat. Black isn’t a
difficult hue to match. even with Imron’s limited
array of primarv colors and the paint resists rust
Imron color coat are the same procedures as for
lacquer or regular enamel. DuPont’s Imron isn’t the
only polyurethane-type product on the market. The
Ditzler line includes their competitor, Deltron. The
parentage of both these tough paints traces to the
aircraft industry where temperature extremes, high
abrasion, and the importance of smart-looking
finishes demand paints that will hold up. The air-
dry polyurethane products of DuPont and Ditzler
offer aircraft standards at prices slightly above
those for automotive finishes. There are collectors
who would coat the chassis of their cars with boot
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black, if that was the original finish. Some folks are
queasy about using high technology products in
restoring a collector car. I hope to go through the
restoration stage only once, so I think it makes
sense to use the toughest, best looking paint I can
buy. That’s Imron!

Wax Enthusiastic Popular Mechanics August 1984

Paste wax applied once a year at springtime is
still one of the best ways to protect your car’s
finish. To make it easier: Apply the wax over a
two-foot square area, then sprinkle it lightly with
corn starch and buff with cheesecloth; the corn
starch provides “tooth” for a high gloss without
streaking or smearing!
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Performance Improvement
Screamers Phase 1 Marian Davis,

Hot Rod Magazine 10-1986

DC’s “Shake & Bake” Dyno Packages Bring the 440 to a Boil

Chrysler’s Direct Connection abd Arrow Racing’s
dyno floggers are at it again. This time it’s the
440 “RB” big-block, and the folks at Arrow were
“microwaving on high” as they re-tested all the
factory and aftermarket hardware to come up
with dyno-proven, race-winning packages. The
final product is a revised cookbook of greasy
thumb recipes for Mopar chefs that’s guaranteed
to give them a wedge up on the competition -
without driving a wedge through their wallets.

For the tests, Arrow Racing assembled a .030-
over mule motor that would survive 88 runs in
the horsepower escalation that started at a se-
date 300 and kept going all the way to 600-plus.
A production block with a late model castiron
crank was used - just to prove everyday Mopar
pieces could take the strain. Lightweight 11:1
Venolia pistons are hooked to the crank by Bill
Milleraluminum rods. These rods have an excel-
lent reputation for durability, and are abunch
cheaper than fully prepared steel con rods. A
conventional Speed-Pro plasmamoly ring set
ensured continuous good sealing for a long-term
dyno flog. Naturally, Arrow meticulously blue-
printed and assembled the block.

A projected e.t. “bracket” is listed for each horse-
power combo; “13second bracket” means that a
B-engined car of the approximate weight listed on
the recipt card should be able to turn low 13’s in
the quarter, assumimg an average chassis setup
and moderate tuning ability. As engine horsepow-
er increases, we assume that appropriate chassis
mods are made to “keep up” with these increases,
and that the car gets progressively lighter.

More info can be found in DC’s “recipe books” -
Engine Secrets (P4349340) and Chassis Speed
Secrets (P4349341).

Especially useful in predicting e.t.’s is the latter
book’s Chapter 33, “Bracket Racer Science.”

Phase I. 13 Second Bracket - 300 to 350 HP 3800-
pound car, good street tires, stock suspension

2 stock iron cylinder heads (cast #4004652)

16 valvesprings,  P3690933
2 cast-iron exhaust manifolds hooked to stock

mufflers

1 standard electronic ignition conversion unit
with orange box control unit, P3690428*

1 stock cast-iron Thermoquad intake with stan-
dard flange Holley carb adaptor

1 DC “hi-po” oil pump, P4286590

1 stock oil pan, 5-quart capacity
1 windage tray and gasket package,  P4120998
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1 hardened oil pump driveshaft and gear,
P3571071

1 intake gasket set with blocked heat riser,
P4286826

1 hydraulic camshaft and tappet package,
P4286677 or P4286673 (optional)

12 hydraulic adjust pushrods, P4286810

8 heavy-duty hydraulic rocker arms, right-hand,
P3690712

8 heavy-duty hydraulic rocker arms, left-hand,
P3699713

2 heavy-duty rocker shafts, TRW 42018

8 intake valves, 2.08-inch dia, P3690708
8 exhaust valves, 1.74-inch dia, P3690709

16 titanium valvespring retainers, 8-degree type,
P4007178

1 mechanical high-volume fuel pump, P4007039

1 Holley R3310 4-barrel carb, 780-cfm vacuum
secondaries,  P4286525

4 vari-angle plug adaptor sets (2 adaptor per set),
P4286742

1 composition material head gasket set,
P4349559

1 1/2-inch oil pump pickup (fabricated)
1 double-roller timing chain and sprocket

1 cam bolt,P4120264

Perform standard valve job
‘ Includes vacuum advance distributor P3690432,
“Orange box” control unit P4120505, ballast re-
sistor P2095501, wiring harness P3690152, and
instructions. All ’69 and earlier cars must add
voltage regulator P3690732.

Every test must begin somewhere; in this case, a
“high-torque” 440 was assembled using the previ-
ously described short-block and the components
listed above. While not strictly necessary at this
stage of modification, high performance oil and
valvetrain components were added to ensure
future durability under increasing horsepower
levels. Because Chrysler hydraulic rocker arms
have no provisions for adjustment to compensate
for changes in valvetrain geometry caused by
high-lift cam profiles, valve stem height changes,
or milled blocks and heads, relatively affordable
adjustable pushrods were added to compensate
for any possible variations. In many cases, they
would not be needed.

(<<<< some text describing this camshaft is miss-
ing .... degrees centerline, 48 degrees overlap,
and 272 degrees advertised duration. It offers
good mid-range torque and horsepower. The 453-
ft-lb torque curve’s peak is actually flat between
3000 and 3250 rpm, perfect for a strong-running
street or dual-purpose engine. A 350 peak horse-
power was observed at 4750 rpm - showing it’s
easy to make power on this engine without radi-
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cal mods. Essentially, this package duplicates the
old 440 high-performance packages, and should
get you into the low 13’s. A more streetable 9:1
compression ratio costa about 25 HP, still good
enough for low 14’s.

DC also offers a mild “RV” cam, P4286673. This
makes more torque and power than the old 383/
440 2-barrel cam. With only 0.410 lift, 248 de-
grees duration, 20 degrees overlap, and 114 de-
gree centerline, this cam has more area under
the torque curve at low speed than the “677”
cam, although it is down about 45 HP on the top
- to 305 at 4000. If you have a heavy passenger
car or truck that’s driven daily, this is the cam for
you, with gobs of power below 3000 rpm. Assum-
ing a 3800-pound car, the cam should deliver 14-
1/2 second e.t.’s.

Screamers Phase 2 Marian Davis, 1
Hot Rod Magazine 10-1986

Phase II. 12-Second Bracket - 406 HP

3800-pound car, 9-inch slicks, good drivetrain
and suspension

1 aluminum Holley Street Dominator intake,
P4007938

1 set street headers (1 3/4 inch primaries x 3-
inch collector), open exhaust

1 “Chrome Box” electronic ignition module,
P4286631

1 hydraulic camshaft, P4286631
16 hydraulic lifters, P4006767 (not included with

cam)

PHASE II: Your classic hot rod hop-up would be
intake, headers, and cam. This is it - bolt on 50
HP. Holley’s Street Dominator intake is the best
allround, general purpose 4-barrel Chrysler
intake. Camshaft P4286631 installs on a 110-
degree centerline and has an advertised duration
of 280 degrees (234 degrees at 0.050),  0.474 lift,
and 60 degrees overlap. A good set of street head-
ers and axing the mufflers lets the engine breathe
freely.
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More horsepower requires better ignition system:
Chrysler’s “Chrome Box” fits the bill for anything
besides an all-out race motor.

Net result: While the previous package is all done
by 4000, this combo is just starting to come on
strong. Yet, thanks to all the cubes and torque,
the Phase 2 package is still streetable - in the
sense that a 440 Six-Pak or Hemi was streetable
(of course, good gas is required).

The torque curve is gentle between 3500 to 4500
rpm, with 478-ft.lb. peak occuring at 400 rpm. A
404 peak HP was produced at 5000 rpm - levels
the engine will live at all day long. We have here
the quintessential dual-purpose bracket setup -
race on Sunday, drive it to work on Monday.

Screamers Phase 3 Marian Davis,

Hot Rod Magazine 10-1986 Phase III. 11-second

Bracket - 446 to 486 HP

3400-pound car, good drivetrain and suspension,
9-inch slicks

2 unported stage V heads machined for standard
2.08 intake/1.74 exhaust valves, P4286526

1 set 2-inch primary x 3-inch collector race headers

1 race oil pan (custom)

1 Milodon dual pickup with external oil pump,
P3412026

1 mechanical cam and tappet package, P4120659
or (optional) P4349268

1 hardened oil pump driveshaft and gear, extra
length for use with Milodon oil system,
P3412064

1 mechanical pushrod set (16 cut-to-length
pushrods with assembly tool), P4007284

1 mechanical rocker arm set (includes 8 right and
8 left rocker arms, adjustment screws and
separator springs), P4120974

1 rocker arm spacer set (12 included), P3690896
16 chrome-vanadium valvesprings, P2806077

1 3-bolt cam sprocket for double-roller chain,
P3690278

1 steel head gasket set, P4286754
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To get to the 11’s requires a better cylinder head
and a mechanical cam. The resultant engine
performance in turn demands a correspondingly
improved oiling system and better headers.

Chrysler’s Stage V cylinder head features revised
internal port shapes and a combustion chamber
engineered to improve airflow characteristics, yet
utilizes production valves and valvegear, and is
100-percent interchangeable with all other Mopar
cast-iron heads (except rare early’60s max wedge
heads). The larger Stage V intake port may re-
quire some slight grinding for pushrod clearance.

DC carries no purpose-built B-engine full-race oil
pan, although Milodon, Hamburger, and Moroso
all have excellent units, and the DC race books
describe in detail this type of pan’s fabrication.
Such a pan, plus the addition of the special Milo-
don external oil pump assembly with swivel pick-
up, ensures reliable oiling under all conceivable
drag racing conditions.

Because the B engine’s hydraulic rockers are not
adjustable, mechanical rockers are required
when installing a solid lifter cam. (These special
rockers can also be used to provide an adjustable
hydraulic camshaft valve train, but adjustable
hydraulic pushrods are cheaper). Since the me-
chanical cams use a stronger 3-bolt upper cam
sprocket in place of the 1-bolt attaching system
used with the current DC hydraulic grinds, Arrow
installed a new 3-bolt upper sprocket.

Two different mechanical cams can be used for this
phase. If the car is to be street-driven at all (and you’ll
need steep gears, a big converter, and manual brakes,
cam P4120659 is recommended. It specs out at 0.528
lift, 284 degrees duration, 60 degrees overlap, and
installs on 112 degree centerline. Result: 446 HP at
5500 rpm, with a torque peak occurring at 4250 rpm,
where 488 ft-lb is produced. Both torque and horse-
power curves were moved up the scale about 500 rpm,
but they’re still not peaky. The relatively flat HP curve
makes this grind a great all-around cam with either an
auto or manual trans. All in all, we’re talking about an
11 second car here.

To knock off another half second requires about an-
other 50 HP. The extra 50 HP crosses the dividing line
from marginally streetable to completely unstreetable.
Nevertheless, the added 50 HP can be found with
merely a cam swap. P4349268 has 0.620 lift, 324
degrees duration, 112 degrees overlap, and 106 de-
grees centerline. This combo produces 486 H P at
6000 rpm, with 478 ft-lb at 4750. But look where the
torque and power come on. Previously, each step up
resulted in a package that more or less out-performed
the previous combination over most of the mid to high-
rpm range, with some sacrifice at the low end. This
one’s different. Peak torque is now actually 10 ft-lb less
that the previous milder cam, and it occurs 500 rpm
higher. Below 4000 rpm, there’s no power at all. The
horsepower level only exceeds the previous grind’s
performance past 4250 rpm. See what we mean by
“race only”?
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Screamers Phase 4 Marian Davis,
Hot Rod Magazine 10-1986

Phase IV. 12-1/2 Second Bracket - 556 HP

3400-pound car, all out suspension and driv-
eline, 14-inch slicks

2 Ported DC Stage V Heads,P4349661
16 “Chrysler Triple” valvespring retainers

16 titanium valvespring retainers, P4286775 (for
2-inch spring and 10degree keepers)

1 mushroom camshaft and lifter package,
P4349270

1 Holley R4781 850-cfm double-pumper carbure-
tor P4349232

Comes assembled with oversize valves: 2.14"
intake P4007942; 1.81" exhaust P4120579;
P4286612 10-degree keeper, P4120785 10-de-
gree titanium retainer; and P2806077 valve-
springs.

When you get to this performance level, we’re
talking all-out-race. “Allout” usually means no-
nonsense components-roller cams, maybe even
exotic aluminum heads. But one of the 440’s
virtues is its performance per dollar when com-
pared to other big-blocks. Roller cams and exotic
heads add thousands of dollars to an engine’s
cost, while decreasing reliability. Is there a
cheaper way?

Yes! Recently DC introduced a ported and pol-
ished Stage V head assembly that comes fully
assembled with oversize valves, titanium retain-
ers and race valve-springs.

If you shop around, you can buy them for about
$1000 apiece. Unfortunately, the as-installed valve-
springs coil bind with the Phase IV cam, so they were
replaced by the famous “Chrysler Triple” valve-spring,
along with a special titanium retainer designed to
accomodate these 2-inch installed-height valve-springs
on standard length valves.

As for the cam itself, DC now carries several “mush-
room tappet” designs - for the poorman’s roller. The
largest cam (P4349270) has .690 lift, 328-degree
duration, and 107-degree centerline. It offers per-
formance quite close to the roller - but without a
roller’s expense and complexity. It will do the job in
any application besides all-out “pro” racing.

Several block mods are required to use the ported
heads and mushroom cam. Bore notches are
usually required to clear the 1.81-inch oversize
exhaust valve, while the bottom of the lifter bores
should be spot-faced to clear the mushroom tap-
pet’s larger “foot.” A larger 850 carb is also rec-
ommended, since at this performance level it’s
worth 10 HP over the 750.

Looking at the dyno results, (Figure 41), it’s apparent
we’re totally in high-rpm territory now. all power is on
the top end. Yet the cam has a broad flat torque and
horsepower curve. It works well not just at the drags,
but also in oval track competition.
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Figure 41 Dyno Results - Screamers 1 thru 5

DYNO TEST ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE BUILDER: Arrow Racing Engines, 224
South St, Rochester, MI 48063, (313) 652-0604

ENGINE TYPE: Chrysler OHV V8, Type RB, 446
cubic inches (440+ 0.030),4.35 bore x 3.75
stroke, 11.1 compression ratio.

MAJOR INTERNAL COMPONENTS

Parts not listed below: see descriptions for each phase.
BLOCK  Seasoned stock production, bored .030

and honed with torque plates using Sun nen
625 stone

CRANK Production cast iron, internally balanced

with Mallory heavy metal
BALANCER DC P3830183 thin forged damper

PISTONS Venolia lightweight forged flat-tops
RINGS Speed-Pro R-9224+ 0.035; 5/64 plasma 

moly 1st, 5/64 plain cast iron 2nd, 3/16 stan-
dard tension oil

MAIN BEARINGS  DC P4286976 babbit
ROD BEARINGS DC P2836184 babbit

CONNECTING RODS  DC P4349221 Bill Miller
aluminum

OFFSET CAM BUSHING SET P3690936 (FOR
CENTERLINING CAM)
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BUILD SHEET

All dimensions in inches or fractions thereof,
unless otherwise indicated. Data not listed
below: refer to stock service manual or DC race
manual.

ROD/MAIN BEARINGS 0.0025

CRANK END-PLAY 0.006

CON ROD CENTER-TO-CENTER 6.768
CON ROD SIDE CLEARANCE 0.025

(aluminum rods)
PISTON-TO-WALL 0.006

RING GAP 1st 0.012
2nd 0.010

PISTON DECK HEIGHT +0.022 (above deck)
PISTON-TO-VALVE CLEARANCE (0 lash)

  Automatic trans  0.090 intake, 0.100 exhaust
  Manual trans 0.100 intake, 0.110 exhaust

PISTON-TO-HEAD (with gasket) 0.075
(aluminum rods)

CYLINDER HEAD VOLUME
Except Stage V head 85.5 cc

With Stage V head 89 cc

GASKET COMPRESSED THICKNESS
Composition P4349559 0.04°1

Steel shim P4286754 0.0172

VALVE SPRING INSTALLED HEIGHT
All except P4007536 1.86

P4007536 2.00
VALVE LASH

All hydraulic cams 0.00
P4120669 & P4349268 mech 0.026 intake,

0.032 exhaust

P4349270 mushroom 0.024 intake,
0.026 exhaust

ROD BOLT TORQUE (P4349221 rod) 85 ft-lbs
SPARK PLUG GAP (Champion J63Y) 0.035

TIMING 38 degrees total

1 Used to achieve 11:1 CR with 85.5 cc cham-
ber head

2 Used to achieve 11:1 CR with 89 cc chamber
head
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Screamers Phase 5 Marian Davis,
Hot Rod Magazine 10-1986

Phase V. 9.90-Second Bracket - 603 HP3000-
pound car, all out suspension and driveline,
14-inch slicks

1 Weiland tunnel ram,P4120790

2 Holley R4779 750-cfm double-pumper carbs,
P4007900*

1 set fabricated race header - 2 1/8x36 primaries
into 3 1/2x15 collector

1 Super “Gold box” ignition module, P4120600

1 Accel race coil,  P3690560
1 dual-carb linkage kit, P4349467

1 Holley GPH-110 high-volume electric fuel pump
& regulator kit, P4120227‘ Rejet carbs to #70
on all four corners.

When the tests began, DC’s goal was to achieve
600 HP with a nonroller cam. At that power lev-
el, a 3000-pound car with automatic trans can
run NHRA 9.90 Super Gas classes. By adding a
dual-carb tunnel ram setup, larger headers, and
an all-out “Gold box” electronic ignition module,
DC engineers achieved their goals, ending up
with 603 HP at 6500 rpm with a torque peak of
527 ft-lb at 5500 rpm and this on a dyno mule
with 87 runs already under its belt.

Other than re-jetting the carbs for the final test,
it’s important to remember that all these parts
were run as-is out of the box. The intakes were
not even port-matched. With a little fine-tuning,
there’s bound to be more horsepower on tap wait-
ing to be unleashed.

These packages work because they are a co-ordi-
nated combination - each should be installed in
its entirety, or the actual performance gains will
be disappointing. The 413 or 426-based raised
deck B motors will have similar results to the 440
used here for the development program. If you
are fortunate to have an early ‘60’s max-wedge
engine, you are a leg up to start. The smaller low
deck 383/440 engines may require a different
package to achieve equal performance gains.

Chrysler 440’s are a dime-a-dozen in the salvage
yards. These tests proved they don’t need trick
one-of-a-kind pieces to get the job done. And
thanks to DC’s latest cookbook, thre’s no guess-
work involved. Follow the recipe and bake - then
your 440 will thunder and shake!

(Originals sent in by Phil Grice #325.)
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Head Improvement Roland Osborne,
Chrysler Performance

You have to be real careful about what you hear
and read about big block heads. We have done a
great deal of work, flow test and dyno testing in
the past two years and we’ve found a great deal of
mis-information.

All 1967 and older heads have a small combus-
tion chamber - about 77cc. Except for the
Chrysler 300s and 426 Max Wedges, the ports
were restrictive and most were equipped with
2.08" intake and 1.60" exhaust valves. Leave the
exotic heads forthe racers and restorers. In 1967
the Commando and TNT engines had excellent
closed chamber, big port heads with 2.08" intake
and 1.74" exhaust. These can be identified by the
last three casting numbers as “915.” Use these
heads if you want to boost your compression
almost a full point.

1968 began the smog era heads. These, identified
as “906” had the free flowing ports and valves ala
the “915” but had an 86cc combustion chamber.
Late in 1971 some of these heads had hardened
exhaust seats, however there is no way to visually
determine this precisely. Plan to install hardened
exhaust seats if you plan to use 906’s. We estimate
the maximum of 15,000 to 25,000 miles before
exhaust seat failure on any regular, premium or
unleaded gasolines with a “soft” exhaust seat.

From 1972 until the last big block in 1978, all heads
had unleaded or low-lead exhaust seats. We have
found out that there is great confusion on the years
from 1971 through 1974 as to the extent of the ex-
haust seat’s hardness. However, in a certified Brinnell
test laboratory comparison we found identical num-
bers on the ’71 through ’78 heads.

About two years ago we found several thousand
“452” castings which were the final version used
from 1976 through 1978. We knew unleaded was
going to be a way of life so we bid on the batch
just to have them for when you guys “on the
street” realized that you needed them.

They were brand new for sure ... rusty, beat-up, dirty,
etc. Not what we normally would consider acceptable
for our customers. One of our club reporters suggested
a full program of cleaning, surfacing, pocket porting
and general high performance valve job.

The pocket porting is a light cleanup in the “bowl”
area just behind the valve. According to Bob
Mullen (past Chrysler development engineer) its
worth 30 HP and can usually be done for $150 to
$200 per set. If you decide to do it, be absolutely
sure you find someone who knows Chryslers. In
fact, I stress that for all of your engine work. Big
block Chryslers are as simple as a Chevrolet, but
if you’re going to pay good money anyway, why
not seek out a Chrysler expert?

Figure 42, over, shows the performance figures for
various Chrysler heads.
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Figure 42  Head Performance Improvement
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Mopar Streetfighter Heads Cam Benty,
Popular Hot Rodding

So you say you want to go fast, but you don’t
have a lot of money. Join the club ... the 440-CID
Mopar Club that is. Big block Mopars are the
cheapest go-fast power on the block. Parts are
plentiful and inexpensive, a good combination for
today’s street machiner.

Making this combination even more attractive is the
work of Paul Rossi, a die-hard Chrysler racing en-
gine builder having done lots of track tested re-
search with Chrysler products over his many years
of drag and road racing. Paul’s new “STREET
FIGHTER” big block Chrysler heads are an inexpen-
sive way to build power. At $400 for a pair of brand-
new, readyfor-valves cylinder heads which have
25% better flow characteristics than stock heads,
“Street Fighters” are a bargain indeed.

The “Street Fighter” heads are compatible with all
big block Chryslers from 1962 through the
present including the Max-Wedge car, although
these cars will require the use of a standard in-
take manifold. This means all you guys with 361,
383, 413, 426 Wedge and 440-CID engines can
take advantage of the new cylinder heads.

Paul starts with brand-new ‘72-’78 high perfor-
mance cylinder heads of the type used by the High-
way Patrol and for motorhome applications where
extra-duty is,a must. These heads feature steam

holes which provide a passage around the spark
plug to cool the combustion chamber, making it
possible to run more compression with today’s poor
fuels than heads not so equipped. This requires a
special gasket and modification of the block on early
model nonmotorhome or California Highway Patrol
engines. The modifications are simple, just line up
the gasket with the block to denote the steam hole
locations and drill a straight 5/1611 hole into the
block 1/4". It is important to note that these cylin-
der heads can be run without such modifications to
the block using the standard head gasket in this
application.

Paul makes two major modifications to the cylinder
heads. First, the intake and exhaust valves are
unshrouded, meaning material is removed from the
combustion chamber direction surrounding the
valve. This allows for better flow into and out of the
valve pocket, the second area of modification. A
large amount of material is removed from the valve
pocket area, the area of the port direction behind
the valve. Casting restrictions cause irregular and
poor flow through this area, however this area is
corrected and hand ground smooth, drastically
improving the port flow.

The intake and exhaust ports are left unmodified
by Paul because he feels that the owner should
tune this area to the rest of the engine’s intake
and exhaust system. According to Paul, his work
on the valve pocket in conjunction with gasket
matching the intake and exhaust ports to the
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applications will net the owner 70% of the perfor-
mance improvement he will see with cylinder
heads. The remaining 30% can be netted by mod-
ifying the intake and exhaust ports especially in
the area surrounding the pushrod.

Another major performance advantage to the
“STREET FIGHTER” heads is that they are al-
ready cut forthe larger 2.140" intake and 1.810"
exhaust valves. It doesn’t take a genius to realize
that when trying for the optimum flow these
valves flow betterthan the standard 2.080" and
1.740" intake and exhaust valves. In addition, the
“Street Fighters” use smaller diameter spark
plugs which give better clearance around header
tubing. A problem many of us have encountered
in the past.

The “Street Fighter” cylinder heads are ready to
run, just hand-lap the new valves in place. Rossi
can also deliver the heads with valves in place,
including springs and retainers, and can mill the
heads to the correct chamber size foryour appli-
cation. All it takes is a phone call asking for these
modifications and prices. His work speaks for
itself: a brand new cylinder head featuring 25%
flow improvement for only $400 per set ... Mopar
power made easier.

Full information concerning these heads is shown
in Figure 43.

Figure 43.  Streetfighter Head Data
BIG-BLOCK MOPAR COMBUSTION
CHAMBER SIZES
Cubic Inches Min. Head Vol, cc
See note A over re this section
440-6 Bbl. (1970-71) 79.5

(1969) 79.5

440-4 8b1. (1976) 81.5

(1974-75) 83.1

(1972-73) 81.95

(1970-71) 79.5

(1968-69) 79.5

(1966-87) 73.5

428 (Street Wedge) 73.5

413 73.5

400-4 Bbl. (1976) 81.5

(1974-75) 83.1

(1972-73) 81.95

383-4 Bbl. (1971) 79.5

(1970) 79.5

(1968-69) 79.5

(1967 & Prior) 73.5

361 73.5
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Figure 43.  Streetfighter Head Data (Continued)
SPECIAL
See note B re this section
Cubic Inches Min. Head Vol, cc

1964 426 Max Wedge

415 HP 86.0

425 HP 86.0

1963 426 Max. Wedge

415 HP 81.0

425 HP 81.0

1982 413 Max. Wedge

410 HP 81.0

420 HP 81.0

See note C re this section
Cubic Inches Min. Head Vol, cc

1982 383 343 HP 68.5

1962 361 305 HP 66.5

1962 413 385 HP 66.5

1962 413 394 HP 66.5

440-4 (1977.78) 81.5

400-4 (1977.78) 81.5

Special Notes for Figure 43

Special Note A:
For the 73.5cc chamber heads remove 0.0062" from
the head surface per 1cc of chamber volume.

For the 79, 81 and 83cc chamber heads,  remove
0.0042" from  the head surface  per 1cc of chamber
volume.

For each 0.010" removed from the head,  0.0123"
must be removed from the intake face of  the head.

Special Note B:
To reduce the volume of the combustion chamber
1 cc,  0.005" must be milled from the cylinder
head and 0.012" must be removed from each
intake face of the head or manifold, and 0.017"
from the bottom of the intake manifold.

Special Note C:
Milling same as 73.5cc heads above.
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Mopar partsTECH

If you are looking for special parts for our Inter-
ceptor engines, you might try the following hous-
es:

1. Mopar Performance Headquarters

P 0  Box 360445, Strongsville, OH 44136-9919
Catalog #P4530689 $5.00

2. Chrysler Performance Parts

2044 Central, Duarte CA 91010 818/303-6220

Headers Joe Sicignano

Pursuant to a tip from Harvey Izen, I finally made
my pilgrimage to Positive Performance who are
located in the City of Orange at 675 Eckhoff Unit
#D, phone 714/978-1401. They exclusively build
custom headers for all types of racing applica-
tions, from funny cars that set drag racing
records to Jaguar V12 powered speed boats.
Over the past few years they have also designed
and installed custom headers on at least ten
Jensen Interceptors.

Headers, for those unfamiliar with automotive
technology, are used to control the flow of ex-
haust to the exhaust system. They replace the
stock cast iron manifolds which are located below
the valve covers on our Interceptors. Headers
serve as a more efficient conduit for the hot ex-
haust gases thus reducing the turbulence and
the back pressure. This back pressure prevents
the hot gases from venting quickly from the cylin-
ders, thereby reducing the breathing of the en-
gine and its ability to pull in a cool fresh air/fuel
mixture via the intake manifold.

Headers are comprised of separate pipes de-
signed to carry exhaust from one single cylinder
at a time. This design corresponds with the firing
order of the row of cylinders so that as the ex-
haust from the first cylinder to fire is combined
with the exhaust from the last cylinder that fires
on each side of the engine. The built-in time delay
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allows as much time as possible for the hot gases
to exit the exhaust system. In the V-8 application
there are four ‘tuned’ pipes used on each side of
the engine. These pipes merge into two pipes
which then flow into the single exhaust pipe on
each side of the car. The pipes have a larger di-
ameter than stock with smooth gentle curves
designed to give a more aerodynamic flow of the
exhaust gases and reducing turbulence. The
lengths of the pipes allow the exhaust gases to
cool away from the engine block and compart-
ment. Sometimes they are run outside the car, or
over the engine in the fresh air as on boats.

Since exhaust gases expand when heated and
back pressure creates heat, headers provide
space several times larger in volume than stock
manifolds to allow for the expansion, rather than
attempt to ram more hot gas into a tight area.

On my car the headers are 1-3/4" diameter pipes
that are fed into a 21/2" exhaust system. i had
the exhaust system custom built a few years ago
and fitted it with turbo mufflers and 1-1/2" glass
pack resonators. Remember that good headers
need a free flow or low restriction exhaust system
to work their best. They will increase power (ap-
prox 15%) and increase gas mileage (approx 10%)
but the most important thing they do that Inter-
ceptor owners will be happyto hear is DECREASE
engine compartment ambient temperatures!

Negatives: Headers have to be custom built for
Interceptors and this means time and money. My
car was in the shop for two weeks and the head-
ers cost me $450 plus another $100 to have them
aluminized which I had done to reduce the risk of
rust. Harvey Izen had his chromed but I feel that
the ultimate luxury would be stainless steel
headers (a la Porsche 928S) at $1500. They also
reduce ground clearance so I now pay more at-
tention to speed bumps and I’m still a little leery
of sending my car through a car wash.

The noise level is not dramatically higher but the
car does sound more aggressive now. I took my car
to Bob Jennings Dyno Shop to have it tested on
their dyno after it was tuned with the new headers,
and the horsepower increase was 35% with exactly
250 HP atthe rearwheels. It is easierto start and
responds more smoothly at all speeds, and I’m
pleased with the results and can truly recommend
the use of headers for all Interceptors.

Reminder: The new California Motor Vehicle Code
provides for automatic revocation of your driver’s
license for speeds 100 mph and over and for any
exhibition of speed (racing). Arrest is mandated
for high speeds deemed reckless by the officer.
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Engine Rebuild Notes Joe Sicignano

Having sunk a great deal of time and effort in rebuild-
ing my 440 engine (rebored, polished, ported, balanced
and blueprinted, TRW pistons) I was less than satisfied
with the gas mileage which had sunk to 8 mpg! That
doesn’t allow much time on the freeway between pit
stops. I had been using the Mile-a-More Iskenderian
cam which was supposed to provide some economy
and low end response (1400 to 3600 rpm), with an
Edelbrock S2P2 intake manifold and 500 Carter.

I contacted Iskenderian and T. Wiley their resident
technical advisor and he advised a cam and lifter
exchange (under warranty) to their latest Super Cam.
This cam has a lift to.281 and its power band is wider,
from 1400 to 4800. To take advantage of its response
the ideal intake manifold would be the 2101 Edel-
brock, which unfortunately is only being made for a
350 Chevy engine, 2nd choice was the Edelbrock
Torquer matched to a Carter 625. The combination is
exhilarating and more economical. My mileage has
climbed back to 11 mpg  around town with air condi-
tioning (the original specs), low end idle is quite
smooth and acceleration is stunning all the way to the
top.

The trouble with RV or economy-type cams is the cut-
off in the power curve. It is not that the engine can’t go
over 3400/3600 rpm it just doesn’t feel like it wants
to. With the super cam the engine sings a very sweet
growl all through the 3-4000 range as if there is an
extra gear in the transmission.

AMG Interceptor CFF

Has AMG built the perfect Interceptor? Perfect,
maybe. AMG? In a word, NO. Dick and Mike
Landy have an established name and reputation
for building and racing some of the hottest Mopar
engines around If you want to break records at
the local drag strip or lake with a go-for-broke,
fire breathing dragster then you have to run a
Chrysler Hemi or wedge engine and chances are
that most of the parts you’ll need will be engi-
neered and built by Dick Landy Industries in
Chatsworth, CA. A call from Mike finally allowed
me to catch up with a Club member’s car that I
had been chasing for years.

Sitting in the back of his shop I found a beautiful black
Interceptor convertible with a 518 cubic inch nitrous
oxide injected 440 Chrysler engine under its bonnet.
Producing better than one horsepower per cubic inch
this Landy built engine has enough torque to turn the
screws of the Q E II. 550 pounds to be exact. Shoe-
horned inside the basic 440 hi-po block sits a 1/2"
stroked billet crankshaft connected via hemi rods to
TRW forged pistons that are .013 oversized. I want to
interject that I have no idea of how much money is
invested in this car but Mike Landy did say that the
cost of the crankshaft alone was over $2000.

All the engine ports have been matched, includ-
ing the cylinder bore to the heads. The heads are
the type used on the ’72 -’78 highway patrol cars
and motor homes. It doesn’t stop there though,
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the new castings for the heads were modified by
Paul Rossi of Track Ready Cars’ located in the
City of Orange. They are sold as ‘Street Fighter”
Mopar heads. After Paul finished doing his thing
to the heads they were then ported and polished
by Dick Landy. The heads, I’m told, not only in-
crease performance but also withstand heat bet-
ter because they have had additional cooling
ports machined into them. The block requires
special machining in order to utilize the addition-
al cooling ports. The valve train (cam, hydraulic
lifters, push rods and rockers) is 100% Crain.

Blue-printed and balanced, this 500-plus horse-
power Interceptor would be hard to beat. But
with the addition of the ‘Cheater II’ nitrous oxide
direct port injection system, you have at your
fingertips an instant increase of 200 to 225 addi-
tional horsepower (thank you Ralph Nader for
those head rests). Can you imagine what the guy
in the Corvette, Porsche, Ferrari or what have you
is going to feel like when the pedal hits the floor
on this 750 HP Interceptor convertible?

The ignition system has been replaced with an
the MSD system and Aeroquip hoses have been
added. Keeping all those horses on the pavement
is a custom-built Guldstrand suspension, Mickey
Thompson gas shocks and 16" Gotti wheels (9"
wide in rear and 8" wide in front) fitted with
P255/50 VR 16 Goodyear Gatorback tires.

This triple-black Interceptor’s body has been
extensively modified by the addition of a front air
dam off a true AMG Mercedes which flows grace-
fully into the expanded metal wheel well flares. A
close look at the dam shows that it is meant to be
effective. Special attention has been paid to the
design of the internal air ducts so that the air
flow is divided and directed to flow to the front
brakes and through the engine’s fluid coolers.
The front and rear bumpers have been removed
and replaced with small push bars.

NASA style air intake ducts have been added to
the front of the louvered bonnet to expedite air-
flow into the engine compartment. Most of the
brightwork, including the ’76 style front grille has
been powder-coated black. When you see this
interceptor for the first time you get the impres-
sion of a very aggressive car that is capable of
performing as well as it looks. Our only regret is
that we’ll never be able to put this car against
Club member Dave Norton’s black-on-white Inter-
ceptor FF, SP convertible.
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Goodbye Leaded Premium Gas
Consumer Reports Magazine

If you own one of the fifteen million cars originally
designed to run on leaded premium gasoline, you
may soon be out of fuel. At best, you’ll have only
a few resources. All of the major distributors
except Getty and Union 76 are planning to give
up leaded premium by the end of this year. What
should you do?

We posed that question to officials at four large
oil companies. We got four different answers; 1.
Use unleaded premium. 2. Use leaded regular. 3.
Use three tanks of unleaded premium followed by
one tank of unleaded premium and leaded regu-
lar mixed. 4. Ask the manufacturer of your car
for his advice. Both Shell and Mobile are pushing
the use of unleaded premium. A Shell brochure
says: “Shell Super Unleaded could work just fine.
If it doesn’t see your Shell dealer for advice.”
Mobile was so carried away with its new unleaded
premium that it crowed: “Whether your car is
required to use an unleaded fuel or not, you’ll
want to try new Mobile Super Unleaded because
it’s so good.”

The constant use of unleaded premium in certain
cars designed for leaded premium, however,
could lead to serious valve problems costing sev-
eral hundred dollars to fix. In such cars, which
include many American models up to the early
1970’s and some foreign cars as late as 1979,

lead served an important function beyond raising
the octane rating in gasoline. The lead compound
also protected the metal of the engine’s valve
seats from the extremely high temperatures at
which the valves operate. When the automakers
started producing cars with pollution-control
equipment that would be fouled by the lead in the
gasoline, they developed new metallic compounds
that would resist damage even without lead pro-
tection. Such cars could safely use unleaded
gasoline.

Leaded regular gasoline is still available, of
course, and could supply the needed lead, but a
car designed for premium may not perform prop-
erly on regular. You should try carefully, at first.
Here’s how: Start with a properly tuned engine
and a nearly empty tank. Put in no more than
half a tank of leaded regular. Drive on a level
road at about 40 mph, then gently accelerate to
about 50. If you hear knocking or pinging, fill the
rest of your tank with unleaded premium., since
your car is clearly getting fuel without adequate
octane. If your engine does not knock, accelerate
harder from 40 mph. Don’t drive long distances
at high speeds until you are sure there is no seri-
ous knock; using fuel with too low an octane
rating could damage your engine.

Leaded regular is not likely to satisfy the old
American cars with big V8 engines or high-per-
formance foreign cars. If you find your car won’t
run on leaded regular, CU’s auto engineers rec-
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ommend using a mixture of leaded regular and
unleaded premium. That recommendation was
supported by the automakers we spoke with,
including General Motors and Ford. There are two
ways to use the mixture. Either way will give your
car sufficient lead while keeping the octane rating
reasonably high. You can follow a three-tank full
schedule, using unleaded premium for the first
two and a 50-50 mixture of unleaded premium
and leaded regular for the third. Or you could use
the 50-50 mixture all of the time. Since leaded
regular is priced several cents a gallon below
unleaded premium, the second method would be
cheaper. But it would be more bother, even
though the proportions of the 50-50 mix need not
be exact.

This is because the first bit of added lead had a
much greater impact on raising the octane level
of the gasoline than the rest, using the 50-50
mixture doesn’t reduce the octane rating much
below that of unleaded premium itself. We
checked this by having a contract laboratory
analyze 50-50 mixtures we put together from
unleaded premium and leaded regular bought at
Shell and Exxon stations. The Shell leaded regu-
lar had an octane rating of 89.1, its super un-
leaded 91.6, and the 50-50 mixture 91.2. The
Exxon leaded regular checked out at 90.2, its
super unleaded at 91.4, and the mixture at 91.2.
Our octane numbers are the so-called Anti-Knock
index, the scale posted on gasoline pumps. If you

own an older car, the owner’s manual may speci-
fy an octane rating on the Research Octane Num-
ber scale, which would be several numbers high-
er than that of the Anti-knock index.

Using the 50-50 mixture might still not satisfy
the octane requirements of your car. Some of the
older American V-8’s and high compression for-
eign engines were designed for an octane level
around 94 on the Anti-Knock index. Light knock-
ing, such as barely audible pinging when you are
accelerating from a stop light, won’t hurt your
car, but a harder knock needs a mechanic’s at-
tention. At that point, the only solution may be to
detune your car by retarding the timing. That,
unfortunately, is likely to decrease fuel economy
and increase emissions.
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Safety
Fire Extinguishers Doug McKenzie

A electrical fire between the fusebox and the
ignition switch in our recently purchased Inter-
ceptor has put it in the shop for extensive re-
pairs. The entire wiring system is being over-
hauled as many electrical components had been
‘rewired’ previously, such as bypassing the ther-
mostat that controls the fans. Now they are all
being returned to their original configuration.

The original cause of the fire is a mystery but we
suspect that the primary lead to the ignition
switch was ‘pinched’ at some point as the fuse
box was closed. Having been the victim of two
fires (my other car suffered an engine fire a year
and a half ago) I cannot stress strongly enough
that you carry a fire extinguisher, preferably one
of the Halon type, in your glove compartment or
trunk WHERE YOU CAN GET AT IT QUICKLY!!
and make sure that you have comprehensive
insurance.

Warning - Fire! C F F

Over the years the Jensen Interceptor has been
plagued by one major problem, engine compart-
ment fires. They can be devastating. Most of them
are started because the high-pressure air condi-
tioning hose ages and deteriorates.

It is not uncommon and, as they start to break
down from the inside, you have little chance of
telling whether it is good or bad until it finally blows
out. This happens on all air-conditioned cars, but
with our Interceptors it is a particularly fatal prob-
lem because Jensen routed the hoses above and
across the left-side exhaust manifold. This also
happens to be the area where the starter solenoid,
battery lead, hood release cable, brake fluid reser-
voirs and wiring looms are located.

Now picture for yourself a pressurized blow torch
whipping around under the closed hood in this
area. Recognize what happens when this hose
decides to let go and directs pressurized freon at
that HOT exhaust manifold! FIRE! And if it is
there long enough, wiring and brake fluids are all
helping - so much so that you might not even get
to open the hood. Safer not to anyway, as that
usually promotes the draught upwards. Try to
squelch it from underside.

There is a cure, however. Remove both suspect
hoses and take them to your nearest automotive
air conditioning shop. They will be able to make
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you new hoses for a minimal cost, but have them
make them LONGER. We cannot say how much
longer, you’ll have to measure them yourself, but
you need to make them long enough to reroute
them across the inner fender and around behind
the brake booster in the area of the windscreen
wiper motor, then across the firewall to the Ranco
valve and other connections. You might need
decent right-angle fittings to make the turnback
at the latter if not already there.

These actions will do two things to help prevent
fires. Firstly, you’ll be replacing a possibly sus-
pect hose with a new good one and secondly, as
the hoses have been rerouted, any later blowout
of freon should be dispersed in a relatively open
area, well away from that hot manifold.

With the air conditioning problem at least minimized,
we should now look at the high pressure power-steer-
ing hose. Its failure has caused at least two known
fires. The hose has internal failure characteristics
similar to that of the a/c system hose. So take the time
and spend a few dollars to replace it if you do not have
the fullest confidence in the one you have.

The last item of consideration for cause of engine fires
is that of the back fire, and it usually happens during
start-up. The cure is simple. Just get a tune-up.
Sometimes it might mean a major tune and carburetor
rebuild, at other times only a minor adjustment of the
timing. However, in either case it is cost effective if in
no other way than increasing performance and gas
mileage.

Fire Prevention, Fuel Lines Phil Grice

I had experienced visible gas leaks from below my
car after a visit to a gas station. Having invested
considerable effort to get my Interceptor into a
healthy condition, I resolved to discover the cause
of our leaks and the occasional strong smell of
gas in, and around, the car. I already knew that
the plastic vent line from the fuel expansion tank,
located above the gas tank, was cracked where it
connected to the rubber hose going to the active
carbon canister located beneath the right front
fender. It was a possible source of fumes, and
therefore a fire, but could not have allowed the
volume of fuel leakage that I had experienced.

Exploring the dark and dirty plumbing under-
neath the car revealed another plastic hose,
burned through, ending close to the exhaust
manifold! This I discovered, reading my shop
manual, was supposed to be a return fuel line
running from, in my car, a non-existent vapor
separator usually located below the fuel pump.
Anyone filling the tank to the brim, or expansion
caused by the fuel warming in a full tank, would
force gasoline out of this pipe!

I solved the problem, and another in the process,
as follows: I bought 25 feet of 5/16" steel fuel
pipe from a local autoparts store and, from the
local Chrysler dealer, a new in-line fuel filter and
vapor separator. Over the next weekend, I re-
placed the line from the tank to the pump, insert-
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ing the in-line filter close inside the chassis just
behind the engine mounting. This made it easier
to do the tight bends between the filter and the
fuel pump. (Best locate it in the line next to the
chassis tube and just behind the transmission
rear support crossmember, original location, safe
and WELL away from exhaust heat ... TECH).

I then replaced the pump to carburetor line, locat-
ing the combined filter/vapor separator adjacent to
the pump. I was careful to route the pipe in front of
the engine and then back to the carburetor to avoid
heat from the manifold. Running a new vapor line
from the separator back to the tank was fairly sim-
ple, only arranging the connection between the 5/
16" line and the smaller diameter vent spigot on the
filter causing slight problems. Using a piece of the
removed plastic lines, I repaired the vent pipe be-
tween the carbon canister and the fuel expansion
tank. All steel pipe ends were ‘belled’ to improve
sealing; hose clamps were inspected and replaced if
sloppy, and the pipes to the fuel filler neck and
between the gas and expansion tanks were inspect-
ed and tightened.

The results are
1). No gas leaks anywhere:

2). no gas smell anywhere:
3). I can now get the tank to fill to the top without

the gas pump ‘clonking’ for the last eight gallons:

4).a high rpm misfire has disappeared (probably
caused by a nearly-blocked fuel filter) and

5). a starting problem that occurred with the
engine hot and left to stand for 15-45 minutes
has been eliminated.

Phew! The last problem was caused by the fuel
vaporizing in the pipe between the pump and the
carburetor. This pressurization of the system caus-
es two problems which can occur together or singly.
It might cause fuel to be pushed back down the
line, leaving only vapor in the pump. These don’t
prime easily on fumes! For this to occur, the valves
in the pump must be leaking. If they are, replace
the pump because you will be losing important fuel
pressure when running at high rpm.

The more likely cause is fuel being forced past
the float valves in the carburetor. This causes
fuel to flood the carb and inlet manifold. The rich
mixture and hot engine results in difficult start-
ing. Pumping the throttle will only make matters
worse. In this case, the solution is to crank the
engine with the throttle held wide open. It might
cause a backfire in the carb which is both spec-
tacular and potentially damaging to the engine,
more particularly an obvious fire risk. The only
alternative is to wait 20 minutes or longer for the
fuel to vaporize away.

In extreme cases, flooding of the manifold can
occur, especially ones like the Holley Street Dom-
inator which has straight runners to the heads,
causing fuel to collect on the pistons and subse-
quently drain into the sump. This dilutes the oil,
washes oil off the cylinder bores and reduces
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compression, making hot starting even more
difficult. If it occurs repeatedly it will cause accel-
erated ring and bore wear that can destroy an
engine in a very short time. If and when the hot
engine does start up and you hear a horrible
clattering, it will be piston slap caused by the gas
having washed the oil from the cylinder walls. It
then takes a long time for oil to get splashed up
on the bores, especially with the windage trays
installed in our engines.

Fires CFF
* * * * * INTERCEPTOR FIRES * * * *
In the beginning fire was good, it was a great find,
we could cook with it, heat our caves with it, we
found millions of constructive uses for it. Then,
along about two million years later, give or take a
day or two, the British invented Jensen Intercep-
tors and it wasn’t long before we found out that
the two went, more often than not, hand in hand.
And, that wasn’t such a great find!

Over the years we’ve found that there are any
number of causes for the mysterious fires that
these beautiful cars are apt to have. Through the
Club, and by word of mouth, we’ve tried to spread
the word about areas that need special attention
in orderto minimize the chances of another Inter-
ceptor fire but, somehow they keep happening.
Usually this is to a new owner and very seldom to
a Club member of more than a year or two. Just
the same, it shouldn’t continue. During the past
week three Club members have had their cars
burst into flames.

Gary Friedman purchased his Mk III last year
while in Texas. He drove it home to Washington
State and started a very long, expensive and me-
ticulous restoration. Last week, while his car was
in his garage it literally exploded. The night be-
fore Gary had filled the gas tank and moved his
other car out of the garage so he could load up
first thing the next morning. As he was preparing
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to bring his cases out to the garage he heard an
explosion and felt the house shake. Running to
the garage and opening the door he saw his car,
and garage, engulfed in flames. The explosion
had blown the double garage door off its rails.
This didn’t impress the firemen too much when
they arrived either. His car was totalled. Scary,
huh. The cause of the fire has been traced to a
non-stock gas filler cap. Someone had replaced
the stock non-vented cap with a vented aftermar-
ket cap. Expansion overnight and/or gravity had
forced gasoline out of the vent hole filling the
garage with fumes. With the hot water heater in
the garage, fumes reaching the pilot light allowed
it to do its job.

Doug McKenzie had his car catch fire due to the
combination of a burnt sparkplug wire and a
leaking fuel line.

Steve Keber had an unusual fire. He was on his
way to Las Vegas and, unknown to him, his auto-
matic choke stuck. The extra-rich fuel caused the
catalytic converters to overheat, setting the un-
derside of the rear seats afire. It is understood
that the interior of the car started to fill with
smoke and Steve was forced to pull over and use
his fire extinguisher. Bet he was glad he had one!

Adam Bennett’s fire in his car was caused by
failure of the high pressure power-steering hose.
We don’t know whether it was factory hose or not.
Doesn’t really matter. High pressure hoses, both

steering and air conditioning, break down from
the inside out. You cannot tell when it may be
about to blow, but you can check them periodi-
cally for signs of old age (‘sweating’ its internal
fluids... TECH) and fatigue. If the hose is suspect,
replace it and reroute it away from the exhaust
manifolds.

Each one of these accidents could have been
avoided. Simple steps and a review of old news-
letters could help you to avoid a similar experi-
ence.  So....

Don’t neglect your car

Do have your car serviced regularly, and by a
professional.

Check pressure hoses for wear, age and fatigue

Check brake fluid reservoirs and hoses for leaks

Check fuel hoses and clamps for leaks or cracks

Clean the areas where fires are known to occur

Never use plastic fuel filters near exhaust compo-
nents or electrical wires

Check all electrical wiring for possible shorts

Don’t Mickey-Mouse electrical wiring.  Ever

Don’t use over-rated fuses

Replace worn or frayed wiring

If installing accessories, make sure they are fused
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I hate to say this but I’ve seen alarms, radios and
telephones installed by so-called professionals
that look like something an eight year old might
have done.

Do take time and look at your car, you know
when something doesn’t look right and if you
suspect that it possibly could be a problem, then
get it fixed. Don’t mess around and wait until its
too late, get it fixed right away!

Jumper wires are okay in an emergency, but
never leave them connected longer than absolute-
ly necessary

Engine Compartment, Preventative Maintenance CFF

Open the bonnet and inspect everything associated
with the following:

1. Condition of the brake reservoirs and connecting
hoses. Leakage here is close to the exhaust manifold
and can cause fires.

2. The high pressure air-conditioning hose, location
and condition. It should not show any signs of oily
moisture on its surface, indeed on any of the a/c
hoses, and at next opportunity see that it is rerouted
with a new longer one round behind the brake
booster unit.

3. The condition of all the fluid hoses, check for seep-
age and leaks.

4. Valve cover gaskets seeping oil onto the exhaust
manifolds.

5. Fuel hoses showing signs of cracking and seepage.

6. Condition of carburetor,  base gaskets  & air cleaner
7. Signs of fraying, rubbing of electrical wiring  cables.

Did you upgrade your alternator to the 100 amp
unit. If you did, was there an additional 10 gage wire
added from the alternator to the starter solenoid?

Jensen added one when they adopted the bigger alter-
nator to accommodate the greater amperage flow and
minimize the volt drop.

If any of the above are of questionable condition, have
them replaced or repaired. Reliability is of paramount
importance in keeping our Interceptors safe.
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Maintenance, with Chuckles Bill Kohl

A Club member recounted a recent episode which
left him believing ‘If it ain’t broke - don’t fix it!’ He
was thinking of preventative maintenance when the
scenario began. He did not recall ever replacing the
PCV (positive crankcase ventilation) valve on his
Interceptor - so he pulled it loose from the rocker
cover. Noting the rubber grommet that seals the
plastic valve to the metal cover was hardened, he
tried to remove it. In the process the grommet broke
and pieces were thought to be ‘down inside’. So,
take off the valve cover - easy except for that miser-
ably inaccessible one nut put at the rear next to the
firewall. He was concentrating on getting the exten-
sion/swivel/socket on the nut ‘when sparks flew’.
Naturally, he looked around to see why that hap-
pened, after catching his breath! The ratchet handle
had contacted the exposed battery cable terminal
on the starter solenoid. ‘The little rubber doohickey
covering the end of the cable/ solenoid post had
sort-of dried out and pulled away from the connec-
tion’, he said.

Thinking he might have shorted out something
else, he tried the ignition switch and the engine
wouldn’t start, so a thorough check of fuses,
ignition and solenoid connections was made. No
electrical faults found, he tried again and the
engine started right off!! (Maybe he hadn’t turned
the key all the way on the first test). So now
where to find the new grommet for the PCV valve?

Most autopart stores carry them as they are a
standard Chrysler part - no problem at all. My
friend disconnected the battery, replaced the
valve cover, installed the new grommet and PVC
valve, reconnected the battery and wiped his
brow.

I think that we can all benefit from this experi-
ence: 1) Disconnect the battery negative connec-
tion, 2) Check the solenoid/battery cable connec-
tions and insulate all bare connections, 3) Re-
place the PCV valve grommet whenever the valve
cover is removed so none of us will have a repeat
performance.

One afternoon, a Club member called to say he
had just installed a new ‘hot’ Accel coil in his ’73
Interceptor but that it was now running rough
and backfiring whenever he tried to accelerate.
He wanted to know if the new coil could have
damaged some other part of his ignition system
and ‘would replacing the sparkplugs with a hotter
plug, possibly J12Y’s help?’

I explained that I didn’t think that the coil could
have caused any damage and suggested that
maybe a check of the simple things first might
solve his problem. Had he looked at his distribu-
tor to be certain that the internal parts were all
seemingly normal in appearance? No, he hadn’t. I
suggested checking the distributor cap, rotor and
vacuum advance (the rubber vacuum hose first
and then the advance unit’s diaphragm).
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His call back - the rotor was *!!?-#@!, etc. As I
had an extra one spare and he was only ten min-
utes away that Sunday afternoon, he got a ride to
my house and brought along the rotor. The tip
was badly burned and the spring pickup on the
top was badly warped. Spark plugs would not
have helped at all in clearing this problem. (The
latest Direct Connection Mopar distributor rotors
have what looks like black plastic paint on the
tip. Don’t remove it. It works fine with it on, and
has been put there to help minimize RF interfer-
ence from the electronic ignition system getting at
your radio listening pleasure ...TECH)

I’d recommend members to tune up their Inter-
ceptors every two years or 15,000 miles, which
ever comes sooner. That includes new rotor,
points and condenser (unless it has electronic
ignition) and spark plugs. And at every other
tune-up replace the distributor cap - and check
the vacuum advance unit. Yes, I do keep the
tune-up kits plus distributor cap, spark plug sets
and coils on the shelf for each of our cars, plus
air, oil and fuel filters, because I do almost all my
own maintenance on our ‘fleet’.

No Chrome, Please      Alex, the Mag Wheel Polisher

A doctor in Florida, driving a new 930 Turbo Por-
sche, was moving at about 100 mph when the
car, without warning turned over. The accident
killed his wife and daughter and left him paraly-
sed from the waist down. A suit was filed against
the factory and the dealer. The Porsche factory
conducted a very thorough test of the car with
the conclusion that it was caused by the alloy
wheels which had been chromed.

The Porsche factory bulletin states:

Porsche does not approve of chrome plating of Por-
sche aluminum wheel rims. Corrosion tests in Ger-
many on chrome plated aluminum wheel rims have
shown heavy pitting compared to original aluminum
wheel rims, especially with Winter use. The high
differential potential between the base metal of the
wheel and the plating material (chrome, nickel) may
cause pitting and could reduce wheel rim strength
even without winter usage.

(A word of warning to the unwary. Flashing
chrome can be pretty - that’s right, pretty danger-
ous! This can be especially true for those who
would do such to the lug nuts on the Mk III ‘mag’
wheels. So, if they must be bright, just have them
polished, please! ... TECH)
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JENSEN INTERCEPTOR
NOTES AND HINTS

All of the following are items I have collected
from the Internet.  This covers a period from May
1999  I have listed the “author” wherever possi-
ble,  and in some cases changed a word or two or
edited it to make it more readable.  I trust it will
prove helpful to my  fellow Interceptor owners.

Frank Schwartz

ADHESIVE

Adhesive for rubber door seals.  There is a prod-
uct found in hardware stores and automotive
stores called “GOOP”. It is often packaged as
Automotive Goop, Household Goop and so on. It
comes in a tube such as toothpaste is packaged.
It is indispensable for many uses.  For those
Jensenites that are wondering what it is...it is a
cement that looks and works like clear silicone
rubber glue with some significant differences.

Silicone glue has a major drawback. It attacks
plastics and it totally not removable. Goop, on the
other hand, has tremendous ‘grab’, for lack of a
better name.  You can glue literally anything to
anything and if you later want to remove the
items glue, you merely peel them apart and then
pull off the dried Goop and it has no affect on the
items previously glued.

I attached the rear view mirror to my daily driver
automobile which has a metal foot glued to the
glass windshield to which the mirror is attached.
All sorts of instant glues are offered to attach this
to the glass. None really work. I finally used Goop
to attach it to the glass. I had to tape it in place
as the Goop is very slow drying. Next day I at-
tached the mirror to the newly glued metal foot.
It is there six years later...but if I want to remove
the metal foot from the glass, all I have to do is
stick a knife blade between the foot and the glass
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and lift it off, then peel the dried Goop from the
foot and the glass and one could never tell any-
thing had been glued to either part.  You can also
glue a rubber sole back on a shoe and so on and
on. I always keep a tube of this wonder glue in
my automotive tool box.  You will be surprised
how many uses you will find for it.

Frank Schwartz

AIR CONDITIONING

^^^....I cannot drive my car out in the rain as it
fogs up in minutes so badly that I have to pull
over to the side of the road to wipe the windows.
What is happening is that the rain is running in
to the grill that is on top of the car in the middle
next to the windshield.   I have had several dis-
cussions with Doug Meyer on how and what is
happening.

Water is leaking in to the car and is collecting in
the trough that is in front of the blower motor.
To check out if this is true, pull down the glove
box and you will see a rubber flap.  Feel in be-
hind and see if it is damp.  If so, it means that
one of the (drain) hoses from that box is plugged
which is stopping water from draining.   In the
same way that they create fog in a theater by
blowing air over a block of ice, you are blowing
warm air over water causing the same effect.

I have found through diligence and guidance from
Doug that there are actually four hoses that need
to be checked. (All of them hard to get to, I might
add). I have done three of them but the fourth
one is very difficult to access and of course it
must be the one that is plugged as it is still fog-
ging up.

To get access to one of them, I had to remove the
battery to get to it.  The trouble is that the manu-
al does not show them.  On the other side of the
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box you should be able to see another hose that
is right behind the engine block against the fire-
wall. (This is the most difficult one to find)

Doug has suggested that you will have to cut a
hole in the fiberglass box to get access to pulling
of the end of the hose so that you can clean it.  I
have been trying to find alternative methods with-
out going that far. (It may still have to be that
way.   ...if you do not smell the sweetish smell of
antifreeze, then you do not have a leak in your
heater core.

When you find the hoses, try and poke a wire up
to see if you can find anything that is blocking the
hose (dirt, crud, leaves, etc.)

David Ballantine   North Vancouver, B.C. Canada

BATTERY

^^^The battery you need is a “group 24” and
Doug said that any should be fine as long as it
has 750 to 1000 cranking amps.

Keri Meyer, Snohomish, WA
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BEARINGS, GREASE

^^^Service type greasing while wheels are off......I
use Castrol IMM moly grease on mine. There’s
only two grease points each side, upper and lower
ball joints. Just pump it in till what’s oozing out
looks fairly new. Have a check on the tie rod ends
in case they’ve got grease points as well but they
probably haven’t.  There’s a grease nipple on top
of the steering rack but this one should only have
one or two shots., don’t overdo it.

The only other point is the universal joint on the
steering column.  While you’ve got the calipers
off, take the time to clean, check and repack the
wheel bearings.  When you refit the hub, tighten
the wheel nut to about 30 foot pounds as you
turn the disc. Then loosen the nut and tighten it
no more than about 5 foot pounds, I just do it up
hand tight to the first split pin hole.

The only other grease points are the two univer-
sals on the tailshaft, one on the hand brake
bracket attached to the diff and the two rear
wheel bearings. But make sure you use the
grease gun with bearing grease in it for those.

I’d better elaborate on the rear wheel bearings
while I’m at it. The manual says to pump in the
grease until fresh grease comes out the vent hole
on the opposite side of the housing from the
grease nipple, then leave some grease hanging

out as a seal against dirt. All well and good, ex-
cept I’ve yet to see a housing with a vent hole.
Mine has them now, but only because I took the
opportunity to have them fitted (with a removable
plug) when the diff was being overhauled. So the
only place the old grease can go when you pump
in fresh stuff in is past the oil seal and into the
diff oil.

Brian Hampton, Adelaide, South Australia
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BELTS

^^^I just replaced the belts on my Int. III and
here are the numbers I got off the belts.

The Alt/AC number is Dynaflex by Dayco 15585
(2 required) must replace in pairs.

The Power Steering is Dynaflex by Dayco 15510.

The third one is a mystery as I was sure that I
had replaced it but it only has  the Canadian Part
number on it and no brand name 22382.

I was able to go into a store like Pep Boys in Ever-
ette in Washington state and told them that I
needed all the belts for a 1974 Chrysler New
Yorker with a 440.  They did not seem to have
any problem as they looked it up on their micro-
fiche and Viola!.  If I remember correctly I think
that I paid around $45 US.

David Ballantine   North Vancouver, B.C. Canada

BLOWER (FAN, A/C & HEATER)

With regard to the problem of blower speed selec-
tion failure, my experience of this eventually
turned out to be a switch failure.  The plastic in
the switch became brittle over time and eventual-
ly began to disintegrate.

I had trouble finding a replacement, and so sal-
vaged the copper contacts and vacuum switch
parts from the speed selector switch and built a
new one out of a nylon - not an easy job but
worth while.

To diagnose similar blower motor problems in the
most time effective manner I would suggest first
checking the switch and only then going about
accessing, removing and cleaning those awk-
wardly placed resistors (under the battery
mount).

Charles Plummer (with rebuilt switch and
magnificently clean blower resistors), Interceptor “J”
Series    Melbourne, Australia
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BRAKES 1

^^^Bill Spohn answered this: In the brake fluid
reservoir there is a float holder, mine is plastic
with a fine net or strainer that holds a plastic
ball.  The float for the sensor tends to disappear
over time.

I have had some luck replacing them with half of
a wine cork impaled on the shaft of the sensor.
Take note that you need to use a firm cork with-
out sediment from a young wine, and keep an eye
on it as it can also eventually absorb fluid, be-
come waterlogged and sink..  For most owners,
the annual ritual of the replacement of the cork
should not be too great an effort, providing the
wine is decent.

Bill Spohn

BRAKES 2

^^^Apple Hydraulics in Calverton, NY USA (516-
369-9515) will resleeve in brass, and rebuild your
master cylinder for $145.  This includes all parts
and labor.

Don’t try to remove the reservoir.  They break
easily and are very hard to find.

Bob Jasinski 74 JH
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BRAKES 3

>>>Unless the braking system on your Intercep-
tor has been completely overhauled, you can
reckon that you are driving on borrowed time.
Any system has a definite lifespan, and in the
case of any Interceptor this has long since ex-
pired. The only way to be truly sure is to start
from day one and renew/overhaul everything and
then plan a program of regular fluid changes,
inspections, etc.  Currently almost everything is
available and at quite reasonable cost.  Most
Interceptors, and for that matter, most cars, have
been neglected and need the following work.

1. Replace the master cylinder with a new one. I
do not believe it is wise to overhaul unless you
know the history, how old and if it has already
been rebuilt.  Even then it is the single most
crucial part of the system..why take chances?

2. Do not attempt to overhaul the calipers your-
self.  It is better to send them to a specialist
who will do the following:

Abrasive clean to remove rust.  Strip com-
pletely. Not just remove pistons, but split the
calipers into their component parts.  The cast-
ings are sealed together with sealing rings.
Supply new pistons, seals, dust/water shields,
bleed nipples and pad retaining pins and pads.
In addition in the case of rear calipers, renew
the park brake pivot pins, self adjusting mecha-

nism, pads and retaining springs. Replate the
parts. Reassemble and pressure test.
All this can be done for less than the cost of the
pistons alone and you will get in addition a
guarantee.

3. Renew the flexible hoses.

4. Inspect the metal pipes, but remember it is
what you cannot see that is of the greatest
concern.  Most pipes are impossible to inspect
all the way around and the worst of the corro-
sion is likely to be on the back face and under
the retaining clips.  There may also be corro-
sion on their inner faces. Unless you certain
they are OK or they have already been re-
placed, change them now.

5. All vacuum hoses should be renewed. Most
cars still have the originals which have deterio-
rated due to age and heat.

6. The braking is heavily reliant on the vacuum
servo.  They are still available as a new item,
but obviously they have been on the shelf for
many years. I do not know of anywhere that
can overhaul Interceptor brake servos. I under-
stand they were originally manufactured in
small quantities. (Ed. note: White Post Resto-
rations can rebuild these servos)

7. The pressure limiting valve on the rear axle is
no longer available, but most are seized or are
in poor condition and represent a potential for
system failure. Better than risk this is to delete
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it from the system. I realize that this has the
potential to overbrake the rear end, but I repeat
most of these valves are seized anyway and the
cars are still driven without complaint by the
owner.  The Interceptor carries a lot of weight
on its rear end.

Limiting valves operated solely by pressure
valve were produced for many cars but the
problem is knowing whether it limits the pres-
sure too soon. I found a valve that used the
same casting as the original and then modified
it but this involved using the bare casting and
seals only and then fabricating the remainder
which was very expensive. Unfortunately even
this valve is no longer available and I bought
what was believed to be the last in the UK.

8. One chassis tube is used as an additional
vacuum reservoir.  The tube is very thick and
does not corrode along its length enough to give
a problem.  The closing plate inside the tube
diameter at the rear end was much thinner and
does rust away.  Perforation allows air in which
will reduce performance and can, if bad, effect
the running of the engine.
Inspection of this plate is almost impossible as
there is a second angled bracket immediately
behind it.  The only practical way is to remove
the vacuum connection and pressurize the
chassis with an air line, you will hear any leak-
age.   Theoretically you could delete/blank off
the chassis tube vacuum lines and rely on the

vacuum stored in the servo like other cars do,
the longer reservoir only gives more brake ap-
plications after the engine stops running.  Bet-
ter however is to do the job properly and wend
in a new closing plate, if necessary.

9. Brake discs are cheap and easily available, so
change them.

10. The cheapest part of the system is the fluid
and apart from using the car regularly, the best
maintenance is to change the fluid regularly.
When the Interceptor was in production, most
fluid manufacturers recommended every 18
months.

Steve Prince
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BRAKES 4

 >>>>(in response to a query about the propor-
tioning valve on the rear brakes mounted in front
of the rear axle) (additional note: the Service Man-
ual has detailed instructions on how to adjust
this valve..but nothing on rebuilding or replace-
ment, if at all) “I’m not entirely sure what Jensen
called the valve....To check the valve assembly
you will have to see if the plunger can be moved
easily in the housing.  The valve has a link to the
rear axle and this should be disconnected at the
axle end. Now you have a small space to work
in..remove the rubber boot carefully, check for
any fluid leakage. Next, using a pair of long nose
pliers, see if the plunger can be moved in and
out, if not, the unit is seized.  Leakage or seizure
render it unserviceable.

 This valve operates through a very small distance
if it operates at all and I think this and their ex-
posed location is why they seize and why when
they are stripped they are in such poor condition.
I sent one unit to two of what I consider to be
UK’s premier brake specialists who both said
there was nothing they could do to recondition it.
I would think if you throw enough money at
someone they may say otherwise.

The proportioning valves.....limit the pressure passing
through them so will only be ideal under one particular
set of circumstances.  Some manufacturers used

similar no adjustable valves and they are better than
nothing.  The Jensen unit is linked to the suspension
and so can sense additional passengers and luggage.
It will also sense to some extent the rate at which the
vehicle is decelerating as weight transfers to the front
and the rear of the car rises on its suspension.  The
desired effect is to prevent the rear wheels from lock-
ing which would place the car in an unstable condition
just like a handbrake turn.

The Jensen unit has an adjustment to set the clear-
ance that the manufacturer had found following test-
ing gave the best effect.  To set up any other unit you
will have to carry out repeated, observed braking tests
to insure the rear wheels do not lock before the front.
As I said you will have to determine what the particu-
lar set of circumstances are but a good scenario might
be panic braking from cruising speed on a wet road.  A
fully functioning good original valve is best but some
control from the simpler valve is the next best alterna-
tive.  The worrying thing is trusting a 25 plus year old
valve which may be leaking or seized.  If it’s seized it’s
better simply bypassed because it won’t do anything
anyway.  If it’s leaking it’s a potential accident waiting
to happen.

 The valves..(aftermarket) are cheap and effective.
I fitted one last year on a 79 Indy Mustang Pace
Car which was locking the rear wheels prema-
turely.

Steve Prince
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BRAKES 5

^^^....let me encourage one and all to replace
brake fluid—that is, to flush the whole system
and refill with fresh fluid—at intervals no longer
than every two years.  That’s fresh fluid, folks, as
from a new can (tin).

And never top up the reservoir with fluid bled
from one of the calipers, whether the container
into which you’re bleeding the fluid is contami-
nated or not.

The point of the exercise is to remove contami-
nants from the system, not to recirculate them...

David Crowne   San Diego, CA USA

BRAKES 6

^^^ ....I recently re-set the rear brake proportion-
ing valve on my Interceptor, as per the instruc-
tions in the Interceptor Workshop Manual.

The setting was way off, probably because I ad-
justed it incorrectly a few years ago when I had
my rear springs re-arched.

The braking action is now noticeably improved,
with the rear brakes making a more significant
contribution than they have done for some time.

David Crowne   San Diego, CA USA
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BRAKES 7

>>>One one thing to check on the brake system
while bleeding it (or working on it for any reason)
is the brake proportioning valve.

The brake proportioning valve is located near the
rear u-joint.  It has a very good chance of being
frozen. It may be a good idea to check to see if it
is operating as a part of your brake overhaul.

The best case is that it is frozen open; the worst
is that it has frozen closed. It might also explain
those longer than expected stopping distances
and also the lack of wear on the rear pads.

I used an electric vacuum pump and Mason Jar
adaptor to hold the fluid when I bled my brakes.
The bleeding went fast. I used a lot of fluid,
though.

Tom Garcia

BRAKES 8

^^^...Those little corks in the brake reservoirs
can be replaced. One should get a good wine
bottle cork. Put it in a pan and boil it for ten for
fifteen minutes. This will swell it back to its origi-
nal size. Really!

Then carefully remove the washer from the bot-
tom and push your new cork..which you have cut
and sanded to size, of course, and solder the
washer back in place.

I recommend you try putting some solder on the
shaft and the washer first before you put the cork
back on. This is to be sure the washer and shaft
will take the solder. The end of the shaft was
originally swedged and this held the washer and
the old cork in place.  Now you will need to solder
it back.

Frank Schwartz   Hendersonville, TN USA
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BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER

After coming back from Jensen 2000 East with the
knowledge that my rebuilt master cylinder was bad on
the first road test, I embarked on a project to update it.
I sent the original rebuilt one back to the rebuilders.

Doug Meyer at K&D recommended a certain GM mas-
ter cylinder as a replacement, which I bought locally at
a very inexpensive price (rebuilt unit..guaranteed as
new). I installed it and no sooner than I did the original
rebuilt/rebuilt unit came back from the rebuilders, no
charge. Put it on the shelf for safekeeping. One hun-
dred dollars plus for nothing.

Things they never tell you. First, the GM has the front
reservoir that feeds the rear brakes and the rear one
feeds the front brakes..just the opposite as on the
Girling. Removed the old dual fluid reservoirs and put
them in a box and put it under the workbench. I pur-
chases some adaptors and crossed the lines to get
everything just right and bled the brake system. Used
Castrol Dot 4. Took the car out for a spin. The brakes
were great! In fact as I drove it they got better and
better until the car would not move. I had to get out in
rush traffic, get a wrench from the kit in the boot and
loosen the line feeding the front brakes to relieve the
pressure. Drove it home sheepishly using the hand
brake for stopping. Such indignities!

Checked with Doug and he told me to shorten the
distance between the pushrod coming from the servo
and the GM master as it was putting pressure on the

cylinder all the time and hence caused the lockup.
Doug said to pop out the rod and if the hex end was
screwed out, to screw it in a turn or two to shorten it.
Or..grind off the end some and round it again with the
grinder.  Supposedly from what Doug said, the push-
rod is removeable.  I couldn’t get it out.  Seems to have
stop on it somewhere. Also the hex end of the pushrod
is (again) supposedly removeable.  I held the rod with
vice grips and there was not way I could turn the hex
head on the end of the shaft.  Tried solvents and such.
It is locked in there.

Now, inasmuch as the master needs to be theoretically
spaced away from the pushrod to keep the master
cylinder from being under tension at a no brake set-
ting, I took a piece of ½ inch nylon, band sawed it to
make a gasket or spacer between the cylinder and the
brake booster and bolted it up. Worked nice in theory,
but too much pedal play.  Tried a piece of 1/8 inch
material and that seemed to be just right.  Brakes feel
good and pedal engages just as you start putting pres-
sure on it.  Sure better than J2000E when the Girling
master failed and I was going up and down extremely
steep mountain roads with practically no brakes at all.
Graeme Watkins from Australia was my navigator and
he handled it well, only suggsting once that I down
shift going down hill!!

Brakes now fine, with just the right amount of
pedal play.  All’s well in Jensen Land.

Frank Schwartz, USA
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BRAKE BOOSTER TEST

>>> The way to test if a servo is operating is to
press firmly on the brake pedal without the en-
gine running and then start up the engine. If the
brake pedal doesn’t move, you have no servo
assistance and either the servo or the servo hos-
es/reservoir have a fault. If after starting the
engine the brake pedal moves further down then
it is getting servo assistance and all is fine. After
changing my flexible hose to the rear axle my
pedal felt soft, but the old hose was blocked pre-
venting the rear brakes from operating so the
pedal was harder as it wasn’t having to move any
fluid. I took my car for a rolling road brake test
just to put my mind at ease, and it passed easily.

Kevin Egan, 74 Int.III, Mcr. UK

CARBURETOR

>>>I am using an Edelbrock 440 street manifold
and their #1905 carburetor and it works very
nicely.  Carburetor worked right out of the box,
no adjustments were needed, although some
week or so elapsed before all the stuff inside the
carburetor swelled to fit and that eliminated the
hesitation that was occurring (Factory instruc-
tions said so!!) .

All I had to do was find (not easy) the right vacu-
um port connection to match the Jensen and set
the mechanical idle stop.  Their catalog says “795
CFM Q-Jet replacement for Chrysler Thermo-
Quad ...is a 50 state street legal replacement
carburetor for the ThermoQuad that came stock
on the 360, 400 and 440 Chrysler engines 1985
and earlier.  This carburetor features all metal
construction for no leaks and no hassles. It in-
cludes an electric choke along with a 3/4 inch 4
hole spacer, throttle lever adapter and fuel line
adapter for an easy installation.

Caution: check clearance due to the additional 3/
4 inch carburetor spacer height.  Main Jet .073,
metering rods: primary 50M secondary-DA...”

Using their manifold and the 3/4 inch spacer, I
have about a half inch clearance using the stock
factory air filter assembly.  Edelbrock has an
Internet page and a free tech line at 1-800-416-
8628 in the USA.
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Or....Holley will rebuild your old carburetor to
original specs to look like new as well for about
what you will pay for the Edelbrock. So now you
can take your choice: go back to the 1970’s tech-
nology or get the new 90’s design to replace the
oldie.

I do not know if Edelbrock still makes that street
manifold I bought some years back. It is many
pounds lighter than the old Chrysler iron job and
sure easy to lift up and over!

Check height clearances...I recall that I had to
mill about 1/4 inch off the adaptor Edelbrock
furnished to clear the air filter assembly from the
hood (bonnet).

Frank Schwartz

CARPET/FLOOR MATS

^^^At least one company is Groit’s Garage, which
advertises extensively by U.S. Mail.

Call 1-800-345-5789 to order. See Website at
www.griotsgarage.com   Groit’s has patterns (ac-
curate patterns) for Interceptor floormats.

Cost is approximately $100 for a set (including
JENSEN in block letters—your choice of colors).
I’m well satisfied with the set I bought.

You might also try Imparts (1-800-325-9043) or
www.imparts.com. Their catalogue makes it look
as if they have about the same mats as Griot’s
Garage, but at somewhat lower prices. I haven’t
checked this out, but it looks like a good possibil-
ity.

David Crowne in San Diego 1971 Interceptor III 133/
5474
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CHARGING SYSTEM 1

^^^After having a look at my classroom electrical
books, here is what you want for a good charging
system:

First, the battery is good, and is the right size for
the car, on an Interceptor bigger is better, since
the parasitic loss is 12 amps when the Bosch fans
are on, less if the original fans are used.  The
battery needs to be 12.63, say 12.7 volts to be
fully charged.  Anything less will probably not do
very well.

The second component you need to look at is the
AC generator (alternator).  First off the generator
needs to be in good shape and in an Interceptor it
really has to be at least a 100 Amp output.

The other vital component is the regulator, it
switches the generator on or off depending what
the battery needs to keep a full charge.  This
means 13.5 to 14.2 on the volt meter.  Anything
less than 13.5 in the system will not charge the
battery and kill it no matter how big it is over
time.  This means when all the loads are on,
lights, a/c, heater, rear winder defogger, fans, the
generator needs to keep up with everything and
13.3 should be on the gauge.  If it isn’t, then your
system is not working properly.

The old Chrysler generator works in almost all
climates, the only places that this generator

might have problems is in the very hot places
such as Arizona or Australia where the tempera-
tures would be enough to cook the regulator to
death.

For the most part, the GM generator works very
well.  The whole thing to the charging system is
efficiency and if everything works well together,
the charging system will actually charge the bat-
tery and keep the car running its best at all
times.  Cheers!

John Lowney
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CHARGING SYSTEM 2

^^^I, too, had a problem with my electrical system in
that I had to replace a 5 year warranty battery after 3
years and that it was always running flat.

Firstly, after having a check done of the system, it was
discovered that the alternator was not charging as it
should, so, I had it rebuilt and it was beefed up to 65
amps so that the same physical size could be used.  I
had the original alternator done and find that I can
have everything electrical turned on, including the
blower and the voltmeter still charging at 14.5 volts
either everything on or off.

Secondly, I also changed the ignition module as it was
always a problem starting, especially after it got hot. I
also noticed that the fans were not getting the full
voltage and as a result, they were not pushing as
much air as they should.  I discovered that the culprit
was a bad fuse holder connection on one end in that it
had corroded quite badly and was melting the solder
on that end of the fuse.  I have since taken the fuse
holder out and wire brushed the tabs on the block and
reconnected everything. The fans are not pushing
more air and as a restyle are not running as long as
they used to when shutting the engine off.  Just pass-
ing along my experience and who knows, maybe there
is something that you have overlooked that I may have
jogged your memory.

David Ballantine, North Vancouver, B.C. Canada

CHARGING SYSTEM 3

^^^One note about the GM alternator. If it is the
currently popular unit being used in Interceptors,
it is very sensitive to heat and commonly fail,
even in GM cars, due to heat stress.  I got a re-
built unit from a company that rebuilds them
with this in mind and takes measures to prevent
this failure...so far, so good.

When the unit is operating properly, it is vastly
superior to the stock Chrysler unit that came
with Interceptors.

Note (2003): K&D now offer a conversion kit for
the Interceptor using a GM alternator with single
wire arrangement and specially made to with-
stand heat. (Frank Schwartz)

Michael Richard, New Bern, NC   74 Interceptor
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CHARGING SYSTEM 4

>>>...what I did was to find a Mitsubishi 95 amp
alternator unit (Mitsubishi V^ Galant 92-96 mod-
el) which fit the tight confines of my ‘74 belt set-
up.  I had a twin pulley manufactured, and had
the lower arm remanufactured to suit the unit (no
other modifications were necessary). Love it - it
runs a treat!

Dino Fritz, South Africa

CHASSIS TUBE AIR RESERVOIR

>>>The chassis tube acts as an additional vacuum
reservoir, the main one being within the vacuum servo
itself.  I have never come across this arrangement
before on any car including those of similar weight and
performance. I guess they used it as a selling feature
than something of practical use.

If there is any leakage, it will initially affect the slow
running as extra air will be drawn directly into the
intake manifold. It will also reduce the assistance
provided by the servo and the bigger the leak the more
noticeable both these problems will become. Apart
from the servo I have only ever seen leaks from two
places; the hoses which tend to get overlooked.  If they
have not been replaced do it now.

The main chassis tube can also corrode through at its
rearmost point.  Unfortunately you can not see it
because there is another panel, the one that slopes
upward, covering the chassis tube closing pane.  The
way to check it is to feed air pressure down into the
tub using the hose connecting point.  Don’t overdo it,
gradually build up the pressure to no more than 30
lbs.  This is twice the pressure it will ever be subjected
to and if it stand this, you should have no problems for
years to come.

Steve Prince.
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CIGARETTE LIGHTER SOCKET

^^^For those who do not smoke, the cigarette
lighter is a totally useless item.  Usually those
who use cellular phones plug them in this spot.
Ford has a nice little item you can use to replace
the lighter (store it someplace).

Basically, it is nothing more than a rubber plug
with a rubber washer attached with a strap, all of
rubber. How to install it: Remove the shifter panel
and remove from the rear, then remove the ciga-
rette lighter assembly, slip from the front the ring
under lighted plastic piece which goes to the out-
side.  Then reinstall the lighter assembly.

Now you have a nice rubber plug to fill up the
hole were the useless lighter was, and it is at-
tached so it won’t get lost.  Pull out the plug and
insert your cellular phone (or whatever) in this
socket and you have made a useless accessory
into a useful one.

Not only that, since the plug is attached with a
rubber strap, it won’t get lost.  The cost of this
item is only $2 US.  The Ford nomenclature is
“Cover” and the part number is F75Z19A487AAA.
I believe this came from a late model Taurus or
Mustang.

Frank Schwartz USA

COOLING 1

^^^When I purchased my car, I found evidence of
several attempts at retrofitting thermo-switches,
relays and timers by many previous owners try-
ing to keep the car cool.

After many hours of adjusting, rewiring and pick-
up placement changes, I removed it all and in-
stalled a switch on the console to turn the fans
on/off when I want then on/off (usually when the
temp gauge needle moves past center).  So far
this arrangement has worked quite well.

Jim Stites, Kansas City, MO USA 133/5517
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COOLING 2

^^^One word for everyone DEXCOOL. Have the
cooling system flushed, the radiator boiled out,
the thermostat replaced and get those Lucas fans
working (Good Luck!).

Then mosey (That’s American for ‘get off our lazy
ass and go’) to the parts store, and buy the Gen-
eral Motors long life coolant name: DEXCOOL.

Here is what it is: It’s a 5 year 500,000 mile cool-
ant. It is silicate free, it is NOT green, it’s a mel-
low orange color.

The plus of DEXCOOL is no silicate, that trans-
lates to:  no particles floating around the radiator
fins and clogging them up causing the radiator to
lose performance.

The down side is the expense, 12 US dollars is a
bit much for coolant, but then again, I’d rather
pay 12 bucks now than a radiator and water
pump later.  Is this snake oil a miracle in a can?
NO, it’s a proven coolant............

Dave   Interceptor 115-3274

COOLING 2

^^^I do not agree with your statement (about
another’s ideas on this subject) for the following
two reasons:

1. It is very unlikely that water from the radiator
will be sufficiently cold to do the engine any
harm.  Especially starting from cold with the
block itself is also cold.

2. After switching off the engine it is not uncom-
mon, due to a number of factors - one would be
the switching off of the fans!, for the tempera-
ture to actually increase marginally before it
starts to cool.

This increase may be enough to cause a small
amount of boiling over - especially when the cool-
ing system may only just be sufficient to cope - as
it is in many Jensens!  If you are really worried
you can do one of two things:

1. Fit a relay with a timer, so that the fans switch
off after, say, 5 minutes.

2. Fit a separate battery with split charging sys-
tem so that when the engine is running you
charge both batteries, but when the fans are
running (and the engine is switched off) they
drain only one.

Chris Daniel   Pointe Noire, Congo
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COOLING 3
^^^Hotheads.  A July 1974 Service Bulletin cov-
ers the matter of static boiling on the Interceptor
III Series 4 & Convertible.  It reads as follows:

Complaints of static boiling (i.e. boiling after the
ignition has been switched off) have been received
on new vehicles.  The problem only occurs on
vehicles not yet fully run-in; the higher operating
temperatures being caused by increased friction.

On all current production models, this problem
has been temporarily rectified by rewiring the
cooling fans to allow them to operate after the
ignition has been switched off.  The fans will then
continue to run until the radiator switch cuts
them out.

As the modification increases the load on the
battery, it is recommended that cars are reverted
to the standard condition at the 1,000 mile ser-
vice.  Failure to do so may result in problems with
discharged batteries.  To revert modified cars
back to their standard condition, refer to the
wiring diagrams fig. 1 & fig. 2.  The diagrams are
self explanatory and each show both conditions.
Fig. 1 is for the saloon models and fig. 2. is for
convertibles.

Mr. Ferret, butt of innumerable jokes, has one
pusher fan wired to run after switchoff, the cut-
out point determined by its thermostat switch. It
makes a lot of noise, but it does the job.  The car

also has a big radiator and lots of places where
hot air can escape. A few minutes of run-on
seems to be OK but 20 minutes sounds way over
odds.    I can’t pin it down right now, but I seem
to recall that somewhere in the Series II run the
factory started sending cars out with fans wired
outside the ignition to help cure static boiling and
to get the under bonnet temperature down. The
main reason, I think, was to avoid heat-soak
which made for hard starting.

Somewhere in the early Series III production (I
think), they reverted to fans wired through the
ignition, giving no fans after engine shutdown.
The above Service Bulletin suggests that they
really couldn’t make up their minds about this,
so if you can’t either, don’t worry - you’re just a
normal Jensen owner.

Richard Carver
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DASH WOOD VENEER 1

^^^...good luck with the veneering project. Just
remember to leave lots of extra edge overhang, in
case you touch slightly off the target. The one bad
thing about contact cement is that when it contacts,
it cements. I definitely recommend two people for
the job, one to keep everything taut and off the
mating surface - no sags, no droops, the other per-
son to align, center and gradually lower the veneer
to keep air pockets from forming.

When you cut the patterns, use a razor knife, not
scissors, as scissors can break the veneer back
past the margins you want to have.  I suggest a
single edged razor blade for trimming the excess,
or a surgeons scalpel, for inside curves (concave
versus convex). Also don’t scrimp and try to save
money by fitting all the parts tightly on the source
sheet.  The grain should run parallel to the long
axis of the part being covered for best appear-
ance, although you could get some interesting
effects by doing some or all things at an angle.

For the best finish, I recommend urethane over
varnish or shellac, and use a sanding block and a
very fine grain sandpaper, rather than steel wool
for roughing the finish between coats.  Just be
careful on the corners and edges so you only
roughen the surface, and never sand the wood
itself.  And don’t forget the tack cloth to pick up
the dust.

Last suggestion is to go to an exotic wood purvey-
or, and see what turns you on. Walnut burl is
real expensive but beautiful. Zebrawood has an
interesting pattern, and rose wood has a great
color.  Teak, walnut, and oak are mundane, but
have nice even patterns that resemble the plastic
veneer in modern cars.  Birdseye maple will keep
you awake on long late trips.

Delbert M. Slavens USA
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DASH WOOD VENEER 2

^^^I mentioned that I restored the wood dash in
my GT. After disassembly I first planed off all the
cracked veneer.  We selected a Redwood Burl
flexible veneer in a large sheet, as opposed to thin
crackly walnut or birds eye maple strips.   I was
advised not to use epoxy or regular wood glue,
but a premium wood glue by the specialists at the
‘Woodworks’ specialty store.

After cutting the panels and rough openings for
the gauges, signal and warning lights, I evenly
spread the glue across the ‘frame’.  Using a flat
solid wood dresser top and a large cutting board,
I sandwiched the veneer to the original dash
frame (also wood laminate).

For weight I used ten large encyclopedias piled up
above very large books, ensuring all the surface
area for each panel was evenly covered.  I then
used a Dermal tool for the final cutouts.   I used
marine varnish (recommended to deal with ex-
tremes of temperature here in the Chesapeake
area).

It took 15 coats to seal, and then every 2nd coat I
sanded with 800 grit, to thirty coats, then the
next three coats I used 2000 grit.  I then used
buffers to polish and carnauba wax.  Even my
wife was impressed (after @ 100 hrs and 3
months).  I followed the ‘Book Pattern’ of the fac-
tory and especially in the bright sunlight-it is

gorgeous, if I say so myself.  Well, in the summer
we had a few sequential 100 degree days, and I
now have two small bubbles, and of course I’m
upset.

One of the first postings I saw on this list (Novem-
ber 1999) was that one should only use the glue
that Rolls Royce uses - Casement or Casing ce-
ment? (Note: Casein glue. Ed) I then recalled this
was the glue my father used in bonding sanding
discs to the table saw/sander in the 1950s .....

Sherman D. Taffel    JH GT 30485   Columbia, MD
USA
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DASH WOOD VENEER 3

>>>Applying veneer to metal is best done as a two
stage process.   Conventional wood glue will not
adhere to metal so it is necessary to use araldite
or other epoxy adhesive to create the bond.  How-
ever it is difficult to directly bond burr veneers
successfully because as you may have noted, they
are highly porous and any glue that finds its way
onto the surface is difficult or impossible to re-
move/disguise.

You will also have noted epoxy adhesives are very
viscous and it is difficult to apply thin coats that
are sufficient to just to wet the veneer and the
backing. Because of this there is a tendency for
the veneer to move during clamping as the excess
is squeezed out.  When bookmatching veneers it
becomes very difficult to keep the match joint
running along the desired path.

 The solution is to apply a cheap veneer over the
metal substrate, Mahogany is most commonly
used because it is very cheap and has a dense
grain structure free of significant defects. Any
additional thickness of a dissimilar material will
tend to distort the metal but as the pull is less
across the grain rather than along it, so do not let
the grain run along the length of the part when
you apply it.  When veneering thin wooden sec-
tions it is usual to apply a layer of veneer on both
sides of the part to balance the pull.

The same can be done with metal if necessary.
For veneering to metal I have always used con-
ventional araldite epoxy manufactured by Ciba
Geigy.

Once the first layer of veneer has been applied
and the adhesive has fully cured, trim off the
excess and sand it flat.  My advise is not to use
glass/sand paper but to use 3M production or
pre cut papers or similar. These can be recog-
nized because of their usually white colour.

Although the mahogany can generally be applied
“as is”, burr veneers must first be flattened.  To
do this a light mist of water, preferably deminer-
alized (distilled? Ed.), must be applied to both
sides of the veneer which should then be placed
between two flat pieces of wood which is lightly
clamped.  If too much pressure is applied, the
veneer can split as it shrinks.  Use brown craft
paper either side of the veneer.

Next day prepare everything and mix a quantity
of casein glue strictly according to the instruc-
tions. Spread a layer on the mahogany and then
remove the burr veneer from the clamps. Imme-
diately apply the casein glue as the veneer will
start to curl quite fast. Apply the burr veneer and
clamp up firmly.

 A lot of veneering is done using vacuum presses
where the veneered part is placed inside an air tight
bag and the air drawn out with a vacuum pump. This
will apply a clamping load of approximately 15 lbs per
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square inch and if you are clamping under a board
and weight you will need sufficient to approach this
figure to be sure of a good bond.  This equates to about
one ton per square foot of veneer so you see it is easier
to use clamps. The only problem with this is you need
a lot of them, more than it is economical to buy for a
one off job.

 Casein glues set very hard and trimming can be
a problem if it is allowed to fully harden unless
you have a Dremel or similar tool.  The alterna-
tive is to wait until it is firm, remove the part from
the clamps, trim off the bulk of the excess and
then reclamp overnight.  Final trimming should
be carried out and the veneer sanded flat.

 As has been said always use a sheet of paper,
preferably brown craft or masking paper, between
the veneer being applied and the wood applying the
clamping pressure.  Burr veneers are highly porous
and the adhesive does not differentiate between
what you want clamped and what you do not.  Any
paper that sticks to the veneer can be sanded off.

 Final finishing of the veneer is best done with an
electric orbital sander using 180 grip paper. Prior to
sanding, any defects such as any visible glue must be
disguised and the edges of the panel and all apertures
painted.  Burr walnut is one of the most frequently
used veneers because it naturally contains a lot of
black, painting in with simple plain black renders the
repairs invisible to the untrained eye.

Steve Prince

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY (Humor?)

^^^From the Italian Car Digest:
A friend once asked me what, really , was the
difference between an Alfa, a Fiat and British
sports cars (MG’s, Triumphs, etc.).  In his eyes
they were all small European sporting vehicles,
and the differences in selling prices for used cars
was confusing to him.

I finally explained it like this: Say, during the
design process, it becomes evident that a bracket
is needed to hold something on the car.  The Alfa
would have a nice cast aluminum bracket with
the necessary machine work.  The Fiat would
have a sheet metal bracket, designed to be strong
enough to do the job.  And a British car would
have some cast iron part they pulled out of the
parts bin at the nearby tractor manufacturer.
He seemed to get it after that.    Now that’s a
good description.

I would give it a slightly different story:

The Alfa would have a nice, cast aluminum bracket
with the necessary machine work, just like you
said.  The Fiat would have a sheet metal bracket,
designed to be strong enough to do the job, but
most probably a “stolen” part from some other Fiat
or Lancia.  And a British car would have some
heavy duty 1 Kg cast iron part that was designed to
hold another 1 Kg part. Just to be sure!
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However; once the bracket came in after being
back-ordered for months;, the bracket on the Alfa
would cost a week’s pay and you would need a
special tool to install it.  The bracket on the Fiat
would cost half as much as the Alfa, but you would
have to chisel the old one off from underneath be-
cause it rusted in place.  The bracket on the British
car would be cheap and readily available and would
come off easily, primarily because it had been cov-
ered in oil since it left the showroom.

Paul Rollins    Vancouver, WA

^^^Having experience with Alfas, Fiats and Brit-
ish cars, I could add:

Bracket attachment method:

Alfa - four adequate bolts/nuts

Fiat - spot welded

British car - 27 tiny nuts/bolts/flat washers/lock
nuts, randomly placed.

Jim Stites

DIFFERENTIAL NOTES 1

I had a small oil leak on my differential for ten
years which a Jensen garage told me was the
pinion oil seal.  I was warned off doing the job
myself by the workshop manual, which made it
sound complicated. In the end I took the car to a
well known Jensen specialist.  When I collected it
the leak was worse - they said there are two
types of seal and mine had the one they were not
expecting - so beware.

They fitted another seal and the leak was back to
what it was before, so they suggested the bearing
might be worn. The following year I took it to a
second well known Jensen specialist and they
reckoned the bearing should be OK and a new
seal would cure it. They fitted another seal - no
difference.

A few months later I took it to Bob Ransley,
painting guru and CV8 owner. He noticed a cou-
ple of drips on his workshop floor, so he phoned
me to say “Did you know three of the bolts hold-
ing the rear cover on your differential were loose
and it was leaking?”.  It has never leaked since.

Mike Williams
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DIFFERENTIAL NOTES 2

>>>Before anyone touches anything on a leaking
Jensen differential, it is well worth checking to
make sure that the breather holes drilled in the
upper surface of the axle casting are not plugged,
which will make the pinion seal leak.

The holes are 1/8" and REALLY hard to see.
Having been through the procedure twice, I got
fed up and had my mechanic install a diff breath-
er on the access cover. The unit is ex Toyota Land
Cruiser and it works, and  because you can see
it, you can keep it clean

Ray Whitley C-V8 II 104/2308 Halifax, NS, Canada

DOORS 1

^^^For removal of the hinge pins, this can re-
quire significant brute force, especially if the pins
were not frequently lubricated during the life of
the car. Maybe you’ve more strength than I have,
or maybe indeed your pins were easier to remove,
but I must admit that while I could remove my
upper door pins, I just couldn’t remove the lower
ones very easily at all.

  Probably the best technique would be to heavily
lubricate the pins, and use the correct size ring
spanner to twist the pin around, working the oil
between the pin and hinge. Use a large chisel to
move the pin upwards for the first 1/4 inch, then
use a suitably sized punch from beneath the pin
(i.e. slightly smaller than the pin diameter), and/
or a small chisel from beneath the head of the
pin, and try to punch upwards.

   In my case, those lower ones’s weren’t easy - in
the end, the best I could do was to do. the job for
1-2 days, both to let the oil do its work, and to try
the job again with newfound energy!

  BMW, on my ‘74, the hinges on the doors were
not welded but held in place only by 4 counter-
sunk, Phillips heat bolts (with no evidence of this
ever having been welded to the door).  It is easier
to remove the pins than to unscrew those 4 bolts
in situ, believe me!
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  Once I had the doors off the car, I was able to
remove 3/4 of these bolts, and that was even with
the assistance of WD-40, and an impact screw-
driver. The last stubborn ones were removed by
drilling the head from the screw, from where the
remaining thread simply unscrewed by hand (bolt
stretch, I assume). These screws were then re-
placed with countersunk, hex head bolts, which
allowed for easier access to align the doors to the
body after painting.

  Why did I remove the hinges from the door? The
driver door had about 3 mm of play at the back
edge when the door was ½ opened, which was
traced back to the hinge holes having elongated.
This required the manufacture of oversized pins,
and the reaming of the hinges to correct the prob-
lem.

  As no two Interceptors would be built the same,
does anyone else know whether their door hinges
are welded to their doors, or is this another in-
consistency for the workshop manual?

Dino Fritz, Adelaide, SA 74 Int. III

DOORS 2
^^^(in response to some queries) I do hope you re-
moved the spring retaining clips on the hinge pins
before you commenced all that soaking and pounding!
Even badly neglected hinge pins should not be all that
difficult to remove, if you have taken the retaining clips
off first.  I think you’ll find that an attempt to remove
the hinges will be even more frustrating that your
attempt to remove the hinge pins.  Note well the fol-
lowing statement in the Workshop Manual: “Both
doors have two hinges each, all of identical pattern.
One half of each hinge is welded to its respective door
pillar, the working half of each being secured to the
door by four screws and subsequently welded.” Got
that? The hinges are welded to the door pillars and
welded to the doors.

The construction of these cars is neither mysterious
nor particularly quirky, compared with some others
(like XJ series Jaguars, for example), but it is not
always 100% obvious, either.  For seemingly obscure
procedures, the Workshop Manual is a great source of
clarity.  You can get one from TBD or Delta.  It’s worth
its weight in hammers and WD-40 and damaged
parts, believe me.  Note: The lower hinge pins are
supposed to be inserted from above, and the upper
pins inserted from below. Only the upper hinge pins
are supposed to be fitted with circlips, although all the
hinge pins are grooved for circlips.

David Crowne in San Diego, CA 73 Int III 133/5474
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DORMANT ENGINE - STARTING

>>>For a car that has been sitting for more than a
year, the first order of business is to get rid of the stale
fuel. It will most likely not run at all on fuel more than
a few years old, not even a pop. Drain the fuel tank
completely and put in at least two gallons of fresh fuel.
This would be a good time to change the fuel filter if
the car has one. Open the fuel line near the
carburetor(s), and flush through until you get fresh
fuel coming out. If the car has an electric fuel pump
(and it works) this is a cinch. This is also a good time to
check the electric pump to be sure it works. Otherwise
you may use a hand vacuum pump to draw the fuel
through the line. If the car has a mechanical fuel
pump mounted on the engine, it would be a good idea
to remove the pump and operate it by  hand to verify
that it actual works. This could be another way of
flushing the fuel line from the tank to the  engine.

Depending on the type of carburetor(s), it could
be convenient to remove the top of the float
chamber and  remove the stale fuel inside, and
maybe clean the inside of the float chamber. Old
evaporated fuel can leave  behind an inert liquid
similar to urine, or even something quite viscus
like honey, or even a solid substance that looks
like dried airplane glue. Wash this stuff out with
a little gasoline, be sure the small hole exiting the
float chamber towards the main fuel jet is clear,
and be sure that the float valve is free to move by
gravity alone.

 Reassemble the fuel system and fill it up with
fuel. Verify that the lines and hoses will hold the
fuel pressure without leaking, and _especially_
that the float valve stops the fuel flow when the
float chamber is full.

If the stuff on the dipstick looks like anything
other than reasonably clean engine oil, it would
be a good idea to change the oil and filter before
running the engine. When you’re ready to turn
the engine over, just remove all the plugs, give it
a little cylinder oil and give it a crank.

It would be beneficial to the engine bearings if
you could prime the oil system before cranking it.
You can NOT do it this way with an MG, but with
some engines (V8’s in particular) you can remove
the distributor and spin the oil pump with a
socket drive extension in an electric drill. With
my MGA engine I remove the flex line from the
engine to the oil pressure gauge and pump in a
pint or two of oil with a finger pump oil can. I
keep pumping until I can feel a noticable resis-
tance to flow, meaning that I am then forcing the
oil through the bearing journals.

Any engine should have a port for an oil pressure
gauge line or an oil pressure switch or transduc-
er. Remove this fitting and use the port to inject
oil into the engine before cranking it. Reinstall
the fitting of course. This should (may) also effec-
tively prime the oil pump.
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To check to see if the engine is seized, put the
transmission in high gear (assuming stick shift)
and rock the car fore and aft by hand. Backlash
in the gear train will allow it to roll a few inches
either way so you can put in a  little inertia. Give
it a good bump each way a few times and see it
engine will rotate a bit. If it does turn, just get on
the starter and crank it (without the spark plugs)
to get the oil pressure up. The pressure should
come up on the gauge (or idiot light go out) within
a half minute or so, but it could take as much as
a full minute of cranking the first time.

If the pressure doesn’t come up while cranking,
don’t worry too much, it doesn’t always work.
Next step (if the pressure doesn’t come up) is to
prime the oil system again just for good measure,
(shouldn’t take much the second time around).
Then put the spark plugs back in and try to start
it normally. If it starts the oil pressure should
come up within 10 seconds of running, otherwise
you really have a problem. Don’t run it more that
30 seconds without oil pressure. So long as
there’s an oil film in the bearings you’re okay with
idling, but with no oil pressure there’s no oil flow,
and the oil film will soon overheat and break
down with damage to the bearings.

If the engine is seized, the problem will most
likely be that the pistons are tight in the cylin-
ders. There are a couple of possibilities, but one
could be that the rings are rusted to the cylinder
wall in one or more cylinders.

When an engine is stopped there is always at
least one intake valve and one exhaust valve
open, and these cylinders can breath with chang-
es in temperature and barometric pressure. Over
a long time some humid air can get in and allow
rust in the cylinders. If the car was stored in-
doors with the spark plugs in place, there’s a
good chance that the engine is not seized.

Another reason for an engine to be seized is if
someone put a little oil in each cylinder and then
let it sit for years to dry out, especially if the
spark plugs holes were left open. When the oil
dries out it leaves a varnish deposit that looks a
lot like dried tree sap or tan phenolic plastic
without the fiber filler. I recently retrieved an
engine that had been oiled and then left to sit in
a barn with the head off for several years. I had
to beat the pistons out of that one with a heavy
hammer.

If it is seized, try a big wrench on the front end of
the crankshaft. You could apply as much as 200
lb ft of torque if necessary without damaging the
front pulley retainer nut. Otherwise you could
remove the starter motor and try using a big pry
bar against the ring gear to get it to break loose.
You can apply a lot of leverage at that distance
from the center of rotation, just don’t break the
transmission housing or the teeth on the ring
gear. The rear plate on the engine is usually steel
and will hold up to a lot of abuse.
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If it breaks loose and turns so that the starter will
turn it over, it was probably the rings rusted a bit
to the  cylinder walls. In this case, go ahead and
crank it over on the starter to blow any fluid out
of the cylinders through the spark plug holes, put
one squirt of oil in each cylinder, install the spark
plugs and start it up. Expect a huge cloud of
white smoke out the exhaust for a few minutes
until it clears out the cylinders. Once you get it
up to running temperature, shut it off and give it
an oil change and a fresh oil filter.

If it turns with the wrench but is so tight that the
starter doesn’t have enough power to spin it over,
then it’s probably fouled with varnish on the sides
of the pistons. In this case you would likely be in
for an engine tear down to clean the pistons,
hone the cylinders and install new rings. Since
you don’t have much to lose here, it might be
worth a little tinkering first. Put some solvent in
the cylinders for a few days, then try towing it in
top gear to see if you can get the engine to spin
over and loosen up enough so the starter can
turn it. If you do get it to run this way, you may
expect the rings to be seized and the engine may
burn a lot of oil. Apply solvent liberally in the
cylinders and let it sit for a week, then try it
again. Drive it for a while, at least a few hundred
miles, and see if the oil consumption goes down.
If not, it will need new rings anyway.

If the engine is seized completely so you can’t get
it to turn at all, put a few ounces of solvent in

each cylinder  and let it sit for a while, like a few
days to a week. Most any mineral based solvent
will do, diesel fuel, mineral spirits, kerosene,
paint thinner, WD40, Liquid Wrench, etc. Gaso-
line, alcohol, lacquer thinner, or acetone are  not
so good for this because they evaporate to quick-
ly. Engine oil is also not a good candidate for this
because it’s a lubricator and not a very good
solvent. If you can get the engine to break loose
and turn after this soaking, you may get away
without having to tear down the engine.

If it’s still seized after all this, it will have to come
out for disassembly. Remove the cylinder head,
flywheel, oil pan, all the main bearing and con-
necting rod caps, and remove the crankshaft.
Then fashion a block of wood that just fits in the
cylinder bore on top of the pistons and have at it
with a five pound hammer to break the pistons
loose from the cylinder walls. Do not push the
piston down so far that the bottom ring drops out
the bottom of the bore, or you may have a devil of
a time getting it to go back up. If there is a noti-
cable ridge at the top of the cylinder, you should
use a ridge reamer to cut it back flush with the
worn part of the cylinder before pushing the pis-
tons out the top of the bore. If the piston rings
are siezed and you force them up past a substan-
tial ridge at the top of the cylinder, you may dam-
age the ring grooves in the piston.
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Just in case you didn’t know, all split bearing
housings are bored in assembly, so the split line
is never exactly on the center line of the bore. For
this reason you must keep the bearing caps in
order and mate them back in the original position
in order to retain the correct bore size. If you
were to mix up the connecting rod bearing caps,
the engine would probably be siezed in some of
the bearings when you reassemble it.

Jim Dai

DOOR HANDLES

^^^The Interceptor door handles were used on
Fiats in the 60’s. I got a pair of new ones from an
old Fiat dealer in Naples.

Paul Vierhout, Netherlands
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ELECTRICAL

^^^For those of you that are rewiring your cars, I
found a great source of “stuff”.  British Wiring,
230449 Ithaca, Olympia Fields, IL 60641 -fone/
fax (708) 481-9050.

They have some Jensen wiring looms, sell con-
nectors, color coded wires and other stuff. I was
desperate for a connector for my MG, and they
not only found it for me, but assembled the wires
(correctly coded) and put on the bullet connec-
tors. And it worked as soon as I plugged it in.

Big point is that all my usual MG suppliers didn’t
even know what I was talking about.  I get noth-
ing out of this recommendation.  Other than
knowing I helped save another Jensen. Can’t sing
their praises high enough.

Ask for Leslie.  She realizes there is a difference
between a Jensen-Healey and an Austin Healey,
and knows more about wiring Brit cars than most
of us. It is so nice to find someone on our side.
Catalog is available on request.

Delbert M. Slavens

ENGINE REMOVAL

Its probably less work in the long run to remove
and the engine and gearbox together and sepa-
rate them on the workshop floor, but it is possi-
ble to remove the engine alone or the gearbox
alone. I’ll deal with removal of both.

Firstly, you need a strong engine crane with the
ability to lift 500 Kg at a reach of about 1500 mm.
The economy 1 ton folding models advertised by the
likes of Sealey and Clarke fall a bit short on reach.

First job, disconnect the battery.

Remove the bonnet next. This will be necessary
for the lift and will improve access for removing
the radiator and so on. The easy way to undo the
bonnet nuts is to use a socket with a long exten-
sion from underneath the car.

Its a good idea to do all the underneath jobs be-
fore you start draining fluids since a wet garage
floor is not a nice place to lay. Raise the car as
high as you can on axle stands. Disconnect the
exhaust front pipes from the manifolds (easier
said than done), the engine mounting through
bolts and the earth strap. Remove the 4 bolts
which connect the propshaft to the axle and slide
the propshaft off the tail of the gearbox. Support
the back of the gearbox and remove the gearbox
mounting. Don’t forget the speedo cable, gearshift
cable and electrical connectors. The end of the
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gearbox needs to be plugged, or the gearbox
drained, otherwise oil will pour out from the gear-
box when lift out the engine and gearbox. While
you are under there, you may as well drain the
engine oil.

The radiator assembly is best tackled next. This
combination comprises radiator, radiator fans,
transmission oil cooler and A/C condenser. The
A/C will need to be depressurized, if it has any
pressure left. You can test for pressure by de-
pressing the Schraeder valve. If there is pressure,
then the A/C must be degassed by an authorized
A/C engineer and the gas disposed of properly. It
is illegal to discharge the system to the atmo-
sphere. This done, the water needs to be drained
from the radiator and the top and bottom hoses
disconnected.

The transmission oil cooler unions need to be dis-
connected carefully to avoid breakage. Expect some
fluid loss here. Four bolts near the wings and one
underneath hold this assembly to the car. It’s prob-
ably a 2 man job to lift this unit out as it does tend
to stick to the rubber on which it rests.

The engine is connect to the oil filter by pipes
which are a real pig to disconnect. I prefer to
detach the oil filter support from the inner wing
and tie this to the engine. Make preparations for
catching the fluid and disconnect the 2 pipes
from the steering pump. Tie them out of the way.

Remove the air cleaner housing. Disconnect all
the wires and tie the engine loom out of the way.
Disconnect the throttle cable. Disconnect the
thick wire to the starter motor. Disconnect the
heater hoses, A/C pipes and anything else I’ve
forgotten.

You should now be ready for the lift. Check for
air all around the engine. Check again that you
have removed the earth strap (often forgotten)
and attach the engine chains. You’ll make life
easier by having the back of the car as high as
possible and a friend to help. The tail of the gear-
box will need to be supported as it moves.

Whilst lifting, you’ll need to be watching these
areas of interference

  The gearbox sump against the chassis tubes.
  The gearbox tail against the transmission tun-

nel.

  The rocker covers against the bulkhead.
  The sump against the front crossmember.

  The sump against the steering rack pipes.
And finally, the sump against the front panel as

you lift strains for that last inch of height.

Take care and good luck.

Duncan
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ENGINE REPAIR
   >>>The old nylon part can disintegrate and
cause problems over the years. Here are instruc-
tions as to how to correct and replace the gears:

The large time sprocket turns the cam shaft
which has helical gears cut into it, which meshes
with the oil pump drive gear.  This has a slot cut
in the top of it which drives the distributor.

To replace cam sprockets + new chain +timing
cover oil seal:

Parts needed
Timing chain with sprockets

Timing cover oil seal

Timing cover gasket + gasket to replace the small
section of the sump gasket.

Water Pump housing to engine gaskets.

1. Disconnect battery

2. Drain the water system.

3. Remove the water pump housing. This is the large
cast lump which sits on the front of the engine and
holds the thermostat. To remove this, the bottom
and top hose, alternator and numerous other bits
and bobs will have to be removed. Might be worth
removing the radiator fans, too, in order to get a bit
more room. Note the length of the bolts and the
position of the brackets..

4. Remove all the belts and then the six bolts which

hold the bottom pulley to the crankshaft damper.

5. Remove the bottom pulley.
6. Undo the large nut in the center of the crank-

shaft and pull off the vibration damper.  Rook
out the Woodruff key.

7. Undo  all bolts which hold the timing gear to
the engine and carefully pry the cover off. Don’t
forget the two bolts which pass through the
sump and bolt to the underside of the cover.

8. Scrape away any gasket material on the front
of the engine and the exposed part of the top of
the sump.  Remove all traces of gasket material
from the timing cover.  Remove the timing cover
oil seal, noting which way round it went.

9. Set the engine to No. 1 TDC compression.  At
this point the dots on the two pulleys should
line up. If not, WHY?

10. Undo the bolt in the center of the large
sprocket. Remove the sprocket and chain.

11. Remove the bottom sprocket

12. Replace all parts, ensuring....
12a. The timing marks line up when the engine is

at No. 1 TDC compression.

12b. The timing cover oil seal is fitted the right
way round.

12c. If there were any teeth missing from the nylon
chain, that the sump will need to be removed, and it
and the oil pickup will need to be cleaned.

Duncan Clarke.
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EXHAUST MANIFOLDS 1

^^^Exhaust noise suddenly appeared from the
left side of the 440 yesterday. The exhaust mani-
fold gasket was installed wrong side out and blew
out between 3 and 5.   Here is how to change the
left one.  The right one is a bit easier unless it is
right hand drive.

First find a friend with a car hoist.. I happen to
have one in my workshop and it makes the job a
heck of a lot easier.

Drain the radiator. Turns out the manifold bolts
screw into the water jacket, so if you don’t drain
it, you will be covered in that green stuff.

Remove the oil filter for clearance and drain the
oil while you are at it...if the time is due.

Remove the front left tire.

Remove the 4 spark plugs on the side in question.
It is best to do this from under the car since all
are visible.

Unbolt the manifold to pipe flange.

Remove the 6 9/16 head bolts that attach the
manifold to the head.  This is the tough part be-
cause since the bolts go into the water jacket,
they are most likely very rusty and have to be
worked out slowly.  Some bolts needed a 20"
breaker bar to break loose.  Always leave the
easiest bolt for last so you don’t have to fight a

sagging manifold while trying to remove the hard-
est bolt.  Use steady easy pressure and get to-
gether every spanner and socket combination
that you have to get the job done.

I found that once the bolts are reasonably loose,
a stubby ratchet works well.  Snake the manifold
out through the top and clean the mating sur-
face.  Check the surface with a straight edge. If
warped or pitted, have the surface planed. If
cracked, replace the manifold.

If your starter is questionable, you might consid-
er replacing it at this time.  In fact, there are
some new compact units that are ½ the weight
and would be easier to service later.  I advise
replacing the six bolts with new grade 8 bolts..
Run a tap or thread chaser through the head
threads so you wont have to fight the installation.

Clean the mating surface on the head thoroughly.
Felpro # is 90029 for the exhaust manifold gasket
set. Install metal side of the gasket towards the
manifold or it will blow.

Coat the bolts with high temperature anti-seize
lubricant before installing as I have just outlined
There are some very thick steel flange gaskets made
for Chryslers.  Use these instead of the one that
Felpro provides.  Got mine at local muffler shop

Bruno Bornino,  California.
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EXHAUST MANIFOLDS 2

^^^Inasmuch as the front and rear bolts that
hold the exhaust manifolds in place go into the
water jacket, attention is needed here.

I merely coated them with high temp anti-seize
material and I had some little steam coming out
of these bolt holes on start up. As soon as the
engine warmed up, it stopped!  What is needed
here, in case it was not done on installation of
these four studs, is to coat the ends that go into
the engine block with RTV or similar SEALANT, so
that the water does not find its way out on the
threads and make steam/smoke on warm up.

I did not do this and had to go back and remove
the studs and retro-do this.  Forewarned is fore-
armed!

Frank Schwartz 73 Int. USA

FANS 1

^^^Message text written by “Jensen Cars” “Some
people still think that the fans should be on to
cool the engine after the engine shuts off. As far
as I’m concerned, this is nonsense. The fans only
cool the water in the radiator as there is little
circulation”      There is a fair amount of circula-
tion, and that is why fans set to work after the
engine shuts off run for more than a few seconds.

The thermosiphon effect circulates water from
the hot engine to the cooler radiator and from the
cooler radiator to the hot engine.  The hot water
raises to the top of the engine and flows into the
radiator as the cooler water flows down through
the radiator into the engine.

Many cars prior to the 1930’s in the U.S., like the
Ford Model T (after the first couple of years), and
in Britain, like MG’s and Singers had no water
pump.  They relied completely on the thermosi-
phon circulation to move water through the cool-
ing system.  Technically, modern, liquid, auto
cooling systems are “thermosiphon assisted by
pump.”

Paul Rollins, Vancouver, WA
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FANS 2

^^^This past couple of weeks we’ve seen temps in
the 99-100F area, with heat index of 105-120F.
My Interceptor’s fans still run only about 5 min-
utes or so after being switched off.  Then, after
enough heat has been absorbed by the radiator
they switch on for another 5 minutes or so.

I have the thermo switch set to go on at about
195-200 and close off close to that.  I rarely (may-
be three weeks a year, total) have to worry about
the car “not” reaching minimum operating temp.
When I first got the car the fans were wired to be
on when the ignition was.  I often had trouble
starting the car when it was hot.  I’m of the opin-
ion, based on observation , that the current fan
setup helps the engine (or at least the engine bay)
cool down when the car is parked, and more im-
portantly, helps keep the carb cooler.

I can put my hand over the louvers and feel the
increased expulsion of air when they are running.
And, it helped my car overcome hot starts,
though not as much as did the gear reduction
starter.  (More notes by this author referring to
alternators...see Charging Systems)

Michael Richard, New Bern, NC   74 Interceptor

FANS 3

^^Fans and Flaps.  If you are more interested in
efficiency than authenticity, there is a simple
solution to the fan problem.  Remove the stock
fans and their spindly (Rube Goldberg) vibration-
enhancing, kit-car-engineered mounting hard-
ware. Carefully wrap, box and store them for the
next owner or until the price of a factory-stock
Interceptor reaches the level that makes you
want to replace them and not drive the car.

Mount “pancake-style” fans (11" for two-fan con-
figuration, if I recall correctly) directly to the
shroud.  These are a perfect fit to the openings.
The upper one can go on the outside of the
shroud, but the lower one must mount on the
inside to clear the steering rack. Make sure you
use PULLER fans.

The installation will look like what the factory
should have done. If you have A/C and no fan in
front of the condenser, mount a pusher fan there,
and wire it appropriately for A/C use. I have been
driving my ‘72 Interceptor III, equipped like this
for eight years. Initially in California, and now in
an area where summer temps regularly get to the
high 90’s and sometimes over 100 degrees F. It
works fine for me, no vibration, either.

The rubber flaps do have a purpose — they act as
valves.  Standing still, or at low speed, they
should close the opening so that the fans draw
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cooler air through the radiator rather than hot air
from the engine compartment. At higher speeds,
the flaps should open, so that more air can flow
through the radiator. I used rubber sheet materi-
al from the hardware store. Specifically, it is
pump-diaphragm stock, sold by the square foot..

Paul Rollins, Vancouver, WA

FANS 4
>>>My suggestion here would be to totally strip
and clean the current Lucas fans, as you may be
very surprised how they operate once they have
been overhauled. The overhaul cost around $7
for a set of brushes, and I must say that they
performed fairly well.

However, when I was down at a wrecker one day,
I did purchase a set of VW Golf (Rabbit) Bosch
fans, especially as the price was good and I want-
ed to perform a comparison between the two fan
sets.  What I did find was that the Bosch units
were quieter in operation, and they did not send
a slight vibration through the steering column
when the switched on.

But one important point to note was that these Bosch
units are not all the same.  While they may look identi-
cal, I found that some fans and motors had different
current draw.  The trick to look for is to endure that
the motors all weight he same (the more windings in
the motor, the higher the weight and the current
draw).  I believe that the units that Jensen sold in the
‘980’s weighted in at 1.58 Kgs and had a current draw
of 10 amps, the ones I purchased have a current draw
comparable to the Lucas units of 6 amps, and weigh
in at around 1.49 kgs (I think!), while I know that there
are some units of 1.42 kgs. So check the weights of
the Bosch fans and motors prior to any purchase.
Dino Fritz, Adelaide, South Africa
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FAREWELL FOREVER O MIGHTY
SILVER BIRD - THE MYSTERY

^^^In Mike Taylor’s Book on page 129 is a sad
picture of the last Interceptor as it came down the
production line. On it was a large sign, probably
drawn on cardboard and standing in front of the
radiator.  Hung in front of where the grille would
be was a wreath.

One could assume from the sign that the last
Interceptor was, indeed, silver. Thoroughbred was
misspelled ‘Thougherbred’.  It was hand printed
all in caps.   No one seems to know what the rest
of the sign said as the last lines were covered.
From the Internet, one Interceptor lover did sug-
gest what the rest might have been.

(The original:)
Farewell forever O mighty Silver Bird,

For thou are the last of a thoroughbred herd,

May you never want for Petrol,

May you never want for Oil,

May your air-conditioning-system......

(this was all that could be seen...)

And Duncan X. Clarke says

“My version would end like this:
May your air-conditioning never seize

May your coolant never freeze

May your suspension never creak

May your gearbox never leak

May your interior comfort and soothe

May your ride be ever smooth

May your engine run on song

May your chassis be ever strong

May your panels never rust

May your name be forever held in trust.
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FLOOR MATS

>>>More than a year ago David Crowne men-
tioned that he got new floor mats for his Intercep-
tor from Groits Garage [USA)
(www.groitsgarage.com). ... got me off my duff and
ordering some new mats to replace the horrid
nonstandard ones the PO had put in there. The
procedure was painless.

Groits sent me carpet samples, I picked my color,
and called them back.  The mats were at my
house in about ten days and fit perfectly.  Total
cost with shipping was $113. See a picture at
http://home.hiwaay.net/~tjhiggin/hwystar/
hs_floormats.jpg

T.J. Higgins, Huntsville Alabama

FLOOR PANELS

^^^When installing new floor boards and rocker pan-
els on my TR4, after all welding was completed, and in
the weak area where the new floor board met, I
shaped angled channel and welded, and at the lower
wheel arches, I used Marine-Tex over the seams and
brackets. Marine-Tex is a white or grey epoxy manu-
factured in the marine industry that is very strong,
even bonds underwater, even repairs battery cases,
and was even used to repair engine blocks (saved a
friend $8,000 in not having to obtain another Bentley
block - that was a decade ago).  I used Marine-Tex to
insure that no water would ever weep its way into the
lower joints at the floorboard/rear bulkhead corners,
as well as reinforced everything.

It is also reasonably on sale at marine stores every-
where @ $12-16 for the pint size. This in not bondo - it
is much stronger and will not “split” if used on a prop-
erly prepared non-oily surface.  Use a small amount at
a time, 2 to 3 oz., and give it time to cure. Great for
making ‘H’ seals (filling small openings on both sides)
and at metal junctions too.  I also used MT to ‘seal’ the
rocker panel ends to the wheel arch in the very small
areas where previously only undercoat would be ap-
plied. This way I have a relatively ‘even’ surface for the
future undercoat and not ‘English Muffin nooks and
crannies’.

Sherman Taffel GT 30485
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FOG LAMPS

^^^OK, I’ve been stung into action.....I’ve still got
the original fog lights on mine. As Alan said it’s
pretty agricultural, a right angle bend in a bit of
steel strap.  It’s held on by the outermost of the
bumper retaining bolts. If you’re picky (i.e. your
car has to be totally original) the forward face of
the lens is 1/2” in front of the lower lip of the
bumper and about 3/16" below.  The strap looks
like 1/8" and is 1 5/16" wide.

For extra points in a concourse event, it’s rusty!  I
don’t use them because we don’t have fog in Aus-
tralia (if you believe that you’ll also believe the
Darwin awards, too) so I use the fog switch as a
manual fan switch.

Brian Hampton, Adelaide, South Australia

^^^I am using Bosch rectangular driving lights.
They are mounted under each of the bumper
guards and have a nice look. I mounted the relay
on the side of the fusebox. This is a very simple
installation.

Ace Cathcart   76 Interceptor  Des Moines, WA USA

FUEL DOOR RELAY

>>>There is a “changeover relay” (5 pin) situated under
the centre console. Access is in either of two ways;
remove the gearchange panel, then remove the central
radio panel...or remove one of the side carpeted con-
sole sections (they are simply screwed in place. The
screws are hidden in the pile of the carpet.   The relay
has: Brown, Brown/Blue, Brown/Yellow, White and
Black wires connected to it.   Its purpose is simple:
with the ignition switch OFF, you have power to the
fuel lid switch and NO power to the air conditioning
system blower switch.  With ignition switch ON, you
have no power to the fuel lid switch (so that you can-
not open it on the move), but you have power to the air
conditioner.

Bwefore you remove the console panels, the sneaky in-
line fuse is hidden (LHD) on the right side of the dash
fascia;  open the glove box, use a posidrive screw driv-
er to unscrew the little screw inside the glove box lid
(on the right hand side); this allows the glove box lid to
fully swing down and out of the way.  You will find two
in-line fuses behind there connected to Brown wires.
Replace any blown fuses with 35 amp blow fuses. The
other fuse is for the battery charger socket you will see
down on the right.    Once you have restored power to
the Brown wire on the relay, the circuit is simple:
Brown\Yellow wire to dash switch, brown\Blue wire to
fuel flap solenoid. It is usually just a blown fuse.

Keith
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 FUEL RETURN LINES

^^^...When rebuilding the car, I was stunned to see
the state of the plastic fuel lines, so I remade as much
as I could out of 3/8" aluminium, and fabricated a 1/
4" return line.  To try and cure vapour lock problems, a
small Delco electric fuel pump (around $100 AUD, that
would be $10 USD now...) was installed onto the send-
er unit to act as a priming pump, and the standard 5/
16" outlet on the sender unit was increased to 3/8".
All this neatly fits into the standard hole in the tank,
while the only downside is that the setup won’t suck
the last 10 or so litres.

A new TRW/Carter hi-volume mechanical fuel pump
was fitted, and the standard Chrysler vapour separator
(I think that’s what it’s called - the little canister which
sits atop the mechanical fuel pump) was retained.  I’m
more than happy with the results - upon startup, all I
do is turn the key to the ON position (without crank-
ing), and you can just hear the priming pump do its
work.  What is apparent is that the pump does run
freely for around 5 seconds to fill the fuel bowls in the
carby (you can just hear it), then it quietens down
when the bowls are full, and there is pressure in the
system. At this point, I give the gas pedal around 4-6
pumps, crank the starter and the car normally fires
within 5 seconds.

Dino Fritz 74 Interceptor 22441/9480 Adelaide, OZ

FUEL TANK SENDER

>>>My 73 Interceptor needed a new fuel tank
sender.  First one disconnected the battery for
obvious safety reasons. I found that actually
climbing into the boot (trunk) area and sitting
down in there very easy for me to work on the
tank rather than trying to lean all the way over
and into the area.

The sender is held in the  tank by means of a ring
that must be tapped to loosen it. It is not thread-
ed and has a rubber gasket. There are three
wires attached to the sender. One is ground, one
is fuel gauge and the other is the low fuel lamp
indicator. Remove these and tap the ring that
holds the sender in place. Once loosened, the
sender unit can be removed easily from the tank.
Two plastic pipes are also attached to the sending
unit. One for the fuel flow and the other is the
return line.

Installation of the new sending unit is simplicity
itself.  Place in position with a new, if possible,
gasket. Put the locking ring in position and tap it
into place to tighten the fitting to the tank. Re-
place the lines and the wires. Climb out. No big
operation...just a step at a time.

Frank Schwartz
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FUMES

^^^...came into my cabin from shrunken and miss-
ing tail light and light housing gaskets. Got some 3/
8 wide black foam rubber weather-stripping and
glued to both sides of the housing. No leaks now.
Also check hole for license plate light wires.

Bruno Bornani

FUSES
I hope that this will be of benefit to you folks out
there. I have been tracing the fuses on my 74 Int.
III via the car and the wiring diagram. and decid-
ed that maybe it would be of help to make a list
of the locations of them. Hopefully someone can
fill in the missing information.

(This applies to L.H.D. NADA cars)
Fuse Block ‘A’ (located in engine bay at front)
Fuse Pins 1 2 (25a) Fuel, Temp Gauges, Horn Relay,

Flasher and Reverse Lamps

Fuse Pins 3 4 (50a) Heated Rear Window
Fuse Pins 5 6 (50a) Headlamp Flasher Relay

Fuse Pins 7 8 (50a) Radiator Fans
Fuse Block ‘B’ (located in engine bay at front)

Fuse Pins 1 2 (35a) Right Hand Headlamp Main Beam
Fuse Pins 3 4 (35a) Left  Hand Headlamp Main Beam

Fuse Pins 5 6 (10a) RH Sidelamp Front and Rear
Fuse Pins 7 8 (10a) LH Sidelamp Front and Rear

Fuse Block ‘C’ (located in engine bay at front)

Fuse Pins 1 2 (35a) Right Hand Headlamp Dip Beam
Fuse Pins 3 4 (35a) Left Hand Headlamp Dip Beam

Fuse Pins 5 6 (35a) Brake Warning Light and Wind-
shield Wiper

Fuse Pins 7 8 (35a) Horns and Interior Lights
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Inline Fuses
Inside  Fuse box in engine bay.  - 1 only  (?a)

interior Lights, Clock and Cigar Lighter.

Underneath Gearshift Panel  - 1 only  (35a) Left
Side Window

Underneath Gearshift Panel -  1 only  (35a) Right
Side Window

Behind Glove Box  -  1 only (35a)  Shaver Socket
(or Battery Charger)

Behind Glove Box   - 1 only (35a)  Heater Motor

Removable Panel by Steering Column  - 1 only
(25a)  Hazard Warning Light and Fuel Flap

Radio has an inline fuse near behind the Radio.

If fitted with Fog Lamps there is also an inline
fuse but I do not know where it is located.

David Ballantine, North Vancouver, BC, Canada

GARAGE ORGANIZATION

^^^I would have to feel a mixture of envy and pity
for anyone that has a completely empty garage to
use for painting.  Garages are the natural reposi-
tory for spare parts, abortive dreams (the victims
of that dread disease, restorus interruptus), lawn
mowers that need repair, tools too large to be
given room in the house, etc.

If you can see more than a bit of the floor and
walls in your garage, you obviously lack initiative,
but on the other hand, it might be nice not feel-
ing lake a paleontologist every time some asks if I
have a specific part.

Usually my garage is like the deep ocean floor.
Occasional upheavals cause long forgotten parts
to surface, be reevaluated (“Yep! Might need this
someday”) and then disappear back into the
depths, usually a couple of months before some-
one asks you for that specific part to buy, borrow
or copy........

Bill Spohn
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GAS CAP

>>>We had a problem with gas fumes, even with
the windows open.  This happened when I first
got the car, and the tank was filled up.... and we
made right turns.  The first area I was pointed to
by specialist Doug Meyer, was the plastic vent
lines, which run from the top of the tank connec-
tions (in the boot, under the carpet and padding
below the rear window sill (Convertible) to the
vapour tank mounted in the upper area of the
trunk above the tank.  We replaced these lines,
and with new clamps as well.  The problem was
somewhat better.

Then I discovered, also through the Internet
group, that the Gas Fill Cap ABSOLUTELY MUST
BE TIGHT! What would happen, is on cornering,
gas would ‘slosh’ and impact the ‘poor’ lid seal,
then run down the fill tube and evaporate.  The
wind would bring the fumes forward to the occu-
pant seating area.  The solution was to take the
holding tab off the cap, and bend it slightly to
insure ‘a tighter fit’ between the tank filler neck
and the rubber seal. The metal tab is held in
place by a Phillips screw.  By the way, the Jensen
Fuel Filler Cap is the exact same cap used on
Jaguar E-Type V-12’s 1971-1975

Sherman Taffel

GASOLINE (PETROL)

^^^I have been gathering various bits of info on
this. Overall the perceived wisdom would appear
as follows:

If you always fill up at the same petrol station
and stick to one brand of fuel (major brand that
is, not supermarkets “own”) then there should be
no problem.  However, if you use the car a lot
and travel long distances, it is probably better to
use unleaded fuel with your own additive. Always
use the same additive.

 The reason for this is because there is, as yet, no
British Standard written for “lead replacement”
fuel.  Therefore different companies each have
their own “recipe”.  There is an outside chance
that the additives one company use will counter-
act those used by another, so under these cir-
cumstances it is better to be safe than sorry,.

Chris Daniel
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GRILL 1

^^^I refinished my grill several years ago and just
cleaned the black paint and did not respray it.
The satin finish from the factory is matte finished
(or satin if you prefer). I firstly disassembled the
grill and then cleaned the black. I then used a
belt sander bolted upside down to my work
bench.  I then lightly ran the edge of each piece
on the sander.

Viola! Back to its original brushed aluminum
finish.  I reassembled and reinstalled it.  It is
amazing how heavy that actual grill is. Much
more robust than the plastic chromed ones of the
new cars of today.

David Ballantine, North Vancouver. B.C. Canada

GRILL 2

^^^I have been refinishing my front grill on the
Interceptor the last day or so. I have been using
Eastwood’s underhood black, and it matches the
original paint very well.

David Crowne’s idea of using the wrinkle finish
paint is very good, although once you do one
project with it you can’t seem to stop!

I would recommend this paint for anyone who is
entertaining the thought of doing the grill and
vent pieces.  Also the edges of the grill and vent
pieces can be lightly sanded with 2000 sandpa-
per, then polished to a high luster finish, rather
than the brushed finish.

John Lowney
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GRILL 3

^^^Jentlefolk: As a footnote to John Lowney’s
remarks, let me suggest that a nifty way to do the
edges of the front slats is to dismantle the grille
assembly, carefully align the slats in a stack, and
clamp them all together with a couple of large C-
clamps.  You’ll notice that the slats are num-
bered. Keep them in order.

Then, after cleaning up the nicks and gouges by
block-sanding with increasingly finer grades of
sandpaper, you can put a nice polish on the edg-
es with a buffing wheel.  Or leave them with a
satin (brushed) finish, if you prefer.  Either way,
you won’t round off the corners—they’ll probably
come out squarer and sharper than before.

Best to do this polishing task before painting, of
course. And, when you do paint (with Eastwood’s
Under Hood Black or another semigloss paint), to
minimize getting paint on the newly polished
surfaces, spray with those surfaces away from the
paint can.  A careful once-over with metal polish
on the shiny edges will easily clean up the inevi-
table light misting of paint.

David Crowne

GRILL 4

^^^Question: The black paint on the engine bay
vent grills is flaking. I’m going to strip and re-
paint the grills. Any suggestions as to a “correct”
paint, or is Rustoleum flat black all I need? (T.J.
Higgins)

Response: I find that a semigloss looks better
than a flat finish. I bead blast the castings to take
off old flaking paint, then spend some time draw
filing and sanding the leading, unpainted edges.
You can mask edges off or quickly wipe the paint
off after spraying, and a final clear coat keeps
them looking nice for longer.

Bill Spohn USA
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GRILL 5
^^^If “originality” is your bag, I think the paint should
be semigloss black rather than flat black. The “Under
Hood Black” sold by Eastwood Company
(www.eastwoodco.com) would be an excellent choice—
it goes on smoothly and dries quickly and has just
about the right low sheen.

On my car I used a crackle-finish black, after polishing
the aluminum around the edge and masking it off.  I
am aware that the crackle finish is not “original”, and
that it’s a tad difficult to clean (a good cleaning requires
a toothbrush and soapy water), but I like the look
because the matte surface nicely sets off the gloss of
my new paint job and the shine of the polished alumi-
num. And, I’ve received a fair number of enthusiastic
comments on that look (as well as the look of my head-
light surrounds, which are done the same way) at the
JIOC Nationals both this year and in the past.

Eastwood’s crackle finish black paint, by the way, is a
very tough and durable finish, especially if baked at
200 degrees in the oven (while your wife is out of the
house!) instead of simply being allowed to air-dry.

David Crowne   San Diego, CA USA 71 Interceptor III
133/5474

GRILL 6

^^^Refinishing the grill: With some misgivings I
decided to “redo” my grill. It was dirty and not
very much in keeping with a restoration. I disas-
sembled the three bolts which have lock nuts on
each end and removed them and the spacers,
setting them all aside.  The louvers are marked
“A”, “B”, “C” and so forth, although they skipped
“I”, which I suspect could have been mistaken for
a number 1.  This “coding” was a nice surprise
and made reassembly simple.

The whole bunch of parts was carried to the
kitchen sink where they were scrubbed with a
stiff bristle brush and soap.  When dry, any
flaked paint or stuck gunk on the louvers was
lightly sanded.

A trip to the local giant hardware store was made
where I found a black satin spray paint for out-
door patio furniture. Just what I needed!.  All
parts laid out on the floor of the workshop on
paper and carefully sprayed (door open to outside
for ventilation) and when dry, turned over and
the other side painted.

The spacers were also treated in the same fash-
ion.  Somewhere in my shop was a cheap belt
sander which was run by an electric drill.
Dragged it out and connected it all up.  Using
180 grit belt I faced all the louvers, taking off the
overspray and nicks and ravages of time.  They
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turned out just beautiful!  Reassembly and my
grill really looks like new.  I was going to clear
coat the faces of the louvers but I think there may
be a compatibility problem between the clear coat
and the satin black.  However, I will leave the
newly finished faces of the louvers au natural.

Of ALL the jobs in my restoration, this was per-
haps the easiest and the results most satisfying.
Note: Message received from Bill Spohn: “If you
do not clear coat them, the edges will go grey and
show white oxide - you should be able to find a
spray can of clear coat from the same manufac-
turer as the paint”.  Note: I did, and clear coated
the faces of the louvers.

Frank Schwartz

HOOD INSULATION

^^^It’s there to provide a degree of sound insula-
tion and prevent panel drumming. If you dis-
pense with it you will experience additional noise.
In the UK the material is called Hardura and is
commonly available from trim suppliers.  The
only difficulty seems to be getting it with the
correct diamond pattern.  Many British cars used
similar materials.

Installation is very easy, the worst part is remov-
ing the fibers that adhere to the underside of the
bonnet (hood) when you pull off the bulk of the
material. I would use a heatproof two part adhe-
sive like Bostik 2402 rather than conventional
contact adhesive.

Just as a suggestion: I hated the appearance of
the stuff on the bonnet (hood) and chassis section
in the engine bay, so I made replacements from
padded PVC which I stitched a diamond pattern
into.  I think this enhances the appearance add-
ing to the image of a quality car but even replac-
ing old Hardura with new makes an enormous
difference that’s well worth the cost.

Steve Prince
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HOOD LATCH 1

^^^I seem to recall being able to reach up under
the car, next to the exhaust manifold, and grab
the rod that connects the two latches. Push that
rod to the drivers side and the hood should re-
lease.  The cable is short and fairly easy to re-
place once the hood is opened. (Re: broken hood
release cable)

Jim Stites

HOOD LATCH 2

^^^I think it’s necessary to add that you can only
reach up under the car in that way if you reach
up on the passenger’s side, between the exhaust
manifold and the battery box. And that it’s a
damned good reach, too.  Obviously you don’t
want to undertake this task if you’ve just been
running the engine and the manifold is hot.

In order to make matters easier the next time
(isn’t there always a next time?), it’s a useful idea
to rig an emergency release. Attach a piece of
bicycle brake cable (or similar) at the point where
the standard cable attaches to the release lever.

Now lead the new cable down behind the side
vent grille in the fender, so that you can catch it
with a pair of long-nosed pliers, pull it, and re-
lease the bonnet (hood) catch.  I fitted mine with
a rubber grommet, so that I can pull it with my
finger after fishing it out from behind the grille
with a stick, a piece of wire, or whatever.  BMW,
the Alfetta coupe I once owned came from the
factory with just such an emergency bonnet re-
lease, except that the cable was led into the driv-
er’s compartment.

David Crowne, San Diego, CA 71 Int. III 133/5474
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HOOD LATCH 3

^^^I had the good fortune to have the David
Crowne version of hood release cable installed by
DC himself!  He uses a bicycle brake cable and
encloses a rubber grommet in a loop at the south
end of the cable. You can then insert a screwdriv-
er (or other) through the loop to give yourself
something to pull with.  Works like a charm!

Bob Adams

HOOD LATCH 4

^^^Thanks to everyone who gave hints on how to
get my hood (bonnet) open to fix the broken hood
release cable. I’m unable to confirm which meth-
od worked best, however, because when I went
out to try them, I realized that the “mystery cable”
I had noticed inside the drivers side fender vent
was in fact an emergency release with must have
been installed by the previous owner.

Pulling it with a pair of pliers popped the hood
right up. I guess this failure is pretty common.
Now to get a replacement and install it!

Stephen Waybright

HOOD LATCH 5

>>>Thanks to the many people who took the time to
respond for help in opening my Interceptor hood (bon-
net) after the cable broke.  On the advise of Delta
Motors, as well as several people on the Internet, I
unscrewed the driver side vent and attempted to find a
latch or anything else to grab onto to pop the hood
open.  This proved to be unsuccessful, partly because I
did not know exactly what I was looking for.

Another Jensen dealer who advertises in Hemmings
suggested that I jack the car up, remove the passenger
side wheel and then reach up under the car,  past the
manifold and grab onto the latch bar and push to-
wards the drivers side. This was not easy, but it
worked!!! Since it was hard to get leverage to push the
bar, I used vice grips to grip onto the bar.

Now that the hood is open, I can see that there were
several other ways that could have worked. As one
person had suggested, I probably could have pushed
the latch bar with some kind of rod or stick through
the passenger side vent.  In addition, now that I know
what to look for, I can see that I probably could have
opened it with a bar and hook through the driver’s
side vent.  I replaced the cable and also attached a
second cable which I have running to the driver’s side
vent. In the future, should the cable break again, all I
will have to do is unscrew the driver’s side vent.
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HORNS

>>>Ultrahorn....One of the many popular things
to customize on a car is the horn. Factory horns
don’t do the job sometimes. Bad ones just sound
like somebody stepped on a rubber duck.  Hardly
effective for getting attention in this noisy world.
Some people go for maximum decibel air horns,
and some folks like the more musical ones that
actually pump air.  I used to have a huge air horn
from an old Freightliner truck that scared the
Bejezus out of people.  I never should have sold
that unit.

At one point I had the thing in a hotrod Mustang
with a racing exhaust that sounded like dooms-
day when I decelerated hard in first gear, and let
me tell you, the combination always cleared those
pesky pedestrians away.  I never ran over any
deaf people, though........

Paul Peczon (Manila, Philippines)

HOSE

^^^...another part that you may find useful is the
lower radiator hose (the curved one). Since the
Jensen hose has a 90 degree curve and each end
is a different diameter, it is a unique part. A local
parts shop matched the hose to Gates #20390.
Properly cut, it fits beautifully.

Ken Freese
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IGNITION SYSTEM

^^^I am upgrading my 74 Interceptor to electronic
ignition. Any recommendations? Ed Markus

The definite answer here, is the MOPAR electronic
ignition kit, P3690428. This was designed for the
job and should cost no more than the aftermar-
ket, while being a true bolt-on.

One word of caution: hide our control unit from
the engine heat.  104/2308 has had the kit since
1983, but until I hid the control unit from the
exhaust manifold heat behind a wee asbestos and
alloy wall, I went through three computers.

Since the countermeasures, my spare unit has sat
in the boot unused.  Go, do likewise, and enjoy the
benefits of a fat spark and low maintenance!

Ray Whitley   C-V8II 104/2308 Halifax, NS

JACKING THE INTERCEPTOR

>>>There are four square holes in the stainless trim
on the lower body of the car. There are stainless
plugs inserted in them with rubber keepers. Once
removed one has to use the factory jack which has
a square tongue or solid steel that fits in the partic-
ular hole after the dress plug is removed.

I prefer to jack the entire rear with a floor jack from
under the differential, or either rear wheel from
under the bottom of the spring using a standard
bottle or floor jack.  From the front I either jack the
entire front with a floor jack from under the large
cross member, or either side with a bottle jack
under the spring.

Some cars which might have concealed rust may not
stand the factory jack in the square hole arrangement,
at least that is what I have heard.  I have the original
jack b ut prefer to use the others as I mentioned.
There is no modern jack that fits the jacking points on
the Interceptor. I suppose you could make one, if you
want to jack using the provided holes and don’t have a
factory jack,  by welding a square bar to match on the
top of a standard jack.

Frank Schwartz
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KEYS 1

^^^The correct Interceptor key blanks both door
and ignition are available from us (Cropredy
Bridge Garage)

Alan Tebbutt.  Cropredy Bridge Garage

KEYS 2

^^^The key blank for the ignition is an ILCO
#D80K or a COLE MZ12. They are for a Mazda or
Nissan. One thing about this key is that the flat
side wears so if you have one copied, you have to
align the slots or the new key won’t work if the
old one is worn.

Found this out after 4 miscut keys.  The Door key
is only used on Jensens and Maserati’s.

Bruno Bornino

LEATHER RESTORATION 1

^^^Years ago, I restored the leather interior of a
TR-3.  The kit came from Clausen Co. In New
Jersey (USA).  It was a lot of work, but the results
were amazing.  The process required sanding the
hardened surface of the leather (don’t laugh, it
works), cleaning with a solvent (I think it was
acetone), treating it with a softening oil, and col-
oring with a latex dye.

When finished, the leather was softer, and the
color held up very well.  I think the company has
a different name now, and I don’t even have their
old address.  Maybe you can find the successor
on the web.

Paul Rollins    Vancouver, WA
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LEATHER RESTORATION 2

^^^(in response to the above)    I agree it is possi-
ble to make worn hide look almost new.  The
limitation is how long the products last on a less
than perfect surface.  If the his is good but the
colour is worn away, then you will end up with a
long result.

Never use acetone on the surface of any leather
as it will remove the colour instantly.  Connelly
hides were finished with flexible cellulose top
coats and as acetone is one of the most powerful
solvents for cellulose, you can imagine the re-
sults.   There is a renovation process that re-
quires removal of all the old colour but generally
cellulose thinners are used for this.  The most
powerful non solvent cleaners were ammonia
based.  Connolly used to supply this but as it
removes the colour from their later products, it
has now been discontinued.

The sanding operation is usually done to remove
loose flaking colour or to level defects once they
have been filled.

Even leather manufacturers refer to the top co-
lour as being dye.  True enough some modern
hides are dyed, but all hides are finished with
paint products, which in the case of the Connolly
hides is simply sprayed on.  I have never under-
stood how they can be classified as dyes as they
do not penetrate.  I think it has a lot to do with

the fact that people consider hide to be such a
natural product that to imagine it as being paint-
ed is unthinkable.

In the UK a company called Croftgate can supply
excellent refinish products, tel 01706 216096.
The will also offer unlimited advice in their use.

From my experience the water based colour/
sealer combination is easy to use but lacks dura-
bility.  The cellulose materials on the other hand
can be a real art to apply.  Never assume a car
sprayer can use these products without experi-
ence, the techniques are very different.

If your original leather is good but just has a few
defects you can use the unseen areas of leather to
source touch in colour.  Using a paint brush and a
little cellulose thinner, wash off the colour on the
unseen part of the hide and apply it carefully to the
defect building up the colour as necessary.  Re-
member the real secret with leather renovation is to
disguise the defect and not hide it as this is very
difficult to achieve.   When I get time I will try to do
a more comprehensive posting.

Steve Prince
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LEATHER RESTORATION 3

>>>I have just finished putting a third coat of
Neetsfoot oil on the leather of my MGTF.  The
difference is remarkable.  Now, of course, the
seats were so hard and brittle that I worried
about sitting on them.  And the first coat of
Neetsfoot took a full day to absorb.  Second and
third coats took only abut 6-12 hours.

A couple of comments to the list indicated that
folks who tried Neetsfoot didn’t have any success
but they did have good results after applying
another treatment, like hide food, after the Neets-
foot.  Could it be that Neetsfoot does a good prep
job which yields better results on application of
hide food later?  I plan on finding out, but in the
meantime I am pleased.  When I was applying
coat three the wife came out to see what I was
doing and she noticed the difference immediately!

Dick Dell, Raleigh NC

LEATHER RESTORATION 4

>>>Neatsfoot oil is good stuff. I treat my belts and
work style boots with it and it makes them soft
and supple.  Please, please, please..not on leath-
er in cars though!  I am in New Zealand so I’m
not going to try to sell you anything but..there is
a firm called Autoglym who are based in Letch-
worth, just north of London.  They make the
finest car care products in the world. I know, I
market them in the Northern half of New
Zealand.

Who else thinks it is good stuff?  Rolls-
Royce..they even brand it into their own image
and market it.  Every RR is finished with it in the
factory and dealers use it, too.  Every single As-
ton Martin is finished with it at the factory as is
every Jaguar.  It  ain’t rubbish!!  One of the prod-
ucts is called “Leather Care Cream” and it is
excellent. I used to use hide food but found this
product some years ago and changed to it. And I
only started selling it a few months ago.  Neats-
foot is very harsh and can damage the pigments
and surface treatments used in cars.  Neatsfoot is
designed for use on unsurfaced hide, like sad-
dles, bridles and other bits of horse equipment.

 Please give Autoglym a go, it is top quality and
not over priced. If you go to www.autoglym.co.uk
you can find your national distributor who will
put you on to your local stockist.  The other prod-
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uct to try is “Super Resin Polish”.  If you’ve got a
car that looks jaded and all “road filmy”, then it
will bring it up a treat. I showed one of our local
panel beaters this stuff on an almond beige P6
Rover a few days ago. He was very pleased with
the quality of the finish.  I should point out
though...it was pissing with rain when I demon-
strated it!!!!  If you live near Auckland, I’ll sell ya
some polish!

Simon Hart

LIGHTING 1

>>>I solved poor lighting on my prewar car by
getting halogen bulbs from Andrew Brock (Bulb
Supplies), 23A Shawbury Road, East Dulwich,
London SE22 9DH, England. Tel/Fax +44 (0)20
8299 0299.

Single or double filament halogen replacement
headlamp, spotlamp, stop/tail indicator/tail and
pilot lamps are available in both 6V and 12V for a
wide range of bases and watts. They claim up to
100% brighter than your existing bulbs.

Michael Murray Grant

LIGHTING 2

>>>Doug Meyer (K&D) has 5 watt bulbs which go
nicely in the speedo and tach making them much
more visible at 2 dollars each. I purchased some
and the difference in brightness over two or three
watt bulbs and the 5 watts is remarkable.

Frank Schwartz
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MIRRORS

^^^I was talking to Doug Meyer of TBD about a
new mirror for my Int. Mk III and he advised me
that they were from a Mercedes.   I have now got
myself a new mirror from an auto wrecker for 20
bucks CND.   All you have to do is take it with
you and they will be able to match it.

Mine had 300 ** marked on the glass but I gather
that pretty well any model from the 1970’s and
1980’s will fit.  You will have to check it out.
BMW I stopped in at my local Mercedes Benz
dealer and they quoted me 160 dollars CND!!!

It’s guys like Doug that certainly do have our
marque being kept alive and I feel that he de-
serves our support in buying our parts from him
unless he gives you a tip like he did to me.
Thanks, Doug!

David Ballantine, North Vancouver, B.C. Canada 74
Int. MkIII 2210/9273

OIL

^^^(in answer to a query “isn’t 20-50 a bit thick?)  Not
at all. As David Crowne pointed out, the sumps on the
Chryslers are on the small side and the heat output is
prodigious, so a multigrade is excellent for them, and
the 20-50 works quite well.

  The fact that you think it is heavy indicates to me
that you have more experience with new cars, that use
something no right minded British car owner would
have this side of his wife’s sewing machine (or his, for
the liberated seamsters out there, if any). 5-30 indeed!
Such light weight oils were specified, I am convinced,
as much with meeting the CAFE standards as with
trying to keep the engines together.  I use 20-50 in my
daily driver Pontiac engine, notwithstanding the facto-
ry recommendations for lighter stuff, with no problem.

  But then I am a bit on the reactionary side
when it comes to oils, and have yet to bring my-
self to use other than a single weight on my race
cars.

Yours lubriciously,

Bill Spohn

^^^Try Kendall GT-1. It beats Castrol hands
down.  Your engine will run cooler and the oil will
not break down as fast.  Unlike Castrol, Valvo-
line, etc., Kendall does not have any ash in it.

Ace Cathcart
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OIL PRESSURE WARNING LIGHT

>>>(in response to a query about the oil pressure
warning light) The 440 service manual says: Minimum
pump pressure @idle   8 psi     Operating pressure @
2000 engine RPM 30-80 lbs     Curb 700 rpm.

The senders are notoriously inaccurate but if the oil
pressure warning light comes on, I recommend safe
rather than sorry.  It tells you there is virtually no
pressure or that the sender is lying.  Get your pressure
checked with a hydraulic pressure gauge before you do
anything. Don’t drive it anywhere!

Take more notice of the warning light than the gauge,
they use different senders!  If you run in cold weather,
don’t use 20/50 (It’s OK in the summer, though)   On
a very hot day after a hot/hard run my oil pressure
warning light occasionally flickers briefly at idle after
showing 40 -45 psi during the run.

 Mopar has a high output oil pump (HI-PO) #P4286590
which fits all 440s or you can increase your existing oil
pump capacity with the Mopar long rotor oil pump kit
#P4007177.

Robert Atkins 73 Int.

OIL PAN

^^^When you get that pan off the car, you could con-
sider replacing it with Mopar Part # P4529883, a Hemi
Oil pan, which gives an extra quart of oil capacity.  I’ve
had one of those on my 383 for several years now, and
the engine seems to thrive on that treatment. Fits
440’s, too, if anyone else is interested.

David Crowne, 71 Int. II 133/5474 San Diego, CA
USA

>>>In order to remove my oil pan, I had to lift the
motor on one side (left side) by removing the bolt hold-
ing the block to the engine mount on the life side.
Then I raised the engine an inch or so and was able to
reach all the many bolts holding the pan to the block.
I had stripped my engine down to a “short block”
having had the heads reworked, and a new high vol-
ume oil pump installed, so it was all one job.

My engine has a “windage” tray between the bottom of
the engine and the pan. I had them both cleaned up
before reinstalling. I used two gaskets, which is cor-
rect, one between the engine and the windage tray and
one between the windage tray and the pan. I made
sure the pan and the windage tray were nice and “flat”
on the mounting surfaces.  A small hammer and anvil
can help do this. Although I had lots of leaks to track
down, this turned out NOT to be one of them.
Frank Schwartz
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OIL PUMP ELBOW ADAPTORS

^^^I was getting an oil leak that was too large to
ignore. I found that in working on the hose fit-
tings I had somehow caused a score or a small
groove in two  places on the beveled edge of one
of my elbow adaptors on the bottom of the oil
pump plate. This area is the 45 degree angle
where the flange fitting is forced up against it to
seal.  Oil was coming out through the two scored
places and out through the threads and, small as
they were, they caused a very large oil puddle.

Not having immediate  access to a lathe to resur-
face it, I went to my local Ace Hardware store and
found their plumbing part number 42979 for less
than $4 US.  The body of the original Jensen
(bought from somebody else, of course) elbow
fitting, Jensen #26423, was 7/8" which fit my 7/
8 wrench nicely.  The new one was 15/16 and I
did not have a 15/16 open end wrench, so I used
a belt sander and took the new elbow adaptor
down to 7/8 in very short order.  Fitting works
great, no more leaks.

Frank Schwartz USA

OWNING A JENSEN

>>Every time I roll the interceptor out on the
street to go “motoring”, I am delighted with the
car and have a great feeling of accomplishment (I
restored it) and pride.  I look at other people with
mundane cars that mostly all look alike and I
know they will be on the junk heap in ten years
or so...or will be so shabby that no self respecting
person would want to claim the car...and I am
not only “enjoying the trip”, but I am happy in the
knowledge that I am driving an exceptional,
beautiful and unique automobile.

I could care less if anyone knows what it is. I
know...and that is all that really concerns me.
The last time I “showed” the car at a local MOPAR
show, I had people crawling all over the car. I had
a sign on it which to the effect that the car was
not a “garage queen” and the public was invited
to touch it, kick the tires, sit in it, start the en-
gine and dig around under the hood.

I was busy all day showing the car!!  I also took
first prize in my class.  I see no pleasure whatso-
ever in having a “show car” that one cannot even
touch.  Maybe I am different, but sharing the
pleasures of my Jensen Interceptor is part of the
fun in showing it. And..I invariably get questions
and compliments on it when I stop at a filling
station (sadly, too often!)  to fill the tank.
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Nothing like it...I don’t think the Cadillac or Lexus
owners can imagine what I am talking about..but
then, who cares?? Let them have their junky,
plastic cars.  Possibly the reason Jensen Inter-
ceptors go for such low (comparative) prices is the
fact that the press and the public are generally
ignorant when it comes to the true value of an
Interceptor..or a Jensen-Healey for that matter.

The press ignores the Jensens, and very, very few
articles extolling the design and performance of
the cars are written nowadays..out of sight - out
of mine.  You don’t see too many Jensens, so
most people haven’t a clue as to what a Jensen
REALLY is.

Frank Schwartz

PANEL LAMP DIMMER

^^^If your panel light dimmer now spins help-
lessly with no effect, you may not care because
the lights remain full bright. But if you want
every light, switch and know to work as intended,
use a rheostat, Mallory R25, 15 ohms or similar.

The original is 14 ohms. These units are very
heavy duty and available at an electronics supply
store. Trim the shaft to fit the original knob.

Ken Freese
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PICNIC

^^^A Typical English Picnic
A wicker Basket

Set of cups, saucers and side plates set of cutlery
flask of tea, or preferably an old tilly stove and

kettle and tea pot

potted beef sandwiches on white bread
hard boiled eggs

whole tomatoes
pork pie (a raised pie best eaten cold)

pickled onions

Victoria sandwich (sponge cake with jam)

Fairy cakes (iced individual cakes)

All laid out on a gingham table cloth with a car
rug to sit on.

This would be best carried out in a 541 or CV8 as
original Interceptor owners wouldn’t be seen
dead with a family picnic.

Interceptor owners would have had Champagne
and strawberries!!

Jean Smith, Int III , CV8 III.

PLASTIC PARTS

^^^A strong Drano and water mix can be used to
remove the plastic vacuum plating which is often
half worn out on the 4 Interceptor eyeball distri-
bution (if done carefully with a paintbrush, you
don’t need to remove the vents at all). You get left
with nice, clean black plastic eyeball vents.

Dino Fritz, Adelaide, South Australia
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POWER STEERING

>>>On most power steering systems, the first indicator
of ‘trouble’ will be “snatchiness and noises”.  This is
usually due to the evasive PS or ATF fluid supply hav-
ing been ‘lost’ by leaks or weeps somewhere in the
system.  On my ‘89 Jaguar XJS Convertible this hap-
pened this past spring, and there also I found the high
pressure hoses (on a Jag there are three) began to leak
at the crimp fittings.

Sometimes the problem is rack seals. On the Jag there
is a separate PS cooling  radiator.  How about that!  My
recent problem with the Interceptor on a trip was
strictly related to the high pressure hose ‘blowing’ a
weep, then after that was fixed, only to discover a
reservoir leak. No doubt the extreme heat was too
much for the probably original reservoir seal. No prob-
lem running all day, just dripping overnight.

Having pulled the pump reservoir apart last night
(remove the pump and bracket, remove the rear bolt
holding the reservoir cover to the pump.  Gentle tap-
ping with wood dowel and mallet, then screw driver
prying in ‘safe’ positions. Really quite simple.

Took all of 20 minutes.  I got new kit today. Local
NAPA (USA) stores didn’t have in stock, but the local
parts store that is owned by a MOPAR addict (a ‘56
Chrysler New Yorker Convertible, and two 1980’s
‘Ricardo Montalban’ Chrysler 300’s) came through with
PARTS MASTER Power Steering (Pump Assembly)
repair kit for $22.00.

This kit #8507 is for the Federal Roller Pump and
listed as Plymouth-Dodge 1967 and up and Chrysler
Products 1969 and up.  This kit contains all the ‘O’
rings and rubber seals (include the spring shaft seal
which looks like a pinion or Jaguar Axle seal) and
complete instructions.

As my bearings and shaft seal is fine - I am using only
the very large perimeter reservoir ‘O’ ring and bolt
seals.  With my luck, if I pulled the pump apart, with
all those rollers......  In this case “if it ain’t broke, don’t
fix it) If there should be a problem I have the kit.

There is also a product called Lucas Power Steering
Stop leak (absolutely no relation to Joseph Lucas
electrics) which truck drivers and Jaguar folks swear
by.  I have used this product which must save some
isopropyl alcohol to swell and soften old seals, and
some honey consistency viscosity additive, which
becomes sticky when exposed to air, and seals sys-
tems.  Especially recommended by the manufacturer
for rack seal problems.

This product got me by for a few weeks while I had the
hoses made up for the Jaguar.  Wish I had some on
the trip in the Interceptor.  Mariners also recommend
30 weight oil in emergencies to slow the weeping hy-
draulic systems used to control trim tabs and outdrive
power steering systems..at least until proper repairs
can be made. No recommendation, just sharing reality
based experiences!

Sherman D. Taffel
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RADIATORS

^^^I have found a company that will make an alumi-
num radiator for the Interceptors.  Aluminum is half
the weight and 30% more efficient.  The price quoted
me was 565 dollars and that’s including shipping.  The
company is Griffin, and they make radiators for
NASCAR.  You do have to send the radiator in for them
to copy.  Also on the MKIII, how the radiator is mount-
ed in the frame rail there may be some strengthening
needed on the bottom of the radiator.

I have a MKII that has the fans “hot” wired from the
factory, and I have never had a problem ever.  Also I
have it on good authority, that the optima battery is a
good choice for the electrical system.  Cheers.

John Lowney

^^^There has been some talk about using a prod-
uct called “Drano” to clean automobile radiators.
Under no circumstances should you use this in
your radiator. It is used to clean plumbing drains
and can eat up a radiator in short order.  Plus it
removes paint quickly, too.  In fact, in a plastic
bucket, one can use a strong solution of this
product as a paint remover...but keep it away
from your car!   (Note: see Plastic Parts)

Frank Schwartz

REAR VIEW MIRROR

To remove: One will have to get hold of the mirror
and give it a very firm hard pull but at the same
time careful as it is held in place by a strong
spring. Be careful when you pull as you don’t
want to break the mirror or damage the headliner
around it.  I have had to replace my mirror so I
know it needs a very strong pull to get it off.

(Incidentally the mirror can be purchased at any
scrap yard that has a 1970’s vintage Mercedes-
Benz series)

David Ballantine, 74 Int. III, Vancouver, Canada
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REAR WINDOW DEMISTER

^^^(In response to a query about copper paint for
repair of the heater wires) I don’t know about
copper paint, but there is a special ‘silver glue’ for
repairing rear window demisters.  I have used it
in the past on my Range Rovers, but have no
experience with Jensens.  You should be able to
buy it in a good car accessory/parts shop.

What you do is fix two pieces of painters tape on
each side of the filament on the glass, say 1 milli-
meter apart.  Then apply the silver glue and re-
move the tape immediately.  If necessary, repeat
the process. There is one problem, however...you
have to know exactly where the break in the fila-
ment is...

Vincent van Gerven   Netherlands

REAR VIEW MIRROR

>>>To remove the mirror, you will have to get
hold of the mirror and give it a very firm hard
pull, but at the same time careful as it is held in
place by a STRONG spring.  Be careful when you
pull as you don’t want to break the mirror or
damage the headliner around it.

I have had to replace my mirror so I know it
needs a very strong pull to get it off (Incidentally,
the mirror can be purchased at any scrap yard
that has a 1970’s vintage Mercedes-Benz series.

David Ballantine, North Vancouver, Canada
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RUBBER LUBRICANT

^^^In answer to a question: What type of lubri-
cant is best for keeping rubber and/or plastic
parts from deteriorating?  I was advised to use a
product from General Motors (here in Canada)

It is called Silicone Emulsion (Part #
1#10953014), I have used it on my Interceptor
MKIII, Buick and Pontiac and have found that it
does do what it is supposed to. I believe it cost me
$8 Canadian about a year or so ago. You can buy
it at any GM Dealer

David Ballantine, North Vancouver BC Canada

RUSTING

>>>It only takes two or three good rains to get
most of the salt off the roads here in the East
USA. However, it does reside for quite a while in
the dried out mud holes along the side of the
road.  The big problem in Boston would probably
be the year round “salt air” that turns on the
tourists to much.

Your best bet is to garage the car, you can buy a
fabric storage garage pretty cheap.  Second bet is
to drive as little as possible in the winter, and
then only on dry days after the road has been
cleaned off.  The British have always built their
cars out of oxygen starved steel; it’ll oxidize at the
drop of a molecule.  You can undercoat the car of
course, but make sure it is really clean first.
There will still be some parts that wear off the
coating or can’t be coated.

The thing to do is go to a carwash that has a
steam or pressure wand and clean the under side
of the car after you have been in salty puddles.
Bear in mind that steel rusts, but aluminum
corrodes and everything else rots.  You might try
Trojan to see if they make condoms, preferably
lubricated, big enough to fit your car. Other than
that, keep it washed, keep it waxed (buff all the
wax-I’ve been told that unpolished was wax will
trap water), and be careful with the power wands
when you rinse off the car.
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You don’t want to force any of the nasty stuff into
windows or other underside crevices where it
doesn’t already lurk.

Be sure the drain holes in your door are not
clogged, and watch for the beginning of damage
near any surface that is not self draining, such as
flanges on the wheel well arches, floor pans,
trunk and hood lips (sorry..boot and bonnet lips)
and a host of places in the engine and suspension
areas.  Be especially watchful of areas where
there are breaks in the skin.

Jensens develop auto-herpes at marker lights,
door handles, chrome strips, taillights, sufroofs,
(or moonroofs, depending on your age) and badg-
es.  Be very leery of vinyl roofs. BTW, keep an eye
on the floor of the trunk (boot).

Del Slavens, Portsmouth, VA USA

SHOCK ABSORBERS

Removal and installation of rear shock absorbers on
an Interceptor

1. Remove the five self-tapping screws that se-
cure the squab shelf.  Gently slide the shelf
rearwards, being careful not to tear any
colouring from the finish due to leather to
leather contact.  If rear seatbelts are fitted, the
shelf should be temporarily stored on the hatch
lifting mechanism (using cloths to prevent soil-
ing the shelf and belts).

The four mounting bolts for each shock ab-
sorber (SA) are now revealed.  If access to the
bolts is still encumbered by the rear seats, then
remove the panel covering the expansion tank
and undo the butterfly nuts that retain the
seats; with some gentle separation of leather to
leather contact they will pivot forward.

2. Remove the lower SA eyelet from the axle
mounting.

3. The following should be done one side at a
time to minimize risk on reassembly.  Remove
the four mounting bolts from the interior and
extract the SA being careful to note the orienta-
tion of the brackets on the top of the unit.  Note
that there are two L-shaped brackets secured
to the upper eye of the SA by a through bolt.
Note also that the brackets are not right angles
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and thus will have to be transferred to the new
unit in exactly the same manner as they cur-
rently sit.  Lastly note the measurement from
bracket hole to bracket hole; this is dependant
on the tightness of the through bolt as it com-
presses the brackets together on the rubber
bush of the SA.

4.  Transfer the brackets to the new SA in the
same orientation as noted and tighten the
through bolt to the required degree to get the
same bolt hole to bolt hole distance as noted.
Insert the new unit into position (ensuring cor-
rect orientation front/back) with your long arms
( or the assistance of another) secure at least
one bolt back into the bracket from the interior
of the car.  Secure the other 3 bolts and attach
the lower SA eyelet back into the axle.

NOTE: A failure to correctly replace the top
mounting brackets will lead to a twisting and
eventual destruction of the upper rubber bush of
the SA.

Other matters you may want to attend to with
this job include: installing rear seat belts, greas-
ing rear axle bearings and replacing Panhard rod
bushes.
Charles Plummer (who said also: Thanks to John
Abbott, Chris Daniel and Steve Prince for their
knowledge and time)

SPARE TIRE

^^^If you use a smaller tire as a “space saver”
spare - make sure that you only ever fit it to a
front axle.  The voice of experience speaks here.  I
once had a smaller tire fitted to the rear axle of
my Interceptor after a blowout.  After traveling
about 30 Km I gave the car full throttle to over-
take a slower car.

The car speared off to the right and I only just
caught it. Turns out that the smaller diameter
tire had overheated the limited slip differential -
which “locked”.  Very scary at 140 Km/h.

Ian Gatenby   Australia
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SPEEDOMETER CABLE ROUTING

>>>(LHD) I ran the cable behind the intake and
over the transmission. Once out of the engine
compartment you could slide it down on the driv-
ers side of it and right to your gear with no
hangups at all.

I have no idea why Jensen decided to run it so
close to such a hot item and through so many
extremely tight crevices.  And this way will give
you about a foot of slack making it amazingly
easy to install.

Jim Dobush

SPRINGS

^^^Been wondering what to do to compensate for
the sagging rear springs.  Seems to be a typical
ailment for this car.  I did not want to have the
springs re-arched, and I did not want to add
helper springs which would stiffen the ride.

I believe the best solution would be to replace the
3" long spring shackles with 4" inch units.  That
should raise the height at the axle almost 1/2’
and should not affect the ride at all.  I plan on
buying a set tomorrow to try out.

Bruno Bornino
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STARTER 1

^^^ALL starters for Big Block Mopar engines are
“geared”.  The stock starter has a 3.5:1 reduction
gear; other usable starters may have different
ratios, but none is direct drive.   I’d be wary of a
starter from J.C. Whitney.  My experience with
that firm, which goes back at least 25 years, has
never been better than disappointing; more often
exasperating or even infuriating.   .....

If you go to your local Mopar dealer, you can get
the Mopar Lightweight Starter (part number
P5249644; price $159).  This is made for the Big
Block Mopar engines and is of a quality equiva-
lent to the rest of the engine components...I’ve
had the Mopar Lightweight Starter on my Inter-
ceptor for two years now, and I’m well satisfied
with it.  But I’ll surely inform the list if and when
it fails (as its predecessor, a rebuilt starter from
NAPA, did after 18 months.

David Crowne in San Diego CA USA 71 Interceptor
133/5474

STARTER 2

^^^ I have SEEN the Light!
I replaced the defunct Mopar starter last week-
end with a new mini starter. The defunct one was
rather old but only had about an hour of use, so I
was not too happy about its demise. I am now,
though. What a difference the mini starter
makes. It cranks the engine much easier than its
predecessor, is very small and light by compari-
son, and will be a whole lot easier to change
when its time comes.    The replacement wasn’t
as bad as I feared, either. After putting the whole
car on stands all I had to do was unbolt and re-
move the exhaust

pipe, remove the bolt from the left side of the
engine mount, and jack up the engine to get
clearance to remove the original starter. The new
starter went in without a hitch. One minor modi-
fication needed is to

remove the electrical connection extender. The
extender is mounted with a couple of nuts, but it
interferes with the block. That would cause some
pretty exciting fireworks! Other than that, it’s a
direct bolt in.

I have the part number and application if anyone
is interested. (See below. Ed.) After everything
else I did on the car it was really a piece of cake.
Maybe I’m broken in now after the front end re
build, but still it was a lot easier than I feared.
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And with the mini starter, next time I won’t have
to jack up the engine. Anyway, the new starter is
in and life is sweet again!

The part numbers and applications for the mini
starter that will fit the interceptor are as follows:

ARC..............#S1766

AUTOLITE.........#17466
ARROW............#35 2414

BOSCH REMAN......#SR6504X
CHRYSLER.........#53005984

LESTER...........#17466
LUCAS REMAN......#S2403

NIPPONDENSO......#128000 781 OR #128000 7810

NIPPONDENSO REMAN#9712809 781
PIC..............#190 365

WAI.....#2 1383 ND OR #2 1398 ND OR #2 1398 ND 1

The following vehicles all are listed as using the
above starters

(series 17466):

DODGE B SERIES VAN  91 95 3.9L 5.2L 5.9L

DODGE D SERIES P/U  91 93 3.9L 5.2L 5.9L

DAKOTA  91 95 3.9L 5.2L

RAM P/U  94 95 3.9L 5.2L 5.9L

RAMCHARGER  91 93 5.2L 5.9L

W SERIES  91 3.9L 5.2L

W SERIES  92 93 3.9L 5.2L 5.9L

All of these are listed as 1.4Kw, 12V, CW rota-
tion, offset gear reduction, 10 teeth. Modifications
are limited to taking off the electrical connection
extender, which is held in place with two nuts.

Good luck, and yes, it is worth the swap.

Tom Garcia
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STARTER 3

>>>I recently had to replace the starter in my ‘75
convertible.  This car has the 440 motor, so I am
not sure it clearances are significantly different.
To get the starter out, I had to drop the LHS ex-
haust system from the exhaust manifold back,
until I pulled the starter apart (basically I had to
split the motor housing from the gear end, and
then pull out the housing, the motor core and the
reduction gear unit separately).

I put in the newest version of the Mopar light-
weight starter, which is a Nippon Denso unit. The
Denso starter has an adaptor for the electric con-
nections to convert from metric to English, that
had to come off as it interfered with the block.

Otherwise the starter fit in nicely without problems.
The Denso starter is about half the size (maybe even
less) than the original starter.  All of this was done
working with home mechanic jackstands and tools.
The new starter works wonderfully.

Gregory Fieldson

STARTER CABLES

^^^On most of our Interceptors, I suspect, the
rubber boot that is supposed to cover the main
positive battery cable where it connects to the start-
er solenoid has long ago crisped and frizzled and
crumbled into ineffectiveness or nonexistence.

For those who, like me, worry about a big, bad
short circuit at that main electrical connection,
I’ve discovered a first rate replacement, maybe
better than the original.  The Steele Rubber Co.,
which manufactures replica rubber parts for old
American cars, sells part number 70-0704-21
(Rubber boot, starter cable) for $11.60.  Not
cheap, I acknowledge, but excellent in both de-
sign and execution. Contact: Steele Rubber Co.
6180 Hwy 150 East, Denver, NC 28037 USA 704-
483-9343

David Crowne San Diego, CA 71 Interceptor III 133/
5474
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STARTER RELAY

>>>I installed a Ford starter relay part #B6AZ-
11450-A almost four years ago and no problem
since, also have the MOPAR hi-torque starter. I
think I had to drill another screw mounting hole
for the relay.

Clifton Gordon, Ashboro, NC, USA

STAINLESS TRIM

^^^Many of the trim pieces on the Interceptor are
made of stainless steel instead of chrome or plas-
tic. However, stainless steel isn’t really stainless;
it tends to stain and form growths, or freckles, as
I like to call them.  To remove the freckles and
restore the stainless steel to new shine with mini-
mum effort: Squirt a small amount of 3M Rub-
bing Compound (fine cut) onto a clean rag and
rub into the steel.

Depending on the amount of freckling, a few
seconds of vigorous rubbing will permanently
remove the stains from the stainless.  I tried it as
a goof and was blown away by the results.  I
spent the next 20 minutes going over all the
stainless on the car.  This compound works bet-
ter on stainless than it does on paint...I wonder
what else it can do?

Scott Brawner, South Carolina, USA, 73 Interceptor
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SWITCHES (LUCAS)

^^^I suspect many of us have had the joy of flip-
ping on the light switch only to have the guts of
the little bugger fly out into our laps.  Another
common complaint is the melting of the plastic
body. I believe that some R&R can be very useful
for these switches longevity.

1. Clean and lubricate. A switch which has a bit of
functional grease (unlike the 30 year hardened
wax) on the rocking piece will slide much
smoother thus needing less force from the opera-
tor, reducing the load on the plastic pivot pin.
Carefully prying on the switch body will allow one
to remove the internals for this operation.

I don’t believe that grease on the contacts is
necessary although Lucas appears to use some
there in the factory assembly.  Buffing the fixed
and sliding copper contacts to a shiny state is
easily done with Scotchbrite or a fine grit paper.
I prefer to leave a slightly rough surface as it
seems to make a more reliable contact.  Degra-
dation of the contacts does not occur from me-
chanical wear, rather it is electrical erosion
which causes wearing and pitting. This erosion
is a self accelerating process. Cleaning at the
first sign of poor contact will minimize wear.

2. Repair loose contacts.  The switches on my 72 Inter-
ceptor use faston style lugs which are riveted by the
switch contact.  This is a major design liability. Any
loosening of the rivet due to vibration, thermal
stress, plastic cold flow will allow resistance between
the lug and contact to increase.  It is this high and
often intermittent resistance which can cause the
melting of the switch body.  With a little care it is
possible to solder the lug to the rivet without damag-
ing the plastic.  The plastic appears to be a thermo-
setting type which tolerates some reasonable
amount of soldering heat.

I suggest that the rivet head and surrounding lug be
well cleaned with some sandpaper or what-have-
you.  Using a small piece of Solder-Wick (a copper
braid wire designed to absorb solder from a joint),
wrap the wick around the base of the lug and lay it
across the top of the rivet.  Solder this all together,
the lug will be mechanically held by the solder; the
wick will maintain contact even if the mechanical
joint created by the solder fails. I find it easy to do
without damaging the plastic. If you are not very
familiar with soldering small items, I would urge
reasonable caution.

Mike Fitzmorris
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TAIL LIGHT REFLECTORS

^^^I bought some oval red reflectors from at the
Ace Hardware Store or WalMart, and cut the
rounded part off to fit. They work great and $1.50
for the pair.

Bruno Bornane

TIRES (TYRES) 1

^^^The correct tyre these days is 215/70-VR-15.
We put these on all our Interceptors here in Eu-
rope.  We use Pirelli P4000.  Cost $125 each and
we have the correct speed reference.

Pier Vierhout (Netherlands)

^^^Just renewed tyres on my Coupe.  I managed
to find a brand new set of Dunlop SPs through
local source here in the UK, as fitted original.  I
fitted 205/70 R15 front and 215/70 R15 to rear.
(Great rear profile!)  Exact specification is: Dun-
lop SP Sport Super D7 Radial Formula 70.  Cost
500 Pounds Sterling for four.

David Arnell 76 Coupe

^^^I am using Dunlop 225/60 HR 15 tires and
they ride and handle beautifully .   They also look
very original even though they are not.  I think
the model of the tire is A 60?

Ace Cathcart USA
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TIRES (TYRES) 2

^^^Reshod the machine with beautiful Pirelli
P4000 215/15/70VRs recently which we got (i.e.
David Crowne and I) for $100 by getting 8 at
once. They look nice and seem to provide great
road stability.... On deciding which of the old
Michelins to keep as a spare, I was surprised (I
suppose I shouldn’t have been) to see how filthy
that spare gets, exposed down there to everything
coming up from the road.

Then I remembered (getting more difficult these
days) that in a moment of inspiration, I had or-
dered a wheel cover from Whitney’s and never
installed it. They are intended for the exterior
spare on the back of SUV’s etc.  Now if I have to
use that spare, it won’t be such an unpleasant
experience.

Bob Adams 74 Int. 2210/9948 Poway., CA, USA

TOP GRILLE REMOVAL

^^^The top grill removal and refit.

The best way to tackle this is to cut and peel back the
rubber insulation between the top of the heater box
and the top of the cowl panel. Now if your LHD 76 is of
similar construction as my RHD 74, you should see a
small steel panel which runs along the top of the heat-
er box.  This panel is held in place by 2 or 3 self tap-
ping screws - look along the top edge of the panel.
Simply remove the screws and remove the metal strip.
That’s the easy part.

Now there is around a 3/4 inch gap in which you
can get a spanner inside to remove the nut on
either end of the grill.  Unscrew both nuts, and
remove the top grill (at this point, it wouldn’t be a
bad idea to use some of that black paint to fresh-
en up the box area beneath the grill).   Refit is
the reverse of the above, except it takes twice as
long as now you have to try to hold up the grill
while starting the nuts on the studs....

One modification done by a local owner was to
grind off the mounting ears on the grill, and to
make 2 small metal tabs which would bolt onto
the studs under the cowl panel.  The 2 small tabs
were fitted so as to hold up the top grill. Now, 2
small holes were drilled into the recessed black
panel of the grill, the grill was placed into posi-
tion and smaller holes were drilled into the 2
metal tabs.
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The grill holes were countersunk, and 2 counter-
sunk self tapping screws were inserted from atop
of the grill to screw it into the 2 previously in-
stalled metal tabs.   This little modification allows
for a much easier reinstallation of the top grill,
and any future removal of the top grille is easier
as well, allowing you to clean out any leaves, etc.
which may collect under the grill.

Dino Fritz

TRANSMISSION REBUILD

^^^I’ve had the pleasure (!#*?) of being involved
with the removal of both the engine and trans-
mission as one whole unit, and the removal of the
transmission only.  The first is more involved,
with the removal of the bonnet, disconnection of
the radiator and hose, fuel lines, A/C compressor
etc., to leave a bare engine. However once all this
is done, and with an overhead block and tackle,
the removal of the engine and transmission as
one unit is fairly straightforward.

Removal of the transmission on its own was trick-
ier, involving the support of the rear of the engine
(having the entire car around one foot off the
ground, then using a jack near the rear of the
sump to provide engine support), then the remov-
al of all bolts holding the transmission in place.

The problem encountered on my ‘74 was that the
transmission just didn’t drop straight down, as
the widest point near the front of the transmis-
sion struck the chassis tubes - in my case, the
transmission had to be rotated 90 degrees, low-
ered through the chassis rails, then lowered
down to the ground and out of the car (luckily my
brother does weights, and given the space restric-
tions under the car he did this almost single-
handedly).  It can be done, but with quite a lot of
brute strength required - and this is probably
why the transmission place won’t do it for you.
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Sooo..yes the transmission can be removed indi-
vidually from the car, but it wasn’t a simple task!
My suggestions are : _ does your car need any
major engine work required in the foreseeable
future, or does the engine bay require attention
(e.g. rear firewall, air conditioning, etc.)?. If yes,
then ask your mechanic to remove the engine and
transmission unit as a whole, and see to these
problems at the same time as the transmission is
out.  - What does a transmission rebuild set you
back in the US? I think John Wild pointed out
that the price of a new Mopar extra heavy duty
transmission was around $990 US (fitting extra).

I know that here in Oz, the price of a rebuild
would work out to be around 60-80% of the price
of a new transmission, so this might be worth
considering.  Some of the benefits would be that
all parts are new (e.g. springs governing shift
points may be tired in your old trans - a rebuild
which replaces clutch packs, bands etc. wouldn’t
fix this), and the factory warranty would be prob-
ably much better than that offered by the trans-
mission place.  You could probably offset some of
the increased costs by selling the old 727 as well
(heck, even I might be interested in having a
spare around the place, but I’d hate to see what
the transport would be!).

Dino Fritz, Adelaide, SA

TRIM

^^^.....having the car repainted and assuming most
of the trim is removed, can I suggest you get a spe-
cialist to polish the stainless steel as it goes dull
through fine scratching that occurs even if the
greatest care is taken when cleaning.  It should look
almost indistinguishable from chrome, but rarely
does.  The cost will be small in comparison with the
additional satisfaction you will get when you look at
the car following the paintwork.

The following parts are stainless:
1. The roof drip rail trim

2. The A post trim
3. The trims around the rear window

4. The trim beneath the door drop glasses. (A bit diffi-
cult to remove especially if you fit new rubbers)

5. The trim beneath the rear quarter windows

6. The sill cover and blanking plates.

Steve Prince
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VACUUM ACTUATORS

^^^Regarding the testing of vacuum actuators, I’d
suggest the removal of the temperature (i.e. vacu-
um) distribution switch to gain access to all of the
vacuum control hoses. Using the parts manual to
identify the ports and vacuum actuators, check
for vacuum from the motor, and using a Multivac,
apply suction to those ports to open and close the
fresh air flap, the A/C thermostat and the demist
flap (if you listen carefully, you should be able to
hear them open and close inside the car)

One other problem with the system is the actual
vacuum distribution switch itself. It is worth care-
fully disassembling the back of the switch to
clean the rubber “maze” which carries the vacu-
um supply to the various ports.  Once you have
the rubber maze out, carefully clean with soap
and water, and you will notice that the vacuum
has to pass through tiny pinholes to activate the
various actuators, and it doesn’t take much to
clog these up over the years.  I also fit new vacu-
um actuators and vacuum hoses many years ago,
and still had problems with the system, which
was eventually tracked down to a blocked hole
within the distribution switch (which took hours
to troubleshoot the entire system, I might add).

When reassembling, lubricate the rubber maze
with silicone spray or oil to assure its longevity
and retention of vacuum. It’s worth remembering
that you can’t buy the switch new (unless some-
one has a NOS source out there...). And if you
have to replace any vacuum hoses, be sure to get
a thick wall hose to ensure it won’t collapse over
time with the vacuum.

Dino Fritz, Adelaide, 74 Int III, 2241/9480  South
Australia
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VALVE COVER GASKETS

After trying the thin 1/16 inch cork gaskets,
which leaked, and then the thick fibre gaskets by
Felpro which leaked worse., I listened to my me-
chanic guru and bought valve cover gaskets by
Mr. Gasket Co.  Put them on, snugged the valve
cover nuts down...and no more leaks! Just that
simple, after wondering what the answer was and
trying to get the first two sets to seal.

These worked right off and no more leaks or con-
tinuing tightening.  They are Mr. Gasket Co.
#5877.  Ultra-Seal Premium valve cover gaskets is
what they are labeled. I could not get them at a
parts supply house. I had to go to the local hot
rod shop and they had them on the shelf!!  It
worked for me and for anyone else who is suffer-
ing from oil leaks from their valve covers, I hearti-
ly recommend these.

Frank Schwartz 73 Int 140/5975

WATER PUMPS

^^^Just a quick note regarding water pumps, I
just thought I’d add that I’ve been using the MO-
PAR aluminium water pump for a while now, and
I’m fairly happy with the way my car runs.

Other manufacturers are also making/claiming
high flow water pumps (Edelbrock comes readily to
mind), so you might want to look into these as well.

And while you have the coolant drained and gas-
ket sealant in hand, you might want to consider
changing your thermostat and the housing as
well, just for peace of mind (you should see the
way in which thermostat housings can corrode!).

Dino Fritz
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WHAZZIT?

^^^If you are looking for the “Rawl nut” referred
to in the parts book for mounting of the heater
and a/c box in the firewall, you probably will run
into a blank wall.  Go to a bolt and screw place
and ask for “well nuts”.

They come in all sizes depths, and threads.  There
is a perfect one for this particular use.  I also used
three to mount the external oil filter bracket.  I had
to ream out the holes a bit in the fender well, but
the made it a nicely mounted unit.

Frank Schwartz USA

WHEEL COLOURS 1

^^^If you look on the back side of the GKN alloy
wheels, you should see the original colour of the un-
machined area of the front of the wheel. Mine, at least
had a light battleship gray paint covering the entire
back of the wheel (including the rim), after cleaning
away a heavy layer of grease/oil/brake fluid/dirt.

I thought the colour a bit too utilitarian so I painted
them a medium gray metallic to simulate the effect
of unpolished alumin(i)um and polished the spokes
and rims with Mother’s mag wheel polish. So far, I
think I like this colour better than the silver or
black (body colour) that I have tried before, as it
creates a good contrast with the bright parts while
maintaining proper visual mass aspect.

Jim Stites, Int. 133/5517 Kansas City, MO. USA

^^^I was informed last year that the nearest
grey/gray colour match was BMC (British Motor
Corporation/British Leyland) Tweed Gray.  This,
of course, applies to the later, alloy wheels and
goes between the polished rim and spokes.  Earli-
er cars had cast wheels(?) And had, I believe,
gloss black as a background to the shiny bits.

David Arnell 76 Int. Coupe
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WHEEL COLOURS 2

^^^For some reason it was common practice to
repaint these wheels to match the body repaint
colo(u)r, which in my opinion makes the car look
somewhat cheap. The original grey paint seems
indestructible, so I doubt if it was due to paint fail-
ure. Are there any Interceptors out there with the
original paint on the body and/or wheels? (Not just
the colour, but the actual paint).  Thanks....your
message reminded me that I forgot to paint my
spare the last time I changed paint colour!

Jim Stites 133/5517

^^^The alloy wheels were supplied to Jensen in
primer - - a light bluish grey because Jensen had
intended to colour code the spokes to the car.
However, being a disorganized lot, with unreliable
supply lines, they ended up with a load of Inter-
ceptors awaiting wheels.  When the wheels ar-
rived, painted in primer only, the factory was so
desperate to get the cars out, that they just lac-
quered over the primer and fitted the wheels.

Duncan? Via Jim Stites

WHEEL COLOURS 3

^^^I had my wheels refinished to the original
finish from the factory and on my ‘73 they were
finished grey for the spoke portion, brushed alu-
minum for the raised portion and the nuts match
the grey spokes. My car came white from the
factory and it seems to me that grey was the
standard finish in what I have observed. (Having
said that I will probably be informed that this is
not the case)

David Ballantine 74 Int. MkIII 2210/9273 North
Vancouver, B.C. Canada
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WHEEL NUTS 1

^^^The danger of fitting steel nuts is a definite
tendency to over tighten the nuts with the very
real possibility of shearing the studs themselves.
We sell far more studs due to shearing than nuts.
The Jensen recommended torque is and should
not under any circumstances exceed 50 lbs. Ft.
When we purchase the alloy nuts they come with
a warning sticker stating “Wheelnut Torque Set-
ting must not exceed 50 lb. Ft.”.

It has also been our experience that the alloy
wheel when manufactured is painted all over
including the part where the lug seat fits on to
the wheel.  We have found that this can cause an
untrue torque reading as the paint “gives”.  When
fitting new or refurbished wheels we always re-
move the paint from this area.

Alan Tebbutt, Cropedy Bridge Garage UK

WHEEL NUTS 2

^^^I emphatically agree.  Some other points: A wheel
stud is not a hardened fastener as ductibility is very
important in this application.  50 ft. Lbs. Will exert a
considerable tension on the stud and the additional
“preload” caused by a high nut torque will SUBTRACT
from the total load the stud can take before failure.
The reason for the 50 ft. lbs. Is to eliminate any slop
and insure that the friction is sufficient to stop the nut
from loosening. If one is to tighten excessively, the
possibility exists for the nut to LOOSEN due to yielding
(stretch) of the stud over time. More is not always
better.

It is important that the threads (both stud and nut) be
clean and free.  This insures that the torque applied is
translated properly into the intended preload and is
not wasted in friction.  In the case of a tapered wheel
nut, it is also important that the two tapered surfaces
be smooth.   While threaded fasteners are designed for
“clean and dry” threads, I suggest oil is not a bad thing
as it helps insure easier removal later.  Arguably one
should use slightly less torque when the threads are
lubricated.  Whenever a nut/bolt seems to tighten over
a larger rotation than it did before or more rotation
than it’s neighbors, the assembly should be carefully
checked to see what is yielding.

Mike Fitzmorris
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WHEEL NUTS 3

^^^To address the question of how wheels are
held to cars.  There are several cases here: ta-
pered face steel wheels, tapered steel inserts into
aluminum wheels and straight walled aluminum
wheel fastener holes.  The correct fastener MUST
be used for the wheel in question; don’t mix fas-
tener types except in an emergency to get you to
the nearest shop to buy the correct fasteners.

For tapered face steel wheels and aluminum wheels
with the tapered steel inserts, most nuts (or tapered
bolts threaded into the hub in some applications)
should use a torque of about 50 foot-pounds.  I use
this number for “standard and full-size and intermedi-
ate size” USA Ford products, GM products and
Chizzlers....and my Jensen Healey.  To be correct, you
can look up the torque specs for the diameter and
thread pitch of the wheel fastener you have, if in
doubt.  A good shop manual will often include the
wheel lug torque that Trabants or Renault 2CV’s use,
for example.  The correct torque will put a goodly
amount of tension on the studs or bolts and will press
the wheel/hub face together so the frictional force will
exceed any amount of steering wheel jerking, braking
or clutch dropping the nut holding the steering wheel
can think up to do.

  For aluminum wheels with tapered aluminum
seats, take these wheels and have steel inserts
put in them.

  For straight-walled holes in aluminum wheels
(Like the JH, for example), nut torque should still
be about 50 foot-pounds (assuming the same
diameter stud as above).  The JH uses aluminum
nuts that hold on an aluminum wheel. Any steel
nuts used should also include steel washers be-
tween the nut and the aluminum wheel, but the
washer is not necessary if the aluminum wheel
has a steel insert with just enough face to handle
the nut face.  The nut barrel diameter should be
just slightly smaller in diameter than the wheel
hole (a few thousandths smaller, [cm or inches]).

A little lube on the nut barrel will help with the
installation.

Generally IMHO, most tire shops who employ people
to use pneumatic tools to remove and fasten wheel
nuts and bolts, don’t pay them very much.  That’s
because these tire shop blokes think that if a little is
good, more is better and so they set the torque on the
pneumatic tool to “max”.  “Nothing exceeds like ex-
cess!”.  On my pneumatic took that I use, MAX is
specified at 90 foot-pounds (I have a small pneumatic
tool [and a larger hydraulic one]). Set at MAX , being
more than 50 foot-pounds, is more than is usually
necessary.  Full-tilt on the pneumatic tool also enables
stripping of the threads if the nut is cross-threaded in
the first place. E.g., if you stick the wheel nut in the
socket attached to the pneumatic tool and thread the
nut onto the stud by revving the tool, you are doing it
wrong.  It may be faster, but it’s wrong.
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The correct way is to start the wheel nut by hand
and notice if the thing is threading onto the stud
correctly.  Then use the air tool.  The car owner
may notice that removing over-torqued fasteners
while changing a flat may or may not be possible
depending on the lug wrench length and the arm
strength of the person wielding the lug wrench.

So the wheel fasteners should be started by hand,
and THEN tightened with a wrench to prevent cross
threading. An occasional lubrication of the nut or
stud threads is helpful (note that proper torquing is
usually specified using 30 weight engine oil...or in
some cases, the specified lubricant).  For wheel
studs, engine oil will do.  If an air tool is used, the
torque setting should be for about 50 to 60 foot
pounds and NOT set on “MAX”. Note that “MAX” is
one of “Fred’s” shopmates.

  From a drivers perspective, forgetting to tighten
wheel fasteners is usually more dangerous than
over tightening.  The reason is that the wheel
becomes loose and if the nuts don’t back off, the
wheel and studs chew each other up before the
wheel parts company with the vehicle.  The driver
may (or may not) notice an unusual vibration and
funny noises emanating from the vehicle some
time before the wheel separates.

  Careful people with race cars check wheel
torque (usually with a torque wrench) each time
the car leaves the paddock for the hot pit.  Some
of these same people also check the torque on the

trailer wheels before leaving for each race. There
must be a sensible reason for this behavior.

If you drive a race car (or have a SERIOUS street ma-
chine) you should buy a set of wheel studs from Auto-
motive Racing Products (ARP) (or other reputable
racing fastener supplier) and use those in place of the
stock studs.  These studs are probably about twice as
strong as the OEM studs.  As I recall, these studs may
be torqued as much as 90 foot pounds of torque, but
don’t quote me on this. That said, I have a set of ARP
wheels on my track car and I still use 50 foot pounds
of torque because it is plenty for my 2000 pound car.

  Note that some folks use spacers between the
wheel and the hub.  From a wheel stud stress
viewpoint, this entails a hazard.  The thicker the
spacer, the more bending stress (while driving
like the hammers of hell) is put on the studs and
the more likely they are to fatigue and then fail.
IF you use wheel spacers, please go get a set of
racing quality wheel studs and use those in place
of the stock ones; and IF you use pacers, then a
little more nut torque is in order.

   Note that exactly what torque values you
choose is not that important for street driving,
the most important thing is that all the wheel
nuts are tightened down with a reasonable
amount of force. Under torquing (like forgetting to
do so) is most dangerous.

Don Wollesen
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WINDOW GEAR KIT

I got a new window gear kit from Chrysler in the
US in 1995;  P/N 04339433 to suit my MKIII
Interceptor. At the time it cost me approximately
$50.00 US.  I guess they are still available.

Rohan Cox, MKIII Interceptor #9660, Melbourne,
Australia

WINDOW INSTALLATION 1

^^^It so happens that I just helped my local glass
shop reinstall a windscreen in my 73 Int. III.
There was rust developing under the paint be-
cause when the vinyl top was removed by the last
owner, he did not prep the surface properly.  The
rubber on the old one was very brittle and the
windscreen rubber had to be cut out.  In US cars,
there is a clip at the top center of the windscreen
that has 2 studs fastened from the inside.  The
windscreen is also urethaned in to keep it from
popping out in the event of a crash.

   The new rubber was wrapped around the glass
by first lubricating the rubber with a soap solu-
tion. Silicone spray would make the glass too
slick to handle.  You must do the bottom 2 cor-
ners first or you will not be able to get the rubber
over the corners...it is also a good idea to secure
the rubber to the top of the glass with some wide
tape so it will not separate.

   We then installed the bright trim onto the rub-
ber.  This is not an easy task.  The windshield
was supported by an adjustable glass rack, out-
side edge up.  The slot had to be well lubricated
to allow the trim to seat into place.

   We then wrapped a 3/16 inch diameter rope in
the slot around the rubber.  The ends terminated
at the bottom center where we allowed them to
cross.  This time we sprayed the edge with sili-
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cone, then positioned the glass over the bottom
lip.  The glass man was on the inside and I was
on the outside.  I was asked to slap the glass
downward at the point where the rope was being
pulled.  He did one bottom side, then the other.  I
slapped the glass down continuously during this
process.  He then pulled the rope on one side,
then the other, and finally, pulled the rope from
both ends until it was completely seated.  The
rubber then had to be drilled from the inside for
the 2 studs of the securing clip.   The only casual-
ty we had was a small piece of the dash plastic
that was so brittle that it snapped off as the rope
went by it.

Bruno Bornino, California

WINDOW INSTALLATION 2

^^^Window Glass - Rear: Fitting the glass is a case
of fitting the rubber seal to the glass, then inserting
a suitable string into the groove in the rubber
where the edge of the frame is due, starting in one
of the lower corners. Then fit the hard rubber strip
into its groove in the rubber seal. Place the glass/
rubber onto the frame and carefully jiggle the edge
of the frame into the rubber seal at the lower (rear)
edge, using the string to pull the lower lip down and
into the car as necessary. Then work your way
round carefully.  Do not try to push it fully home at
once unless it does so by itself.  When the edge of
the frame has entered the seal all the way around,
push carefully with flat hands on the outside of the
glass along the edge, helping the inside lip of the
rubber seal with your fingers at the same time. (Get
help with this pat if necessary).  Then finally fit the
stainless steel trim. If you want to be absolutely
certain it doesn’t leak, lift the outside lip a little bit
injecting a sealant of the kind that stay sticky and
flexible. Finally, you may need a tool to help the
seal along here and there. I made one with a J-
shaped piece of 2 mm steel rod inserted into a
wooden handle.

  The front screen is much the same (but easier),
except you insert the chrome trim early on in-
stead of a hard rubber strip. I would certainly
recommend the use of a sealant here, the front
screen very often leaks after a while
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          Addendum: I forgot to mention that I don’t
use soapy water to ease the job because it makes
it harder for the silicone sealant (of the aforemen-
tioned sticky type) to do its work.  And if you
prefer, fit the rear glass first and insert the hard
rubber strip afterwards.  But then you need to
make up a tool to run along the groove in the
rubber seal just in front of the strip as you fit it.  I
made one from steel wire that was an exact fit
around the strip, feeding the strip into the groove.
Less elaborate, but more tedious is to grind a ball
shape at the tip of a steel rod approximately 10
mm in diameter and run that in front as you feed
the strip into the groove.  You can use soap here
as there is no leak through possibilities, provided
you are careful when placing the holes for the
small bolts holding the stainless steel trim..

Per Eie

WINDOW LIFT MOTORS 1
After seeing scary tales on replacing window lift motors
on Interceptors, I finally gave up manually moving
mine up and down, and opened up the door.  This
wasn’t nearly as difficult as I had expected. I did learn
a few tricks once the inner panel was removed.

1. There is a spring that helps life the window, and this
can cause problems unless you stick a screwdriver
or some such through the hole near the top of the
large crescent shaped gear to stop it from moving.

2. The motor and gear set are mounted separately
from the window on a bit that is roughly a lower
case “t” shape.  Removing the 4 bolts (1 at the front,
1 at the top and 2 through the bottom of the door)
allows this to tip outward well enough to make it
VERY easy to undo the 3 motor mounting bolts with
a 1/4 inch drive socket wrench.

3. You should start removing the door speaker mount-
ing and get it completely out of the way.

4. The job is made slightly easier by undoing the door
handle mechanism, but I’m not sure it is enough so
to justify the extra work.  If you decide to do this, be
very careful about catching and replacing the spac-
ers between the bracket and the inner door panel.

5. If you get frustrated, just remember that this
mechanism is not nearly as accessible in the
Chrysler doors it was originally designed for. It
is obvious that at least the Jensen doors were
designed by people who actually work on cars.

Ed Campbell
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WINDOW LIFT MOTORS 2

^^^Been working on my 73 today and made a few
discoveries. First, the power window motors are
identical to the MOPAR units that I had in both
my 69 Dodge Coronet and my 73 Imperial.  The
later ones are the best units because the clutches
in the early ones fail.

Bruno Bornino

WINDOW GEAR KITS

^^^I got a new window gear kit from Chrysler in
the US in 1995, P/N 04339433 to suit my MK III
Interceptor, at the time it cost me approximately
$50 US. I guess they are still available.

Rolan Cox, Melbourne, Australia
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WINDOWS

>>>An inquiry on limit switches on the Interceptor
electric window circuit is easy — there ain’t none!!  I
think the idea is that you let go of the switch when the
window has closed or opened fully.  There is a rubber
pad at the bottom of the door which the window hits
when fully down and of course, the outer frame to hit
when fully up.

The little gear cluster are readily available (JOC Spares
at this address for example) and are about UK 22
pounds each.  They are of a more modern design than
the originals and upon replacement make a world of
difference to the window performance. As well as a
gear to transmit power from the motor to the actuating
arm, they double up as a  “cushioning” device to soften
the immediate start up thump and also when the
window reaches fully closed or opened positions.

Like most systems on Jensens, the electric window
motors and window system in general is very much at
the limit of performance/efficiency, so it takes very
little to cause poor performance.  Specific problems
and how to deal with them:

A)   The biggest siingle problem is bad DOOR Frame to
BODY alignment.  The door frame is made of brass
and is very flexible, as the big and heavy window
glass is NOT flexible, then any warpage of the frame
will cause (sometimes very extreme) drag on the
window free movement.  So the first step is to dis-
connect the actuating arm from the window glass.

The actuating arm is connected to the bottom metal
window glass support slider rail. Disconnect it and
push the window glass upand down through its full
movement within the frame. You will soon decide if it
is very hard to push or quite free.

B)  Window Channel Felt, when old, worn, covered in
carp and breaking off and jamming up, can make
the window hard to push up andown just as easily a
frame alignment. Inspect it and see what you think.
Make sure you replace it with the correct section - it
has to be “just right” — too tight and the window still
won’t move up and down easily, you will have
acheived nothing - too loose and will get annoying
clunking during use.  New felt of the correc tsection
fitted to a correctly aligned frame should result in a
smooth, free window action as you push the glass
up and down in the frame.  Plus you can also come
up with line to your wife/partner; “I’m off to the
Jensen parts shop to get felt....”.

C) Door Frame Alignment II - Shut That Door!  Now
that everything is smooth and silky, reconnect every-
thing and see if the window moves up and down
freely under electric operation (remember you have
to have the engine running and have lots of volts
showing on your voltmeter!).  Now, shut that door!
And see if it still works satisfactorily. If it does,
great...if it doesn’t then frame alignment time again.
Open and close the door while watching the top of
the frame.  If it is being pushed out of alignment to
any great extent, then you will have to keep tweak-
ing.  Adjustments on the frame are at the top of the
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door on each side and at the bottom on each side.
They are slotted brackets, spacers, etc., etc. Move
the frame to a position where it doesn’t distort too
much on closing the door.  You want the frame to
press gently against the door apature rubber seals
(enough to stop wind noise) but not so tight as to
distort the frame.  Then tighten up the top adjust-
ments. Press the button and drop the glass down to
the bottom of its travel.  Now tighten up the bottom
adjustments.  Now see if any of it works, with the
door closed. You will probably have to tweak it a few
times, and remember the central guide that the
window glass rides up and down upon — it has
adjustments top and bottom also.  Of course all this
is complicated with the fact that all these adjust-
ments are up and down, in and out and right and
left. You like Jensens, right?

D)Gear Clusters.  For what they cost (see above) re-
place them, you are going to so much bother and
grief if you have gotten this far, you don’t want to go
through this again. WARNING! Warp Core Reactor
Breach!!  To replace the gear cluster you must re-
move the electric window motor/actuating arm unit
from the door.  DO NOT attempt to dis-assemble the
motor from the actuating arm/frame assembly
unless firmly supported in a vice!  There is a monster
helper spring on the arm. If you unbolted the motor
without realising this, the actuator arm will fly free
and upwards, with potentially life-threatening re-
sults.  This is NOT a casual warning!  Nip the arm to
the frame in a vice, nice and tight, and there will
not be a problem.

 E) Window Motors...are generally reliable and
although they are at the limit of their strength
in the Jensen application, if you follow all of the
above advice, you will normally get away with
your existing motors.

F) Electric Window Switches...are manufactured
by Lucas and are well made and reliable.  How-
ever, they are made of plastic with metal bits
and are expected to transmit electric current.
After a couple of ecades they can sometimes be
faulty.  The classic is, press the switch and
nothing happens; press it again (a few times)
and it works (sometimes...).  This is dirty con-
tacts. Once removed, the switch is easily dis-
mantled and you can clean up all the little
contacst inside.  The small terminals on the
udnerside of the switch (we call them Lucar
terminals in the UK) are weak and often break
off.  A skilled man can solder them on again,
but, just buy a new switch.  What does confuse
some auto-electricians is that this little switch
(as well as putting current to the UP and to the
DOWN), also swaps the earth (grounds) as well.
Another reason that the switch must be per-
forming 100%. (This is because the window
motors change direction through reversing the
polarity.)

Keith Anderson
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WIPER DELAY

^^^If you drive your Jensen in the rain, I know
you’ve wished for an intermittent wiper switch to
turn. Auto Parts stores carry an under dash delay
for under $10 that works and can be hidden in
the console. It comes in a small plastic box for
under-dash mounting, but the box can be pried
away leaving the small circuit board with a know
protruding. This assembly fits perfectly in the
console hole left when I had removed the speaker
fader switch (most modern radios have built in
faders).  The instruction sheet for MG’s requires
finding the wiper park wire at the windshield
wiper switch (the brown/light green wire on my
74/75 car).  By using appropriate spade termi-
nals, the wire can be interrupted without any cut
wires.  The power source for the delay can be
anything convenient as the unit doesn’t draw
much power.

Ken Freese
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